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Preface

The 23rd Working Meeting of the European VLBI Group for Geodesy and Astrometry
(EVGA), held at Chalmers University of Technology, initiated a week that was fully
packed with VLBI activities in Gothenburg and at the Onsala Space Observatory.

The EVGA Working Meeting 2017 started with an ice breaker and registration on
Sunday, 14 May, followed by the actual conference which was held on Monday and
Tuesday, 15 and 16 May. Almost 100 participants from 20 countries (Fig. 1), both
from inside and outside Europe (Appendix-A), contributed with many interesting pre-
sentations on the current status of geodetic and astrometric VLBI and corresponding
technical development and scientific results. In total there were 52 oral talks and 34
posters. The corresponding articles of the majority of these presentations are collected
in this proceedings book. The conference dinner on Tuesday evening closed the meeting.

However, it did not end here. The week continued with VLBI related activities.
The 18th IVS Analysis Workshop and various IVS splinter meetings were held on
Wednesday, 17 May, also at Chalmers. This also included a meeting on compatibility is-
sues concerning the VGOS equipment worldwide, both the existing as well as that under
development. A brief summary of this important meeting is included in Appendix-B.

Figure 1: Picture of the EVGA 2017 participants in front of the conference venue at
Chalmers University of Technology (Photo: Joakim Strandberg).
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On Thursday, May 18, the new VGOS-type Onsala twin telescopes were inaugurated.
Details on this ceremonial event, including pictures and the speeches given, are included
in Appendix-C.

This intense VLBI week was finally concluded by the 37th IVS Directing Board
Meeting, held at Chalmers.

Coming back to the EVGA Working Meeting 2017, we want to thank all participants
for sharing their findings with the audience during interesting oral and poster presenta-
tions. We want to thank the scientific organising committee for putting together a very
interesting meeting program. The program and the list of participants are provided in
Appendix-A. We are of course also grateful to all authors for preparing their proceedings
contributions. The electronic version of these proceedings will be made available on the
EVGA webpage evga.org.

The large number of participants at the EVGA 2017 Working Meeting, and the
high quality and interesting oral and poster presentations are very good indications
that European VLBI community is active and on a good track. This time the Onsala
twin telescopes were inaugurated. The next EVGA Working Meeting in 2019 will most
probably be connected to the inauguration of another new VGOS telescope in Europe.
But before that, in the spring of 2018, we foresee the inauguration of the twin telescopes
in Ny-Ålesund in connection to the next IVS General Meeting. I am thus convinced
that we will see a strong contribution of the EVGA to VGOS!

Finally, I together with the organising committee want to thank the Chalmers Univer-
sity of Technology Foundation for their generous support provided for the inauguration
of the Onsala twin telescopes, including the printing and distribution of this proceedings
book.

November 2017
Rüdiger Haas (EVGA chair)
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EVGA 2017 organising committees

Scientific Organising Committee (SOC)

• Rüdiger Haas (Chair), Chalmers tekniska högskola, Sweden

• Sabine Bachmann, Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie, Germany

• Alessandra Bertarini, Reichert GmbH / Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie,
c/o Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy, Germany

• Johannes Böhm, Technische Universität Wien, Austria

• Evgeny Nosov, Institute of Applied Astronomy of the Russian Academy of Sci-
ences, Russia

• Nataliya Zubko, Finnish Geospatial Research Institute, Finland

Local Organising Committee (LOC)

• Rüdiger Haas (Chair)

• Camilla Andersson

• Thomas Hobiger

• Niko Kareinen

• Grzegorz K lopotek

Series of events during the EVGA2017

Date Time Event Location
14 May 18:00-20:00 Icebreaker and registration foyer Palmstedssalen
15 May 08:45-17:45 Oral presentations Day-1 Palmstedssalen

17:45-20:45 Poster session foyer Palmstedssalen
16 May 09:00-17:45 Oral presentations Day-2 Palmstedssalen

19:00-23:00 Conference dinner Wijkanders Restaurang
17 May 08:45-17:00 Various splinter meetings HA4, EDIT 3364, EL42
18 May 10:45-15:45 Onsala Twin Telescopes inauguration Onsala
19 May 09:00-18:00 IVS Directing Board Meeting #37 EDIT 3364
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Technological Developments for VGOS at IGN Yebes
Observatory

J. A. López-Fernández, P. de Vicente, J. A. López-Pérez, F. Colomer, L. R. Santos

Abstract Most of the technological developments at
Yebes Observatory are focused on the construction
of the four VGOS radio telescopes that configure the
RAEGE Network (Yebes, Canary Island, Santa MarÃa
and Flores islands in Azores, Portugal). The areas
covered by these developments are broadband receiver,
low noise amplifiers, feed development, generation of
phase cal tones, RFI monitoring and radio telescope
performance optimization and control. Yebes activities
also include the refurbishment and start operations of
other radio telescopes which belong to other institutions
like Ny-Ålesund TTW or BKG legacy receivers.

Keywords VGOS, RAEGE, RFI, LNA, OFC

1 RAEGE

The Spanish IGN, together with Portuguese colleagues
in EMA (Azores, Portugal), continues the construc-
tion of a network of four new Fundamental Geody-
namical and Space Stations. The RAEGE project was
described previously (Gómez-González et al., 2015).
The Spanish-Portuguese VGOS network RAEGE will
cover three continental plates, with sites in Spain at
Yebes (Eurasian Plate) and Tenerife (African Plate),
and in Portugal on the Azorean islands of Santa Maria
(Eurasian Plate) and Flores (North American Plate).

José Antonio López-Fernández · Pablo de Vicente · José Antonio
López-Pérez · Francisco Colomer
Instituto Geográfico Nacional, Observatorio de Yebes, Cerro de la
Palera s/n, E-19141 Yebes, Spain

Francisco Colomer
Joint Institute for VLBI ERIC (JIVE), Oude Hoogeveensedijk 4,
7991PD Dwingeloo, the Netherlands

Luis R. Santos
EMA-Espaço, Estrutura de Missão dos Açores para o Espaço,
Secretaria Regional do Mar, Ciéncia e Tecnologia, Rua do Mer-
cado, n.21 9500-326 Ponta Delgada, Portugal

The radio telescopes, elevation-over azimuth
turning-head 13.2 m diameter with a ring-focus optical
design and fast moving capabilities, are identical
at the four stations. They have been made by MT
Mechatronics and currently three of them are already
built.

Yebes RAEGE radio telescope is equipped with a
broad band receiver (see next section) and is currently
participating in VGOS trial sessions (VT) together with
GGAO, Westford and Wettzell (MIT, 2017).

The radio telescope in Santa Maria (Azores) is com-
plete, and first light has already being achieved with
its triband receiver developped at Yebes laboratories,
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Installation of the receiver at the Santa Maria RAEGE
station.
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2 López-Fernández et al.

Fig. 2: Frontend-backend configuration.

Fig. 3: Broadband VGOS receiver.

The infrastructure works for the RAEGE station in
Gran Canaria (Spain) is now focused on getting the ap-
proval from the nature protection authorities. The con-
struction of the radio telescope is foreseen for 2018 and
we estimate to put in operation in Spring 2019.

Preliminary work in Flores (Azores) is being con-
ducted to characterize the presence of radio frequency
interference and the soil investigation. Currently the site
has been selected and the operation of the radio tele-
scope is estimated also in 2019.

2 Broadband receiver

The block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The front-end
consists of a dewar with a dual linear polarization
quadruple-ridged flared horn (QRFH) feed, directional
couplers for noisecal and phasecal injection and two
ultra-low noise hybrid amplifiers developed at the
Yebes laboratories. The cryostat, Fig. 3, is built over
a Sumitomo SRDK-408S2 cold head in a cylindrical
dewar made of stainless steel. The top and bottom cov-
ers are made of aluminum. In the top cover a vacuum
window lets the broadband radiation go through. The
receiver and its performance is described in Garcia et
al. (2016) and de Vicente et al. (2016).

Fig. 4: Measured receiver noise temperature.

The bottom cover hosts all the RF connectors (sig-
nal outputs and calibration inputs), vacuum flanges, the
pressure monitor, DC cabling, and housekeeping con-
nectors. Inside the cryostat there is a cylindrical ra-
diation shield made of aluminum and with multilayer
isolation (MLI). The temperature of this stage is less
than 40 K. Removing the radiation shield, the entire
receiver can be easily reached. It is the coldest part of
the receiver at a temperature < 10 K. The cold stage is
made of copper. The RF output signals from the dewar
are sent to RF over-fiber transmitters, allowing signal
transportation through single-mode fiber up to the 40-
m radio telescope back-end room (450 meters). In this
place, the optical receivers are installed, together with
an RF distribution module and four up/down convert-
ers. These converters are fed by the outputs of the dis-
tribution module. They allow the selection of four dual
polarization sub-bands in the range 2− 14 GHz and its
conversion to base-band to feed the VLBI back-ends.
NoiseCal and PhaseCal modules were developed too.
The backend uses four RDBEs.

The measured receiver noise temperature is shown
in Fig. 4. It can be seen that noise temperature values
are distorted by large RFI at low frequencies. Due to
these RFI signals, the optical fiber transmitter pream-
plifier had to be removed, to avoid saturation and inter-
modulation products. The actual Tsys value is estimated
to be 43 K at 45 degrees elevation. The aperture effi-
ciency has also been measured with values between 40
and 70 % all over the band, Fig. 5.

3 LNAs

Y214G series 1 are ultra-wide band, 2− 14 GHz low
noise cryogenic amplifiers designed and built at the Ob-
servatorio de Yebes for the development of a receiver for
the VGOS next generation geodetic VLBI band. Am-
plifier Y214G 1012 has been modified to improve the
output 1 dB compression point by using a GaAs com-
mercial transistor in the third stage (López-Fernández
et al., 2016).
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Fig. 5: Measured aperture efficiency.

Wideband cryogenic LNAs with quite good perfor-
mance in the 2−14 GHz band have been demonstrated,
but they usually present a high input reflection in the
low frequency end. As cryogenic isolators for such a
wide band are not feasible, the only possible alternative
to obtain a good input match is to use a balanced config-
uration made up of two 3 dB 90Âº directional couplers
(hybrids) and two LNAs.

We have designed and manufactured three different
types of multioctave stripline 3 dB 90Âº hybrid cou-
plers for the 2−14 GHz band. All of them are specially
conceived to operate when cooled to 20 K. Its coupling
and reflection characteristics show very little tempera-
ture dependence (Malo et al., 2016).

4 PhaseCal

Microwave Photonics is the field combining radio-
frequency (RF) engineering and photonic technologies
to realize unique applications in microwave photonic
filtering, ultra-broadband coherent communications,
and radio-frequency arbitrary waveform generation.
Optical Frequency Combs (OFC) are photonic systems
which offer outstanding phase-noise performance,
leading to a revolution in optical synthesis and
metrology.

We have developed a system (Carpintero et al.,
2017) that, integrating different optical frequency
comb structures based on mode locked ring-lasers,
enables the characterization of the phase delay in
the microwave cables connecting the feed of a radio-
astronomy antenna receiver site to the instruments over
the frequency band spanning from 2 GHz to 14 GHz.
A first structure has been realized to achieve a wide
optical frequency comb, improving the spectral flatness
among the optical modes through the integration of a
Mach-Zender interferometer within the laser structure.

A second structure that has been developed is a 30
mm long resonator cavity mode locked laser, generat-
ing a repetition rate as low as 2.7 GHz. Such device
allows to generate an electrical comb within the range
from 2.7 GHz to 20 GHz, with 2.7 GHz spacing. In or-
der to obtain kHz spacing tones further improvement
using pulse gating is needed, see Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: Optical frequency comb generator.

5 Other activities

The existence of RFI can damage the amplifying stages
of these ultra low noise receivers or drive them into sat-
uration and, hence, generate intermodulation. These ef-
fects prevent the detection of cosmic radio signals and
can even blind the receiver, making it useless. In June,
the workshop “Detection and measurement of RFI in ra-
dio astronomy” will be held at Yebes Observatory. The
purpose of this workshop is to join the efforts of scien-
tists and engineers in the analysis of the impact of RFI,
its detection and measurement and hardware and soft-
ware solutions to minimize their effects. A tutorial will
be given to show other stations how to use the portable
RFI equipment available at Yebes Observatory. It will
allow stations to carry out RFI measurements on their
own with Yebes equipment, which can be borrowed at
no cost other than transportation.

Yebes TDC has also carried out support activities
to other stations like the implementation of the control
system and installation of a triband receiver for Ny-
Ålesund twin telescopes (Beltran et al., 2016) or the
refurbishment of legacy S/X receiver for BKG AGGO
station (Vaquero et al., 2016).
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Broadband VLBI System GALA-V and its Application for
Geodesy and Frequency Transfer

M. Sekido, K. Takefuji, H. Ujihara, T. Kondo, M. Tsutsumi, Y. Miyauchi, E. Kawai, S. Hasegawa, Y. Koyama,
Y. Hanado, J. Komuro, K. Terada, K. Namba, R. Takahashi, K. Okamoto, T. Aoki, T. Ikeda, K. Watabe,
T. Suzuyama, R. Kawabata, M. Ishimoto, T. Wakasugi, M. Umei

Abstract We have developed a new broadband VLBI
system, which includes broadband feed, data acquisi-
tion system, and data processing software to derive pre-
cise group delay observable. The system is intended to
be compatible with the VGOS (VLBI Global Observing
System) specifications. A newly developed broadband
NINJA feed has been mounted at the Cassegrain focus
of Kashima 34 m antenna, as well as at two small di-
ameter VLBI antennas. The RF-Direct sampling (RDS)
technique was introduced by using high speed sam-
pler K6/GALAS(OCTAD-G). The RDS has great bene-
fit not only simplification of the data acquisition system
by eliminating analog frequency converter, but also in-
creasing phase stability of the signal. This characteristic
is essentially contributing to sub-pico second precision
delay measurement achieved by wideband bandwidth
synthesis. We conducted a series of broadband VLBI
experiments between two small telescopes installed at
NICT (Tokyo) and NMIJ (Tsukuba) for measurement of
clock difference between UTC(NICT) and UTC(NMIJ).
The results demonstrated that the broadband VLBI sys-
tem enables pico-second precision observations even
with small diameter radio telescopes.
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1 Introduction of the GALA-V Project

The cConcept of broadband VLBI system for the next
generation geodetic VLBI system has been discussed
by the IVS working group (Niell et al., 2006). And it
has been realized as the VGOS (VLBI Global Observ-
ing System). Stimulated by the VGOS concept, we have
started the development of a broadband VLBI system
named GALA-V for applications to perform accurate
frequency comparison on long baselines.

We employed small diameter antennas (MARBLE1
and MARBLE2) as relocatable VLBI station. Standard
signals generated by the atomic clocks to be compared
are used for frequency standards at each small VLBI
stations, and they are compared by observations. The
disadvantage of the small collecting area of the antenna
is compensated by two techniques.

One technique is to expand the observation band-
width. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is proportional to
the square-root of the signal bandwidth, then increasing
frequency width of signal channel from conventional
8 MHz to 1024 MHz gains

√
128 = 11 times improve-

ment.

The second technique is to joint VLBI observations
with a larger diameter antenna, because the sensitivity
of VLBI observation is proportional to the product of
diameter of the antenna pair.

Fig. 1 depicts an image of the GALA-V project and
34 m and 2.4 m diameter antennas used in the project.
Once the ’large-small’ diameter antenna pair works as
VLBI station, the delay observable on the ’small-small’
diameter antenna pair can be computed by using the clo-
sure relation from two ’large-small’ baseline data sets
of the same epoch, where radio source structure effects
are supposed to be compensated or small enough to be
eliminated.

This report describes topics of GALA-V system de-
velopment.

5
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Fig. 1: Principle of the Gala-Y project. Small antennas are used
as tool for geodesy by joint observation with a large diameter an-
tenna. Kashima 34 m (left) and 2.4 m diameter Cassegrain an-
tennas (right) are capable of super broad frequency (3-14 GHz)
observation via new broadband NINJA feeds.

2 Broadband Feed and Signal Chain

New VGOS telescopes are starting up in many coun-
tries, and almost all of new VGOS stations employ ei-
ther the Eleven Feed System (Yang, et al., 2011) or the
Quadruple-Ridged Flared Horn (Akgiray, et al., 2013)
for the receiver. Since these feeds have wide opening
angle around 120 degrees, ring focus optics have been
chosen for new telescopes being built. However, in our
case, Kashima 34 m antenna’s full viewing angle of sub-
reflector from the focal point is fixed by geometry to be
34 degrees. Due to this reason, we have developed our
own multi-mode feed named IGUNA-H (Ujihara, 2016)
for 6.5-15 GHz frequency range as the first prototype.
A second prototype NINJA feed for the 3.2-14 GHz fre-
quency range has been used at Kashima 34 m and two
small diameter telescopes in our project. A picture of
the broadband feeds mounted at Kashima 34 m antenna
is displayed in Fig. 2. For quick development and for
cost restriction, room temperature LNA has been used,
then modified system temperature (Tsys∗) is about 150-
300 K for 3-14 GHz frequency range.

The received signal is transmitted to the observation
room via a broadband optical signal transmission sys-
tem. An amplitude slope of the signal over the frequency
is inevitably caused by insertion loss of any microwave
components, including frequency response of the A/D
converter, though this causes a significant signal loss at
higher frequency. Thus, the compensation of the ampli-

Fig. 2: Picture of the broadband feed system of the Kashima 34 m
antenna with the NINJA feed on the left and the IGUANA-H feed
on the right hand side.

tude slope by using a passive equalization device is im-
portant in the signal chain.

3 RF-Direct Sampling and Phase
Calibration with Radio Source

As it has already mentioned in the “Vision of
VLBI2010” (Niell et al., 2006), RF-direct Sampling
(RDS) technique has several advantages. Not only it
enables simplified backend system, digitalization at
early stage of signal chain brings benefit of stable phase
relation of signal between channels. That is essentially
important for precise group delay measurement. The
block diagram of RDS and signal in frequency domain
are illustrated in Fig. 3. The observed radio frequency
signal is converted to digital data by using highspeed
sampler K6/GALAS. The extraction of four channels
of 1024 MHz width are made by FPGA digital signal
processing implemented in the sampler. Frequency
allocation within the input signal is selectable with
1 MHz resolution. The acquired data of each channel
comes out by 2048 Msps in 1 bit or 2 bit quantized via

Fig. 3: Diagram of RF-Direct Sampling with 16 GHz sampler
K6/GALAS. Two RF inputs (DC-8 GHz and 8-16 GHz) are digi-
tized, and four channels with 1 GHz frequency width are extracted
by digital BBC function inside the sampler.
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VDIF/VTP/UDP data stream through 10GBASE-SR
interfaces. We have been routinely using an off-the-
shelf computer with 10GBASE-SR NIC and RAID disk
system for recording of 8192 Mbps data stream.

Conventionally, phase calibration (Pcal) signals
have been used to recover linear phase response of the
entire VLBI observation system for precise group delay
measurement. The target of phase correction via Pcal
signal is an extra phase added at the stage of frequency
conversion and a phase delay in the signal transmission
path. It is unavoidable that the unknown initial phase of
the local oscillator is inserted in the analog frequency
conversion. In case of the RDS data acquisition, the
phase relation between channels are frozen at digitiza-
tion, and further filtering and frequency conversion are
made by digital signal processing. Any cause of phase
variation, such as small changes of signal transmission
path length and changes of sampling timing, are limited
. Therefore, conventional Pcal signal is less important
in RDS data acquisition.

Even though the RDS technique is used, linear phase
relation is not always preserved in the raw data, be-
cause the physical signal paths to two A/D converters
and delay steps in the digital signal processing might
be slightly different between channels. Hence, we in-
troduce phase calibration by using natural radio source
to recover linear phase relation. When cross correlat-
ing, the phase at frequency ω is given by Cor(ω) =

A(ω)exp{ jφ(ω)}. The phase φ(ω) includes several com-
ponents as follows,

φ(ω) = φgeom +∆φatm +∆φω,ion +∆φω,feed

+∆φω,trans +∆φω,DAS +φω,src, (1)

where ∆means difference between two radio telescopes.
The suffixes ’geom’, ’atm’, ’ion’, ’ feed’, ’ trans’, ’
DAS’, and ’ src’ represent geometrical delay, neutral
atmospheric propagation delay, ionospheric dispersive
delay, frequency dependent feed characteristics, signal
transmission path, data acquisition system, and radio
source structure, respectively. Here we omit the source
structure effect, since it is a subject to be discussed sep-
arately.

Let us suppose an ideal radio source which is located
at identical celestial coordinates as a point source in all
observing bands. We observe such a radio source as a
reference scan with sufficient integration time to achieve
good SNR. The correlation phase of the ’reference scan’
φ(ω)ref is used for calibrate the phase of the ith scan
φ(ω)i, where the instrumental phases ∆φfeed , ∆φtrans ,
and ∆φDAS are supposed to be constant over time. Con-
sequently, the calibrated cross correlation phase con-
tains differential ionospheric delay and constant group
delay offset, i.e.

∆φi = φ(ω)i−φ(ω)ref

= φgeom,i−φgeom,ref +∆φatm,i−∆φatm,ref

+∆φω,ion,i−∆φω,ion,ref

= φgeom,i +∆φω,atm,i−
∆T ECi−∆T ECref

ω
+A×ω . (2)

The constant A corresponds to the group delay of ge-
ometry and neutral atmosphere of the reference scan.
The dispersive differential ionospheric contribution can
be separately estimated and excluded by the 1/ω de-
pendency of the correlation phase. Finally, all causes of
non-linearity of the phase originating from instrumen-
tal effects and data acquisition are eliminated and linear
phase characteristic is recovered for the broad frequency
range. The only drawback is the inclusion of the group
delay offset A, though it can be absorbed in the clock
offset.

It has been reported that radio source structure ef-
fects become significant when the projected baseline
length gets longer (e.g. Xu et al., 2016). This effect
needs to be investigated and to be taken into account
for intercontinental baselines.

4 Broadband Group Delay and
Comparison with Conventional
Multi-channel Delay

Linear phase response over frequency range 3–12 GHz
can be realized, as described in the previous section.
Based on this calibration technique, extremely precise
group delays can be determined by coherently synthe-
sizing broadband signals. This wide-band bandwidth
synthesis software has been developed by Kondo and
Takefuji (2016). Hereafter we call the group delay
obtained by synthesizing broadband cross correlation
data as ’broadband-delay’. Fig. 4 shows an example
of broadband-delay obtained between Kashima 34 m
and Ishioka 13 m radio telescope with frequency
array of 3.2, 4.8, 8.8, and 11.6 GHz. Each point in
the plot is a broadband-delay derived by one second
integration. The data shows that the delay precision
reaches to sub-picosecond level for one second of
integration. Additionally, a random walk like delay
change in the order of a few tens of picoseconds has
been observed during hundreds seconds of timescale.
The most probable cause of this delay behavior is the
propagation delay due to inhomogeneous distribution
of water vapor in the atmosphere.

As described in Section 1, delay observables be-
tween a ’small-small’ antenna pair are derived by clo-
sure delay relation. In 2016, a series of broadband VLBI
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Fig. 4: Broadband delay observed on Kashima34 – Ishioka 13 m
baseline, after removing a slow delay change caused by the geo-
metrical delay. Each point is derived from broad bandwidth syn-
thesis with 1 second integration. The delay measurement preci-
sion has been evaluated about 4.e-13 sec. at one second.

experiments were conducted 10 times with two small
VLBI antennas and a 34 m antenna (O). The two small
antennas were a 1.6 m diameter broadband antennas
(MARBLE1:A) installed at the National Metrology In-
stitute of Japan (NMIJ) in Tsukuba and a 2.4 m diam-
eter broadband antenna (MARBLE2:B) installed at the
headquarter of NICT in Tokyo. The frequency arrays
of the GALA-V observations were not always the same
for all of the ten sessions. The nominal frequency array
of the GALA-V project is 3.5, 5.1, 9.9, and 13.1 GHz,
which results in 3.8 GHz effective bandwidth (EBW).
The minimum EBW is 1.78 GHz when frequency array
was 5.9, 7.1, 8.7, and 10.6 GHz. Reference scans, which
are used for correlation phase calibration, were included
three times in every sessions with about 1200 s dura-
tion. These scans were used for the evaluation of the de-
lay measurement precision. Time series of broadband-
delays (τOA, τOB) have been derived with one second
integration. Then, the delay observables of the ’small-
small’ baseline (τAB ) were computed by linear combi-
nation of τOA and τOB. These broadband-delay data are
plotted in Fig. 5.

For the comparison between broadband-delay and
conventional multi-channel delay in X-band, observa-
tions in X-band with 2000 s duration were conducted
with the 11 m diameter antenna pair of the Kashima –
Koganei 100 km baseline. Roughly speaking, the 2.4 m
and 34 m diameter antenna pair has an equivalent sen-
sitivity of a

√
2.4∗34 = 9 m antenna pair. VLBI obser-

vations of 3C273B with Kashima 11 m – Koganei 11 m
baseline were made on 10 April 2017 with the X-band
frequency array 8210.99, 8220.99, 8250.99, 8310.99,
8420.99, 8500.99, 8550.99, and 8570.99 MHz with each
8 MHz bandwidth. The effective bandwidth of this ar-
ray is about 133 MHz. To reach sufficient SNR, 9 s of
integration time was chosen. The multi-channel delay
after removing slow geometrical delay change is super-

imposed with open circle in Fig. 5. Since the typical rms
residual of geodetic VLBI analysis of Kashima 11 m –
Koganei 11 m baseline is around 30 ps, scattering of the
multi-channel delay in this plot represents proper per-
formance of the observation system.

Fig. 5: Broadband-delay of MARBLE1–MARBLE2 baseline
data observed in 2016 are plotted with lines of each color. Slow
geometrical delay changes are removed from these data in ad-
vance. The numbers of the notations indicate time tag of the scans
in yyyydddHHMMSS format. Broadband-delays were derived ev-
ery one or 4 s intervals. Conventional multi-channel delays of
Kashima 11 m – Koganei 11 m baseline were observed with 8
channels at X-band within 500 MHz width. These data are plot-
ted by 9 s interval with open circles.

This plot tells us several findings:

1. Broadband delay has a significantly higher preci-
sion than conventional multi-channel delay with X-
band.

2. Broadband-delay shows random walk like delay
change with a few tens of pico seconds of ampli-
tude within hundred seconds of timescale. Potential
cause of delay changes would be

a. change of electrical path from feed system to
the sampler.

b. drift of sampling timing

c. excess delay change caused by signal propaga-
tion medium.

We suspect that the most probable cause of this will
be (c), which is attributed to small scale inhomogene-
ity of the atmosphere. Contributions from the other er-
ror sources (a) and (b) should exist. However, 20 ps
(=16 mm) amplitude change within a few hundreds of
seconds is too large, thus these are unlikely to be the
dominating error sources.
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5 Conclusions

We have developed new broadband VLBI system,
which includes broadband feed, data acquisition sys-
tem, and data processing software to derive precise
group delay observable. It was demonstrated that
the broadband-delay observable has the potential to
measure group delays with sub-picosecond precision.
Even a small (1.6 - 2.4 m) diameter antenna pair can
make precise group delay measurements by broadband
observation and joint observation with large diameter
antenna. The delay precision was superior to conven-
tional multi-channel delay observations with an 11 m
diameter antenna pair.
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Sensitivity and Antenna Noise Temperature Analysis of the
Feed System for the Onsala Twin Telescopes

J. Flygare, M. Pantaleev, B. Billade, M. Dahlgren, L. Helldner, R. Haas

Abstract The demand for higher precision measure-
ments in Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
continues to grow, which drives the technical devel-
opment of next generation international VLBI stations
called the VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS).
The VGOS design includes the idea of twin telescopes,
i.e. two identical telescopes that will be used for con-
tinuous observations to study geodynamical processes.
Such a twin telescope system has recently been in-
stalled at the Onsala Space Observatory, Sweden. The
Onsala twin telescopes (OTT) are 13.2 m diameter,
dual-reflector systems with a ring-focus sub-reflector.
In this paper we present the estimated performance, fo-
cusing on the achievable system equivalent flux density
(S EFD), sky noise modeling, and antenna noise tem-
perature. We evaluate the system for two different cryo-
genic wideband quad-ridge flared horn (QRFH) feed se-
tups operating over 3−18 GHz and 4.6−24 GHz. Anal-
ysis based on measured feed data shows a low antenna
noise temperature and that SEFD of 1000 Jy can be
achieved for the system. The result from Y-factor test
shows TREC = 10 K over most of the frequency band.

Keywords Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI),
VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS), Wideband,
Feed, System Equivalent Flux Density (SEFD), Quad-
Ridge Flared Horn (QRFH)

1 Introduction

The technique of Geodetic Very Long Baseline Interfer-
ometry (Geo-VLBI) is well established as a high preci-

Jonas Flygare · Miroslav Pantaleev · Bhushan Billade · Mag-
nus Dahlgren, Leif Helldner · Rüdiger Haas
Onsala Space Observatory, Department of Space, Earth and Envi-
ronment, Chalmers University of Technology, SE-439 92 Onsala,
Sweden
Email: jonas.flygare@chalmers.se

Fig. 1: The Onsala twin telescopes, OTT-North on the left and
OTT-South to the right.

sion technique to determine geodetic and geodynamic
parameters. It is used extensively to give accurate time
estimation and reference frames for the earths global
coordinate systems. Since the first VLBI development
in the 1970‘s and until now, the position accuracy has
increased with a factor of 103. The VLBI Global Ob-
serving System (VGOS) is the latest step in the real-
ization of this improvement with a goal of a position
accuracy of 1 mm. As pointed out in Schönberger et al.
(2015), the twin telescope concept is advantageous for
several reasons, and due to the short distance between
the identical telescopes the difference in atmospheric
conditions should be minimal. In 2013 the first twin
telescopes were installed at Wettzell Geodetic Observa-
tory, Germany and currently the construction is ongo-
ing for the Ny-Ålesund Geodetic Observatory in Sval-
bard, Norway. The Onsala twin telescopes (OTT) are the
newest addition to the VGOS project, and can be seen
in Fig. 1. The telescopes were inaugurated with great
celebrations on the 18th of May, 2017.

In this paper we focus on the sensitivity per-
formance of the OTT based on measured data. The
Figure-of-Merit (FoM), the system equivalent flux
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Fig. 2: OTT ring-focus geometry illustrated in GRASP.

density (S EFD), is specified to be below 2100 Jy
for 3 − 18 GHz and elevations down to 30◦ above
the horizon. In Eq. 1 it can be seen that for a given
incoming flux density, S in, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(S NR) increases with a decreasing S EFD,

S NR =
S in

S EFD

√
t · fBW, (1)

where t is the integration time and fBW is the band-
width. Therefore, minimizing S EFD as much as possi-
ble translates to high sensitivity and shorter integration
time for observations. S EFD is proportional to the ra-
tio of total system noise temperature, Tsys, over effective
collecting area of the telescope, Aeff, according to Eq. 2,

S EFD =
2kBTsys

Aeff

, (2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The effective
area of the telescope is defined as Aeff = ηaAphy where
ηa is the aperture efficiency and Aphy is the physical col-
lecting area of the dish. Total system noise temperature
is defined as Tsys = TA + TREC, where TA is the antenna
noise temperature and TREC is the receiver noise tem-
perature including mismatches, feed ohmic losses and
the noise temperature of the cryogenic Low-Noise Am-
plifiers (LNA). In Sec. 3 we discuss TA more and the
modeling of the sky noise temperature and spill-over
calculation.

2 Telescope geometry

The OTT dish geometry is of ring-focus dual-reflector
type with a D = 13.2 m and a half-subtended angle
θ0 = 65◦ and was designed and delivered by MT
Mechatronics (MTM). A simplified picture of the ring-
focus geometry is shown in Fig. 2 with a 1.5 m on-axis
sub-reflector. This geometry results in a telescope focus
close to the sub-reflector and not at the main-reflector
apex, therefore no rays are reflecting from the center
hole of the main-reflector. Rays from the main-reflector
outer rim reflect into boresight of the feed and rays from

Fig. 3: QRFH optimized for 3 − 18 GHz. It has a diameter of
148 mm and a length of 102 mm.

close to the center hole reflect at the sub-reflector outer
rim into the feed. This construction results in a higher
aperture efficiency compared to common unshaped
dual-reflector systems (Milligan, 2005). The subtended
angle is suitable for linearly dual-polarized broadband
feeds such as the quad-ridge flared horn (QRFH)
(Akgiray et al., 2011) and the Eleven Feed (Yang
et al., 2011). The ring-focus antenna geometry makes
the system sensitive for horizontal radio frequency
interference (RFI) due to the sub-reflector shape, and
depending on the local situation a broadband feed with
a strict cut-off above the lowest part of the S-band could
be needed (Schüler et al., 2015), which is a inherent
feature of the QRFH. Both the QRFH and the Eleven
Feed are very well known technologies and have been
studied thoroughly for the VGOS project. These feed
concepts give near-constant beamwidth, ultra-wideband
frequency performance and a compact footprint. The
Eleven Feed has a constant phase center location and
QRFH can be easily fed with one single-ended LNA
per polarization. The receiver system and cryogenic
dewar was designed so that it could house either of the
feed concepts and be interchangeable.

3 Noise temperature modeling

To calculate the S EFD we need to accurately estimate
the antenna noise temperature, TA. This was done us-
ing a complete system simulator, provided by Marianna
Ivashina at the antenna group at Chalmers University of
Technology (Ivashina et al., 2011). The software com-
bines the feed beam patterns with the dish geometry and
calculates the full beam pattern of the telescope through
physical optics (PO) and physical theory of diffraction
(PTD) in the GRASP software. Then, by integrating
the noise temperature distribution, T (θ,φ, f ), of the sky
(Fig. 5) and ground over all angles weighted with the
beam pattern according to Eq. 3,
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Fig. 4: QRFH optimized for 4.6− 24 GHz. It has a diameter of
202 mm and a length of 182 mm. The feed is shown mounted
inside the dewar for test with the LNAs visible at the bottom.

TA =

"
4π

G(θ,φ, f )T (θ,φ, f ) sinθdθdφ

"
4π

G(θ,φ, f ) sinθdθdφ
(3)

we can estimate the antenna noise temperature TA.
In this calculation G(θ,φ, f ) is the beam pattern of the
telescope, θ is elevation, φ azimuth and f is frequency.
The significant contributions to the antenna noise are the
sky-noise from the main beam and the spill-over termi-
nated on the ground (Tg = 290 K). The noise distribution
for the full sphere surrounding the telescope is given ac-
cording to Eq. 4,

T (θ,φ, f ) =

Ts(θ,φ, f ) 90◦ ≥ |θ| > 0◦

Tg 0◦ ≥ |θ| ≥ −90◦
(4)

From the noise temperature calculations together
with the aperture efficiency, we can accurately estimate
the S EFD of the complete telescope system. For clari-
fication, a schematic over the system simulator process
is shown in Fig. 6.

4 Feed system performance

In this section we show the performance of a 3−18 GHz
QRFH, see Fig. 3, estimated on the OTT with measured
feed beam patterns. The feed was optimized and
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Fig. 5: Sky temperature over 0.2−100 GHz, four elevations.

Fig. 6: Schematic of the steps in the system simulator illustrating
the full calculation procedure.

delivered by the California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, CA, USA, for these frequencies. We also
show the performance of a QRFH over 4.6− 24 GHz,
see Fig. 4, designed at Onsala and the antenna group
at Chalmers for a different project (Dong et al., 2017)
and how it could be a possible upgrade in the future for
OTT. TREC was measured at Onsala for both receiver
systems using the standard Y-factor method with a hot
(absorber) and cold (sky) load. The systems includes
cryogenic low-noise amplifiers (LNA) supplied by
the company Low Noise Factory (LNF) based in
Gothenburg, Sweden. Antenna noise temperature was
calculated using measured feed beam patterns in the
system simulator described in Sec. 3.

Aperture efficiency for the 3−18 GHz QRFH (6 : 1
bandwidth) is above 50 % across the band with an av-
erage of 58 %, see Fig. 7. This is slightly below the ex-
pected 60 % and most likely depends on ridge misalign-
ment in the feed during the assembly. The 4.6−24 GHz
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Fig. 7: Aperture efficiency for the feed systems.

QRFH (5.2 : 1 bandwidth) shows high and constant
aperture efficiency above 60 % across almost the entire
band with an average of 63 %.

Both feeds show similar performance in antenna
noise, TA = 10 K in zenith elevation, for the overlapping
frequencies. The 4.6−24 GHz QRFH show slightly bet-
ter performance due to higher spill-over efficiency, see
Fig. 8. The difference in TA between the feeds for lower
elevation means that a bigger fraction of the side-lobes
are terminated on the ground for the 3− 18 GHz feed
at this range of elevation. At the upper end of the fre-
quency band in Fig. 8 we see an increase in sky-noise
from the water-vapor line at 22.2 GHz which is an un-
avoidable feature of the surrounding sky temperature,
see Fig. 5. The receiver noise of both systems is mea-
sured to excellent TREC = 10 K over most of the fre-
quency band, see Fig. 9. Total system noise temperature
for each of the two systems, Tsys, are between 20−25 K
over most of the bands for zenith elevation and 10 K
higher for the lower elevation |θ| = 30◦. In both systems
we add another 2 K to the total system noise account-
ing for back-end noise contribution. According to Eq. 2
this results in S EFD = 1000 Jy, clearly fulfilling the re-
quirement of lower than 2100 Jy over the 3− 18 GHz
band, see Fig. 10. For the frequency range 21−24 GHz,
S EFD is degraded due to the very strong absorption in
the water-vapor line and can not be expected to achieve
the same performance as the rest of the band.

5 Conclusions

Through full system antenna noise analysis, the OTT
feed systems show S EFD = 1000 Jy over most of the
3− 18 GHz and all elevations. This is clearly fulfilling
the specification of maximum 2100 Jy allowed. Both
QRFH systems presented here show excellent TREC =
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10 K and should be considered as good candidates for
operation. The OTT is indeed a high-end VGOS system
that will contribute substantially to next generation of
Geo-VLBI research.
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Design, Implementation and Tests of the Signal Chain for the
Twin Telescopes at Onsala Space Observatory

M. Pantaleev, L. Helldner, R. Haas, K.-Å. Johansson, L. Petterson, J. Dahlström, M. Dahlgren, U. Kylenfall,
B. Billade, J. Flygare

Abstract We give an overview on the design, realisation
and tests of the signal chain for the twin telescopes at
Onsala Space Observatory. The choice of feed and fre-
quency band was dictated by the requirement for keep-
ing compatibility with the S-band system and existing
reference frame established from the observations per-
formed for decades with the OSO 20 m and in the same
time creating system that will be flexible for adding new
frequency bands above 14 GHz. We describe the design
details and test results for the two developed systems: a
cryogenic front-end with 3–18 GHz Quad-Ridged Feed
Horn (QRFH), installed on the northern telescope and a
cryogenic front-end with Eleven Feed for the 2–14 GHz
range, installed on the southern telescope. We present
the criteria and the selection process related to evalua-
tion of key system components as for example the feed,
LNA and RFoF link. We give also details on the design
of the signal chain, including RF signal distribution to
the back-end, noise and phase calibration and the sys-
tem for monitoring and control of the RF chain.

Keywords VGOS, QRFH, Eleven Feed, RFoF, Signal
Chain, RF Chain

1 Introduction

The Onsala Space Observatory (OSO) was involved in
VLBI since the first experiments in 1968. The diverse
advanced equipment acquired during the years as well
as the longest time series in the VLBI database makes
OSO to be an unique fundamental space geodetic site.
In order to meet the new VGOS standards, activities for
purchase of VGOS-compatible telescopes and equip-

Miroslav Pantaleev · Leif Helldner · Rüdiger Haas · Karl-Åke Jo-
hansson · Lars Petterson · Jens Dahlström · Magnus Dahlgren ·
Ulf Kylenfall · Bhushan Billade · Jonas Flygare
Chalmers University of Technology, Department of Space, Earth
and Environment, Onsala Space Observatory, SE-439 92 Onsala

ment started as early as 2011. The contract for the de-
livery and installation of a twin pair of antennas was
awarded to MT Mechatronics (MTM) (MTM, 2015)
and the construction of the signal chain was decided to
be accomplished by the Electronics Laboratory at OSO.
A general overview on the Onsala twin telescope project
is given in Elgered et al. (2017). Here we present the
main activities related to the design and construction of
the signal chain.

2 System overview

The Onsala twin telescopes (OTT) are located approx-
imately 800 meters from the 20 m antenna building
which hosts the control room for the 20 m and the 25 m
antennas as well as two H-masers. We were faced with
a problem of how to decide on the transfer of frequency
standard and RF signals and also to make decision for
the location of the back-ends. Three possible place-
ments for the back-end system were discussed: a) the
towers of the telescopes, b) the 25 m antenna building
(located 50 m from the OTT), and c) the 20 m antenna
control room. After careful consideration of advantages
and disadvantages for each of these alternatives we de-
cided to place the back-ends in the 20 m antenna con-
trol room and transfer the time and frequency standards
from the existing maser in the 20 m antenna building
to the OTT. For the distribution of the RF as well as
time and frequency standards we decided to use RF over
Fiber (RFoF) links.

In the OTT project we define the signal chain as the
system that captures the EM signal from the antenna re-
flector system and provides amplification, filtering sub-
band division and transportation to the back-end, and
also supplies noise and phase calibration signals. Part of
the signal chain are also the components providing con-
trol and monitoring of the active elements and monitor-
ing of the RF signals. Fig. 1 depicts a context diagram
of the signal chain. The RF chain is a sub-system of the
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Fig. 1: Signal chain - context diagram.

signal chain that converts the EM signals received from
the telescope and delivers them to the back-end. The RF
chain consists of four functional units, interconnected in
the following order: cryogenic receiver, RF front-end,
RFoF link and RF back-end. The receiver that houses
the feed and the cryogenic LNAs is located inside the el-
evation cabin and interfaces mechanically and optically
to the antenna reflector. The RF signals are transported
via RFoF link to the control room located in the 20 m
antenna building. The RF Back-end unit provides am-
plification, filtering and sub-band division and supplies
the signals to the Digital Base Band Converter (DBBC).
The time and frequency distribution system uses refer-
ence signals from the H-maser which is also located at
the 20 m antenna control building. 5 MHz and 1 pps are
supplied to the DBBC and the ground unit of the Cable
Delay Measurement System (CDMS) that is located in
the same temperature-stabilised room as the H-maser.

The work on the signal chain started in 2015 with
definition of the various sub-systems and selection of
suppliers for the key components as for example feed,
RFoF and CDMS. The detailed design of the cryostat,
RF distribution and control system was carried out at the
Electronics Laboratory at Onsala and was accomplished
by the spring of 2016. The procurement, assembly and
test of all locally designed sub-systems was finished and
tested in the lab by the end of 2016. In January 2017 the
first receiver was installed and tested on the north tele-
scope followed by installation and tests with the second
receiver on south telescope in April 2017.

3 Selection of feeds

The MTM antennas are equipped with axis-symmetric
ring focus dual reflector systems. The diameter of the
primary and secondary reflectors are 13.2 m and 1.55 m,
respectively. This antenna geometry requires a feed with
wide illumination angle. The feed selection was dictated
by a few factors: frequency range, sensitivity and polari-
sation properties. After considering some input from the
IVS working group and also taking in to account the lo-
cal RFI situation at OSO, as well as the requirements
for keeping compatibility with the S-band system and

Fig. 2: The interior of the two cryogenic receivers.
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existing reference frame established from the observa-
tions performed for decades with the OSO 20 m tele-
scope, we decided to have two different type of feeds
covering different frequency bands for the OTT. It was
decided that one of the telescopes will be equipped with
3–18 GHz Quad-Ridged Feed Horn (QRFH) (Akgiray
et al., 2013) and the other one with an Eleven Feed for
the 2–4 GHz range (Yang et al., 2011).

The purchase of the QRFH was agreed with Sander
Winereb at California Institute of Technology (Caltech).
A contractual agreement was set up between OSO and
Caltech to scale up in frequency the existing 2–14 GHz
QRFH design and optimize the performance to pro-
vide optimal efficiency for the 3–18 GHz for the MT
Mechatronics ring focus reflector system. The optimisa-
tion was carried out using CST Microwave studio (CST,
2016). The goal was to obtain 60 % efficiency over 90 %
of the 3–18 GHz frequency range at a fixed focus po-
sition of the feed. Two feeds were purchased with the
provision that the cryostat with the Eleven feed could
be upgraded with QRFH at a later stage. Details on the
feed analysis are given in Flygare et al. (2017).

4 Construction of the cryogenic
receivers

The cryogenic receiver is the first component of the
signal chain. The function of the cryogenic receiver as
part of the signal chain is to capture the signals from
the antenna via the feed horn, couple phase and noise
calibration, and provide low noise amplification. There-
fore, the receiver integrates the broad band feed and
the first stage amplifier at cryogenic temperature to pro-
vide ultimate sensitivity for receiving sky signals. The
receiver design was driven by the requirements to al-
low exchange of different type of feeds. Pictures of the
two cryostats are shown in Fig. 2. Special care in the
cryostat design was taken in order to provide good me-
chanical references between the feed mechanical posi-
tion and the interface to the antenna. This will secure
that the phase centre of the feed will be well aligned
with the focal point of the reflector system. For the
support of the receiver we used glass-fiber pipes with
openings on the side to access the cryostat interior and
mount components. The feed is mounted on an alu-
minum plate bolted to the glas-fiber support and con-
nected with flexible copper braids to the cold head to
transfer the heat and at the same time to prevent transfer
of mechanical vibrations from the cold head to the feed.
The heat load due to infrared radiation is minimised
using Multi-Layer Insulation based on aluminum foil
wrapped around the heat shields. The optical interface

of the feed towards the sub-reflector is provided by an
infrared window that minimises the heat load towards
the 20 K stage and a vacuum window providing the
hermetical sealing. The infrared window is constructed
from thin teflon sheets separated by plastic mesh. The
vacuum window is a self-supported Mylar film clamped
with O-ring. The mechanical design of the vacuum win-
dow and infrared window was made suitable for both
Eleven feed and QRFH. The signal from the feed is fed
first to a directional coupler for inserting noise calibra-
tion signal and then passed to the LNA. The first stage
gain Low Noise Amplifiers (LNA) for the two receivers
were purchased from Low Noise Factory (LNF, 2016).

5 RF front-end and back-end units

The RF front-end unit is the component following the
cryogenic receiver. To avoid potential problems with the
dynamic range of the RF oF link as well as to mitigate
possible saturation of the amplifiers in the signal chain
from strong RFI signals we decided to split the RF-band
at the output of the receiver to two sub-bands and use
two RFoF links for the Low and High sub-bands of each
polarisation. Thus the function of the RF front-end unit
is to provide additional amplification of the RF signal
and also to divide the signal to two sub-bands.

The RFoF links were purchased from RF Optics (RF
Optics, 2016). The installation of all fibers was made
taking in to account very good thermal insulation. They
are placed at least 0.8 m below the surface, where pos-
sible, and insulated with thick foam everywhere else.
The fibre cable used is LS Cable LSGS-06-OC0190-02
G.652D single mode fiber. This cable type was selected
because its excellent thermal coefficient of delay.

In the control room the optical signals are down-
converted to RF. At the output of the optical receivers
for the Low and High sub-bands we have installed fil-
ter bank for forming four IF channels that are passed to
the DBBC. Several options for the filter banks were dis-
cussed. The goal was to design system that will provide
full VGOS operations in the future and at the same time
to be compatible the present Haystack-system to allow
VLBI sessions as early as possible. At present time (end
of 2016) Haystack is using 512 MHz bandwidth around
center frequencies of 3.3, 5.5, 6.6, and 10.5 GHz. After
discussion with Jim Lovell and Gino Tuccari (Lovell et
al., 2016) we adopted the IF bands as listed in Table 1.

The OTT equipment located in the 20 m control
room is shown in Fig. 3. The RFoF receivers supplies
signals to the RF back-end unit which splits the RF to
four sub-bands and feed them to the DBBC. There is ad-
ditional functionalities providing the possibility to mon-
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Table 1: Filter bands for four channels fed to the DBBC.

Band Bandwidth (-20 dB) Pass-band LO IF
[GHz] [GHz] [GHz] [GHz]

1 1.8–4.1 2.0–3.8 – 2.0–3.8
2 3.7–7.7 3.8–7.6 7.7 0.1–3.9
3 7.5–11.5 7.6–11.4 7.5 0.1–3.9
4 11.3–15.3 11.4–15.2 11.3 0.1–3.9

itor the spectra of the RF signal as well to analyse the
phase calibration signal for each of the four sub-bands.

Fig. 3: The OTT equipment in the control room of the 20 m build-
ing. The left cabinet is for OTT-S, the right for OTT-N.

6 Phase and Cable delay measurement

As described in the previous section we decided to
distribute the time and frequency normal over RFoF
link from the H-maser at the 20 m to the two tele-
scopes. The complexity of finding the best technical so-
lution was additionally complicated because of the se-
lection of strategy for integrating Cable Delay Measure-
ment System (CDMS). We considered two alternative
solutions for transferring the time and frequency nor-
mal: a) actively compensated link from Menlo Systems
(model RFCD1500), and b) using the CDMS from MIT
Haystack (CDMS, 2016). After some experiments and
considering the project time line we decide to go for the
CDMS with ground and RFoF transmitter both unit in-
stalled at the H-maser in the control room of the 20 m
and RFoF receiver and antenna unit installed at the re-
ceiver in each of the antennas.

7 Test Results

The integration of the QRFH was accomplished in
November 2016 and the equivalent receiver noise was
tested using Y-factor method with the sky as cold load
and absorber at ambient temperature as hot load. The
testing was done at the newly build Y-factor measure-
ment facility at the Electronics Laboratory at OSO. The
results are shown in Fig. 4. The careful design of the
cryostat opening that does not truncate the beam, the
efficient cooling of the feed and especially the use of
amplifier with very low equivalent noise temperature
made possible to reach excellent receiver noise. As seen
in the figure the equivalent receiver noise is in the order
of 10 K for approximately the half of the receiver band.
The rise in receiver noise at the low part of the band is
due to mismatch between the feed impedance and the
input impedance of the LNA. For the integration of the
Eleven feed we decided to use passive feeding network
in front of the LNAs thus decreasing the number of
amplifiers from eight (four per polarisation) to two
(one LNA per polarisation). Due to the usage of this
feeding network the receiver noise of the receiver with
the Eleven feed is higher than the QRFH.

In order to accurately estimate the overall system
sensitivity, one needs to accurately estimate the spill
over noise contribution after the reflector system. The
estimation of the overall on-sky sensitivity of QRFH
was done using a GRASP system simulator (Ivashina
et al., 2011). The sensitivity for range of antenna ele-
vation angles was performed with the system simulator
using measured QRFH and Eleven feed data and using
the receiver noise test results from Fig. 4 to estimate
the equivalent system noise. Fig. 5 depicts the simu-
lated system sensitivity for QRFH for zenith angle. The
VGOS sensitivity specification is set in Petrachenko et
al. (2009) as 2000 Jy over all elevation angles. Our anal-
ysis showed that the sensitivity of the QRFH receiver
is well below the specification for the whole range of

Fig. 4: Y-factor tests of the receivers with the Eleven feed (orange
and green) and the QRFH (light and dark blue).
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elevation angles. We did the same analysis of the sen-
sitivity of the receiver with the Eleven feed and the re-
sults showed that the system will achieve SEFD below
2000 Jy. Details on the feed analysis are given in Fly-
gare et al. (2017).

Fig. 5: Calculated SEFD using measured QRFH beam patterns
and Y-factor test results.

8 Conclusions and Future Plans

We have successfully designed, built and tested signal
chain for the OTT. Two receivers were constructed, one
with QRFH and one with Eleven feed. The plan to bring
the OTT in full network operation and participate in the
CONT17 session in the autumn of 2017.
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Improvement of PCAL Signal Distribution on RT-32 Radio
Telescopes of ”Quasar” VLBI Network

E. Nosov, D. Marshalov

Abstract Using multi-tone phase calibration in VLBI
observations can potentially give better results than the
conventional single-tone technique. At the same time it
increases the requirements to phase calibration (PCAL)
signal quality. Distortions of PCAL signal can elimi-
nate all benefits of multi-tone calibration up to making
it completely unusable. To prevent this and to exam-
ine the condition of PCAL signals at "Quasar" VLBI
network stations we performed a series of test mea-
surements with RT-32 radio telescopes. The measure-
ments included estimation of amplitudes and phases of
all PCAL tones in all channels in standard S/X geo
mode and their dependence on the antenna elevation.
The results were used to perform troubleshooting on the
stations which has already resulted in a significant im-
provement of PCAL signal quality which, in turn, is ex-
pected to lead to better calibration results, both single-
and multi-tone. The paper presents brief report of the
measurements taken and the results achieved.

Keywords VLBI, radio telescope, phase calibration,
PCAL, Svetloe station

1 Introduction

Comparison of VLBI results received from CONT14
with single- and multi-tone calibration showed signif-
icant difference between them for Zelenchukskaya sta-
tion. One of the possible reasons for that can be poor
quality of PCAL signal on the station. A strong depen-
dence of the calculated delay of PCAL signal in S-band
and the antenna elevation has been registered, while the
dependence in X-band is minor. To clarify this depen-
dence we performed a series of measurements with RT-

Evgeny Nosov · Dmitry Marshalov
Institute of Applied Astronomy of Russian Academy of Sciences,
IAA RAS, Kutuzova nab. 10, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

32 radio telescopes of ”Quasar” VLBI network (Finkel-
stein et al., 2004, 2008, 2009).

2 Test conditions

During the measurements we moved the antennas in dif-
ferent ways, mostly up and down, to check the influ-
ence on PCAL amplitude, phase and delay. The signal
chain equipment was set to standard S/X geo mode: 6
channels in S-band, 8 channels in X-band, all in upper
sidebands, 8 MHz bandwidth, 10 kHz PCAL tones off-
set, 1-bit quantization, Mark5B recorder. A custom C-
based utility was created to perform fast PCAL extrac-
tion from Mark5B records. It extracts PCAL signals of
all channels in time domain with throughput of about 5
seconds of data per 1 second of computation (on regu-
lar PC). The extracted PCAL signals are then analyzed
in frequency domain and both amplitude and phase of
all tones in all channels are calculated for each second
of data. As we are not interested in absolute values of
the phases, only in their variation in time, we estimate
all phases relatively to their initial values. Among other
things it simplifies subsequent group delay estimation
decreasing the influence of phase response non linearity.
We estimated PCAL delay fluctuations in S- and X-band
by fitting line to phase plot combined of all channels in
a band. The declination of the line recalculated to units
of time gives us estimation of PCAL delay.

3 Results of initial measurements

The initial measurements show unusual phase fluctua-
tion of PCAL tones in S-band in Zelenchukskaya and
Svetloe stations. Especially huge fluctuations were ob-
served in Svetloe (Fig. 1). The corresponding PCAL
delay fluctuations for S- and X-bands are presented in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1: Phase fluctuation of 1st PCAL tones in six S-band channels for Svetloe station before troubleshooting. The elevation angle was
changed from 80 to 10 deg. (1-140 s) and back (140-280 s). Date of record: 28.11.2016.

Fig. 2: PCAL delay fluctuations estimated in S- and X-bands for Svetloe station before troubleshooting. The elevation angle was
changed from from 80 to 10 deg. (1-140 s) and back (140-280 s). Date of record: 28.11.2016.
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One can see that there is a clear dependence of tones
phases on antenna elevation. Phase of each PCAL tone
varies in its own way, which is true even for neighbor-
ing tones in one channel (not shown on Fig. 1). The
symmetry of the plot indicates that phase behavior is
well reproduced when antenna goes up and down. This
behavior could not be explained by fluctuation of LO
phase because in that case all phases would fluctuate in
the same way and it would not be seen in delay plot. It
means that the problem is not directly caused by qual-
ity of reference clock or LO. As well, it could not be
directly caused by group delay variation of signal chain
because in that case all phases would fluctuate in the
same direction. The observed delay variation of hun-
dreds of picoseconds could hardly be explained by vari-
ation of physical delay in equipment or cables. It can be
conclude from presented figures that using of PCAL for
calibration in Svetloe was meaningless at that moment.
One of the main assumption to explain observed behav-
ior of PCAL was existence of delayed copy of PCAL
in signal chain. It could be caused by parasitic propa-
gation path and/or reflections in signal chain. The other
possible explanation is the distortion of PCAL caused
by influence of RFI in S-band that depends on antenna
position and can result in saturation of some part of sig-
nal chain. Both reasons assume that each recorded tones
of PCAL are sum of true tones and a few of parasitic
tones with phase and amplitude dependent on antenna
elevation.

4 Troubleshooting in Svetloe station

To find the problem we inspected the signal chain on
RT-32 radio telescope in Svetloe station. We found
strong parasitic way of PCAL injection through the
feed. One of the main reasons for that was a fracture in
PCAL injection cable for X-band that resulted in radi-
ation of PCAL signal. Part of PCAL power got to the
signal chain in a regular manner through the cable while
another part of the power was injected through the air
to the feed after a few reflections. As the cable was not
properly fixed the amount of radiation and reflections
could be changed with antenna elevation. Minor cause
of radiation was using metric and imperial thread
connectors together. The connectors look very similar
and can fit to each other, but the connection shielding
is not enough for strong and short PCAL pulses. To
decrease the radiation of PCAL we made new cables
with high EMI shielding and appropriate connectors.
Also we moved attenuators in PCAL line from the far
end to the PCAL generator output which decreased
the radiation even more. Some other fixes were also
performed. After that we repeated the measurements
moving the antenna up and down. The resulting PCAL
delay fluctuations are presented on Fig. 3. One can see
that the fluctuations are reduced from a few hundred
of picoseconds to about 20 picoseconds peak-to-peak.
Furthermore, the delays in S- and X-bands look very
similar now. The residual fluctuations most probably
are related to cable delay in cable loop of the antenna.

Fig. 3: PCAL delay fluctuations estimated in S- and X-bands for Svetloe station after troubleshooting. The elevation angle was changed
from 10 to 80 deg. (1-160 s) and back (160-320 s). Date of record: 11.05.2017.
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It can be both the delay of reference clock of PCAL
generator and the delay in IF cables.

5 Conclusions

• The troubleshooting performed at Svetloe station
has allowed to decrease observable PCAL delay
fluctuations over antenna elevation from a few hun-
dred of picosecond to about 20 picosecond peak-to-
peak.
• PCAL and clock distribution system for radio tele-

scopes of ”Quasar” VLBI-network will be reviewed
during coming modernization of signal chain with
new wideband digital backend.
• Precise cable delay measurement system is required

to separate delay variations in signal chain from
variations of reference clock. It is extremely impor-
tant if the VLBI-formatter is located on the antenna.
• Periodical checks of PCAL quality during antenna

movements help to control and prevent degradation
of signal chain and clock distribution system.
• A few obvious lessons should be learned by station

engineers:

1. PCAL signal is a strong source of radio in-
terference. A good shielding and impedance
matching is necessary to reduce parasitic prop-
agation ways.

2. The best place to locate attenuator (if required)
is near or inside the PCAL generator. It helps to
reduce radiation.

3. All cables should be tightly fixed to improve
stability and prevent its degradation and depen-
dence on antenna elevation. Reliable connector
sealing should also be ensured.
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VLBI-DORIS Interference Investigation at Wettzell
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Abstract The Geodetic Observatory Wettzell (GOW)
is a Fundamentalstation of Geodesy where all important
systems of the space geodetic techniques are collocated
within a distance of less than 250 meters. Detailed in-
vestigations aiming at the integration of a DORIS bea-
con where conducted in 2015 and 2016 yielding a per-
manent installation of that system at Wettzell. Since
DORIS transmits signals at 2.04 GHz with a power
comparable to smartphones, care has to be exercised
not to harm the sensitive receiving systems of the three
VLBI telescopes at Wettzell. All of them have feeds
ranging down to S-band frequencies. We describe the
VLBI-DORIS interference investigations carried out.
These comprise field measurements of signal power and
attenuation as well as the conduct of real VLBI exper-
iments with the DORIS beacon being switched on. In
conclusion, the permanent installation of a DORIS sys-
tem at GO Wettzell is possible as long as certain con-
ditions are met. Mainly, a suitable location is necessary
which is a compromise regarding DORIS visibility and
DORIS signal attenuation in direction to the radio tele-
scopes in order to avoid interference on the VLBI anten-
nas. Such a location acting as a natural barrier between
the beacon and the telescopes is available at Wettzell.
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1 Introduction

Geodetic fundamental stations play an important role
for the realisation of the Global Geodetic Observing
System (GGOS). All space geodetic techniques are col-
located within a distance of less than 500 meters at these
core sites. Fortunately, VLBI telescopes, laser rang-
ing systems and GNSS receivers do not interfere with
each other. Unfortunately, the simultaneous operation
of VLBI and DORIS at one site may generate problems
with electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).

Beaudoin et al. (2012) investigated the RF com-
patibility of VLBI with DORIS at Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) by means of numerical mod-
elling and field experiments. He suggests the use of
radio-frequency (RF) blockers close to the DORIS
antenna to attenuate the signal appropriately. Il’in at
al. (2010) state that standard VLBI observations are
not affected by DORIS. Their investigations are based
on measurements at the receiver output at the legacy
Badary VLBI station, where the DORIS beacon is
only 100 m away. However, for wide-band receivers
the authors emphasize that the DORIS signal must
be carefully filtered. Usually, the VLBI and DORIS
systems are separated by more than 2 km at other
stations where both techniques are employed, namely
Hartebeesthoek (South Africa) as well as Metsähovi
(Finland).

The VLBI system is designed to receive ex-
tremely weak signals down to −110 dBm. In contrast,
the DORIS beacon emits signals at a frequency of
2,036 MHz and a 40 dBm output power. There is the
potential of a coupling between the DORIS signals and
the VLBI S-band receiving chain generating spurious
signals. In the worst case, an overloading of the Low
Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) with the risk of damaging
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Fig. 1: Potential DORIS sites tested at Wettzell. The sites should be far enough from the VLBI telescopes and shielded by buildings
(options 1 and 3) or the ring laser hill (option 2).

them is possible. Although the recorded S-band fre-
quencies (2.1–2.4 GHz) are not expected to be directly
influenced, the LNAs in the front-end could saturate.

In order to find a solution for a common operation,
we investigated the RF interference situation at the LNA
inputs of both the 20 m radio telescope (Wz, RTW) as
well as the TWIN-1 telescope (Wn, tri-band S/X/Ka-
feed). This was done by varying the telescope azimuths
and elevations relative to the emitting source and testing
different locations and RF blocking structures.

2 DORIS Overview

The DORIS system is based on the analysis of the
Doppler shift between a ground station and the mov-
ing satellite. It is used to determine satellite orbits and
coordinates of the ground stations. A number of approx.
60 ground stations (“DORIS beacons”) emit signals at
fixed frequencies both at 401 as well as 2,036 MHz.
These are received and analysed on-board of the satel-
lite. The accuracy may reach a few centimetres over a
data ingestion interval of one month. Though slightly

worse than GPS in terms of coordinate accuracy, the
good global network coverage and the permanent data
acquisition make the system a valuable supplement for
the measurement of station coordinates, Earth rotation,
and the gravity field.

First DORIS operations at Wettzell date back to the
year 2003. The beacon was always set into stand-by
mode during VLBI operations in order avoid potential
interferences with VLBI. At that time, this mode of op-
eration turned out to be inappropriate for an adequate
DORIS data retrieval, and DORIS operations ceased for
about 10 years. In 2014, a new attempt towards a full 4-
technique VLBI-SLR-GNSS-DORIS station was made.
This initiative benefited from new IDS goals, since the
co-location of DORIS with other space techniques was
now actively promoted in the framework of GGOS. In
2015, the pre-requisites for the operation of a DORIS
beacon at Wettzell were fulfilled, including the site in-
vestigation, the negotiation of the cooperation agree-
ment and the frequency clearance. In the same time, the
compatibility between the DORIS beacon and the VLBI
systems was evaluated.
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3 RFI Investigations

In order to find a solution for common operations, RF
interference at the LNA inputs of the Wettzell 20 m
telescope (Wz) and the TWIN-1 telescope (Wn) was in-
vestigated. Wz is in routine operation since 1984 and
equipped with a classical geodetic S-/X-band receiv-
ing system. The TWIN-1 telescope (Wn) features a tri-
band-feed including S-/X-/Ka-bands. The investigations
were carried out under varying telescope azimuths and
elevations. Different RF blocking structures were tried
out, and different locations were occupied. In a first
survey in December 2014, the three different locations
shown in Fig. 3 were identified as possible options.

Fig. 2: Azimuth-dependency of the received DORIS power at
the RTW (Wz) and TTW-1 (Wn) radio telescopes at distinct
low elevations. The line at −50 dBm indicates the critical power
level where LNA non-linearities must be taken into account. The
DORIS beacon is at site A3 (marked as “Option 2” in the map).

Fig. 3: Elevation-dependency of the received DORIS power at the
RTW (Wz) and TTW-1 (Wn) radio telescopes.

The received power was measured at the receiver
output and corrected for amplifier gain and cable losses.
The graphs represent the maximum power in the spec-

trum analyser at a frequency of 16.248 MHz, that is, the
DORIS S-band minus the LO frequency of 2,020 MHz.
The measured power strongly depends on the orienta-
tion of the VLBI telescope. As visible in Fig. 2, the
maximum is reached when pointing towards the DORIS
antenna at elevations below 15o. However, an increased
power is noticeable in Fig. 3 at higher elevations, too.
Possible reasons are spillover effects or reflections at the
sub-reflector, in particular at the TWIN telescope Wn
which is optimised for broadband reception.

Fig. 4: Attenuation effect of absorber plates on 20 m telescope
Wz (RTW) at location C1.

We found that the received power at the VLBI sys-
tem may exceed the LNA-safe operations point any-
where at the station as soon as a direct line-of-sight ge-
ometry is present — a situation which shall be avoided.
The safe operations point for typical LNAs is on the or-
der of −50 dBm or −80 dBW according to Petrachenko
et al. (2013). In these cases the original polarization
(right-hand circular polarization or RHCP) dominates.

Fig. 5: Test setup for three absorber plates of type COMTEST
MT65.

The introduction of RF barriers (e.g. absorber plates,
see Fig. 3) or obstacles (such as buildings or hills) re-
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duces the received power by up to 20 dB. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. A similar attenuation of 12—16 dB was
obtained by Koepping et al. (2014) using a steel mesh
blocker. However, at dedicated orientations the power is
still at the upper limit. In these cases the percentage of
LHCP and RHCP is equal indicating that the signal is
reflected many times before entering the receiver.

When the measured power in direct line-of-sight is
combined with common path loss models for open or
suburban terrain (see e.g. Hata 1980), a loss of about
12.5 dB can be expected when doubling the distance.
Consequently, a distance of 300–400 m between the
VLBI and DORIS antennas is sufficient to achieve the
required level of attenuation for safe operations. How-
ever, it has to be ensured that the DORIS antenna is
never within the maximum gain lobe of the VLBI an-
tenna. This additional gain could overload or even de-
stroy the LNA.

4 Long-Term VLBI-Test

The position behind the ring laser hill yields the high-
est signal attenuation due to the shielding effect of the
hill and the long distance to the radio telescopes. This
site was chosen to test the contemporaneous operation
of DORIS and VLBI over one month. In order to further
reduce the impact of the DORIS emissions, the beacon
is normally in stand-by mode and only automatically
switched on when a satellite with DORIS-equipment
on-board is visible.

Fig. 6: RFI index on different baselines (local baseline: red tri-
angles) derived from the correlation of IVS R1 and R4 sessions
between March and October 2016.

A measure of RFI are the “G codes” in the corre-
lation process, marking scans where no proper correla-
tion is possible. For the routine experiments R1 and R4
the RFI index, that is the relative frequency of the G
codes, is shown before, during and after the test inter-
val in Fig. 5. As expected and investigated by Schüler

et al. (2015), the local baseline Wz–Wn (WV) is much
affected by local RFI, as RFI signatures are highly cor-
related in the records of both telescopes. However, there
is no increase during the DORIS test, nor at the local
neither at the long baselines.

Fig. 7: Correlation quality codes (first part) show periods of high
RFI impact on the local baseline Wz—Wn (WV), independently
from the state of the DORIS beacon. R1 experiment from June 7,
2016.

Fig. 8: G codes (second part) show periods of low RFI impact on
the local baseline Wz—Wn (WV).

A closer look on individual scans of the local base-
line Wz—Wn (WV) reveals that G codes appear inde-
pendently of DORIS being on or off (see Fig. 7 and 8).
It is concluded that local RFI certainly degrades the S-
band correlation results of the local baseline. However,
it is not caused by the DORIS beacon.
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5 Conclusions

The common operation of a VLBI antenna and a DORIS
beacon at a distance below 400 m is possible. As the
DORIS beacon has enough power to saturate or de-
stroy the LNA, the signal must be attenuated e.g. by
using obstacles between the antennas (hills, buildings,
RF blocker) or increasing the distance. The maximum
gain lobe of the VLBI antenna shall never point towards
the DORIS antenna.

In the case of the Geodetic Observatory Wettzell, an
installation behind the ring laser hill (no direct line-of-
sight to any of the VLBI telescopes) is the preferred
choice giving the best compromise:

1. VLBI: enough attenuation exploiting both distance
and natural barrier

2. Operation on demand: 25-30 % duty cycle, no ef-
fect on satellite reception

3. DORIS: elevation mask around 10o (acceptable for
IDS)

4. Local ties: precise co-location with VLBI, SLR,
GNSS is easily possible and was accomplished

The nominal operation of the Wettzell DORIS sta-
tion WEUC started on September 27, 2016. Although
the desired minimum DORIS elevation of 5o is not
reached in each direction, the station yields good results.

On the VLBI side, there is no degradation of the corre-
lation results detectable since then.
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Unified Model for Surface Fitting of Radio Telescope Reflectors

M. Lösler, C. Eschelbach, R. Haas

Abstract The main reflector of VLBI radio telescopes
is affected by several disturbing forces. Temperature,
wind, insolation or snow load deform the surface of the
reflector and impair the receiving properties. Depending
on the elevation orientation of the main reflector, the
dead load of the dish w.r.t. the gravitation field of the
Earth influence the surface negatively. In recent years,
surface deformations and variations of the focal length
have been analyzed by several groups. The common
mathematical model to describe the main reflector is an
ordinary rotational paraboloid. Due to the reflector de-
sign improvements, the surface of the main reflector of
many of the upcoming VGOS radio telescopes cannot
be parameterized by an ordinary rotational paraboloid.
We present a unified mathematical model that over-
comes this limitation and which is valid for the ordinary
surface design as well as the new ring-focus reflector
design of VGOS radio telescopes. The model is used
for an independent confirmation of the specifications of
the new Onsala twin telescopes at the Onsala Space Ob-
servatory.

Keywords Reverse Engineering, VGOS, Paraboloid,
Ring-Focus, Focal-Length, Surface, Deformation,
Close-Range Photogrammetry

1 Introduction

A VLBI radio telescope is a large geodetic space instru-
ment that usually receives signals of quasi-stellar radio
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sources in space. The receiving properties of such a tele-
scope depend on the design of the radio telescope. The
diameter of the main reflector of most of the existing ra-
dio telescopes lies within the range of 20 m up to 40 m,
but there are also a few telescopes with larger diame-
ter like the 100 m radio telescope Effelsberg. Due to
the dimension, the main reflector is affected by several
disturbance forces, e.g. the dead load of the dish w.r.t.
the gravitation field of the Earth or weather conditions
like insolation, wind or snow load. Some of the forces
deform the main reflector as a function of the eleva-
tion orientation e.g. the path length of the signal. Clark
and Thomsen (1988) parameterize the path length vari-
ations as a function of the change of the position of the
vertex, the displacement of the receiver and the focal
length variation w.r.t. the elevation orientation. The fo-
cal length is a design parameter of the main reflector and
can be derived by e.g. high precision photogrammet-
ric measurements of the reflector surface (Fraser, 1986;
Luhmann, 2010). These observations can also be used
to validate the surface quality, i.e. the alignment of the
panels of the reflector or to detect deformations (Ed-
mundson and Baker, 2001; Shankar et al., 2009). The
root-mean-square (RMS) specifications of the surface
quality of the reflectors and the path length variations
are <200 µm and <300 µm, respectively, for the upcom-
ing VGOS – VLBI2010 Global Observing System – ra-
dio telescopes (Petrachenko et al., 2009). In the frame-
work of reverse engineering, the parameter estimation
of surfaces is a main part of industrial metrology.

2 Surface Model of Ordinary Paraboloid

The main reflector of most of the existing radio tele-
scopes can be parameterized as a type of a quadric sur-
face, i.e. a paraboloid. The canonical form of an ordi-
nary paraboloid, i.e. the vertex is located at the origin

and the principal axis is
(

0 0 1
)T

, reads
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a2x2
i + b2y2

i = zi, (1)

where pi =
(

xi yi zi
)T

represents the coordinates
of the i-th object point and a and b are the datum-
independent form-parameters of an ordinary elliptic
paraboloid (OEP). By shifting and rotating, the object
point pi can be transformed to a superordinate reference
frame e.g. the measurement system, e.g. (Lösler, 2011):

pi = Q (Pi−P0) . (2)

Here point Pi =
(

Xi Yi Zi
)T

corresponds to pi in the

superordinate reference frame, P0 =
(

X0 Y0 Z0
)T

is
the translation vector and Q represents the rotation se-
quence of the unit quaternion q = q0 + q with the scalar
part q0 and the imaginary part q = ςq1 + ξq2 + ζq3, with
ς2 = ξ2 = ζ2 = ςξζ = −1, (Nitschke and Knickmeyer,
2000; Lösler and Nitschke, 2010), i.e.

Q =
(
q2

0−qTq
)
I + 2

(
qqT + q0

[
q×

])
, (3)

with the skew-symmetric matrix

[
q×

]
=


0 −q3 q2
q3 0 −q1
−q2 q1 0

 , (4)

where I is the identity matrix.
In general, the main reflector is designed to be

rotation-symmetrical. If a , b the paraboloid is
deformed w.r.t. the ideal design and the focal point
degenerates to a focal line. By setting a = b, the ordi-
nary elliptic paraboloid becomes an ordinary rotational
paraboloid (ORP), i.e.

a2
(
x2

i + y2
i

)
= zi, (5)

and the focal length f reads

f =
1

4a2 . (6)

The simplification of Eq. (1) is used by many groups
as mathematical model, e.g. Sarti et al. (2009); Holst
et al. (2012); Kallio et al. (2015), even though a differ-
ence between a and b impairs the receiving properties
significantly.

3 Unified Model of Radio Telescope Main
Reflector

Following the VLBI2010 agenda (Niell et al., 2006), a
new generation of radio telescopes was designed. These
so-called VGOS radio telescopes are much more com-

pact, i.e. the diameter of the main reflector is about
12 m, and faster, i.e. 12°/s in azimuth and 6°/s in ele-
vation (Petrachenko et al., 2009). Moreover, the design
of the main reflector is improved, in contrast to conven-
tional radio telescopes. In conventional radio telescopes,
the feed obstructs the path and results in fields of low
intensity. As shown by Cutler (1947) this shading ef-
fect can be reduced by an improved reflector design. By
stretching the paraboloid at the principal axis, the ver-
tex as well as the focal point become circles (Prata et al.,
2003). This design is known as ring-focus paraboloid.

In recent years, a lot of VGOS radio telescopes
have been planned, were under construction or have
already been installed. Most of these telescopes use
the improved ring-focus design (Neidhardt et al., 2011;
Gómez-González et al., 2014; Ipatov et al., 2015; Helld-
ner et al., 2015). Due to the new main reflector design,
a generalized mathematical model is needed to describe
the surface because Eq. (1) as well as Eq. (5) are not
suitable for ring-focus telescopes.

Therefore, we here propose an extended model
of Eq. (1), which represents an elliptic ring-focus
paraboloid (ERFP). The extended mathematical model
is given by

a2 (
xi− rnx,i

)2
+ b2

(
yi− rny,i

)2
= zi, (7)

where r is the radius of the vertex circle and
ni =

(
nx ny

)T
is the normalized vector that points in

the direction of the elliptic paraboloid. The vector ni is
not an unknown parameter because this vector can be
expressed as a function of the point pi by substituting

nx,i =
xi√

x2
i + y2

i

(8)

and

ny,i =
yi√

x2
i + y2

i

, (9)

respectively.

In analogy to Eq. (5), Eq. (7) becomes a rotational
ring-focus paraboloid (RRFP) by setting a = b, i.e.

a2
((

xi− rnx,i
)2

+
(
yi− rny,i

)2
)

= zi, (10)

with focal length f = 1
4a2 , cf. Eq. (6).

The generalized mathematical model (7) becomes
universal because four types of paraboloids can be de-
scribed, cf. Table 1, and the parameters of conventional
radio telescopes as well as VGOS related radio tele-
scopes with ring-focus can be fitted. Figure 1 depicts
the four estimable paraboloid types.
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Table 1: Paraboloid types that can be expressed by the universal
model (7) depending on the form-parameter a, b and r.

a = b a , b
r = 0 ordinary rotational ordinary elliptic
r , 0 rotational ring-focus elliptic ring-focus

Fig. 1: Paraboloid types (from top to bottom): ordinary rotational
paraboloid (ORP), ordinary elliptic paraboloid (OEP), rotational
ring-focus paraboloid (RRFP) and elliptic ring-focus paraboloid
(ERFP), and ray path lines (red dashed lines).

4 Parameter Estimation

As well-known from linear algebra, Eq. (1) is a special
form of a quadric surface specified by

PT
i UPi + PT

i u + u0 = 0, (11)

where U is a symmetric matrix that contains the ele-
ments of the so-called quadratic function

U =


u1

u4√
2

u5√
2

u4√
2

u2
u6√

2
u5√

2
u6√

2
u3

 (12)

and the vector u contains the coefficients

uT =
(

u7 u8 u9
)

(13)

of the quadric (Drixler, 1993). To eliminate the mixed
terms in Eq. (11), each quadric can be transferred into a
certain normal form by a principal axis transformation.
As a result of the principal axis transformation the trans-
lation vector P0 as well as the quaternion q, which de-
fines the rotation sequence, are determined, cf. Eq. (2).
Moreover, the type of the quadric can be classified and
specific form-parameters are estimable.

The big advantage of using Eq. (11) instead of
Eq. (1) is the bilinear normal equation systems. Thus,
rough approximation values are sufficient to solve the
unknown parameters ui, with i = 0 . . . 9. On the other
hand, the drawback of Eq. (11) is the universal scope,
i.e. the lack of specifying the desired form-type. Beside
the paraboloid, Eq. (11) describes sixteen further forms
like plane, ellipsoid, cylinder or cone (Khan, 2010).
If the observed point cloud is close to the vertex, the
quadric surface may describe an ellipsoid instead of
a paraboloid (Drixler, 1993; Lösler and Nitschke,
2010). Thus, explicit formulated models like Eq. (1)
are needed to force the desired form-type. Furthermore,
Eq. (7) is out of scope of Eq. (11). For this reason,
the use of Eq. (11) is only recommended for deriving
appropriate approximation values for the least-squares
adjustment. Of course, for some radio telescopes an
approximation of the focal length f can be taken from
the main reflector design and initial spatial transfor-
mation parameters P0 and q can be predicted by the
measurement setup (Sarti et al., 2009; Holst et al.,
2012). But in the framework of reverse engineering,
advanced information is seldomly available (Dutescu
et al., 2009) and, thus, appropriate approximation
values are important to ensure convergence.

To solve Eq. (7) within a least-squares adjustment,
an error in variables model (EIV) is needed. Such a EIV
model can be expressed as mixed model, also known as
Gauß-Helmert model (Koch, 2014; Lösler et al., 2016).
Due to the different paraboloid types, cf. Table 1, a
Gauß-Helmert model with restrictions is recommended
(Caspary and Wichmann, 2007; Lösler and Nitschke,
2010). Table 2 summarizes the required restrictions to
switch over the four models.
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Table 2: Restrictions to transform the universal model of an
elliptic ring-focus paraboloid (ERFP) to its simplifications, i.e.
an ordinary rotational paraboloid (ORP), an ordinary elliptic
paraboloid (OEP) and a rotational ring-focus paraboloid (RRFP).

Restriction / Type ORP OEP RRFP ERFP

a−b = 0 × − × −

q1q2 + q0q3 = 0 × − × −

r = 0 × × − −

qTq = 1 × × × ×

5 Onsala twin telescopes

The Onsala Space Observatory is located 45 km south
of Göteborg at the Swedish west coast. Since the end
of the 1960s, the observatory has been participating in
numerous geodetic and astrometric VLBI campaigns.

The observatory is part of the International VLBI
Service (IVS). In 2016, the building phase of the On-
sala twin telescopes (OTT) project started. This project
includes two VGOS specified radio telescopes, named
OTT-N and OTT-S. The inauguration and start of oper-
ation of the two new VGOS systems is planned for 2017
(Haas, 2013; Elgered et al., 2017).

Figure 5 depicts the new VGOS-type radio tele-
scopes at Onsala Space Observatory during the con-
struction phase 2016.

Fig. 2: The Onsala twin telescopes – two identical VGOS-type
radio telescopes (Photo: Roger Hammargren).

Continuous quality inspections, which prove the
compliance with the specification e.g. the focal length
or the alignment of the panels, were carried out by MT
Mechatronics GmbH. The main reflector was observed
using high precision close-range photogrammetric
methods, cf. Fig. 3. The measurement accuracy is spec-
ified as 5 µm + 5 µm/m by the manufacturer (personal
communication MT Mechatronics GmbH). In total, 224
representative adjustment points were measured. These
points are distributed on six rings on the main reflector,

cf. Fig. 4. For an independent validation of the data,
the 224 discrete points were introduced to the proposed
mathematical model (7) and the form-parameters were
derived. It should be noted that the panel adjustment
is not finalized yet. Thus, the derived results must
be interpreted as preliminary results but they prove
the high-grade execution of construction work of the
mechanical engineers.

Fig. 3: Observing representative points on the main reflector of
OTT-S using high precision close-range photogrammetric meth-
ods (Photo: Rüdiger Haas).

The estimated results are presented in Table 3 and
Table 4 for OTT-N and OTT-S, respectively. The ap-
proximation values were derived by Eq. (11) using a
principal axis transformation. For both radio telescopes,
the form-parameters a and b of the ERFP differ in a
range of about 2.2e− 5, which corresponds to a focal
length variation of about 0.6 mm, cf. Eq. (6).

A further analysis was carried out by applying the
restriction for a RRFP type radio telescope, cf. Table 2,
and the parameter a was transformed to the focal length
f by Eq. (6). The overall RMS of the RRFP adjustment
was 82 µm and 102 µm for OTT-N and OTT-S, respec-
tively. As an example, Figure 4 depicts the estimated de-
viations for OTT-N, i.e. the signed orthogonal distance
∇, between the observed points and the estimated RRFP
surface.
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Table 3: Approximation values and adjustment results of OTT-N
for ERFP and RRFP paraboloid types, respectively.

Parameter Approx ERFP RRFP

X0 +4.507 m +0.2187 m +0.2187 m
Y0 -0.007 m +0.0296 m +0.0296 m
Z0 -1.746 m -1.7203 m -1.7203 m
q0 +0.30447 +0.458686 +0.313149
q1 -0.64258 -0.542601 -0.638285
q2 -0.30107 -0.457090 -0.309742
q3 -0.63540 -0.535032 -0.631340
a +0.21611 +0.259967 +0.259955
b +0.21615 +0.259945 +0.259955
r +0 m +0.7402 m +0.7402 m
f – – +3.6995 m

Table 4: Approximation values and adjustment results of OTT-S
for ERFP and RRFP paraboloid types, respectively.

Parameter Approx ERFP RRFP

X0 +4.403 m +0.7902 m +0.7902 m
Y0 -0.224 m -0.4263 m -0.4263 m
Z0 -1.938 m -3.3518 m -3.3518 m
q0 +0.82484 +0.825731 +0.824836
q1 +0.05458 +0.027741 +0.056183
q2 -0.56150 -0.563408 -0.561274
q3 +0.03716 -0.003509 +0.038230
a +0.22583 +0.259930 +0.259933
b +0.22574 +0.259937 +0.259933
r +0 m +0.7396 m +0.7396 m
f – – +3.7001 m
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Fig. 4: Deviations, i.e. the signed orthogonal distance ∇, between
the observed points (red dots) and the estimated rotational ring
focus paraboloid surface of the OTT-N radio telescope.

To evaluate the influence of the radius r of the ring-
focus design on the focal length f , the correlation coef-
ficient can be used (Caspary and Wichmann, 2007):

ρr, f =
cov(r, f )
σrσ f

. (14)

The correlation coefficient results in values between
−1 and +1 and describes the linear dependence between
two parameters. Whereas ρ = 0 implies no linear corre-
lations, a coefficient of ρ = ±1 represents a total depen-
dence. The estimated ρr, f ≈ 0 and, therefore, the depen-
dence of both parameters is negligible.

Up to now, no advanced information was used dur-
ing the analysis process, which is usual in reverse engi-
neering. To evaluate the influence of a known radius r̃
of the ring-focus design on the focal length f , the form-
parameter can be restricted. The specified radius of the
Onsala twin telescopes is r̃ = 0.74 m and the further
restriction reads

r̃ = r. (15)

Applying Eq. (15), the focal length becomes
f = 3.6997 m for both radio telescopes. Compared
to the intended focal length of f̃ = 3.7 m, this value
demonstrates the high quality of the pre-adjustment of
the main reflectors.

6 Conclusion

In recent years, many research groups investigated on
the force-deformation behavior of the main reflector of
radio telescopes. Most of these investigations focused
on the surface deformation or on the variations of the
focal length. Technical innovations were introduced to
the measurement process to achieve reliable results, and
improvement of computer technology was used to pro-
cess large amounts of data, but the mathematical model
was kept unchanged.

Due to the reflector design improvements, the sur-
face of the main reflector of the upcoming VGOS radio
telescopes cannot be parameterized by an ordinary rota-
tional paraboloid. The goal of our investigation was to
formulate a unified mathematical model that describes
the previous surface design as well as the ring-focus
reflector design. The proposed data analysis concept is
a two-stage process. Firstly, appropriate approximation
values are derived by a quadric surface using the prin-
cipal axis transformation. Thus, advanced information
about the paraboloid type becomes unnecessary. Espe-
cially in the framework of reverse engineering it is im-
portant to have a self-provided and independent algo-
rithm because prior information is maybe incomplete or
rare. The second step is the adjustment process using
the unified model, Eq. (7). Additional restriction can be
introduced to switch over four surface types including
the simplest case, i.e. an ordinary rotational paraboloid,
and the most complex case, i.e. an elliptic ring-focus
paraboloid.
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At Onsala Space Observatory two VGOS-type radio
telescopes are under construction, which are identical in
design. For construction supervision several quality in-
spections were carried out to prove the compliance with
the specifications. Two photogrammetric data sets were
provided by MT Mechatronics GmbH. These data sets
were used to verify the proposed algorithm and to de-
rive independent results. Since the panel adjustment is
not finished yet, the derived results must be interpreted
as preliminary results. However, the results proved the
high-grade execution of construction work of the me-
chanical engineers up to now.
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On the way to Regular, Transatlantic VGOS Sessions Using an
Elevenfeed and DBBC2’s

A. Neidhardt, C. Plötz, G. Kronschnabl, W. Schwarz, S. Mähler, T. Schüler

Abstract The first transatlantic VGOS-sessions were
successfully operated. Special is that different receiv-
ing hardware is used at the sites. The Geodetic Obser-
vatory Wettzell is the first site using the new broad-
band Elevenfeed, two DBBC-2’s in combination with
two FILA10G, and a Mark6, controlled by the NASA
Field System. First experiences show that it was and
is a continuous process of learning, testing, and imple-
menting. This paper explains the currently used systems
and setups. Results from additional investigations in an-
tenna performance and in mechanical deformation are
shown. Implementations made to get the system running
are demonstrated. Finally, we show made progress but
also current issues.

Keywords VGOS, Elevenfeed, DBBC, transatlantic
sessions

1 Introduction

The year 2016 was the starting signal for transatlantic
VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS) sessions. The
core network of the new broadband systems consisting
of the antennas at the Kokee Park Geophysical Observa-
tory (KPGO) in Hawaii, the Goddard Geophysical and
Astronomical Observatory (GGAO) in Maryland, and
Westford in Massachusetts were extended by the addi-
tional sites Wettzell in Germany and Yebes in Spain (see
Fig. 1). "On Thursday, 9 June 2016 (day of year 161),
fringes were obtained between GGAO, Westford, and
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Wettzell in all four VGOS observing bands (a.k.a. bands
A, B, C, and D)" (Ruszczyk, 2016).

Different to the American sites and Yebes, the
Wettzell VGOS system uses an Elevenfeed, two
DBBC-2’s, two FILA10G’s, and a Mark6 System with
an extension chassis. After a long test and learning
process, Wettzell is the first site having experiences
with this new European-driven system family.

2 The VGOS system at Wettzell

The Wettzell VGOS system is designed as a TWIN
telescope consisting of two antennas which are identi-
cal in construction. Nevertheless, both antennas of the
Twin Telescope Wettzell (TTW) are currently equipped
with different receiving systems. The northern antenna
Wn (TTW1) has a receiving feed for S/X/Ka band fre-
quency with RHCP and LHCP polarisation in order to
support legacy IVS S/X band observations as well as Ka
band experiments. The southern antenna Ws (TTW2) is
a fully operational, fast VGOS-compliant antenna (see
Fig. 3). Both antennas designed and built by Vertex An-
tennentechnik GmbH support fast slewing. The VGOS
system uses an Elevenfeed with a continuous frequency
band from 2 to 14 GHz with linear polarization which
is incorporated in a cryostat with amplifiers running on
9 Kelvin and requiring reduced maintenance. The dewar
with the feed and the phase calibration unit is mounted
on a rail system, so that it can be replaced with an-
other system within a few days. The system uses an ad-
justable sub-reflector which automatically compensates
path lengths errors at different elevations. The down-
converter of the receiving chain supports 8 IF down-
converter and a Holzworth synthesizer to allow the tun-
ing of local oscillator (LO) frequencies. The front-end is
completely developed at the Wettzell observatory. The
front-end in the elevation cabin is currently connected
to the back-end in the control room using coax-cables.
Optical fibers to propagate the whole frequency band

35
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Fig. 2: A sketch of the Wettzell back-end.

Fig. 1: The network of the early transatlantic VGOS sessions
showing the geographic position of the Wettzell VGOS site (ex-
tracted from Ruszczyk (2016)).

without the conversion to IF bands are also possible in
the future.

The back-end (see Fig. 2) consists of a very new
DBBC-2 #1 for the horizontal and vertical bands A
(currently starting at frequency 2984 MHz) and B (cur-
rently starting at frequency 5224 MHz). DBBC-2 #2
is an upgraded version of one of the earliest DBBC’s
and is used for the other two bands C (starting at
frequency 6344 MHz) and D (starting at frequency
10184 MHz). The DBBC-2’s (both with software
personality Dbbc2_pfb_v16_010916_1_adb2.bit) do
an automatic gain control and run a Polyphase Filter
Bank (PFB) mode to sample the whole bands with a
bandwidth of 512 MHz using junks of 32 MHz. Each
DBBC streams the 32 channels sampled over two VSI
cables to a connected FILA10G formatter (with the
software personality Fila10g_v3.3.2_1_150715.bit). It
realizes the timing and formatting into VDIF frames.
Each band corresponds to an individual thread in the

Fig. 3: The Wettzell VGOS antenna of the Twin Telescope
Wettzell (TTW).

format. The VDIF frames of the individual threads
are sent on different 10 Gbit/sec Ethernet fiber links
over a 10 GBit/sec Switch to one Mark6 system (using
software release 1.20 of dplane and 1.0.24 of cplane
and a version of vbs_fs, a VDIF Fuse file system
emulator written at JIVE ERIC, Dwingeloo) with four
input Ethernet ports. The Ethernet switch, an HP 5920,
breaks the rigid, direct connection and can be used
to easily change recording devices in the future, so
that the configuration of the FILA10G’s determines
which recorder receives the data without changing of
the communication fibers. This implementation builds
a new transfer network for VLBI data as described
in Neidhardt (2017). This configuration simplifies the
integration of a Flexbuff system, which is currently
under test using a DELL PowerVault MD3460 Storage
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Array with currently up to 72 Terabyte of storage
volume.

All systems are controlled by the NASA Field
System using version 9.12.10 of the VGOS branch. It
supports all VGOS functionalities for the US-systems
RDBE and also for the DBBC’s. A relevant difference
to legacy versions of the Field System is, that schedule
files (SKD-files) also contain individual procedures
for station specific tasks to setup sessions. These
procedures are no more part of the station code and are
automatically generated using the Field System pro-
gram "drudg", so that every change must be committed
to the VGOS scheduler. The e-RemoteCtrl server (in
the version r667_20130411) also runs on the Field
System PC. It is the remote control software developed
at the Wettzell observatory (see Neidhardt (2013)).
e-RemoteCtrl clients are installed at the different
control rooms and on mobile Linux devices to operate
the VGOS antenna from remote.

3 Lessons learned from system tests
and quality control

The way to become a VGOS site using different equip-
ment to all other sites was a "stony walk" of several
learning lessons. The following is a rough itemization
of the main findings and perceptions at the location of a
site on this way to a VGOS station:

• General issues

– The new ring-focus antennas suffer from strong
Radio Frequency Interferences (RFI) in low
and high elevations: the dish shape requires a
different approach to avoid RFI at all, if possi-
ble

– Requirement of a stable, modern phase cali-
bration unit: The rise time of the existing
legacy phase calibration units is too slow, so
that the phase calibration signal in band A
over-saturates while band D just sees a very
weak signal; additionally, the used unit had
no gating so that positive and negative pulses
passed the output, which had to be solved with
an RF-switch gating only the positive pulses

– Clear detection of the polarizations of the dif-
ferent bands: the detection of the polarizations
was difficult due to a different parallactic angle
between US-stations and Wettzell; it was ne-
cessary to swap the IF cables several times and
watch the correlator reports for feedback

– IF distribution back-end requires equalizers
and post-amplifiers: like in legacy systems, IF

bands should be flat and without differences of
the power levels within the bands; spectra at
Wettzell show differences around 10 dB

– All eight IF bands must be transferred over the
same type of cables from the front-end to the
back-end: different cable types resulted in dif-
ferent delays for the different bands and "Four-
fit" was not able to manage this

– Use the same type of back-end devices for all
eight bands: the internal behavior of different
back-ends, like digital BBCs, might apply dif-
ferent delays (e.g., a back-end chain with an
ADS3000+ applied about 200 nsec offset com-
pared to a pure DBBC-2 chain which led to
problems with Fourfit)

– Requirement of a cable calibration unit: differ-
ent to early assumptions, VGOS systems re-
quire a cable calibration system to deal with
different delays in the different frequency bands
on different cables

• DBBC-2 issues using PFB mode with 4 bands of
512 MHz bandwidth per band and 256 MHz per po-
larization

– Always use the most stable firmware and report
bugs to HatLab: continuous firmware and soft-
ware improvements had to be done while im-
plementing the VGOS mode; tests showed that
the 64 MHz VSI clock frequency alignment to
the digital data stream to an external FILA10G
was not stable which required an upgrade to en-
able the feature "vsi_align"; there were "ghost
tones" from time to time, caused by an incorrect
data capture from the analog digital converter
(trigger edge of data converter clock)

– Check the power supply of the DBBC if it sup-
ports the higher power consumption of PFB
mode: especially older models of the DBBC-
2 use a weak power distribution board which
cannot support the higher power requirements
when more FPGA blocks are used like with the
PFB mode

– Use the found VGOS setup for DBBC/-
FILA10G from Wettzell: originally, there
was no setup available from Haystack for
this equipment, so that the first tests from
the Wettzell team were used to find the right
configuration, which is now available

– There are still sporadic losses of channels or
complete IF bands: this is still under investiga-
tion; complete reboots before each session re-
duces the probability of failures

• Mark6 issues
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– Always use installations from Haystack:
directly shipped Mark6 systems do not have
any installations what required exhausting
installation and test periods by the Wettzell
team

– Always end recording states using
"record=off": before a new activity is com-
manded to the Mark6, a reset of the recording
state is essential, because the system might be
pending e.g. if no data arrive on one of the
Ethernet ports

– Always follow a strict sequence of commands
to mount modules: the Mark6 is very sensitive
to wrong orders of the commands during the
mounting or unmounting process, so that the
Wettzell team found the following sequence as
suitable: init module, create group, open group
and after recording close group and unmount
group.

– Reduced monitoring capability is still an issue:
there is no feedback about the mounting and
filling status of the disks, so that slow disks
can not be identified; the network behavior or
direct clock jumps are not monitored in real-
time, which can be done using the program
"dboss"; "scan_check" also offers not always
correct numbers, so that separate programs like
the "scan_check" of Jive5ab from JIVE ERIC
might be used

The experiences at Wettzell showed that an addi-
tional monitoring of the data quality is essential. The
available feedback from the systems themselves offer

just reduced information which does not help to de-
tect issues. Therefore, the Wettzell team wrote a Linux
script which uses the DiFX utilities from W. Brisken and
"vbs_fs" from H. Verkouter to mount the disks in paral-
lel to dplane on the Mark6. The script runs after each
recording of a scan, triggered in the procedure "pos-
tob". It searches the latest, valid scan, copies 200 MByte
including all VDIF threads, runs "dqa -d" to separate
the single bands, creates spectrum plots with "m5spec"
from the DiFX utilities, creates image files of the spec-
trum plots with GNU plot, copies the image files into
a backup directory for later investigations, uses a sepa-
rate script to read out disks used and their volumes, and
combines everything to an HTML page as live feedback
for the operator. The scripts can be downloaded from:
http://vtcdoc.iapg.bgu.tum.de/mk6_scan_plotting.

4 Antenna performance

The performance of Ws is quite good. Regular SEFD
measurements show good results (see Fig. 4). Also the
measured beam patterns of the whole system align quite
well with the calculated patterns from the design analy-
sis before the construction of the feed.

Additionally, regular geodetic surveys are processed
about once per month from three locations using total
station Leica TS50 and 26 reflectors in the telescope
back-structure and on the cabin. The measurement is
done within special sessions with a length of 9 hours
where the antenna position is changed in steps of 20
degree in azimuth and 30 degree in elevation. This re-

Fig. 4: The early results from "blue-sky" tests with the pure Elevenfeed and according values from the regular SEFD measurements
before session vt7100 and vt7240 using the whole receiver chain.
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sults in 700 scans per session. The tracking and analysis
uses the semi-automated procedures and programs from
Lösler (2017), which apply a suitable telescope model.

These regular geodetic surveys show seasonal vari-
ation effects of about 0.5 mm in X direction, about
0.4 mm in Y direction, and about 1.9 mm in Z direction.
The application of thermal corrections from six temper-
ature sensors in the concrete tower reduces the height
changes to about 0.5 mm.

5 Conclusion and outlook

The Wettzell team had to learn from several sessions on
the way to become a VGOS site using a different equip-
ment based on an Elevenfeed, DBBC-2’s, FILA10G’s,
and a Mark6 recorder. While there are still some issues,
Ws is meanwhile a VGOS antenna which participates to
all regular VGOS test sessions.

To enable the capabilities of a Twin Radio Tele-
scope, a QRFH feed is ordered which should replace the
S/X/Ka tribandfeed of the second antenna TTW1 (Wn).
It is designed to be tested in the current VGOS setup of
the Ws antenna and uses an improved dewar, a better
window design, and noise calibration installations. It
will be delivered to Wettzell in spring 2018.
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The Jumping Jive Monitoring Work Package: Centralized
System Monitoring and Automation as key Feature Also for
VGOS

A. Neidhardt, A. Szomoru, M. Schönberger, J. Bachem, K. Kirschbauer, U. Hugentobler, E. Barbieri

Abstract 12 institutes from 8 different countries have
teamed up in the JUMPING JIVE project, which was
awarded with nearly 3 million Euro by the Horizon
2020 Framework Program of the EU for the next 4
years. The project is led by JIVE, the Joint Institute for
VLBI ERIC, located in Dwingeloo (the Netherlands).
The Technical University of Munich at the Geodetic
Observatory Wettzell participates to this project inte-
grating monitoring systems for global VLBI interfaces.
This work might have a relevant impact to the VGOS
operations, because it is the first founded implemen-
tation with a focus on centralized structures for VLBI
networks. Monitoring systems and remote control abili-
ties will be evaluated to find common interoperability. It
will adapt existing software for integration into a central
infrastructure.

Keywords Monitoring, control, infrastructure

1 Introduction

The importance of seamless auxiliary data grows to im-
prove data quality and to reduce downtimes of VLBI
networks. Growing numbers of globally distributed ra-
dio telescopes, real-time possibilities and remote abili-
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ties additionally require a central monitoring, overview
and failure management to deal with distributed require-
ments. The Technical University of Munich (TUM) and
the Wettzell Observatory can take over a leading and
connecting role in this field, because techniques to deal
with remote operations and monitoring of VLBI tele-
scopes have been developed there over almost a decade
now.

As scientists of JIVE ERIC also see the advantages
and necessity to improve the global infrastructure of
globally distributed networks as one of the key feature
in the future, they joint together as one of 12 insti-
tutes for a new EU-funded project. The TUM is part-
ner in the work package 8 "Global VLBI interfaces",
where centralized monitoring and control should be es-
tablished. Because similar aspects are also relevant for
future VGOS networks of the IVS, integrations and im-
plementations in this field offer a suitable synergy.

2 Joining up Users for Maximising the
Profile, the Innovation and the
Necessary Globalisation of JIVE
(Jumping JIVE) and the TUM work
package

"Jumping JIVE" (see the logo in Fig. 1) is funded with
3 million Euro by the European Union from the Hori-
zon 2020 Framework Program for 4 years. The project
is led by JIVE ERIC. 12 partners from 8 different na-
tions work in 10 work packages to establish the possi-
ble infrastructure for future VLBI observations. Projects
like the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) or upcoming
new antennas in Africa (African VLBI Network (AVN))
and all around the world open new possibilities for
VLBI. Further partnerships with countries in such re-
gions are suitable and should bring European and inter-
national experts together to define the technical innova-
tions based on scientific requirements. New techniques,
the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) or other new tele-
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scopes need to be integrated into existing networks and
common analysis processes. Besides astronomical re-
search, geodetic and satellite tracking capabilities are
valuable to use existing systems for geoscience or space
science (Neidhardt, 2017a).

Fig. 1: The logo of the EU-funded project "Jumping JIVE".

The team of the TUM is partner for the aspect of
global VLBI interfaces in work package 8 together
with the Chalmers University and led by JIVE ERIC.
The work package consists of two tasks: re-factoring
of legacy scheduling software and remote access and
control. TUM’s focus lays on the second task. One
aspect here is the evaluation of existing monitoring and
control software. The second aspect is the integration
of suitable packages into a centralized infrastructure
for astronomical and geodetic VLBI. The second part
is separated into remote monitoring of operational,
diagnostic, and analysis data and a real remote ac-
cess to control single parameters (see Fig. 2). But
remote control is limited to administrative and security
permissions, so that it will be difficult to establish a
single operation center. Therefore, the focus will be on
collecting monitoring data, a suitable presentation and
an essential failure and alert management.

Fig. 2: Active remote access and passive monitoring of data for
operation, diagnostics and analysis.

3 Monitoring software which is used or
planned for VLBI

The collection and evaluation of existing and possible
future monitoring tools was recently finished (see Nei-
dhardt (2017b) for the following parts). The report col-
lected known tools used or planned in the VLBI com-
munity. It separates between pure passive monitoring
environments and software for active operation control.
The evaluation of the software is based on an individual,
qualitative estimation, which is represented by a rating
using quantitative numbers.

Used criteria were:

• Industrial importance
• Open source
• Use for VLBI
• User community
• Developer community/ Size of developer team
• Readiness for production and release policy
• Community support
• Documentation
• Platform support (Linux for central server; also oth-

ers for data provider)
• Simplicity to install
• Simplicity to use for non-specialists
• Simplicity to extend with own parts
• Supported techniques/protocols for the use in VLBI
• Web based access possibilities
• Usability for distributed VLBI networks
• Coherent design and use of programming languages
• State-of-the-art techniques
• Access control
• Maintainability and possibility of migration
• Future relevance
• Individual notes

Evaluated monitoring tools were:

• "MoniCA" or "openMoniCA" (Australia Telescope
National Facility and AuScope geodetic VLBI tele-
scopes): MoniCA is a Java-based graphical appli-
cation for viewing real-time and archival monitor
data. It was developed for the Australia Telescope
National Facility by CSIRO and is an open-source
project.
• ZABBIX & SysMon (Wettzell Observatory): Zab-

bix is an open-source software written by Alexei
Vladishev for the monitoring of networks, appli-
cations, services, servers, and network hardware.
It uses a databases as data archive. SysMon is the
Wettzell implementation of a simple monitoring
software without graphical output. It is a conse-
quent implementation of the suggestions from the
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White Paper of the IVS Monitoring and Control In-
frastructure (MCI) group. A description can also be
found in Neidhardt (2017).
• Telegraf - InfluxDB - Grafana (TIG) (NASA FS):

TIG uses loosely coupled software packages to pro-
vide a system for collecting, storing, processing,
and visualizing time-series data. The use of TIG for
VLBI was presented first at the Technical Opera-
tions Workshop at Haystack, USA 2017.
• Radboud Radio Lab VLBI monitor (EVN, mm-

VLBI): The VLBI Monitor code is open source
since Feb. 2nd, 2016, and was developed for the
Event Horizon Telescope. It is a mixture of different
Web-based utilities.
• Monitoring and Control Infrastructure MCI (MIT

Haystack Observatory): The Monitoring and Con-
trol Infrastructure (MCI) group was founded, which
wrote a white paper defining the goals and im-
plementations of a centralized monitoring system.
MIT MCI is a very individual development for the
US-VGOS antennas using Python programs.
• Industrial monitoring tools (Nagios, Zabbix, etc.):

There is a bunch of industrial monitoring tools,
which are all similar and focus on monitoring of
computers, servers, and networks. An internal study
at the Wettzell observatory found Zabbix as the
most useful for observatory needs.
• SKA Telescope Manager (SKA): SKA developes a

completely individual system, where no informa-
tion can yet be found.
• Individual Linux scripts: There are several individ-

ual and specific monitoring scripts and programs,
which do individual tasks.
• Goddard Mission Services Evolution Center (GM-

SEC) Architecture: The GMSEC middleware or
architecture is currently under development by the
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center and will be
used by different NASA projects especially for
satellite missions. It currently plays no role for
VLBI.

The evaluation of the above environments came to
the results that the most suitable and valuable packages
are ZABBIX & Sysmon, other industrial monitoring
tools, TIG, and partly MoniCA. A central infrastructure
must at least offer interfaces for these packages to inject
monitoring data. The central presentation on a Web page
can be realized with only one of the packages. Because
of long experience with ZABBIX at the Wettzell obser-
vatory, ZABBIX is planned to be used as presentation
layer.

Evaluated tools for VLBI remote control, operation
and automation were:

• e-RemoteCtrl (Wettzell, O’Higgins, AuScope,
partly Ny-Ålesund and Hartebeesthoek, tested for
TIGO in Chilé): The work for e-RemoteCtrl started
in the year 2008/2009 at the Wettzell observatory
to control the Antarctic telescope at O’Higgins.
It was extended within the EU-funded project
NEXPReS (see Neidhardt (2013)) and during a
research exchange to the University of Tasmania,
Hobart. The software is written in C/C++ under the
GNU Lesser license and available in the version of
2014/2015 using wxWidgets 2.8.
• Dynamic Observation (AuScope tests): The soft-

ware is a test setup by the AuScope network in
Australia and Tasmania to treat each antenna as a
dynamic resource. An operation center gets feed-
back from the antennas and creates new observa-
tion schedules for the coming period of 15 minutes.
The software is a combination of scripts written in
different programming languages.
• Remote control and monitoring of e-VLBI experi-

ments at JIVE ERIC: During an e-VLBI run the cor-
relator requires direct access to specific equipment
at the stations for real-time control and monitoring.
It is a list of tools to support these needs.
• SSH/VPN-tunnels to or VNC/Remote-desktop of

the NASA Field System PC: These are techniques
known from home or business PCs to forward desk-
tops or to do a remote login on remote computers.

The evaluation of the environments described above
came to the results that the most suitable and valuable
packages are the single data server of the e-RemoteCtrl
software on the Field System PC or the complete e-
RemoteCtrl software, because it is developed with the
focus on VLBI remote tasks and security issues. A dis-
advantage is the missing upgrades. All remote control
tools suffer from individual regulations at the observa-
tories, so that there is no wide acceptance. Therefore,
dynamic observation might play a big role in the future,
because the control stays at the observatory and updates
just concern schedules. It is an interesting aspect, see
Lovell (2016).

4 A central infrastructure

The central infrastructure finally should consist of two
centers: a main center at JIVE ERIC in Dwingeloo and a
center at the Wettzell observatory. The center at Wettzell
can also be used for IVS needs. The data are propagated
from software at the telescopes to both centers. The data
center consists of two parts: a real-time monitoring tool
based on ZABBIX/SysMon and a file archive for his-
toric data on a separate Web server. The possible hard-
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Fig. 3: A possible ZABBIX map for the NASA Field System PC with interactive links to following maps of the subsystems and the
propagation of alerts.

ware and the integrated software is currently under test
at the Wettzell observatory for laser ranging and VLBI.
The used software is publicly available and can also be
installed at the observatories (see Neidhardt (2017c)).

The central design of the Web presentation is based
on a hierarchy of ZABBIX maps (see Fig. 3). The top
level starts with a world map showing all monitored an-
tennas. There can be a world map for each individual
network situation or the world map can dynamically be
changed. The maps for the antennas are static. The low-
est layer consists of one screen for each individual de-
vice/item. The screen combines graphs and other graph-
ical elements, e.g. to show alert states (see Fig. 4). It is
possible to zoom in or out just by selecting the time in-
terval.

The installed software at the telescope can be an in-
dividual script, a ZABBIX agent or in best case the e-
RemoteCtrl sender. It already supports the data injec-
tion to SysMon. It is also planned to upgrade the graph-
ical client to wxWidgets 3.0 and to re-write the state
machines to improve the timing for very remote sites.
There are also plans to integrate it into the NASA Field
System as an add-on.

Fig. 4: Possible graphs and displays on a ZABBIX screen to
present alert levels and trends of the collected values.

5 Conclusion and participation

The installations and adaption of the system are still
under progress. Nevertheless, VLBI stations will be al-
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lowed to send in monitoring data soon. A first attempt
focus on already available data sets from the NASA
Field System, which can be propagated by sending stan-
dardized files via Secure Copy (SCP) to the test server
of the Wettzell center. If the tests are successful, a ver-
sion will be installed at JIVE ERIC.
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VGOS 1.1: A DBE Opportunity and Data Transmission
Challenge

B. Petrachenko

Abstract The basic technical specifications for VGOS
have not changed for a decade; they were presented in
detail in 2012 at the VLBI2010 Workshop on Technical
Specifications at Bad Kötzting, Germany. In the interim,
circumstances have changed sufficiently in two areas to
warrant a review and possible upgrade of the specifica-
tions. First, advances in Digital Back End (DBE) capa-
bilities make it possible to envision a frequency scheme
whereby any output channel can be selected from any-
where in the VGOS 2−14 GHz input range, as opposed
to being restricted to four 1 GHz bands. This is desirable
to mitigate some the negative impacts of RFI and source
structure, the two dominant risk factors for VGOS. Sec-
ond, there is a strong desire on the part of many sta-
tions to transmit data to the correlator via the internet as
opposed to via physical transport of removable media.
This poses a challenge at existing correlators where an-
ticipated input data rate capabilities do not match data
production rates at the stations. New, more distributed,
correlator models are being considered.

Keywords Continuous Frequency DBE, Distributed
Correlator

1 Introduction

The technical specifications for the VLBI Global
Observing System (VGOS) were established about a
decade ago (Niell et al., 2006; Petrachenko et al., 2009).
The most important parameters are summarized below:

• SEFD: less than 2500 Jy.
• Azimuth and elevation slew speeds: 12◦/s and 6◦/s

respectively.
• Polarization: dual, either linear or dual circular.

B. Petrachenko
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Canada

• Input frequency range: 2.2–14 GHz
• Band structure: four 1 GHz bands that can each be

placed anywhere in the input frequency range
• Channel structure: 16 32 MHz channels per band

for a system total of 64 32 MHz channels.
• Data rate: 16 Gbps
• Data transmission mode: physical shipment of me-

dia augmented by some eTransfer for rapid turn-
around of results.

These parameters have remained stable over the in-
tervening years with one small exception being that the
lower limit of the input frequency range has been raised
from 2.2 GHz to 3 GHz to avoid excessive S-band RFI at
many stations. However, if possible, stations are still en-
couraged to include the 2.2–3 GHz range to allow mixed
mode observing with legacy stations. This is needed to
tie the VGOS network to the legacy network. In addition
it has tacitly been assumed that, as technology advances,
consideration will be given to increasing the number of
channels per band, the total data rate, and the fraction of
data transmission that uses eTransfer.

More recently, a DBE opportunity and data trans-
mission challenge have stimulated thoughts of more
profound changes to the VGOS system. Specifically, ad-
vances in digital technology have enabled the design
of DBEs with bandwidths large enough to contemplate
continuous coverage of the full 3–14 GHZ input range;
and the combination of a desire on the part of many sta-
tions to eTransfer all data to the correlator and limited
input bandwith at existing correlators has motivated a
reconsideration of the case for distributed correlation.

2 Continuous Frequency Coverage

Advances in FPGA and sampler technology make the
development of DBEs with IF bandwidths greater than
1 GHz practical and economical. Already two units of
this type are available within the IVS community. They
are the DBBC3L developed by Gino Tuccari, which in-
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Fig. 1: Simplified block diagram of proposed fixed down-
converters for an R2DBE-based system.

cludes eight single polarization IFs, each with 4 GHz in-
put bandwidth and the R2DBE, developed at Haystack
Observatory/MIT, which handles two 2 GHz IFs, nomi-
nally one per polarization. The full 2.2–14 GHz VGOS
input range can be handled cost effectively either by a
single 8-IF DBBC3L or six R2DBEs.

Continuous Frequency Coverage has a number of
benefits:

• Down conversion is simpler, less expensive and
more phase stable. The original VGOS spec re-
quires that each of the four 1-GHz bands be selected
anywhere in the input range using up/down con-
verters (UDCs). A UDC is a complex circuit using
two frequency conversions (one up and one down),
two LOs (one of them with a 10 GHz frequency
range), and a significant amount of circuitry oper-
ating above 30 GHz. In contrast, since continuous
frequency coverage operates with fixed contiguous
bands, there is no need for flexible frequency selec-
tion [In fact a small amount of flexibility is still re-
quired to ensure that channels can be aligned.] and
hence fixed down converters can be used. See Fig-
ure 1 for a simplified block diagram of proposed
fixed down-converters for an R2DBE-based system.
Each fixed down converter requires only one fre-
quency conversion, one LO and no circuitry operat-
ing above 14 GHz. For these reasons, down conver-
sion in a continuous frequency system is simpler,
less expensive, and more phase stable.
• Treatment of RFI is improved. With a four-bandx

system, it is essential for phase connection that no
band is made unusable by RFI. Hence, it is neces-

sary that four clear 1-GHz bands exist in the in-
tersection of RFI from the entire network. Unfor-
tunately, in the real world, it is not likely that the
remaining clear frequency bands are also at loca-
tions that are optimal for resolving phase and for
separation of the geometric and ionosphere delay.
In contrast, since the frequency allocation is so wide
for continuous frequency mode, moderate losses of
spectrum due to RFI can be tolerated since the un-
contaminated part of the band on each baseline is
in general significant enough to easily extrapolate
phase across the gaps caused by RFI.

• Fringe detection is improved, especially in the
presence of spurious phase trends. In a four-band
system there are large gaps between the bands. De-
termining the correct delay observable requires that
phase between the bands be bridged without error.
Since there are no gaps in a continuous frequency
system (or only minimal gaps at RFI locations) this
problem is almost entirely eliminated. Furthermore,
in real systems there are spurious phase trends re-
sulting from uncalibrated instrumental effects or
source structure. Simulations show that, in the pres-
ence of these spurious phase trends, the continuous
frequency mode is more than a factor of two more
likely to come up with a sensible delay than a four-
band system.

• Higher output data rates can be achieved. With
a four band system, the highest output data rate
that can efficiently be achieved is 32 Gbps. With a
continuous frequency system, because of the larger
available bandwidth, output data rates as high a
64 Gbps or even 88 Gbps can be achieved. Higher
data rates have the benefit of enabling either shorter
times to reach SNR targets or lower flux limits,
which in turn enable larger source lists and hence
better support of the ICFF.

• Source structure in three dimensions may be
possible. With the original four-band system,
source structure could still be treated in two dimen-
sions. In other words four two dimensional maps
could be made, one for each band, and then inter-
band implications could be considered in a separate
step. With the new continuous frequency system,
it is more natural (especially since overall SNR is
low) to treat source structure in three dimension.
In a direct sense the third dimension would be
frequency but under some often realistic conditions
frequency can further be considered synonymous
with depth. To the best of my knowledge this is
uncharted territory and hence presents both an
opportunity and a challenge. Other broadband
systems, e.g. eVLA and BRAND EVN might
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also benefit from exploration of three dimensional
mapping or modelling.

Clearly the continuous frequency mode for VGOS
is now feasible and cost effective. Furthermore it has
many benefits. It is strongly recommended that all new
systems be built with continuous frequency capability.
Because of their nature, these systems will be backward
compatible with the four-band systems and will open a
door for future improved operations.

3 Distributed Correlation

When VGOS was first conceptualized, it was recog-
nized that high data rates and rapid source switching
would require the trasmission of vast amounts of data
to the correlator. For this reason it was believed that, at
the start of operations, the majority of data would be
trasmitted physically by shipping record media while a
smaller subset, required for rapid turn-around of initial
products, would be transmitted using eTransfer.

However, with the operational phase of VGOS near-
ing, shipping of media no longer appears to be a univer-
ally valid assumption. At least one station has no plans
to physically ship media to the correlator and a signifi-
cant number of other stations (that have exerienced the
convenience of using eTransfer for legacy operations)
have a strong preference to continue to use eTransfer
for VGOS as well. In fact a significant number of sta-

tions have 10 Gbps eTransfer capability, which is more
than enough for full VGOS 24/7 operations.

At the same time, the eTransfer capability at other
stations falls far short of the VGOS requirement. Hence
at the start of operations, a mix of physical shipment of
media and eTransfer will be needed, much like current
legacy operations. The main problem with this model
is that the internet bandwidth at the correlators, while
adequate for legacy operations, falls far short of the re-
quirement for full VGOS operations. All the same, this
model will work provided that the number of VGOS sta-
tions using eTransfer is strongly limited at the start of
operations. With time this problem may resolve itself
if internet bandwidths at the correlator increase at the
same rate as VGOS operational requirements.

An alternate approach is the use of distributed cor-
relation. Although not new this idea is a good fit to the
current circumstance. Its implementation is made more
realistic by the comparatively recent advent of software
correlators, which require only standard computing re-
sources and no special purpose VLBI hardware. As a
result any location that has computing resources and a
good internet connection can participate as a node in
a distributed correlator. Examples include computing
resources in the cloud, super computers, the computer
centres at institutes, computer resources at stations with
good internet connections, or existing IVS correlation
facilities.

The idea is that small chunks of data, perhaps in
units of one scan, can be shipped to a particular dis-

Fig. 2: Block diagram of distributed correlator.
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tributed node with a control computer specifying to
which node to ship the scan. This makes it possible to
focus all correlator resources on a single session so that
it can be processed as quickly as possible.

The main drawback of the distributed correlator
model is that all stations must have an eTransfer
capability. If even one station needs to physically ship
media to a correlator then all remaining stations must
also eTransferred their data to that correlator. This is
effectively a return to the monolithic correlator model.
Fortunately, there is a way around this problem. Sta-
tions that cannot eTransfer data can physically transport
their media (as quickly as possible) to locations (hope-
fully not too far away) that do have good eTransfer
capability. This will effectively act as if the station is
capable of eTransfer, albeit delayed by a day or two.
Hence, until all stations have cost effective eTransfer
capability, this expedient can salvage the distributed
correlator model hence enabling the most efficient and
rapid production of final results. See Figure 2 for a
simplified block diagram of a distributed correlator

It is still too early to tell whether increases in internet
bandwidth at current IVS correlators will match the ex-

pansion of VGOS operational requirements. However, it
is recommended that these two rates be monitored care-
fully to ensure that correlation does not become a seri-
ous VGOS bottleneck. At the same time distributed cor-
relation should be studied and perhaps developed since,
in the long run, it provides an attractive alternative for
VGOS.
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An IVS Pilot Study for Distributed Correlation in the VGOS era

A. Bertarini, G. Tuccari, R. Haas, J. McCallum, S. Weston

Abstract In this study we explore the feasibility of
distributed correlation as a potential VGOS correlation
architecture. Specific challenges are that the amount
of data to be transferred to the correlator is going to
increase enormously, hence also the correlation time
and the capacity of the RAIDs at the correlators to
store the data will increase. This study will identify
whether distributing the correlation of one experiment
among more correlators will help to keep the latency
from observation to analysis within a reasonable time;
now the guideline set by the IVS from observation to
analysis should not be more than two weeks.

Keywords Correlation, VGOS, Geodetic VLBI

1 Introduction

In this study we present the first test made toward the
goal of distributed correlation. The general idea of this
study is to send segment of data to multiple correlators;
one main correlator receives the data at the beginning
and the end of the experiment for clock and drift adjust-
ment, prepares the vex and v2d files required for the cor-
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relation within DiFX and distributes them to the branch
correlators that then correlate their allocated segment of
data within the experiment, ideally all using the same
DiFX version. After the correlation the branch correla-
tors send the visibilities to the main correlator for fringe
fitting and further geodetic processing.

2 Background

The VGOS requirements forcasted for 2020 are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Table 1: VGOS requirements (forecast for 2020) (Petrachenko
et al., 2015).

Observation cycle of 1 source 30 s
Data rate 16 Gbps
Session length 24 h/day
Periodicity 7 days/week
Number of sites 24

The expected amount of data per day, that a VGOS
correlator will have to handle is about 1000 TB /day
hence huge in comparison to the data arriving at the
correlator for the legacy system which is about 30 TB/-
day for a 10 station 512 Mbps R1 session. Some conse-
quences are as follows.

• The correlators need to buy new RAIDs for storage.

• There is a need of more bandwidth to and from the
correlators.

• IVS needs more VGOS correlators.

• Maybe use cloud computing.

• Maybe use distributed correlation.

In this study we begin to explore the distributed corre-
lation.
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3 Distributed correlation

For the pilot test presented here, we selected Bonn to
be the main correlator and Hobart (Tasmania), Onsala
(Sweden) and Workwarth (New Zealand) as branch cor-
relators. We agreed to use the IVS experiment R1.785
because R1.785 was observed at 256 Mbps, and we
wanted to start with a low data rate to shorten the elec-
tronic data transfer.

Each of the branch correlators received 1 hour of
data from the 10 stations involved in R1.785, i.e. Ho-
bart, HartRAO, Ishioka, Katherine, Ny-Ålesund, On-
sala, Shanghai, Warkworth, Wettzell and Yarragadee.
Using the clock information provided by the main cor-
relator, each branch correlator correlated the assigned
hour of data, using identical v2d and vex files pro-
vided from the main correlator. After the correlation the
branch correlators sent the visibilities to the main cor-
relator for further processing. In parallel, the main cor-
relator correlated all the experiment for regular submis-
sion to the data centers. Then the results produced by
the branch-correlator processing and the main correla-
tor can be compared and the strategy can be evaluated
(still pending).

4 Does distributed correlation work?

We cannot yet give a definitive answer since the project
just started and requires more tests, but we can say that

• it works best if all the participating stations transfer
their data electronically. If using modules, the sta-
tions have to spread the data over multiple modules:
one per correlator involved,
• each station should have enough storage in the form

of RAIDs or FlexBuff that can be accessed simulta-
neously by all the correlators,
• the main and branch correlators should have the

same DiFX version,
• this study is DiFX-centric, but not all IVS correla-

tors use DiFX. This implies that the main correlator
should master all the various file formats used by
the various correlator architectures, or the branch

correlators should be able to convert the file pro-
duced by the main correlator into their control for-
mat.
• we are unsure whether this system would work for

military-based institutions,
• the correlator reliability drops with the power of the

number of the correlators involved. E.g. reliability
∼ ηNcorr, if η = 0.9 and N = 5 then we expect 59 %
successful correlation.

5 Future planning

We need to continue with R1.785 analysis to see
whether the final results are consistent with those
obtained from the correlation performed fully at Bonn.
We need to perform more structured tests adjusting the
number of correlated hours per branch correlator to be
proportional to the number of computing nodes and
bandwidth available at the branch correlators. Also we
need to check whether the latency from observation to
analysis stays within 15 days.
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Towards Cloud Correlation of VLBI Data

S. Weston, S. Gulyaev, B. Kim, A. Litchfield, D. Hall, J. Curtis, T. C. Yun, A. Ruthven, G. Davies, B. Lagos,
D. Christie

Abstract Currently VLBI data is correlated in sev-
eral international Correlation Centres; they receive
data from individual radio telescope stations either
on diskpacks via regular mail service or via fibre
using e-transfer mode. The latter is often limited by
connectivity of existing correlation centres, which can
dramatically slow down the turnover of the data. This
work reports on the initial steps towards development
of a cloud correlation infrastructure for geodetic VLBI
data. Initially a blade server at the Auckland University
of Technology (AUT) campus using Virtual Machines
(VMs) enabled the emulation of a cloud server. The
network was provided by Research and Education
Advanced Network New Zealand (REANNZ). Use
was made of real VLBI data to emulate data transfers
from remote locations and to provide a meaningful
benchmark dataset for correlation. This was correlated
with a speed-up factor of 0.8 using the DiFX software
correlator. In partnership with the New Zealand office
of Catalyst IT Ltd we moved this project into their
Commercial Cloud and report on the first correlation
of a VLBI dataset in a true commercial cloud environ-
ment. Using a new paradigm of multiple head nodes we
reached a speed-up factor approaching 2.5, therefore,
in principle, allowing real-time cloud correlation.

Keywords VLBI, radio astronomy, software correla-
tion
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1 Introduction

Over the previous decade with the pace of development
in commodity computing it became possible to process
VLBI data on commercially available computing hard-
ware. This enabled the development and introduction of
software correlation solutions with Japan software cor-
relator (Hirabayashi et al., 2000), DiFX (Deller et al.,
2007; Deller et al., 2011) and SFXC (Keimpema et al.,
2015) software correlators. DiFX has become the cor-
relator of choice for the International VLBI Service for
Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS) (Nothnagel et al., 2016).

As broadband networks have improved, more and
more stations have moved to transferring VLBI data
via the network, and thus can be transferred anywhere.
But correlation is still performed on a large and usually
dedicated server at one of a small number of dedicated
sites. We ask; is the total cost of ownership (Hardware,
Network, Infastructure, Staff) of large systems at ded-
icated sites for correlation a cost effective use of bud-
gets? Where compute and storage can be provided on
demand, is the cloud a cost effective alternative?

In this work we present an implementation of
the DiFX software correlator in a commercial cloud
computing environment. Described are the first tests of
cloud correlation undertaken using real data from the
network of the southern hemisphere radio telescopes.
Results are provided for performance comparisons for
several experiments correlated on dedicated hardware
and in a commercial cloud environment.

2 Datasets

For environment comparison, two data sets have been
used. The first was a two antenna observation using the
Warkworth 30 m (Woodburn et al., 2015) and the Har-
tebeesthoek 26 m at 6.7 GHz used for fringe testing in
February 2016 with PKS 0537-441. This was recorded
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at both antennas on a Mark 5 (Whitney, 2003) with six-
teen 16 MHz bands at 2 bit.

For the second data set Australia Telescope National
Facility (ATNF) Correlator kindly provided a subset
1.5hours of the raw dataset for experiment v534a which
used six antennas (15 baselines) of the Long Base-
line Array (LBA) at 6.642 GHz in March 2016. This
was recorded with an LBA hard-disk recording sys-
tem (LBADR) (Phillips et al., 2009) at Parkes, Mopra,
ATCA, Hobart and Ceduna, and a Mark 5 at Warkworth
30 m with four 16 MHz bands at 2 bit.

3 Environments

In this section, the environment and data used to test
cloud correlation in New Zealand are described.

3.1 Network

The data were transferred from radio telescopes to the
cloud using the REANNZ network (REANNZ, 2016).
Network capacity to and from New Zealand is currently
now 100Gbps, within Auckland City exists a 100Gbps
ring circuit and to the University 10Gbps is available.
At very short notice 10Gbps was facilitated between
REANNZ and Catalyst IT Limited.

3.2 Cloud Environments

The New Zealand cloud computing capability was pro-
vided to us by AUT (Local Cloud) and by Catalyst IT
Limited (Catalyst IT Limited, 2016). The use of Vir-
tual Machines (VMs) is now well established in industry
for development and production services. Once a VM is
configured for the requirements it is easy to package up
and distribute and replicate. Using snapshots allows an
easy and fast (minutes) method to replicate more VMs
but also provides the ability to move between different
snapshots and hence the states of VMs. Performance
loss by using VMs vs a Native Operating is minimal
these days.

3.2.1 Local Cloud

Before using a commercial cloud service for correlation
of radio astronomical data, we simulated a cloud-like
environment using a local (AUT) research cluster oper-

ated by the Service and Cloud Computing Research Lab
(SCCRL).

This cluster has been in operation since 2014 and
provides a range of researchers and students with a se-
cure platform for development and research projects.
The cluster was made available to the LWCC project
to build a proof-of-concept.

The cluster has been built to support projects with
differing requirements, therefore it has been designed
with maximum flexibility in mind, without an emphasis
on production values typically found in commercial data
centres. Projects can be built on the cluster to suit the
requirements of operating systems, software, and addi-
tional hardware. On the server VMWare vSphere V5.5
was used.

The use of the cluster was limited to the design and
development of the LWCC. It was intended that once
the proof of concept had been established (that correla-
tion is achievable in a cloud context and how that may
be achieved), the deployment would be transitioned to
a different environment that could afford greater levels
of service and quality management. To that extent, no
adjustments were made to the cluster to accommodate
the project.

Following initial set up, expected performance is-
sues were found to be true. While the servers themselves
operated speedily, there were bottlenecks occurring on
the internal cluster network. This is mainly due to the
limited capacity of the internal network interface cards.
Another issue was related to immediate storage require-
ments, that is the ability to temporarily store large vol-
umes of data. To enable large data volume processing
requirements, the project team introduced an existing
but older model server onto the cluster. The third main
issue was having to traverse the university security fire-
wall and proxy system, the university fibre backbone
was not sufficient for this project and REANNZ pro-
vided a separate switch and configured Virtual LAN
(VLAN).

3.2.2 Commercial Cloud

The Catalyst Cloud (Catalyst IT Limited, 2016) is a
New Zealand public cloud service. It is designed to
make use of free and open source software and generic
hardware. The underlying software platform deploying
and managing the Catalyst cloud services uses Open-
Stack and Ceph running on Ubuntu Linux. Where Cat-
alyst has made modifications or written custom soft-
ware, these have been either contributed back upstream
or made available with a free and open source software
licence.
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The hardware platform is OEM servers made by
Intel and using Xeon E5 v4 series CPUs. Each server
which runs compute instances (a hypervisor) has two
Xeon processors, each of which typically has at least
18 cores where the preference is to provide more cores
rather than more speed. With hyper threading enabled
this typically provides 72 threads per server. The
amount of memory per server is scaled based on the
number of cores in the hypervisor; there are typically
512 or 768GB per hypervisor.

The Catalyst Cloud block storage service is based on
Ceph, for building reliable storage systems on generic
hardware. The system is designed to be completely dis-
tributed, without a single point of failure, scalable to
the exabyte level and to be both self-healing and self-
managing.

Catalyst block storage servers have a combination of
spinning drives and solid state drives. Data is replicated
three times on different servers in the same region. This
allows for hard drives and servers to fail without loss
of data. Write operations always go to solid state first
and are flushed asynchronously to spinning drives. The
storage servers have a large amount of RAM to allow
for caching of data.

All servers within the Catalyst Cloud are networked
together using a number of bonded 10 Gbps connections
to provide at least 20 Gbps networking, with the storage
layer and compute interconnects on separate networks.

4 Results

In this section we present the results of cloud correla-
tion conducted first in a cloud-like environment using
VMs and then in an actual commercial cloud environ-
ment. To quantify our results, we use the Speedup fac-
tor, S , which is normally defined as the ratio of the total
observation time and the time taken to correlate these
observations:

S =
Obs_Time
Corr_Time

(1)

In Section 6 we modify this definition.

4.1 Local Cloud

Head node was a c1.c16r8 (16 vCPUs, 8 GB RAM) and
the worker nodes were c1.c4r3 ( 4 vCPUs, 2 GB RAM).

We can see that as VMs (2 cores, 8 threads) are
added the correlation of dataset v534a in Figure 1
achieves a maximum speedup of 0.9 at NP= 15.
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Fig. 1: AUT Blade Server showing Speedup factor vs Number of
Processors for experiment v534a.

Associated with Figure 1 is Figure 2, which shows
that as we add additional VMs the network bandwidth
available for DiFX is being constrained. This is due to
network load balancing within the blade server between
VMs by VMWare.

Fig. 2: Showing the network traffic on the local switch as more
VMs are added in sync with Figure 1 rerunning correlation of
v534a on the AUT Blade Server.

4.2 Commercial Cloud

Figure 3 shows the first fringe obtained entirely within
a commercial cloud environment.

Comparing the correlation of HHWA03 using dif-
ferent file systems in Figure 4 we see that only for the
minimum number of processors does RAID0 provide
any noticable benefit. We appear to reach a plateau at
NP = 8 in the Speedup factor. For experiment “V534a”
in Figure 5 we can see that here we reach a plateau in
Speedup factor for NP= 14. Both exhibit a dip in the
Speedup factor for a higher NP.

5 A new paradigm with Ansible

The Ansible (ANSIBLE, 2017) library of cloud support
modules makes it easy to provision instances, networks,
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Fig. 3: The first fringe produced entirely in a commercial cloud
using DiFX for dataset HHWA03.
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Fig. 4: The Speedup factor vs Number of Processors in the com-
mercial cloud for the HHWA03 dataset using different file sys-
tems (RAID0 red dots and EXT4 black dots) in the cloud storage
containers.

and complete cloud infrastructure. The simple Play-
book language can be used for application deployment
and virtualization automation. Ansible ensures cloud
deployments work seamlessly across public, private, or
hybrid cloud as easily as you can build a single system.

We propose the paradigm where we have a master
node coordinating several head to worker node clus-
ters as shown in Figure 6. From scanning the VEX file
Ansible has been used to create and deploy the node
clusters as required. Another example of this has been
demonstrated for geographically distributed correlation,
see Bertarini et al. (2017).
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Fig. 5: The Speedup factor of V534a in the commercial cloud vs
Number of Processors.

Fig. 6: The proposed DiFX Cloud paradigm cluster

Using Ansible scripts prepared by Catalyst IT Ltd
1 we broke v534a into two sequential time segments.
Shown in Figure 7 is the instantaneous speedup for the
two jobs on different head nodes running in parallel ini-
tiated from the master node. Of interest is the sudden
drop in the Speedup factor in Figure 7 at about 0.5 hrs
for Head-1, and at a later time of 1.0 hrs for Head-2. As
yet we have not determined the cause of this drop in the
Speedup factor; without that we would see an overall
Speedup of ≈ 2.5.
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Fig. 7: Two head nodes started from the master node via Ansible
- Head 1 in red and Head-2 in blue for the first 2.083Hours of
“V534a”.

1 These scripts are available from the Author
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6 Discussion

In the cloud environment, it makes sense to modify the
Speedup factor as on each head node the subset of cor-
relation will be processed in different periods of time.
Here we use :

S ∗ =

∑n
i=1 Obs_Timei

Max(Corr_Timei)
(2)

where Max(Corr_Timei) is the maximum correlation
time from the individual head nodes. An example of us-
ing Equation 2 is shown in Table 1. The Speedup factor
S ∗ is calculated by dividing the total observation time
(4.166 hours) by the correlation time on Head 1 (4.882
hours) according to Equation 2 giving S ∗ = 0.853.

Table 1: Example of a multi-head node speedup using the
HHWA03 dataset and Equation 2.

Head 1 Head 2
Obs Time 2.083 2.083
Corr Time 4.882 4.187
Speedup 0.426 0.497
Speedup* 0.853

The other extreme is if we assume that as soon as
one correlation job finishes the system can immediately
proceed to correlate the next job in the sequence, and so
we have to report the weighted average speedup of the
individual jobs as given in Equation 3 (this came from
correspondence on the 28th June 2017 with A. Deller)
below:

S =

∑n
i=1 S i ∗Obs_Timei∑n

i=1 Corr_Timei
(3)

where S i comes from :

S i =
Obs_Timei

Corr_Timei
(4)

7 Conclusion

For the first time, it has been demonstrated that DiFX
can correlate VLBI data in the Cloud using VMs, and
using tools such as Ansible the cloud resources required
can be scaled on the fly. The Speedup factor achieved
shows that real-time correlation is possible and future
eVLBI can rely on the cloud correlation paradigm.
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The Progress of VLBI Terminal and Software Correlator in
SHAO

W. Zheng, Z. Renjie, J. Zhang, L. Tong, L. Liu, J. Li, S. Guo, F. Tong, F. Shu

Abstract To meet the requirement of VGOS and deep-
space missions, Shanghai Astronomical Observatory
(SHAO) has carried out development works on new
VLBI terminal and correlator. There are three VLBI
terminals under development. The VGOS terminal
is for wideband observation and the maximum input
data speed is up to 16 Gbps with VDIF output data
format. The dedicated deep-space terminal has narrow
band observation ability with 1-16 bits quantization.
A general purpose software VLBI correlator for space
probe tracking, geodesy and astrophysics is under
development. It has been applied to CE-3 lander
phase referenced VLBI positioning and will be used
in Chang’E-5 mission’s dual objects same beam
VLBI tracking as well as routine IVS data processing.
According to several comparison based on geodesy
observations, the results of Shanghai software corre-
lator (SCORR) are consistent with DiFX correlator
results very well. For the technology research purpose,
a prototype terminal based on Roach board and a GPU
+ CPU software correlator are under development too.

Keywords VLBI terminal, software correlator

1 Introduction

Supported by the China’s Lunar Exploration Project
(CLEP) Shanghai Astronomical Observatory (SHAO)
has carried out development works on VLBI digital
baseband converter (BBC) for many years. CDAS (Chi-
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nese VLBI Data Acquisition System) is the first gener-
ation digital BBC installed at the Chinese VLBI Net-
work (CVN) stations for astronomy, geodesy and deep
space observations. It has 4 Intermediate Frequency
(IF) channels and it has the maximum 2048 Mbps data
rate output with 2-bit quantization capabilities. Due to
the different requirements of astronomy, geodesy and
deep-space observations, the second generation VLBI
backend-CDAS2 platform is designed by SHAO. For
weak quasar observations, CDAS can work in the ultra-
wide bandwidth with 1 or 2-bit quantization, while in
deep-space probe observation case, it can work in the
narrow bandwidth with multi-bit quantization.

The Shanghai software correlator (SCORR) was fur-
ther developed for CLEP, and then it was used in the
geodesy project of Crustal Movement Observation Net-
work of China (CMONOC) for monitoring the change
of crustal movement, the morphology and change of the
gravity field in China. The first generation of SCORR
was written in C and Pthread and run on the Multi-
processor server. The second generation can be run on
the cluster with MPI library, OpenMP. For astronomy
and geodesy usages, a conversion program is designed
to transfer the special CVN output format to Mk4 for-
mat and FITS-IDI format. Mk4 is the input format of
Haystack Observatory Postprocessing System (HOPS),
a widely-used geodetic data processing soft. FITS-IDI
can be used as the input format of AIPS, a widely-used
astronomy data processing software. A precision analy-
sis between the SCORR and DiFX shows that SCORR
meets the requirement of geodetic data processing and it
is competent for IVS data processing (Liu et al., 2017).

2 VLBI Terminal at SHAO

2.1 Geodesy Backend – CDAS2-PFB

The CDAS2 platform contains a CPCI standard card
with ADC and FPGAs. It can accept two IF channels,
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Fig. 1: CDAS2-PFB modules and the Mark6.

with 512 MHz bandwidth/IF. It also can be connected
to record backend through two 10 Giga Ethernet ports.

For VLBI Global Observation System (VGOS)
usage, we designed the CDAS2-PFB terminal which
consists of four CDAS2 platforms. The Polyphase
filter bank (PFB) algorithm and VDIF formatter are
implemented. Each platform can be connected to one
Mark6 recorder by 10 Giga Ethernet. Figure 1 depicts
the CDAS2-PFB module and the Mark6.

Due to the PFB algorithm, the frequency and band-
width of each channel is fixed. The data flow in each
CDAS2-PFB module is showed in Figure 2. There are
two independent threads in the FPGA before sent to
10 Giga Ethernet. Each thread converts a 512 MHz
bandwidth signal to 16 baseband channels. The data rate
for each thread is 2048 Mbps. So each CDAS2-PFB
module has 4096 Mbps data rate with VDIF data for-
mat. Four modules provide 16 Gbps in total. The Field
System computer can control the complete backend, in-
cluding CDAS2 and Mark6 by Ethernet.

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the CDAS2-PFB.

2.2 Deep-space backend – CDAS2-DDC

In deep-space exploration missions, many onboard bea-
cons just emit very narrow bandwidth signals such as
the telemetry signals or Differential One-way Range
(DOR) signals. In these cases, the narrow band and
multi-bit quantization sampling is more suitable than
the normal wideband and 1 or 2 bit sampling. In this
case, one CDAS2 platform module is enough for the ap-
plication.

Two IFs of S/X band are connected to CDAS2-DDC
backend. The data recorder is a commercial server with
12 hard-disks. Figure 3 depicts the backend on top of
the recorder.

In the deep-space applications, the frequency and
bandwidth of each channel should be tunable. So the
Direct Digital Conversion (DDC) algorithm is adapted.

Figure 4 depicts the data processing chart of one
channel in CDAS2-DDC. Because of the bit width of
Mark5B format, not all of the 16 channels can be sent
to the recorder when the quantization is more than two
bits. Table 1 shows the relationship between channel
and sample-bit. If the sample-bit is greater than two,
more sample-bits will cause less channels output.

The multi-bit sampling usually is used with the nar-
row bandwidth mode. The advantage of multi-bit sam-
pling is to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
to increase the detectability of probe signals.

Figure 5 depicts the comparison of different bit case
from 1-bit to 16-bit. The original signal is an AM mod-
ulated signal and its signal spectrum is presented in Fig-
ure 8-(a). The baseband bandwidth is 2 MHz. The most
obvious phenomenon is that the higher the sampling-bit,
the weaker are the fake harmonic components.

Fig. 3: CDAS2-DDC and recorder.

Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the CDAS2-DDC.
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Table 1: Available multi-bit modes.

1CH 2CH 4CH 8CH 16CH
1-bit 2/4/8/16/32MHz 2/4/8/16/32MHz 2/4/8/16/32MHz 2/4/8/16/32MHz 2/4/8/16/32MHz
2-bit 2/4/8/16/32MHz 2/4/8/16/32MHz 2/4/8/16/32MHz 2/4/8/16/32MHz 2/4/8/16/32MHz
4-bit 2/4/8/16MHz 2/4/8/16MHz 2/4/8/16MHz 2/4/8/16MHz ——
8-bit 0.1/0.2/0.5/1/2/4MHz 0.1/0.2/0.5/1/2/4MHz 0.1/0.2/0.5/1/2/4MHz —— ——
16-bit 0.1/0.2/0.5/1/2MHz 0.1/0.2/0.5/1/2MHz —— —— ——

(a) Original spectrum of AM signal (b) 1-bit sampling

(c) 2-bit sampling (d) 4-bit sampling

(e) 8-bit sampling (f) 16-bit sampling

Fig. 5: Comparison of multi-bit sampling.

2.3 General Backend – CDAS2-ROACH2

Both the CDAS and CDAS2 platform are specially de-
signed, and the developing cycle is a time consuming
process. Considering short the developing cycle, SHAO
plans to develop a general purpose VLBI terminal based
on ROACH2 (ROACH2, 2013) platform, in collabora-
tion with Xinjiang Astronomical Observatory (XAO).
This universal terminal is not only a general purpose
VLBI terminal but can also a be used for single dish
pulsar observations. SHAO focuses on the VLBI func-
tion.

This backend consists of a ROACH2 and a GPU
board, as shown in Figure 6. In the VLBI mode and us-
ing the PFB algorithm, its function is similar to CDAS2-
PFB. The onboard GPU can not only record but also
analyze the sampling data from ROACH2.

Fig. 6: The structure of the universal backend based on ROACH2.

Table 2 lists the differences of the three terminals in
structure, algorithm, performance and applications.

3 CVN Software Correlator – SCORR

The data processing flow of SCORR is described in the
following. The station data are transmitted to the Data
Preprocess module by e-VLBI or shipment. Data Pre-
process recovers the formatted data and stores them in
buffer files of series of one-second data. Phase Calibra-
tion Signal (PCAL) extractor is used to extract the phase
and amplitude of PCAL. Fringe searcher searches the
residual delay and delay rate from the probe narrow
band telemetry signals. It is very useful in the probe or-
bit maneuver period. Spacecraft Delay Model Recon-
struction uses the residual delay and delay rate from
Fringe searcher to compensate for the forecast delay
model and gets the precision delay model. Correlation
uses the precision delay model to do correlating.

In the lunar mission, the output format of SCORR
adopts CVN output format. We hope to upgrade
SCORR to a general purpose software correlator and
service the astronomy, geodesy and deep-space obser-
vations. For this reason, a transform program has been
designed to translate the special CVN output format
to Mk4 format and FITS-IDI format. Mk4 format is
proposed by Haystack Observatory, as well as the
input format of HOPS which is a popular geodetic data
processing software. FITS-IDI format is used for AIPS,
a widely-used astronomy data processing software.
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Table 2: Comparisons of the features of three VLBI terminals.

CDAS2-PFB CDAS2-DDC CDAS2-ROACH2
Algorithm PFB DDC PFB
Total Bandwidth 4 IF x 2 Pol x 512 MHz 2 IF x 1 Pol x 512 MHz 2 IF x 1 Pol x 512 MHz
Max.Data Rate 16 Gbps 2 Gbps 2 Gbps
Data Format VDIF MK5B/VDIF MK5B/PSR Fits
Interface SFP+x4 SFP+x1 SFP+x1
Sample-Bits 1/2 1/2/4/8/16 1/2
Sub-Bandwidth 32 MHz 0.1/0.2/0.5/1/2/4/8/16/32 MHz 32 MHz
Max.Channels 4 IF x 2 Pol x 16 CH 16 CH 16 CH
Key Processer Xilinx XC7K355T Xilinx XC7K480T Xilinx XC6VSX475
Recorder Mark6 Commercial Server GPU
Target VGOS Deep Space Exploration VLBI Pulsar, Maser(with XAO)

Table 3: The specification of SCORR.

Frequency Channel 16∼16384
Output Formate CVN, FIT-IDI, Mk4

Developing Language C, C++, CUDA, IPP, MPI,
and Libraries Pthread, OpenMP

Computing Platform Cluster+GPU+Storage Servers
Data Recorded Format Mark5, VDIF

Deep Space, Geodesy, Astronomy,
Applications Spacecraft phase-reference

VLBI experiments, and so on

3.1 Probe Fringe Searcher

When tracking deep-space probes, the VLBI software
correlator always needs a precision delay model. But
due to the probe orbit maneuver, sometimes the pre-
dicted delay error can be quite large. So the probe fringe
searcher can search the fringe and fringe rate indepen-
dent of the predicted delay model, and then use the re-
sults to compensate for the predicted delay and delay
rate. This function was used in CE-2(Chang’E-2) and
CE-3(Chang’E-3) of CLEP. In CE-5 (Chang¡’E-5), we
are planning to track the orbiter and the ascender in
some special same beam VLBI cases. New dual objects
algorithm is under development.

Figure 7 depicts the flow chat of the new probe
fringe searcher. In the Local Correlation module, the
signal received by station multiplies the conjugate of
the signal at frequency f0(emission f requency); Doppler
Frequency gets the high precision Doppler frequency
shift ∆f, which is relative to f0(emission f requency); In the

Fig. 7: Flow chart of the probe fringe searcher

Delayrate-Reconstruction module, ∆ f / f0 replaces the
delay rate in the prior model; Correlator does corre-
lating based on the prior model; Simple Postprocessor
gets residual delay and the residual delay rate.

3.2 Two Dynamic Objects Same-beam
VLBI

When two dynamic probes fall into the same antenna
beam, such as in the the Rendezvous and Docking
(RvD) of CE-5 Orbiter and Ascender, as Figure 8
shows, the VLBI correlator needs to arrange two phase
centers to track the different dynamical objects. For
a real-time system, the calculation speed should be
increased by a factor of two. GPU and IPP library will
be used to accelerate.

Fig. 8: An example demonstrates that the Orbiter and Ascender
are rendezvousing and docking.

3.3 Precision Comparisons between
SCORR and DiFX

DiFX (Deller et al., 2007; Deller et al., 2011) is the most
widely used VLBI software correlator. Since the second
half of 2016, we have carried out the precision compar-
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Table 4: Precision comparisons between SCORR and DiFX.

k14349 cn1502 apsg38
Data sources IVS CVN IVS
Use same delay model Y N N
S band MBD Difference (< 10 ps) Y Y Y
X band MBD Difference (< 3 ps) Y Y Y
SNR Difference (< 0.5 %) Y Y Y

ison between SCORR and DiFX (version 2.4.1) based
on the geodesy observations. Firstly, the two correlators
processed the same set of observation data, respectively,
and then used HOPS to finish postprocessing (Liu et al.,
2017). The comparison results presented in Table 4 indi-
cate that the discrepancy of SCORR and DiFX are very
small.

4 Conclusion

The CVN digital backend CDAS and the software cor-
relator SCORR are developed by SHAO. To meet the
requirements of astronomy, geodesy and deep-space ap-
plications, a new VLBI backend CDAS2 and a general
purpose software correlator have been developed. Ac-
cording to the comparison with DiFX, SCORR’s ac-
curacy is verified. They both will be used in the new
VGOS system and lunar missions.
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Geometric Variations of a Geodetic Radio Telescope

S. Bergstrand, R. Haas, M. Herbertsson, C. Rieck, J. Spetz, C.-G. Svantesson

Abstract We have measured the key deforming param-
eters of the Onsala 20 m telescope with laser based
tracker, scanner and electronic distance meters. The pa-
rameters show both thermal and elevation dependence
at an order of some millimeters, and are therefore po-
tential significant contributors to a scale error in VLBI
analysis.

Keywords radio telescope, laser tracker, laser scanner,
deformation parameters

1 Introduction

Compared to previous VLBI generations, local mea-
surements have become an increasingly important issue
in connection with the tighter VLBI2010/VGOS/GGOS
specifications. Signal chains and other electronic com-
ponents are under constant development, and local tie
methods are being improved (IERS WG, 2015; Lösler
et al., 2016; Poyard et al., 2017) e.g. as a mean to bet-
ter understand the scale error between SLR and VLBI
in ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al., 2016) but the mechanical
parts have attracted less attention. Clark and Thomsen
(1988) is the standard work in the area, which in later
years has been extended (Sarti et al., 2009; Artz et al.,
2014). Artz et al. (2014) reported a general deformation
model for the Effelsberg telescope and based an analy-
sis on a combination of recent and historical data, and
suggested a similar investigation for the more common
20 m sized telescopes in the regular IVS networks/ses-
sions. Following the model by Artz et al. (2014), we
have employed a number of contemporary laser based
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length measuring devices in order to characterize the
deformations of the Onsala 20 m telescope. Noting that
stations are identified by DOMES number and sites
are geographical locations, a co-location and site sur-
veying reference for this work is slightly misleading,
as local ties provide information of the external rela-
tionships between the geometrically defined reference
points (GRP) of geodetic stations on a site, whereas de-
formation analysis captures information of internal vari-
ations that largely have been elusive to those surveys. In
this study we focus on the internal structural deforma-
tions of the telescope in order to explore the possibili-
ties to detect the systematic effects that are, or alias as,
tropospheric, temporal or vertical errors in the geodetic
analysis. Quantification of these deformations therefore
has potential to put valuable constraints on systematic
VLBI errors.

2 Methods and results

Clark and Thomsen (1988) characterized telescope
deformation in terms of elevation dependent length
changes ∆L and divided these into parts relating to
focal length ∆F(ε), vertex position ∆V(ε) and receiver
position ∆R(ε), i.e.

∆L = αF ∆F(ε) +αV ∆V(ε) +γαR∆R(ε), (1)

where αF/V/R are telescope specific linearly dependent
scaling coefficients, and γ = 1 for primary and γ = 2 for
secondary focus telescopes.

Artz et al. (2014) presented the separate contributing
components that we list in Tab. 1, and which we here
complement with the instrumentation that we have uti-
lized for the measurements. Due to different telescope
constructions some components have been slightly al-
tered in the progression of the project.
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Table 1: Telescope deformation category (CA), components (CO), description, measuring method and equipment used.
CA CO Description Method Instrument
V L1 Height of secondary axis Invar + tracker Electromagnetic inducer, Leica LTD800
V L2 Vertex separation from elevation axis (tracker) Leica LTD800
F L3 Deformation of the main paraboloid Scanner (EDM) Leica HDS7000, Micro-Epsilon optoNCDT ILR 1181
R L4 Impact of defocused optics Gain+EDM Micro-Epsilon optoNCDT ILR 1181
R L5 Effects of a second reflection EDM Micro-Epsilon optoNCDT ILR 1181
R L6 Displacement of feed horn at secondary focus (EDM/tracker) Micro-Epsilon optoNCDT ILR 1181

3 Invar

The main constituent of L1 is the monument height,
whose near 1:1 correlation with temperature has been
monitored continuously for more than twenty years (Jo-
hansson et al., 1996). Additional movements have been
observed during geodetic VLBI sessions, but as the
5 minute smoothing/sampling interval is schedule inde-
pendent and the magnitude of the movements is small, it
has not triggered any elevation dependence studies. The
amplitude of the daily L1 variation is of order 1 mm.

4 Laser tracker

The most precise measurements are performed with a
laser tracker, which is a laser interferometer on a dual
axis rotating head where encoders detect angular move-
ments. In addition to the invar measurements that mon-
itor the monument height’s thermal dependence, we ex-
amined whether we could detect an elevation depen-
dent variation of L1 as well. First measurements were
made on the back of the reflector to the supposedly sta-
ble platform which co-rotates with the antenna azimuth
atop the telescope concrete tower. The initial laser in-
terferometer results from the tracker indicated system-
atic movements, but at closer examination the results
did not supersede the measurement uncertainty. In or-
der to lever the movement, we therefore mounted the
tracker’s retroreflector on a carbon fiber spinnaker boom
which we protruded backwards from the platform. The
effect, which is measurable at an order of 0.1 mm and
corresponds to a telescope pointing error of 3 arcsec, is
minor but at an order of 10 % of the specification not
negligible. Some attempts were also directed towards
quantifying the variations of L2, but the inaccessibility
of axis supports combined with a set of complex me-
chanical relations prohibited any qualified measures of
this component. At Effelsberg where the reflector rests
on a beam, this bending effect was more easily mea-
sured and turned out to be a significant contributor. It
is plausible that L2 variations could be captured with
a tracker, but that would require intermittent decommis-
sioning of essential electronic equipment and was there-
fore disregarded for this project.

5 Laser scanner

Where tracker measurements are extremely accurate in
discrete points, they are not optimized to characterize
surfaces. To measure the elevation dependent deforma-
tion L3 of the reflector, we employed a metrology grade
scanner which is a better tool for surface measurements
although the accuracy of single points is not compet-
itive to those of a tracker. The manufacturer recom-
mended having the scanner’s primary axis aligned with
the vertical in order to preserve the instrument bearings
and encoders. Adhering to the overall priority to make
measurements as close to operating conditions as pos-
sible, the first attempts to scan the surface was made
from a position close to the antenna vertex. However,
the reflected signal from the smooth surface at flat an-
gles proved insufficient to extract relevant data, and the
scanner needed to be elevated from the vertex to in-
crease the measuring attitude. We therefore had to relax
the initial priority on an unloaded structure, and con-
structed a lightweight pneumatic controlled gimbal and
a clamp which we attached to the subreflector quadru-
pod for an inverted scanner setup. This construction has
also been reused by other instruments for related inves-
tigations of the telescope (Holst et al., 2017). Keeping
the paraboloid vertex as reference, the telescope rim ad-
vances around 6 mm at low elevations compared to the
zenith.

6 Electronic distance meter

For monitoring of observation axis movement which in
terms of distance components essentially is L4 and L5,
we attached lightweight, industrial grade laser EDMs
as close to the center of the antenna as possible and
pointed towards the subreflector. The EDMs were uti-
lized to monitor both elevation and thermal dependence
of the subreflector distance, which at an order of 3 mm
is of comparable magnitude to the elevation compen-
sation made during astronomical observations. In in-
stances where an invar rod solution is not practical for
L1 measurements, an EDM solution may offer compa-
rable results.
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Fig. 1: Structural deformation of the Onsala 20 m telescope. Clockwise from top: elevation dependent main reflector deformation
compared to 85o (L3); elevation dependent subreflector distance and lower quadrupod supports’ length (L4, L5); thermally induced
subreflector distance (L4) and monument height (L1); elevation dependent collapse/bending of counter-weights (L2 indicator); elevation
dependent height variation of secondary axis (L1).

7 Discussion

The telescope was primarily constructed for astronom-
ical purposes, and the technical documentation for fo-
cal length, etc. appears to be set for 45o elevation. As
the geodetic benchmark is zenith observations, the dif-
ference to low elevations become even more accentu-
ated. To continue the dissemination of the deformation
components, L6 is short and its variations minor com-
pared to that of the subreflector distance. A complete
quantification of the path length variations therefore in-
cludes some more components than presented here. The
overall effect of the deformations is not considered, but
will be analyzed in a future publication (in progress).
Nevertheless, given the VGOS sub mm accuracy objec-
tive, the magnitude of the deformations indicates that
the effects need to be quantified at the recently deployed
13.2 m telescopes as well. As rms-evaluations are suited
for goodness of fit but has limited implications for ac-
curacy, metrologically traceable equipment are recom-
mended for these quantifications.

8 Conclusions

These are direct measurements of the telescope defor-
mations and path length variations. In order to achieve
the GGOS objective of 1 mm accuracy for space geode-
tic observations, corresponding deformations need to be
quantified at more sites. As a number of high productive
legacy telescopes, e.g. Kokee Park and Ny-Ålesund are
about to be decommissioned, it is imperative to measure
the structural deformations of these stations before they
are demounted and their properties are lost for future
TRF and CRF generations.
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Accuracy Assessment of the two WVRs, Astrid and Konrad, at
the Onsala Space Observatory

P. Forkman, G. Elgered, T. Ning

Abstract Two Water Vapour Radiometers (WVRs),
Astrid and Konrad, have been operating at the Onsala
Space Observatory during the time period 2013–2016.
There are several data gaps due to different types of in-
strument failures and therefore we also use estimates of
the equivalent zenith wet delay (ZWD) from the two
GNSS reference stations: ONSA and ONS1. They pro-
vide an almost continuous time series during the four
years. ZWD root-mean-square differences are 0.38 cm
between ONSA and ONS1, 0.92 cm between ONS1 and
Astrid, and 0.75 cm between ONS1 and Konrad. For
the horizontal linear gradients we see correlation coeffi-
cients of the order of 0.9 between ONSA and ONS1 and
0.5 between ONS1 and Konrad.

Keywords Water Vapour Radiometer, Zenith Wet De-
lay, GNSS, GPS

1 Introduction

Water Vapour Radiometers (WVRs) provide indepen-
dent information on the signal propagation path delay
due to atmospheric water vapour, often referred to as
the wet delay.

WVR estimates of the wet delay can be used directly
in the VLBI data analysis but also as validation data for
delays estimated from the VLBI data themselves.

The two WVRs at the Onsala site have been in op-
eration for a long time. Astrid did the first compari-
son measurements with radiosondes at the Gothenburg-
Landvetter Airport in May 1980. Konrad’s first field
campaign was in Kiruna, at the Esrange Space Center,
in August 2000. We are now considering a new WVR

Peter Forkman · Gunnar Elgered
Chalmers University of Technology, Onsala Space Observatory,
SE-439 92 Onsala, Sweden

Tong Ning
Lantmäteriet, SE-801 82 Gävle, Sweden

for installation at the Onsala site and have identified a
need for an assessment of the accuracy, reproducibility,
and repeatability using the existing WVR data from re-
cent years. Here we give an overview of results obtained
from the time period 2013–2016.

In Section 2, we describe the instrumentation
followed by the data analysis in Section 2. Section 3
present the results and Section 4 the conclusions and
plans for a new WVR.

2 Instrumentation

The two WVRs, Astrid (Fig. 1) and Konrad (Fig. 2),
have been used at the observatory since 1980 and 2000,
respectively. Both measure the sky brightness temper-
ature approximately 1 GHz below the water vapour
line at 22.2 GHz and in the atmospheric window at
31.4 GHz.

The GNSS stations ONSA, first established in the
CIGNET network in 1987, and ONS1, established as a
back-up station in 2011, are sites in the national refer-
ence network SWEPOS®. They also continuously offer
the observational data to the open access networks of

Fig. 1: The WVR Astrid.
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Fig. 2: The WVR Konrad.

Fig. 3: GPS stations ONSA (left) and ONS1 (right).

IGS and EUREF. Figure 3 shows the two sites. Note
that the ONSA site is equipped with a sheet of absorb-
ing material (ECCOSORB®) just below the antenna in
order to reduce multipath effects.

3 Data analysis

Unfortunately, there are several data gaps due to dif-
ferent types of instrument failures — both WVRs are
becoming old. Therefore, in order to have simultane-
ous data for comparisons, we also use estimates of the
equivalent zenith wet delay (ZWD) and horizontal lin-
ear gradients from the two GNSS reference stations:
ONSA and ONS1. They offer almost continuous and
independent time series for the parameters of interest
during the four years. The only GPS data gap is for the
ONSA station in the summer of 2015 due to a failing
pre-amplifier.

3.1 WVR data analysis

A common method for calibration of the sky bright-
ness temperatures measured by the WVR is the tip
curve method, where observations spread over a range
of elevation angles are used in order to get an extrapo-
lated sky brightness temperature at zero air mass equal
to the cosmic background radiation (Elgered and Jar-
lemark, 1993). Additionally an elevation pointing off-
set can be estimated. Here we estimate both so called
hot load corrections, low pass filtered with a time con-
stant of ≈ 5 h, and daily elevation offsets. Because of at-
mospheric inhomogeneities we expect a correlation be-
tween the residual offsets of the two channels (see Fig-
ure 4). The sky brightness temperatures are finally used
to calculate the ZWD (Elgered, 1993).

Subsequently, based on the equivalent ZWDs ob-
served in specific directions, the horizontal linear gra-
dients (east and north) were calculated according to the
four-parameter model described by Davis et al. (1993).
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Fig. 4: Estimated daily elevation offsets for the two channels of
Astrid (left) and Konrad (right).

3.2 GPS data analysis

The data have been analyzed using the method de-
scribed by Ning et al. (2013) where the ZWD and the
linear east and north gradients are estimated simultane-
ously in the processing.

4 Results

We first present the results for the equivalent ZWD and
then for the gradients. The first comparison is between
the two GNSS stations. The estimated ZWD is illus-
trated in Figure 5. We note that the observed bias be-
tween ONS1 and ONSA of 0.36 cm is consistent with
earlier results showing the influence of the suppres-
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Fig. 5: Time series of estimated ZWD and their differences using
GPS data from ONSA and ONS1.

sion of multipath using a microwave absorber at ONSA,
which is not the case for ONS1 (Ning et al., 2011).

We chose to use ONS1 data for the WVR compari-
son because of the slightly better data coverage over the
four years. In Figures 6 and 7 we calculate daily aver-
ages of the ZWD based on hourly averages where the
data coverage is at least 75 % of the default observation
schedule for each instrument.

Table 1 summarizes the results (depicted in Fig-
ures 6 and 7) in terms of bias, standard deviation (SD)
and root-mean square (RMS) of the differences, ∆ZWD.

Table 1: Instrument comparison results for the ZWD.

Instruments Bias SD RMS
compared (cm) (cm) (cm)
ONS1−ONSA 0.35 0.14 0.38
ONS1−Astrid 0.44 0.81 0.92
ONS1−Konrad 0.06 0.75 0.75
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Fig. 6: Time series of estimated ZWD and their differences using
Astrid data and GPS data from ONS1.
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Fig. 7: Time series of estimated ZWD and their differences using
Konrad data and GPS data from ONS1.

When comparing gradients estimated from WVR
and GPS data it is noted that the WVR measures gra-
dients in the water vapour whereas the GPS measure
gradients in the refractive index (determined by both the
wet and the dry atmosphere). Unfortunately the Astrid
WVR was affected by an unstable pointing in the az-
imuth coordinate during the period. In principle we can
estimate a pointing offset for subsets of the data over
the period by fitting the data in order to have an agree-
ment in the horizontal gradients with the other instru-
ments. This was, however, not the aim of this study and
we chose to focus on a comparison using Konrad data
and GPS data only. All estimated gradients are shown
in Figure 8. We note that the size and variability of
the WVR gradients are significantly larger compared to
the GPS gradients. This is consistent with earlier results
(Gradinarsky and Elgered, 2000).

Figure 9 depicts the correlations for the gradients
over the whole four year period. The upper graphs il-
lustrates that even though the GPS observations see the
same atmosphere and observes the same satellites the
agreement is not ideal. Furthermore, when using GPS
as ground truth, we must add an additional uncertainty
due to the fact that the hydrostatic delay is also included
whereas the WVRs are only inferring the gradients due
to the water vapour. The lower graphs show the corre-
lation between ONS1 and Konrad. The observed cor-
relations do not differ by more than 5 % for the indi-
vidual years and a value around 0.5 is also a typical
value reported for comparisons between gradients es-
timated from WVR data and different GNSS data (Lu
et al., 2016).
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Fig. 8: Time series of estimated gradients using Konrad data and GPS data from ONS1. East and north gradients are displayed in
the left and right columns, respectively. Average gradients are shown in the upper left corners. The average north gradient due to an
increasing ground pressure with decreasing latitude, is seen in the GPS results, typically of the order of −0.2 mm.

5 Conclusions and future work

We find that in spite of their old age the two WVRs give
biases in the ZWD comparable to historical results.
The standard deviations are slightly worse. Ning et al.
(2012) report typical standard deviations around 0.7 cm
between ONSA and Astrid for ZWD averages over
1.5 h. Also when comparing horizontal gradients
we find consistent results to those reported earlier.
The main problem with the WVRs is the frequent
hardware failures causing a significant data loss.

We plan for a new installation of a WVR. Presently
Omnisys Instruments in Gothenburg is developing
a prototype WVR for the European Space Agency.
When this instrument is completed a field campaign

will be carried out at Onsala. Thereafter a copy will
operate at the site for a long term. The prototype
instrument is shown in Figure 10.
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Fig. 9: Correlations between estimated east (left) and north (right)
gradients. Upper graphs show the correlation between the two
GPS stations and the lower graphs between the GPS station ONS1
and the Konrad WVR.

Fig. 10: The WVR under development at Omnisys Inc.
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Communication, Coordination, and Automation for Future
Geodetic Infrastructures

A. Neidhardt

Abstract This paper is an overview of ideas, imple-
mentations, and results from seven years of technical
research in computer science for developments of fu-
ture geodetic infrastructures. It explains the four pil-
lars found: stable and safe scientific software, an ex-
tended common software toolbox, autonomous produc-
tion cells, and remote access and monitoring. This is
combined to coordinated multi-agent systems offering
solutions for operational aspects of the Global Geode-
tic Observing System (GGOS) with regard to "Industry
4.0". The paper is a summary of a textbook published
by Springer Int. Switzerland, see Neidhardt (2017).

Keywords GGOS, infrastructure, automation, control,
communication, coordination

1 Introduction

Several large projects have been realized at the Geode-
tic Observatory Wettzell during the past decade. A new
laser ranging system, VLBI Twin Telescopes, several lo-
cal sensors, to name just a few main projects, required
from the Wettzell developer team to write software.
"Connecting hardware devices, controlling workflows,
scheduling tasks, managing error situations, communi-
cating between distributed equipment, and designing a
more automated operation took many years for several
project members to develop." (Neidhardt, 2017).

Several aspects of applied computer science were
apparent. While local solutions were finished, it be-
came more and more clear that aspects like coordina-
tion, communication, automation, control, and opera-
tion require a more general approach if GGOS should
become one global observing system. This was the start-

Alexander Neidhardt
Technische Universität München, Forschungseinrichtung Satel-
litengeodäsie, Geodätisches Observatorium Wettzell, Sacken-
rieder Str. 25, DE-93444 Bad Kötzting, Germany

ing point to collect ideas and implementations to discuss
and offer solutions for future requirements of a GGOS.

These aspects could be structured as four main top-
ics which are the pillars "holding" the infrastructure of
GGOS.

2 First pillar: Stable and Safe Scientific
Software

The style (coding layout and code policies) which is
used for writing the source code is essential to keep the
programs comprehensive. A big issue is the inclusion
of existing legacy code using suitable converter classes
with clear interfaces to keep "older" code more manage-
able. Automatic document generators help to implement
an agile documentation landscape. High-quality, test-
driven developments use unit tests, static inspections
and dynamic analysis to get a suitable test coverage.
Test metrics provide quantitative classifiers for software
quality. Continuous integration (see Fig. 1) offers daily
overviews. Code repositories use version management
systems to track all changes and updates. This ideally
supports agile development.

Fig. 1: The round-trip used for continuous integration (Neidhardt,
2017).
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3 Second pillar: Common Software
Toolboxes

Software is decomposed into modules and components
partly using generative ways to support parametrized
applications. This splits a development into domain and
application engineering so that most of the engineers
can use predefined, parametrized domains for specific
tasks to implement their own applications, like com-
munication over network. Remote procedure calls stan-
dardize this communication and also all related tasks.
The results are remote function calls which look similar
to local calls. They organize data conversion, implement
call semantics, and guarantee safety and security. The
result is a new middleware with the following layers:

• Manually written "glue code": it contains "hand-
written", individual code mainly used to combine
modules and components to main programs.
• Completely generative modules and components: it

contains generated parts of a specific problem case.
• Template metaprogramming components: it

contains object-oriented components which are
unrolled and unfolded by the compiler itself.
• Generative template pattern components: it con-

tains object-oriented components using templates
to be adaptable to different types of variables.
• Object-oriented components: it contains all pure

object-oriented components without genera-
tive parts but which use the advantages of the
object-oriented paradigm.
• Structured modules: it contains all simple, struc-

tured modules mainly to control lower layered hard-
ware.

4 Third pillar: Autonomous Production
Cells

Designing of control tasks means a mapping of real
structures to software units. An intelligent controlling
of hardware includes different layers of feedback loops
which use data from sensors to make decisions for
the commanding of actuators. Every hardware is rep-
resented in the form of standardized software stubs.
Autonomous production cells (see Fig. 2) using au-
tonomous software cells provide techniques for plan-
ning, controlling, user interfacing, hardware driving,
and failure managing. A coordination cell uses metrics
for static and dynamic planning. Separate autonomous
hardware cells control the individual hardware. All data
are organized in a hybrid, autonomous data manage-

ment cell. A parallel system monitoring is used to fulfill
safety criteria and to show state overviews.

Fig. 2: A possible structure of an autonomous production cell for
laser ranging (Neidhardt, 2017).

5 Fourth pillar: Remote Access and
Monitoring

It is feasible to extend the existing systems with func-
tionalities for remote access to support orders from ex-
ternal partners and offer reports to them (see Fig. 1).
Because worldwide networks do not guarantee continu-
ous access, systems have to increase their ability to run
completely autonomously. This can be implemented us-
ing multi-agent systems where each agent uses an inter-
nal feedback loop. An agent can control existing soft-
ware, like the NASA Field System, as legacy code. Ad-
ditional requirements, like web cameras, remotely con-
trolled switches, and a suitable graphical remote inter-
face, extend the local architecture to replace the senses
of an operator at the system. Remote access requires
network security using role-based access control and
ciphering algorithms, restricted network enclaves, and
different types of firewalls.

Fig. 3: Communication and coordination layers for GGOS prod-
ucts (Neidhardt, 2017).
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Fig. 4: The cover of the new textbook.

6 Conclusions

The main topics described require a global network-
ing within GGOS which can be compared to "Internet
of Things" or "Industry 4.0" in the field of industrial
implementations. But it is a paradigm change to leave
the individual and loose net of participating geodetic
sites which offer their data products and start think-
ing in terms of global coordination, communication and
automation beyond institute structures. Nevertheless, it
has high potential and is a very interesting new aspect
of cooperation.

All these ideas and solutions found are published as
textbook by Springer Int. Switzerland, see Neidhardt
(2017). This book combines elementary theory from
computer science with real-world challenges in global
geodetic observation, based on examples from the
Geodetic Observatory Wettzell, Germany. It starts with
a step-by-step introduction to developing stable and
safe scientific software for successful software projects.
The use of software toolboxes is another essential
aspect that leads to the application of generative
programming. An example is a generative network
middleware that simplifies communication.

One of the book’s main focuses is on explaining
a potential strategy involving autonomous production
cells for space geodetic techniques. The complete soft-
ware design of a satellite laser ranging system is taken
as an example. Such automated systems are then com-
bined for global interaction using secure communica-
tion tunnels for remote access. The network of radio
telescopes is used as a reference.

Combined observatories form coordinated multi-
agent systems and offer solutions for operational
aspects of the G lobal Geodetic Observing System
(GGOS) with regard to "Industry 4.0".
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The MIT/NASA Broadband Signal Chain:
Present State, VGOS Compliance, and Beyond

C. A. Ruszczyk, G. Rajagopalan, R. McWhirter, C. Eckert, P. Elósegui

Abstract The VGOS implementation of the MIT/-
NASA broadband signal chain incorporates a number
of new technological developments, including the Cal-
ibration Delay Measurement System (CDMS) and the
ROACH2-based digital backend (R2DBE). The former
is a key component for accurate estimation of instru-
mental delays in the signal chain; the latter supports
full 1-GHz bandwidth sampling capability. The CDMS
adds active picosecond-level cable delay measurement
capabilities to the MIT Haystack (MHO)–designed
calibrator to correct for cable delays, signal phase, and
amplitude across the full VGOS band. The R2DBE is
currently undergoing zero-baseline testing against the
RDBE-G, with upcoming deployment at the Westford
station for further field testing.

Keywords VGOS, CONT17, signal chain, CDMS

1 Introduction

The VGOS implementation of the MIT/NASA broad-
band signal chain has been deployed at the KPGO site
and passed the operation readiness review in Septem-
ber 2017. The following sections describe the existing
system capabilities, how the system will be brought into
VGOS compliance, and the future of the calibration sys-
tems.

2 VGOS VLBI Signal Chain:
Frontend and Backend

The MIT Haystack–developed VGOS VLBI signal
chain (Figure 1) is separated into the frontend, located
at the antenna, and the backend, located in the control
center and connected by fiber for the high-frequency

Chester A. Ruszczyk · Ganesh Rajagopalan · Russel McWhirter ·
Christopher Eckert · Pedro Elósegui
MIT Haystack Observatory, Westford, MA, USA

band (4.5–14 GHz) and coaxial cable for the low band
(2–5 GHz). A separate coax provides the connection
from the calibration ground unit to the antenna unit
located next to the feed.

Characteristics of the frontend (Figure 2) include a
noise temperature of 40 K over the range of 2–14 GHz
(maximum excluding atmosphere), with a feed effi-
ciency of greater than 50 %. The aperture efficiency
is approximately 70 % over a range of 2–14 GHz.
The spur-free dynamic range minimum is 90 dB in
1 Hz bandwidth, and the dual linear H/V polarization
provides –20 dB isolation. The feed has support for
pre-LNA instrumental phase and amplitude monitoring.

The backend of the signal chain (Figure 3) supports
the frontend receiver signal to independently tune
four IF conversion sampled bands. To accomplish this
the RF Distributor (RFD v. 2.0) provides one low
band (2–5 GHz) output and three high band outputs

Fig. 1: The VGOS VLBI signal chain architecture.

Fig. 2: The VGOS VLBI signal chain frontend.
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Fig. 3: The VGOS VLBI signal chain backend.

(4.5–14 GHz). The backend also supports 2–14 GHz
RF down-conversion to 2 GHz baseband output via
the Up Down Converters (UDCs v. 2.0), that are pro-
grammed to tune the IF bands. The present version of
the ROACH digital backend geodetic (RDBE-G v.3.0)
digitizes 512 MHz IF bandwidth, and the polyphase
filter bank (PFB v3.0) channelizes it into 16× 32 MHz

Fig. 4: The new VGOS Calibration System (VCS) CDMS.

complex signals and outputs a 2-bit per channel VDIF
format. The data is sent via 10G Ethernet to a Mark6
recorder that records data to disk modules at rates of up
to 16 Gbps.

The calibration system (Figure 4), described in de-
tail in Section 4, allows for determination of instrumen-
tal delays in the VGOS system, including cable delays,
signal phase, and signal amplitude.

3 R2DBE-G v. 4.0

Haystack’s 4th-generation digital backend, the R2DBE-
G v. 4.0, is based upon the ROACH2 and utilizes a
Vertix 6 FPGA. The ADC’s chosen for the R2DBE’s
were developed by ASAIA, in support of the EHT, and
consists of a 5 Gigasample per second ADC (2, 4, 8,
16 Gbps) that allows the Haystack signal chain to be
100 % VGOS compliant by supporting greater than the
full 1024 GHz band. The R2DBE supports two IF ×
2048 GHz horizontal and vertical polarizations (H&V-
pol)) with the bandwidth digitized into 64 × 32 MHz
complex signals in 2-bit VDIF format for a 1024 GHz
band.

The R2DBE’s 2U form factor (see Figures 5 and 6)
is the same as that of the RDBE-G, with a slightly up-
dated configuration with four 10G optical SFP+ inter-
faces versus the CX4 interface of the RDBE-G.

The software interface supports VSI-S and has a
command set that is backward-compatible with v3.0.
The same features supported by the RDBE-G, multicast
capabilities for monitoring (PCAL, TSYS), have been
extended to support 64 channels versus 32 channels for
the earlier version.

Fig. 5: R2DBE-G front panel.
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Fig. 6: R2DBE-G back panel.

3.1 Testing

The polyphase filter bank (PFB) has been verified using
simulation tools. Extensive zero-baseline testing is be-
ing performed with the RDBE-G v3.0 PFB personality
for both 1024 GHz and the entire supportable 2048 GHz
bandwidth. Following the conclusion of the zero base-
line, the R2DBE will start to be tagged along for the
VT sessions for further verification and integration with
the correlation process (see Fig. 7). The R2DBE-G de-
sign has been provided to DigicomTM for purchase by
the community. The firmware and the software will be
released after stability testing is completed.

Fig. 7: RDBE-G/R2DBE testing.

4 Calibration: CDMS

The Haystack cable delay measurement system
(CDMS) provides monitoring of the electrical length

Fig. 8: The CDMS antenna unit.

of the signal-carrying cables to enable corrections
for cable length variations induced by mechanical,
thermal, and any other effects with an RMS accuracy of
≤1 picosecond.

CDMS delay stability is designed to exceed the fol-
lowing standards (Allan standard deviations):

• 1.8e-14 at 30 s
• 5.5e-15 at 100 s
• 9.0e-16 at 600 s
• 1.0e-16 at 50 min

The default cable for delay calibrations is assumed
to be an LMR400 coaxial cable. Fiber optic cable sup-
port is available upon request. Unfortunately, a modifi-
cation to the antenna unit is required for the switch.

The new VGOS Calibration System (VCS) CDMS
is integrated with upgraded versions of the existing
noise and phase/delay calibration subsystems designed
by Haystack. The VCS is separated between the fron-
tend and backend of the VGOS signal chain. See figures
8 and 9.

4.1 Stability Testing

The system was tested to verify that stability meets the
requirements by inserting the ground and antenna units
in a temperature-controlled chamber. The goal was to
determine the Allan standard deviations for the system.
Figure 10 is an example of a duration for the stability of
the system.

The system was also tested for accuracy with an
electrically controlled trombone inserted into the coax-
ial link. Predefined incremental steps, executed at fixed
times, were sent to the electrical/mechanical switch to
cause the trombone to increase the length to a predeter-
mined calibrated amount.
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Fig. 9: The CDMS ground unit.

The mechanical changes were then verified by the
CDMS that was measuring the proper length changes in
picoseconds. The results are shown in Figure 11. At the
end of the trombone’s maximum length, the controller
was reset to the starting reference point and the results
verified over a long duration.

Fig. 10: Results of stability test in a temperature-controlled chamber.
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Fig. 11: Results of test with trombone inserted into link.

5 Conclusion

Haystack has officially deployed and supported a VGOS
signal chain for the past three years. The work described
in this document addresses how the signal chain will
meet and support the specifications determined by the
community with the R2DBE work. The CDMS sys-
tem has likewise been deployed and is under analysis
through the correlation process; results will be provided
later.



DBBC3: The new Flexible, Wide-band VLBI Backend
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Abstract The successor of the DBBC2 (Digital Base-
Band Converter), the most widely adapted digital VLBI
backend, is the DBBC3. It has been developed with fi-
nancial support by RadioNet3 (FP7-Grant Agreement
no. 283393) and can sample up to 4 GHz wide bands.
In its largest configuration it can output up to 128 Gbps
from 8×4 GHz input bandwidth. The first DBBC3s have
been delivered to astronomical and geodetic customers.
Progress since the last EVGA meeting and future plans
are described.

Keywords VLBI, EVN, VGOS, digital backends

1 Introduction

The DBBC3 (Digital Base-Band Converter 3) has
been developed with support by RadioNet3 (FP7-Grant
Agreement no. 283393) in the Joint Research Activity
DIVA (Tuccari et al., 2014). It is the successor of
the DBBC2, the most widely adapted digital VLBI
backend. Firmware development for the DBBC3 is
ongoing to make it fully backwards compatible with
the DBBC2. The DBBC3 is a versatile backend, as
it can serve the needs of the EVN (European VLBI
Network), EHT (Event Horizon Telescope), and the
geodetic VGOS network. The DBBC3 can be flexibly
configured, as it can be equipped with up to 8 sam-
pler/processing combinations. Thus it offers up to 8 IFs
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on input with 16 Gbps to 128 Gbps using 2-bit samples
on output (the hardware can support a maximum of
512 Gbps).

It is a cost-effective backend which is compatible
with nearly every other backend type and out-competes
other less flexible solutions. The DBBC3 has reached
the production stage, while the firmware is still being
extended to allow different observing modes. It was
successfully used in latest EHT session. Additionally
the DBBC3 is widely suitable to more applications like
space science.

2 DBBC3 components

Similarly to the DBBC2 the DBBC3 consists of a
chassis with a control computer, which is used to
load firmware to various FPGAs in the system, send
setup parameters to all the boards, and provide time
information to all parts of the DBBC3.

The analogue IF signal cables are connected to the
so-called Giga COnditioning MOdule (GCOMO). This
analogue board takes pre-filtered signals with either
1 GHz, 2 GHz, or 4 GHz bandwidth. The IF signals can
be in the base-band of 0 GHz to 4 GHz, or can be down-
converted from somewhere in the range from 4 GHz to
15 GHz to base-band.

In the next stage the analogue signals are digitised
by the analogue-to-digital 3L sampler board (ADB3L).
It has four 1 GHz sampler chips, which can be config-
ured for a variety of functions: single and multiple in-
put bands, real or complex sampling. The four sampler
chips in real mode can sample a total of up to 4 GHz
bandwidth interleaved. In this mode the sampling clock
for the four samplers is shifted precisely by 90 from
one to the next. Other options are to sample two signals
of 2 GHz instantaneous bandwidth each, or four differ-
ent signals of 1 GHz bandwidth each. For interleaved
sampling a novel automatic calibration routine was de-
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Fig. 1: DBBC3 block diagram.

Fig. 2: ADB3L sampling board.In the centre the four sampling
chips can be seen.

veloped. The sampling representation is 10 bits and the
equivalent sample rate for each ADB3L is 8 GSps.

The digitised signal is next processed by the
CORE3 board which consists mainly of a single pow-
erful FPGA. On input the data can have either 8 bit to
10 bit representation. In order to handle this enormous
input data-rate the FPGA provides a maximum of
5 TMACS (Terra multiplication-accumulations per
second). The processed data can be output via up to
eight serial links of 10 Gbps Ethernet with a data-rate
of more than 32 Gbps.

The pass-band filtering which can be achieved with
this board is 100 dB for signals outside of the de-
sired band. Available and planned processing modes are
wide-band DDC (Digital Down Conversion), wide-band
PFB (Poly-phase Filter-Bank), DCS (Direct Sampling
Conversion):

• Direct sampling conversion of 4 GHz wide bands.
If the input data is pre-filtered bandwidths of 2 GHz
and 1 GHz and smaller can be converted using dec-
imation.
• PFBs with 256 MHz / 64 MHz / 32 MHz
• DDCs with 128 MHz / 64 MHz / 32 MHz / 16 MHz

/ 8 MHz / 4 MHz / 2 MHz
• mixed DDC/PFB modes and PFB/DDC modes will

most likely be developed

A so-called FILA-40G post-processing and record-
ing unit was developed by Onsala Observatory. It can
be used for further processing and recording of the data

Fig. 3: CORE3 single FPGA processing board. At the top four
10 GE output connectors are visible. Four more can be populated.

output by the CORE3 board. The FILA-40G unit is real-
ized by means of a high-end computer in a RAID chas-
sis with a number of 10 GE and 40 GE ports and a large
number of fast disks. It was designed for the functions
needed for further processing of the data including the
capability to record at 32 Gbps for short periods of time.
The complete list of functions includes:

• UT time synchronisation
• Input data masking and decimating
• Corner turning of the data streams
• Packet filtering and burst mode
• Pulsar gating
• VDIF threads forming
• Disk recording

Ancillary boards in the DBBC3 are: the clock and
timing board GCAT (GHz Clock And Timing), the
phase adaptor for the ADB3L board PHA, GPS 1 PPS
distribution etc.

3 DBBC3 development and production
status

There are a number of DBBC3s which have been deliv-
ered to customers at astronomical and geodetic observa-
tories, or which are under construction.

• VGOS systems with 8 or 6 IFs: Auscope (3 stations
6 IFs each), Onsala (2), Ny-Ålesund (2), Wettzell,
Shanghai, Metsähovi
• EHT systems with 4 IFs: APEX, Pico Veleta
• EVN systems with 2 IFs: Yebes, Effelsberg
• other systems with 2 IFs: Sejong (Korea)

Various laboratory tests have been performed for all
the systems including a final zero baseline test in DSC
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and DDC modes. Geodetic tests were done in DSC
mode between Hobart and Ishioka antennas. The sys-
tems delivered to the EHT antennas at APEX and Pico
Veleta were used to record the latest EHT session in
April 2017. The latter systems will be compared to the
R2DBE backends developed by MIT Haystack Obser-
vatory.

Work on the firmware is ongoing. The DSC (full
band mode) is operational for EHT and VGOS. It is
also useful to provide compatibility to the new Japanese
backends. Different flavours of DDC/FPB are under de-
velopment. High priority has the backwards compatibil-
ity to the DBBC2.

Other planned functions are an automatic digital
band-pass equaliser, as the very wide IF band-passes are
usually not flat, but rather tilted with bumps from reflec-
tions in the cables, an RFI logger, a phase-cal detector
etc.

To further improve compatibility with all sorts of
VLBI backends, which all have only a very limited
range of processing capabilities, it is planned to imple-
ment adaptive bandwidth and range selection. In prepa-
ration for the BRAND project (Tuccari et al., 2017),
which will have a next version of DBBC3 as backend
this will be dynamic and on the fly to react to time vari-
able RFI. A novel dual frequency cable delay measure-
ment integration in DBBC3 should further improve the

geodetic functionalities. To some extent also firmware
which will be developed for the BRAND project will
back-ported to the DBBC3 like for instance RFI mitiga-
tion, etc.
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BRAND: A Very Wide-band Receiver for the EVN

G. Tuccari, W. Alef, M. Pantaleev, J. Flygare, J. A. López Pérez, J. A. López Fernández,
G. W. Schoonderbeek, V. Bezrukovs

Abstract BRAND stands for BRoad bAND EVN,
a project to build a prototype primary focus receiver
with the very wide frequency range from 1.5 GHz to
15.5 GHz, to investigate secondary focus solutions,
and to make a survey of the EVN telescopes in order
to set the stage for equipping all EVN stations with
such a receiver as soon as possible. The project has
received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 730562 and is a Joint Research Activity
(JRA) in the RadioNet programme. We present the
motivation, aims, scope and status of the project which
was started on January 1st, 2017.

Keywords VLBI, EVN, radio astronomy receiver, dig-
ital backends, digital receiver

1 Introduction

The aim of the RadioNet JRA BRAND EVN is develop-
ing a wide-bandâ ”digital” VLBI-receiver for the EVN
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and also other telescopes. The frequency range of the
BRAND receiver protoype will be from 1.5 GHz to
15.5 GHz. Up to date a radio astronomical receiver with
a frequency ratio of 10:1 has never been realised be-
fore. The project engineer is Gino Tuccari from IN-
AF/MPIfR, the project manager is Walter Alef from
MPIfR. BRAND EVN is a truly European project with
partners in Germany (MPIfR), Italy (INAF), Sweden
(ONSALA), Spain (IGN), The Netherlands (ASTRON),
and Latvia (VIRAC).

Initially we will develop and build a prototype for
prime focus, as wide-band prime focus feeds are much
more advanced than similar feeds for secondary focus.
But, as EVN has a lot of antennas which can only mount
secondary focus receivers, another work package will
also do research in a wide-band feed for secondary fo-
cus. The timeline for a first VLBI test at Effelsberg is
summer 2020, which is ambitious but not unrealistic.
The aim of BRAND EVN for the next decade is to en-
able all EVN stations to install a BRAND receiver as
soon as possible!

2 Scientific opportunities and
advantages

Assuming that all telescopes of a network are equipped
with wide-band BRAND receivers, simultaneous
multi-frequency observations will be possible similar
to VGOS, but with much wider frequency coverage.
While it is expected that such a wide-band system will
be less sensitive than modern narrow-band receivers,
the enormous bandwidth and data-rate of the BRAND
receiver will overcompensate the sensitivity losses.

To make full use of this bandwidth, fringe-fitting has
to be done over the very wide frequency range, thus in-
tegrating coherently all the data. Of course a precondi-
tion is that the ionospheric contribution to the delay is
determined by fringe-fitting a quadratic term over fre-
quency in addition to the traditional linear slope. This
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problem has been solved already for VGOS. A solution
for astronomy will be developed in the framework of
CASA (McMullin et al., 2007) by the RadioNet JRA
RINGS.

Another advantage of this coherent fringe-fit is that
precise registration of simultaneous images at different
frequencies will become possible, as the phases as a
function of frequency are all related to each other, which
is not the case for fast frequency switching.

The BRAND approach will also be superior to
VGOS due to the quasi continuous frequency coverage
which will result in smaller gaps between sub-bands,
which eases the fringe-fitting over the full band. Gaps
will be caused by RFI which will be treated in two
stages. The strongest RFI will be suppressed right
after the receiving horn by High Temperature Super
Conducting (HTSC) filters. Remaining weaker RFI will
be suppressed in the digital stage.

The UV-coverage will also be vastly improved due
to wide frequency band. This still holds even though im-
ages will have to made for several frequency ranges.

Joint observations with geodetic VGOS antennas
will become possible, so that the long-standing collab-
oration between astronomy and geodesy can be con-
tinued in a somewhat limited scope. But astronomers
will still be able to measure precise positions of astro-
nomical antennas, and can contribute to the determina-
tion of the radio celestial reference frame. Occasionally
huge arrays for special astronomical observations can be
formed by adding VGOS antennas to a “BRAND array”
when needed.

With a full “BRAND EVN” astronomers can mea-
sure variations of polarised emission as a function of
frequency over a very wide frequency range with very
precise, unambiguous rotation measures.

Studies of several different maser types in differ-
ent frequency bands can be made simultaneously with
proper alignment of the different maser species.

Further opportunities arise for flux variation studies
in several bands simultaneously, which is especially in-
teresting for intraday variability investigations. Pulsar
searches and observations can be performed over a wide
frequency range without timing ambiguities.

3 Technical Feasibility and proposed
technical realisation

Broad-band receivers for VLBI with a frequency range
of 1.5 GHz to 15.5 GHz have become the next technical
challenge in building radio astronomy receivers. Broad-
band LNAs and feeds have become available for in-
stance for the VGOS project. But also in the RadioNet3

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the work packages.

Fig. 2: Schematic view of the proposed BRAND receiver.

JRA DIVA a receiver from 1.5 GHz to 5.5 GHz was de-
veloped.

Backends with very high data rates have been de-
veloped for for example by JRA DIVA — DBBC3 with
2×4 GHz input and 32 Gbps output. Now DBBC3s with
8×4 GHz have been produced for VGOS antennas.

High bit-rate recorders exist, either as stationary
Flexbuff recorders or as up to four Mark6s with up to
64 Gbps for the EHT, or as FiLA40G recorder/postpro-
cessing units at Onsala (see JRA DIVA).

The proposed technical realisation (see Fig. 1 for an
overview of the WPs) starts with a survey of the char-
acteristics of the antennas in the EVN and the RFI sit-
uation. This information will be assembled in a docu-
ment which can serve EVN stations in proposing for re-
sources for a BRAND receiver. It will also be used as a
start to define standards for the prototype which should
fit most antennas.

BRAND EVN will be a single cooled receiver for
astronomy covering the band from 1.5 GHz to 15.5 GHz
with a linear polarisation feed (see Fig. 2), followed by
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HTSC filters to protect the LNA and samplers from the
strongest interference, so that both will not be saturated.

After the usual analogue amplification the signal is
digitised by a sampler which can handle the 14 GHz
wide band in one chunk in 8-bit representation.

The digitised RF signal will be processed by
high-performance FPGAs. Firmware will be written to
convert the linear polarisation to circular, to remove
remaining RFI signals, to form sub-bands with poly-
phase filter-banks, digital down-conversion or a mixture
thereof. The total output bit-rate will be up to 128 Gbps
for 2-bit samples onto Ethernet for local recording or
transfer via the Internet.
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VGOS Development for Ishioka 13-m Antenna

T. Wakasugi, M. Umei, T. Toyoda, M. Ishimoto, R. Kawabata, B. Miyahara

Abstract The Geospatial Information Authority of
Japan (GSI) has constructed a new VLBI station which
meets the requirements of VGOS in Ishioka, Japan.
The station started its operation at February 2015 and
had carried out more than 50 sessions in parallel with
Tsukuba until the end of 2016. Because the accurate
geodetic position of Ishioka is obtained from those
sessions, the station took over the role of Tsukuba
from the beginning of 2017. Ishioka also conducted
some experiments with a broadband system in 2016.
This report presents the geodetic results derived from
the legacy S/X-band sessions and the status of the
broadband experiments.

Keywords Ishioka Tsukuba VGOS broadband

1 Introduction

The Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI)
has started the construction of a new geodetic VLBI
station in Ishioka since 2011 (Fig. 1). The station
is designed for the next-generation VLBI system
called VGOS, which is promoted by the International
VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS). The
construction of the antenna was completed in March
2014 and its operation was started at February 2015
after some initial performance checks and operational
tests. In addition, gravity measurement equipment
and GNSS continuously operating reference stations
were also installed in the same site to contribute to
the Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS) as a
core observatory. The station is located at about 17 km
northeast of Tsukuba where there is the headquarters
of GSI. We named this new geodetic observing site the
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Ishioka Geodetic Observing Station (iGOS) (Ishimoto
et al., 2016).

2 IVS Regular S/X-band Sessions

2.1 Relative Position between Tsukuba
and Ishioka

Ishioka participated in more than 50 IVS S/X-band
regular sessions in parallel with Tsukuba. Figure 2
shows the baseline length between Tsukuba and Ish-
ioka. Orange diamonds are results obtained from each
session. The vertical axis represents the baseline length
with respect to 16,606,290 mm. Ishioka works well in
most of sessions and the repeatability fits within about
5 mm. The relative position of Ishioka with respect
to Tsukuba was estimated at −2,226,596.39 mm,
−13,403,258.77 mm and 9,547,971.71 mm for X, Y,
and Z components respectively.

Colocation surveys were conducted in both sites al-
ready, so we can verify the results of VLBI by compared
with the GNSS data. The purple dots indicate the GNSS
results adapted by adding the VLBI-GNSS tie vectors at
each site. As you can see, both results reasonably cor-
respond with each other. That means that the relative
position of Ishioka to Tsukuba was well established.

2.2 Intensives with Ishioka

One of the important sessions for GSI and IVS is the in-
tensive sessions to rapidly obtain the UT1-UTC param-
eter. GSI started the weekend intensive sessions (INT2)
in 2002 with the Tsukuba-Wettzell baseline. The whole
processes from data transfer to analysis are conducted
by unmanned operation at GSI, then results are submit-
ted to IVS and IERS within a few minutes from the end
of each session. Thus INT2s contribute to monitor the
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Fig. 1: The panoramic view of the new geodetic observing site in Ishioka.

Fig. 2: The baseline length between Tsukuba and Ishioka obtained from S/X-band sessions from 2015 through the end of 2016.

irregular fluctuation of UT1-UTC and improve the ac-
curacy of prediction value [Wakasugi and Hara. (2017)].

Ishioka started trial observations in October 2016
in order to prepare for the termination of the opera-
tion of Tsukuba at the end of 2016. The results of
UT1-UTC estimation with respect to the IERS final

solution are shown in Fig. 3. The result derived from
the Ishioka-Wettzell baseline are consistent with that
from the Tsukuba-Wettzell baseline. As a result, Ishioka
started the intensive sessions officially as the successor
of Tsukuba from the beginning of 2017.
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Fig. 3: The estimated UT1-UTC with Tsukuba (blue dots) and Ishioka (red dots).

3 Broadband Experiments

Some pieces of new equipment such as a receiver, a fre-
quency converter, a high speed sampler and a recorder
for broadband experiments are ready for Ishioka. Some
initial performance checks with the equipment were
conducted at the beginning of 2015.

The first international broadband experiments for
the station were carried out in 2016. Because only one
receiver can be installed in the station, it is necessary
to replace existing observing equipment with the new
one in order to receive a broadband signal. It takes
usually about a week for completing whole exchange
processes including cooling and system checks. There-
fore the broadband experiments in 2016 were conducted
from August to September intensively.

The details of those experiments are summarized
in Table 1. The first international fringe for Ishioka
was detected in the experiment on Aug. 9 with Ho-
bart station supported and correlated by the National
Institute of Information and Communication Technol-
ogy (NICT). Ishioka obtained fringes in all four bands
with GGAO and Westford stations in the VGOS Trial
named VGP001 coordinated by IVS. Through these ex-
periments, we confirmed the compatibility of equipment
for broadband observation with overseas VGOS sys-
tems.

4 Future perspective

Ishioka will continue legacy S/X-band sessions for a
while in order to establish relative positions with exist-
ing stations in the world. On the other hand, the devel-
opment and the operation of the broadband system are
very significant challenges as well. In the end of 2017,
the station will participate in the continuous campaign
VLBI experiment coordinated by IVS, called CONT17,
as a VGOS station. Then the station will gradually tran-
sit to VGOS experiment keeping pace with overseas sta-
tions.

5 Conclusions

Ishioka was constructed in 2014 and had observed more
than 50 IVS regular sessions with Tsukuba until the end
of 2016. Those sessions produced the reliable geodetic
position of Ishioka. Accompanying the termination of
operation and demolishment of Tsukuba, Ishioka took
over the role of Tsukuba including IVS Intensive ses-
sions for the rapid estimation of UT1-UTC. Ishioka
succeeded in obtaining the first fringe with overseas
stations during intensive broadband experiments con-
ducted in August and September 2016. The station will
continue the legacy S/X-band sessions for a while and
gradually transit to VGOS with the continuous cam-
paign CONT17 at the end of 2017 as a start.
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Table 1: Summary of intensive broadband experiments in 2016.

Date Experiment Front-end Bach-end Mode Fringes
Aug. 6 Test with Kashima QRFH ADS3000+ 8 Msps x 16 ch Yes
Aug. 9 Test with Hobart QRFH GALAV (NICT) 2 Gsps x 4 bands Yes
Aug. 11 Trial VGT003 QRFH ADS3000+ 64 Msps x 8 ch x 2 pol x 2 bands Failed
Aug. 18 Test with Tsukuba QRFH ADS3000+ 64 Msps x 16 ch Yes
Aug. 23 Test with Marble (NICT) QRFH GALAV (NICT) 2 Gsps x 4 bands Yes
Aug. 30 Trial VGT004 QRFH ADS3000+ 64 Msps x 8 ch x 2 pol x 2 bands Yes
Sep. 20 Trial VGP001 QRFH ADS3000+ 64 Msps x 8 ch x 2 pol x 4 bands Yes
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VOGS Interoperability Observing Sessions (IOS)
Results, Lessons Learned, and Guidelines

C. A. Ruszczyk, M. Titus, A. Burns, J. Barrett, A. Niell, P. Elósegui

Abstract The VGOS network has expanded over the
last two years from a single baseline of two prototype
systems at Westford, Massachusetts, and the Goddard
Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory (GGAO),
Maryland, to a thriving network of at least 6 stations.
The two prototype systems share many of the broadband
attributes that characterize a VGOS system—in partic-
ular, the implementation of the signal chain. Using the
implementation of similar technology at the two ends of
a relatively short baseline (about 600 km) was a desir-
able feature, since it greatly simplified the challenge of
understanding the novel VGOS data, hence also help-
ing to improve those systems. Recently, new systems
have come online, including the 12-m antenna at the
Kokee Park Geophysical Observatory (KPGO), Hawaii,
and 13-m antennas at Yebes, Spain; Wettzell, Germany;
and Ishioka, Japan. The KPGO system is an improved
version of the Westford and GGAO systems; the signal
chain technology of the other three systems, on the other
hand, differs quite substantially from their predeces-
sors. The expansion of the VGOS network will continue
to involve embracing heterogeneity while maintaining
compatibility, which is a challenge. We will present our
ongoing observational efforts, a series of carefully de-
signed and executed trial sessions aimed at the seamless
integration into the VGOS network of new stations as
they come online. These efforts are necessary for the
successful expansion of VGOS into a truly global net-
work.

Keywords VGOS, observations, lessons, guidelines
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1 Introduction

The International VLBI Service for Geodesy and As-
trometry (IVS) VLBI Geodetic Observing (VGOS) net-
work (see Fig. 1), currently consisting of 6 globally dis-
tributed VGOS telescopes, has been taking part in bi-
weekly 24-hour observing sessions.

Fig. 1: VGOS Interoperability Observing Session (IOS) network.

The primary goals of the Interoperability Observing
Sessions (IOS) sessions are:

1. Explore compliance and interoperability among
different realizations of a VGOS system, consisting
of:

• The NASA network (Westford, GGAO, and
KPGO)
• Wettzell, Yebes, and Ishioka

2. Demonstrate consistency for operational readiness
and data quality

3. Implement end-to-end network operations integra-
tion, including:

• Consistent station operations
• Correlation and post-correlation processing
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• Database generation and geodetic “rapid”
analysis

4. Provide feedback to improve the quality of the
VGOS data and increase reliability of operations

5. Perform VGOS operations 24×7

To test implementation of these goals, the VLBI Trial
(VT) sessions were designed; these are currently being
executed (see Table 1).

From these end-to-end sessions, the rapid analysis
results process was generated for the GGAO to West-
ford (Wf) baselines, based on more than 3 years of ob-
servations (Sec. 2). Lessons from the tests continue to
be documented for all stations so that performance can
be improved (Sec. 3) and procedures for participation
updated (Sec. 4). Likewise, guidelines were established
for all new stations that wish to participate in the VGOS
sessions based upon the last two years of experience
(Sec. 5). All of these topics are covered in the following
sections, with the ultimate goal of enabling stable op-
erations for the growing VGOS network. This progress
could not have been accomplished without the contribu-
tions of all participating members (Sec. 7).

2 2017 Rapid Analysis Results

For the rapid analysis groundwork, the GGAO to West-
ford baseline (∼600 km), for which observations were
first run in December 2013 and continue through 2017,
baseline-length residuals (mm) were plotted for obser-
vations including 1-, 6-, and 24-hour sessions. The last
of the estimates plotted were from the VT7100 session.
The rapid analysis results are shown in Figure 2, which
plots the baseline-length residual for each session.

The baseline length was determined to be
600796020.4 mm with a weighted RMS of 1.0 mm
and a chi2pdof of 2.5. The longer error bars are

Fig. 2: Results: GGAO to Westford rapid analysis 2014–2017.

associated with the 1-hour observations; the mid-length
error bars with 6-hour observations; and the short
error bars to the full 24-hour observation sessions. (It
should be noted that the solid circles incorporate cable
calibration corrections and the open circles still require
corrections.)

It is expected that similar figures for the other base-
lines (i.e., KPGO, Yebes, Wettzell) will be added, pend-
ing the stability of their configurations.

3 Lessons

We have separated the lessons learned from the test ses-
sions into individual station reports and overall VGOS
end-to-end operation reports.

The following list of issues was compiled after ex-
amination of all stations’ operational procedures:

1. A lack of logging incidents during observing to aid
in correlation processing, e.g. equipment failures
during the session

2. Action, or slow reaction, based on reports filed from
the correlator on data quality issues

3. Delay in disk shipment due to budgets impacting
correlation turnaround time

4. e-transfer requiring 2-step process for data conver-
sion into the proper format and limited bandwidth

5. Instrumentation challenges:

• Different equipment features
• Lack of a unified software interface and varying

feature sets
• Lack of plug-and-play capability in the design

of the command control software
• Problems diagnosed not leading to resolution in

data quality

For item 2, it is understood that the end stations do not
necessarily have control over bug fixes and are beholden
to the development effort.

Overall operation of the VGOS network, including
correlation and analysis, has demonstrated the follow-
ing issues:

1. Correlation and analysis lacks a rapid turnaround of
results.

2. Shipping issues associated with the end stations re-
sult in a delay to the start of correlation of up to two
weeks.

3. Correlation space restructuring at Haystack im-
pacted the initial VT series, but has since been
corrected.

4. The software is not ready for prime time, or release
to other correlation centers, which leads to proce-
dures not being propagated to other correlators.
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Table 1: 2017 VGOS VT Observing Sessions (https://lupus.gsfc.nasa.gov/sess/master17-vgos.html).
Session Session Date DOY UT Time Duration Stations

Type Code (yyyy/mm/dd) (ddd) (hh:mm) (hrs)
VT VT7017 2017/01/17 017 18:00 24 GsWfWsYj
VT VT7030 2017/01/30 030 18:00 24 GsWfWsYj
VT VT7044 2017/02/13 030 18:00 24 GsWfWsYj
VT VT7058 2017/02/27 044 18:00 24 GsWfWsYj
VT VT7072 2017/03/13 058 18:00 24 WfWsYj
VT VT7086 2017/03/27 072 18:00 24 GsWfWsYj
VT VT7100 2017/04/10 086 18:00 24 GsWfWsYj
VT VT7114 2017/04/24 100 18:00 24 GsWfWsYj
VT VT7128 2017/05/08 114 18:00 24 GsWfWsYj
VT VT7142 2017/05/22 128 18:00 24 GsK2WfWsYj
VT VT7156 2017/06/06 142 18:00 24 GsK2WfWsYj
VT VT7170 2017/06/19 156 18:00 24 GsK2WfWsYj

After the initial VT series report (Ruszczyk and Ti-
tus, 2017), subsequent series have seen a marked im-
provement to overall operations of the first five estab-
lished VGOS systems (Ruszczyk et al., 2017).

4 Established Station Guidelines

Station participation in the VT series is based upon sta-
ble and recoverable operations during the 24-hour ses-
sion. Technical problems are expected from both hard-
ware and software failures and due to the fact that most
new pieces of equipment in the VGOS system are being
stressed for the first time.

If a technical problems prevents a station from par-
ticipating in a single or multiple 24-hour VT sessions,
or upgrades to hardware or software of FPGA bit code,
a station must follow specific issued guidelines in order
to be reinstated into the subsequent VT session.

The guidelines specify that the following steps must
be performed:

1. A successful fringe test proving operational readi-
ness with a operational station

2. A single scan of approximately 30 secs

3. Ad hoc observing (source, time, standard configu-
ration, 30-second scan)

4. e-transfer data to correlator in a specified format

5. A go / no go for next session or request for addi-
tional fringe tests (provided from the correlator)

Once these steps are completed, an existing station
may rejoin the network for the next 24-hour session.
Failure to follow the steps will result in the data not be-
ing processed at the correlator.

5 New Station Guidelines

As new VGOS stations begin to come online, the expec-
tation is that the stations have verified functionality of
their VLBI signal chain before participation. Note that
the correlation process should not be used as a debug-
ging tool for equipment that has not been vetted. After
the station equipment has been proven to operate cor-
rectly and is able to be configured and controlled prop-
erly, the station will:

1. Perform a successful fringe test (same as existing
stations) on all 4 VGOS bands

2. Join a VT schedule and tag along for 1 hour to con-
firm:

• Configuration information
• Prove operational readiness (e.g., Ready, Start,

Stop messages)

3. Tag along for 24-hour sessions to prove overall sta-
bility of signal chain and operations

4. Prove stability before being integrated into the core
network, by demonstrating the following:

• Stability over multiple sessions
• Acceptable data quality as indicated by corre-

lation results

6 Conclusions

We are living in an exciting time, as VGOS stations con-
tinue to interoperate and flush out operational and sys-
tem issues, and as new stations come online. Many chal-
lenges remain when incorporating new instrumentation,
including the first true stress test over prolonged peri-
ods and interoperability. The issue of data quality ver-
sus data quantity is being carefully investigated, as is
the stability of the overall VGOS network and the abil-
ity to repeat observing sessions.
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VGOS operations have come a long way toward op-
erating at the level of standards that exist for legacy IVS
sessions, but stations must still break away from the ad
hoc engineering operations that exist for most new sys-
tems and those that are integrating new equipment. We
continue to work to integrate new VGOS solutions and
verify integration to the overall network from end to
end. After much progress, we continue to move toward
achieving the VGOS goals of 24×7 operations.
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Bonn Correlator: Preparing for VGOS and EHT

W. Alef, A. Bertarini, S. Bernhart, L. La Porta, A. Müskens, H. Rottmann, T. Schüler, J. Wagner

Abstract After about seven years of operation the HPC
cluster of the Bonn correlator centre was renewed in
12/2015 to accommodate future vastly increased data-
rates of VGOS and EHT1 observations. Its capacity
should be sufficient for the next five to seven years. We
will give an overview of the cluster and the correlator
performance. We review organisational changes and the
correlator activity since the last meeting. The first corre-
lations with playback from Mark 6 recorders were cum-
bersome, but recent software developments have lead to
a satisfactory solution. Unfortunately tests could not be
done with VGOS data as none has been made available
to us. A second 1 GigE line to the Internet via the Uni-
versity of Bonn was connected to the correlator. Due
to rapidly falling costs for Gb-Internet connections we
will soon be able to improve the correlator connectivity,
if need arises.

Keywords instrumentation: interferometers, VGOS
operations broadband, VLBI correlation
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1 Introduction

The VLBI correlator at the Max Planck Institute for Ra-
dio Astronomy (MPIfR) has been a joint project of the
MPIfR and the German Federal Agency for Cartogra-
phy and Geodesy (BKG) with support from the IGG,
University of Bonn. In the beginning of 2017 the geode-
tic correlation was outsourced by the BKG to the com-
pany Reichert GmbH in Bonn, who has now taken over
the role of the IGG. As the trained staff could be kept,
continuity for geodetic correlation could be maintained.

Highlights since last meeting are that a new com-
pute cluster was erected, the correlation of data from
the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT), native playback
of Mark 6 data, a second 1-Gbit Internet connection via
Bonn University, and the installation of the cluster file
system BeeGFS to better administer the 870 TB storage
of data from the antennas.

2 The new correlator cluster at MPIfR

After seven years of operation the High Performance
Computer (HPC) cluster at the VLBI correlator cen-
tre at the MPIfR was replaced in December of 2015
by a new cluster of much more powerful elements. It
was designed to match the requirements for both VGOS
and mm-VLBI correlation up to about 2020. The cluster
consist of:

• 68 nodes with 20 compute cores each (= 1360 cores
total), which results in an increase in computing
power of about 10 times that available with the old
cluster
• three head nodes which allows more than one cor-

relation to be executed in parallel
• 56 Gbps Infiniband interconnect between all nodes
• more than 1 PB of disk space organised in several

RAID units, each with redundancy. About 880 TB
are organised in a BeeGFS parallel cluster file sys-
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Fig. 1: New HPC cluster at MPIfR seen through a glass wall.

tem which offers to the correlator software one
point of access to the data recorded at the antennas
• 15 Mark 5 playback units
• six Mark 6 playback units each with four bays for

playback of EHT and VGOS data

The correlated data and other important files are
backed-up daily. The Internet connectivity has recently
been improved by connecting a second 1-Gbit line to
the Internet via Bonn University.

Geodetic data is correlated with DiFX (Deller et al.,
2011) version 2.4 while for data recorded on Mark 6
units the development version (2.5) has to be used. For
the correlation of RadioAstron (Kardashev et al., 2012)
data a special branch of DiFX is available. For RadioAs-
tron a final new version was developed (Bruni et al.,
2014), which is now frozen.

Up to three parallel correlations have been tested and
no reduction in speed has been observed. A native play-
back mode for Mark 6 modules is about 90 % ready.
An initial attempt was made to implement multiple data
streams per station, which could allow undersampled
data streams to be merged. It was decided though to han-
dle this problem outside of DiFX.

Mark 6 playback via Haystack’s vdifuse package de-
livered only low data-rates at the Bonn correlator, even
with the same setup as used at Haystack. A solution was
found by switching to J. Wagner’s fuseMk6 software
which performs as expected up to 16 Gbps.

The database for experiment status and disks has
been extended to incorporate more and more informa-
tion to increase its usefulness for controlling the whole

correlation, including export and archiving of the data.
Data export is in FITS and HOPS format. Initial data
analysis is done with HOPS, AIPS, and PIMA. The fi-
nal products are archived on the MPIfR archive server.

3 Correlation

The geodetic analysts fully support all geodetic obser-
vations correlated at Bonn. With about 2.1 FTEs (1.5
by BKG/Reichert GmbH, and 0.6 by IGG) they are re-
sponsible for scheduling a number of geodetic observ-
ing series, for preparing and supervising the correlation,
as well as for the postprocessing of the correlated data.
The latter includes fringe-fitting and creation of the file
formats required by the subsequent geodetic analysis.
The geodetic group also maintains a web page via which
all data transfers to/from the correlators are coordinated.

All of the astronomical correlation is handled by
MPIfR staff and support scientists. The cluster and
DiFX software are maintained and improved by MPIfR
staff, with financial support from BKG. MPIfR is also
in charge of hardware maintenance and repair. General
IT-support is given by MPIfR’s IT division.

Correlation could be sped up due to the faster HPC
cluster, the BeeGFS, which for instance reduced the cor-
relation time of the INT3s by 33 %, and a more stream-
lined operation. As a result the amount of geodetic cor-
relation was increased by about 20 % in the last two
years without an increase in manpower. Total numbers
of observations correlated since the last meeting are:
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Fig. 2: View of the Mark 5 and Mark 6 units through a glass wall.

• 104 R1
• 12 EURO
• 19 T2
• 12 OHIG
• 103 INT3 (in eVLBI mode)
• 8 RDs Cheng’E3 VLBI observations

Only about two stations send modules to the Bonn
correlator still. To cope with the slowly increasing de-
mand, an additional 1-Gbit Internet line via Bonn Uni-
versity was connected to the correlator cluster. Even bet-
ter Internet connectivity is becoming affordable now, as
prices in Germany are dropping and the MPIfR is close
to glass fibres of other providers.

Astronomical correlation is centred around “very
high resolution” astronomy. About 15 observations with
RadioAstron with up to 20 antennas were correlated,
where enormous baseline lengths of several earth diam-
eters are reached regularly.

The other area is mm-VLBI, where at the high-
est frequencies presently used in VLBI, resolutions are
achieved which approach the event horizon of the near-
est supermassive Black Holes. Two session per year
of the Global 3mm-VLBI Array (GMVA) with up to
15 participating antennas, 2 Gbps data-rate, and up to
700 TB of data were correlated. End or March 2017
a first session including the Atacama Large Millime-
ter/submilimeter Array was observed in an new mode
which required a contiguous bandwidth of 512 MHz

yielding a data-rate of 4 Gbps. For the Event Horizon
Telescope (EHT) observing at 230 GHz half of the 2015
session was correlated at Bonn, as will be the April 2017
session.

In addition a number of tests for the development of
the DBBC VLBI backend were supported.

4 Preparations for VGOS

Correlation efficiency could and will be increased
further. Fringe search is still needed for geodetic corre-
lation, while for instance the VLBA uses continuously
monitored values of GPS time versus the formatter
clock, which saves time and effort.

Other delays in correlation are caused by errors in
transferred data. The software used for the transfers has
to be made more robust and needs to better recover from
unstable Internet connections. The transfer process it-
self should be automatically initiated and controlled by
the correlator, based on planned correlation dates, ancil-
lary information and available space. Appropriate data
buffers have to be provided at the stations.

One bottleneck in correlation will remain. In order to
reach the VGOS aims the highest data quality possible
will be required! Thus, in order to scrutinise the results
and help to debug problems at stations, experienced staff

will still be needed. For instance losing one/more an-
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tennas will already deteriorate the geodetic observables,
even for big arrays.

Both VGOS and the EHT will make heavy use of
Mark 6 recording. This can be attributed to the very high
data-rates of up to 64 Gbps which make Internet transfer
at least initially unfeasible. The Mark 6 system uses sev-
eral units with up to four modules in parallel. The data
is recorded and scattered over more than one module.
While for Mark 5 data the so-called native mode was
implemented by NRAO, and has proven to be the most
efficient method for correlation, for Mark 6 the scattered
data has to be gathered before correlation, either in a
separate process or on the fly with a fuse file system.

Haystack has developed vdifuse which gathers the
data on the fly and offers the data on the modules to the
correlator as files in a directory. MPIfR in collaboration
with W. Brisken (LBO) has started to implement a na-
tive Mark 6 mode which is now about 90 % ready. The
native mode would avoid the overhead of the often net-
worked fuse file system.

As an alternative to vidfuse at MPIfR we installed
fuseMk6 which allowed much faster playback of Mark 6
data. While we could test Mark 6 correlation extensively
with EHT data, we have not received any VGOS data
from Haystack for testing. We expect though to gain a
lot of experience with Mark 6 recording by correlating
the MPIfR half of the 2017 EHT data. Fringe search has
started and correlation is imminent.

5 Conclusions

The Bonn VLBI correlator was replaced in 12/2015 af-
ter about seven years of operation. The new HPC clus-
ter is about 10 times as powerful as the old cluster. The
throughput of the cluster was slightly increased for tra-
ditional geodetic observations due to better efficiency in
the correlation process and the BeeGFS cluster file sys-
tem. So far the cluster could not be tested for VGOS as
no data has been made available by Haystack observa-
tory.

Playback of Mark 6 data is now working well, as
could be proven with data from the Event Horizon Tele-
scope. More software will be needed to improve the cor-
relation process further. In particular the buffering of
data at the stations and transfer via the Internet has to
be automated and handled centrally by the correlator.
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On the use of Linear Polarizers in VLBI: the PolConvert
Algorithm

I. Martí-Vidal

Abstract With the advent of new-generation broad-
band receivers in VLBI, it is now possible to extend the
observing bandwidths up to several GHz; a continuous
frequency coverage even across different bands. How-
ever, the wideband receivers have to detect the signal
in a linear polarization basis, which is not convenient
for VLBI. Thus, the VLBI signals have to be converted
into a circular basis for a robust fringe-fitting and phase
calibration. In these proceedings, I discuss about a po-
larization conversion algorithm (PolConvert), designed
for a linear-to-circular conversion at a post-correlation
level. This algorithm allows us to calibrate and convert
the linear-polarization VLBI correlations into a pure cir-
cular basis with a high flexibility and a minimum resid-
ual polarization leakage.

Keywords techniques: interferometric, techniques:
VLBI, polarization, methods: data analysis

1 Introduction

The signals recorded in VLBI are typically given
in a circular polarization basis: there are two data
streams being registered, right-circular polarization
and left-circular polarization (RCP and LCP, respec-
tively). The use of this polarization basis has many
advantages for VLBI. The most important one is that
the parallactic-angle effect becomes a mere phase
correction:

Rcorr = R× exp( jψ) ; Lcorr = L× exp(− jψ),

where ψ is the parallactic angle of the observed source
(for a given antenna), R and L are the RCP and LCP
streams (for that antenna), respectively, and Rcorr and
Lcorr are the streams properly corrected for parallac-
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tic angle. In this basis, the correction of the cross-
correlation RaR∗b (where a and b are the indexes of the
two antennas in the baseline) would be as simple as

(RaR∗b)corr = RaR∗b exp
[
j(ψa−ψb)

]
.

The parallactic angle correction is a fundamental
step that has to be applied prior to the fringe-fitting, es-
pecially in VLBI phase-referencing observations, where
the gain interpolation from the calibrator to the target
has to be free of any unmodelled geometric effects. Fur-
thermore, this correction has opposite signs for R and L,
so that the only way of combining polarizations, to get a
higher SNR in the fringe detections, is to correct for the
ψ effect before the fringe fitting; right at the beginning
of the data calibration.

If we cross-correlate the VLBI fringes in a linear
polarization basis (i.e., X and Y , where X is the horizon-
tal dipole and Y is vertical, in the frame of the antenna
mount), the parallactic-angle correction becomes bit
more complicated. For example, the correlation product
XaX∗b is corrected as (e. g. Smirnov, 2011)

(XaX∗b)corr = XaX∗b cosψa cosψb+

+ XaY∗b cosψa sinψb + YaX∗b sinψa cosψb+

+ YaY∗b sinψa sinψb.

(1)

If we further add the different antenna-gain corrections
for X and Y (since, for linear polarizers, these do not
commute with the parallactic-angle correction), the ex-
pression becomes even more difficult to treat. Notice
that, in order to correct XaX∗b, we would need to know
the complex gains for X and Y at both antennas. How-
ever, such gains are only known after a global fringe-
fitting and a full phase calibration, for which we need
to have applied the parallactic-angle correction before.
Therefore, the only way to solve this calibration prob-
lem is to perform the fringe-fitting and the parallactic-
angle correction simultaneously and self-consistently
for all the polarization products. Such an approach is
impractical. Even if the data could be fully calibrated,
the resulting visibility XaX∗b + YaY∗b would not corre-
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spond to the Fourier transform of Stokes I, but to

(XaX∗b + YaY∗b )corr

2
=

F
[
I cos(ψa−ψb) + jV sin(ψa−ψb)

]
|(u,v),

(2)

which is a baseline-dependent complex function (a non-
trivial extension of the Aperture-Synthesis). All these
problems are the reason to convert the data streams into
a circular basis for VLBI.

The VLBI community is evolving toward the use
of wideband receivers. Wide fractional bandwidths in
VLBI are the key to increase both the sensitivity to
weak sources and the accuracy in the group-delay es-
timates. The latter advantage is especially important for
Geodesy and Astrometry, so that wideband receivers
have become, indeed, critical components for the new-
generation VLBI geodetic stations. However, the tra-
ditional way of polarimetric conversion from linear to
circular (i.e., the use of quarter-wave plates at the re-
ceiver’s frontend) is not possible with wideband re-
ceivers, since the polarization leakage far from the cen-
ter frequency would be too large. Doing the conversion
digitally, at the receiver’s backend, would be a possibil-
ity, although the relative phases (and amplitudes) among
polarizers (together with their eventual time evolution)
would have to be known (i.e., monitored, in some way)
with a high precision, for a successful conversion. Fur-
thermore, any error in such estimates might spoil the
observations, with the introduction of large leakage-like
effects among the polarization products.

2 Post-correlation conversion:
PolConvert

Processing the data streams after the VLBI correlation
is the most efficient and secure strategy for the con-
version into a pure circular basis. It is efficent, since it
is applied to a volume of data much smaller than the
raw antenna signals, and there is no need of hardware
implementation; it is secure, since the process is fully
reversible, without need of re-correlation. We have de-
veloped an algorithm (PolConvert) that performs such a
conversion on VLBI data, given either in DiFX/SWIN
or FITS-IDI format. We have also implemented and
tested it on real VLBI data (e.g., Martí-Vidal et al.,
2016). The algorithm is able to handle even observa-
tions in a mixed polarization basis; that is, using an-
tennas with linear-polarization and circular-polarization
feeds in the same experiment. The program can also be
used to convert data from phased arrays (it is indeed the
official software used for the ALMA-VLBI polarimetry,
where the ALMA antennas are phased up as one single
linear-polarization VLBI station).

How does this work? If Gx and Gy are the com-
plex gains that calibrate the X and Y data streams of a
given antenna, the polarization conversion can be writ-
ten as a function of one single parameter, ρ = Gx/Gy,
which is assumed to be either constant or slowly vary-
ing in time. Hence, the algorithm estimates the gain
ratio between polarizers (i.e., the “cross-polarization
gain”), ρ, with an antenna-based solver that uses cross-
polarization products as observables. Given its global
formulation, we could call this algorithm Global Cross-
Polarization Fringe Fitting (GCPFF). The globalizer
is just a minimization problem of the error function
(Martí-Vidal et al., 2016)

χ2 =
∑

k

ωk

( (RR∗k)corr

(LL∗k)corr −1
)2

+λ
(
(RL∗k)2 + (LR∗k)2

)
(3)

where k is the visibility index, ωk the visibility weight,
and λ is a Lagrange multiplier, to provide numerical
stability to the solutions (this multiplier was not given
in Martí-Vidal et al., 2016). This χ2 function depends
on the cross-polarization gain ratios of all the antennas,
which affect the RR, LL, RL, and LR correlation prod-
ucts in different ways (depending on whether the anten-
nas have linear or circular polarizers). For example, if
the baseline is mixed, so it is formed by a linear (de-
noted by +) and a circular (denoted by �) antenna, the
(RR∗)corr/(LL∗)corr ratio becomes[RR∗k

LL∗k

]corr

=
XR∗kρ

−1
+ − jYR∗k

XL∗kρ
−1
+ + jYL∗k

(eψ+ )(eψ
∗
� )(ρ−1

� )∗.

The minimization of Eq. 3 is performed using a non-
linear solver, after correction for the fringe rates using
an ordinary linear least-squares minimization.

The PolConvert algorithm has already been suc-
cessfully applied to several VLBI observations: from
86 GHz GMVA (Martí-Vidal et al., 2016), to 6 GHz
eEVN (see Figs.1 and 2), 43/86 GHz ATCA-KVN,
86 GHz ALMA-GMVA and 230 GHz ALMA-EHT. In
all cases, the algorithm has produced a satisfactory cal-
ibration and conversion of all the correlation products.
Besides, and since the cross-polarization gains of all
antennas, as well as their parallactic angles, are taken
into account in the GCPFF process, the electric-vector
position angle (EVPA) is fully calibrated after the
conversion. Having the absolute EVPA calibration, as
a byproduct of the GCPFF calibration, is a major ad-
vantage for astronomical VLBI. The EVPA calibration
has been, until now, an important limitation of the use
of circular polarizers, since observations of calibrators
with different (non-VLBI) stations were always needed
to derive the absolute EVPA. Such EVPA estimates did
also depend on critical assumptions, especially if the
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Fig. 1: Left, delay-rate plots of the correlation products between Effelsberg (EF) and the Lovell Telescope (JB) at C band, during
observations of a calibrator source in an eEVN experiment (EO014, PI: M. Olech). EF was observing with linear polarizers, while
the rest of the eEVN stations used circular polarizers. Right, the same visibility after the GCPFF calibration and conversion with
PolConvert. The cross-polarization gains derived with the GCPFF are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Cross-polarization gains (i.e., either GR/GL or Gx/Gy)
of seven eEVN antennas participating in the EO014 experiment.
These gains are derived using the GCPFF approach, as imple-
mented in PolConvert. EF (Antenna 2) is shown in green.

calibrators were resolved at VLBI scales. Now, with the
use of linear polarizers in VLBI (properly calibrated

with PolConvert), the longstanding EVPA problem is
just a matter of the past.
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The HOB Experiments

L. McCallum, J. McCallum, J. Lovell

Abstract At Hobart, we ran a 14-week long observing
program in 2016, with weekly 24-h sessions including
both telescopes, the co-located 12 m (Hb) and 26 m
(Ho) antennas. While in one week a special session
with only Hb and Ho at X-band (HOB) was run,
the next week Ho was added into an AUSTRAL
S/X-experiment, including the whole AuScope network
(+Yg and Ke). Here we report on the results of these
experiments, primarily concentrating on the measured
local baseline. While the repeatability of the HOB ses-
sions with better than 1 mm is satisfying, the phasecal
measurement at Hb, if applied, was identified to cause
a systematic error of 2 cm on the measured baseline.

Keywords Sibling telescopes, local tie, phase calibra-
tion

1 Introduction

The transition to VGOS using new telescopes co-
located with legacy antennas raises the question of
whether the long time series of the legacy antenna can
be smoothly transferred to the VGOS antenna. Shall
there be common observations, and if so, for how
long? At Hobart, we have been operating the 26m Ho
telescope alongside the AuScope 12m Hb telescope
since 2010. Studying the results from a series of R1/R4
experiments with both telescopes participating revealed
a baseline length repeatability of about 9 mm and a
variation in the local baseline length of up to 2 cm
(Plank et al., 2015). Curiously, this was not seen during
Cont14.

Another motivation for this work is the fact that
in IVS experiments, the baselines of co-located tele-
scopes are typically excluded from the analysis (e.g.

Lucia McCallum · Jamie McCallum · Jim Lovell
University of Tasmania, AuScope VLBI, Private Bag 37, 7001
Hobart, Australia

Wettzell, Yebes, Hobart). The common reason for this
is high radio-frequency interference (RFI) in S-band,
which dominates the correlation on the local baseline.

To investigate local baselines more closely, we ran a
14-week long observing program in 2016, with weekly
24-h sessions including both Hobart telescopes. In al-
ternating weeks, the Hobart 26m was either added to an
existing AUSTRAL S/X-experiment (Plank et al., 2017)
or joined a special session with only Hb and Ho at X-
band (HOB).

In the following Section the HOB series is intro-
duced. The results, mainly in terms of baseline length
are presented in Section 3, with some emphasis on ef-
fects of the phase calibration correction at Hb (Sec-
tion 3.3). We conclude in Section refsec:conclusions.

2 The HOB series

For this investigation, six successful HOB sessions were
used (Table 1). Comprising only two antennas, Hb and
Ho, these sessions of 24-h duration were undertaken
approximately every second week in the time between
September and December 2016. The scheduling, corre-
lation and post-processing was done at the University of
Tasmania.

2.1 Observing mode

The HOB sessions were observed in a modified mode
to the usual IVS/AUSTRAL experiments. Due to strong
local RFI and the fact that relative ionospheric propa-
gation delays are expected to be insignificant, the HOB
sessions were observed only in X-band. Using the stan-
dard AUSTRAL frequencies at X-band, we opted for
eight channels of 16 MHz, each recording upper and
lower sideband and using 2-bit sampling. This gives an
effective sampling of 1 Gbps.
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Table 1: Overview of HOB and AUG sessions
in 2016, as listed on the IVS master schedule
(http://ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov/sess/master16.html). All sessions
lasted for 24 hours.

session code date doy start stations
AUS-HOB004 HOB004 SEP16 260 19:00 HbHo
AUS-GEO029 AUG029 SEP21 265 18:00 HbKeYg -Ho
AUS-HOB005 HOB005 SEP25 269 16:30 HbHo
AUS-GEO030 AUG030 OCT07 281 19:00 HbHoKeYg
AUS-HOB006 HOB006 OCT21 295 19:00 HbHo
AUS-GEO031 AUG031 OCT23 297 16:30 HbHoKeYg
AUS-HOB007 HOB007 NOV02 307 18:00 HbHo
AUS-GEO032 AUG032 NOV06 311 16:30 HbHoKeYg
AUS-HOB008 HOB008 NOV18 323 19:00 HbHo
AUS-GEO033 AUG033 NOV24 329 19:30 HbHoKeYg
AUS-HOB009 HOB009 DEC01 336 07:00 HbHo
AUS-GEO034 AUG034 DEC09 344 19:00 HbHoKeYg

2.2 Scheduling

For scheduling, the Vienna VLBI Software (VieVS) was
used (Böhm et al., 2012). Aiming for a high number
of observations, the usual criteria of high sky coverage
was adapted for an additional restriction in the slewing
time of the antennas. As a consequence, we achieve a
better balance between the antennas observing sources
at different parts of the sky, and their slewing time. On
average, 28 scans per hour were observed in the HOB
sessions. Given the relatively slow slewing speed of the
Ho antenna, this number is quite high.

2.3 Analysis

The data were correlated and fringe-fitted using HOPS
and Calc/Solve. The X-band level 3 databases were
then imported to νSolve (Bolotin et al., 2014), checked
for ambiguities and clock breaks and the delays were
exported as NGS-file. The final analysis was done in
VieVS. Since the data were taken on a single baseline,
Earth orientation was fixed. As we were interested in
the relative baseline between the two antennas, we esti-
mated corrections to the station positions. Despite both
antennas running from the identical maser, one clock
was estimated. On the other hand, we found that esti-
mating zenith wet delays at both stations is numerically
non-stable and the troposphere was fixed to the a priori
values. As a comment we would like to point out that
fixing all parameters at one station and estimate those
at the other would be another analysis possibility which
we might apply in the future.
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Fig. 1: Results of the six HOB sessions. The presented values
are the session-wise estimated baseline lengths between Hb and
Ho, minus the local tie measurement. The results for the refer-
ence solution (black circles) are shown as well as those from using
station-dependent hydrostatic delays from VMF1 (red squares).
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Fig. 2: Residuals of the HOB sessions in the reference solution.
A correlation with elevation is clearly visible.

3 Results

The results are assessed in terms of baseline length be-
tween the two telescopes in Hobart. The baseline is es-
timated for each session, and then compared to the lo-
cal tie measurement of 295.9170 m. In a first solution -
henceforth referred to as reference solution -, we find a
repeatability of 0.6 mm and a mean offset to the local
tie measurement of −2.8 mm (Fig. 1).

Through investigation of this offset, we discovered
a clear correlation of the residuals of the observations
after the least-squares adjustment with elevation. As
shown in Fig. 2, at mean elevations < 20◦ the residuals
quickly rise, up to 5 cm.

3.1 Troposphere modelling

Since no residual troposphere in terms of zenith wet de-
lays were estimated in the solution, it was obvious to
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Fig. 3: Residuals of the HOB sessions when using station-
dependent zenith hydrostatic delays from VMF1.

search for the reason of these rising residuals with low
elevations in the troposphere. Due to the proximity of
the antennas we actually did not expect considerable
differences in the wet delay in addition to the dry part
which is applied in the theoretical model. The VieVS
software does allow for a priori modelling also of the
wet part, using numerical weather models and VMF1
data. Using this option, our initial assumption was con-
firmed in that applying wet delays does not remove the
large residuals at low elevations.

However, we did find clear improvements when re-
placing the in situ pressure measurements with zenith
hydrostatic delays from weather models provided for
each of the two stations with the VMF1. Applying the
alternative pressure values makes the large residuals at
low elevation disappear, although a slight correlation
with elevation remains (Fig. 3). Local pressure values
are used to model the a priori hydrostatic tropospheric
delay, using the model of Saastamoinen. In Hobart, the
weather sensor is located next to the control building
mounted on a pole of approximately 5 m height. This is
roughly at half the height of the VLBI reference point
of the Ho 26m telescope. However, the Hb 12m dish is
about 24 m lower than the reference point of Ho, making
the measured local pressure value not very representa-
tive. In standard VLBI this may not be a problem for the
measurements since residual tropospheric delays can be
compensated for through the estimates for zenith wet
delays. In the analysis of the HOB sessions, however,
we find this problematic.

Besides improving the residuals, using alternative
pressure values also has a significant effect on the mea-
sured length of the baseline. For five out of the six
HOB sessions, the length changes about 4 mm com-
pared to the reference solution. Moreover, the new so-
lution shows an improved repeatability of 0.2 mm and,
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Fig. 4: Results AUG (blue) and HOB (red) sessions. Shown are
the session-wise estimated baseline lengths between Hb and Ho,
minus the local tie measurement. The HOB results (red squares)
are those using the VMF1 hydrostatic delays, as shown in Fig. 1.
AUG results using the phase cal signals in Hb (blue stars) are
clearly offset from the HOB results, while those using manual
phase cal (blue triangles) show good agreement.

even more convincing, an improved offset from the lo-
cal tie value of only 0.4 mm. The first of the sessions
was excluded from this statistics. Possible reasons for
this outlier will have to be investigated.

3.2 AUG sessions

With the results of the HOB sessions being quite sat-
isfying, next they are compared to those of the AUG
sessions. AUG030 through AUG034 were observed in
between the HOB sessions, in every other week. In ad-
dition to the Hb and Ho antennas, the other two AuS-
cope telescopes in Katherine (Ke) and Yarragadee (Yg)
contributed. The scheduling of these sessions was done
without sub-netting, so that all four antennas observed
together in each scan. Using the standard AUSTRAL
mode of 1 Gbps, there are about 22 scans per hour in
these AUG sessions.

First results of the AUG sessions, however, revealed
a repeatability of only 5.4 mm and a mean baseline that
is 2 cm shorter than the local tie measurement (Fig. 4).

Investigations of the reason for this significant off-
set included changes in the analysis options, exclud-
ing different antennas, extracting only the Ho-Hb base-
line of the AUG sessions, changing the reference clock,
and extracting only the X-band data. While some of
those changes did have minor effects on the results, none
could remove this 2 cm offset.
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3.3 Phasecal at Hb

We then discovered that in the HOB sessions we used
manual phase calibration during the fringe fitting pro-
cess while in the AUG sessions the measured phase cal-
ibration signal was used at Hb, Ke, and Yg.

Consequently, the AUG sessions were re-processed,
this time using the manual phasecal option. For the
re-processing, the correlator output (Mk4-files) were
fringe-fitted again using fourfit, then the X-band and
S-band databases were combined using νSolve and the
data were exported as level 4 NGS-files for the final
analysis in VieVS.

Comparing the group delay measurements of ses-
sions using phase calibration and those using manual
phasecal, we found systematic differences up to 6 cm,
having a clear dependency with the local antenna az-
imuth in Hobart. We assume that this is caused by a ca-
ble twisting, with the largest effects seen a the extreme
ends of the cable wrap. For more information please
also see Mayer et al. (2017).

Using manual phasecal at Hobart in the AUG ses-
sions, the results for the Hb-Ho baseline improved con-
siderably, to 1.4 mm repeatability and an offset from
the local tie measurement of only −1 mm (Fig. 4). This
leads to the conclusion that the phasecal measurement
at Hb introduced an additional signal into the measure-
ments, leading to spurious variations. Given the stabil-
ity of the solution using manual phasecal, it appears that
these errors are in the phasecal uplink cable. Of course,
more detailed investigations on this issue need to be un-
dertaken.

4 Conclusions

The dedicated 14-week observing program of six HOB
and five AUG sessions is well suited to investigate ob-
serving and analysis options for the local Hobart-Hobart
baseline. After some tweaks in the analysis, results in
terms of baseline length repeatability of better than
1 mm for the HOB sessions and of 1.4 mm for the AUG
sessions were found. For the HOB sessions, using zenith
hydrostatic delays from VMF was identified as a good
alternative to the otherwise identical local pressure val-
ues from a single weather station. In the meantime, a
new weather sensor has been ordered to provide read-
ings from a height level appropriate for the Hobart 12m
telescope.

In the course of this work, a clear systematic ef-
fect of the phasecal signal at the Hobart 12 m antenna
was discovered. The additional delays of up to 6 cm
cause a decrease of the mean baseline length of 2 cm.

When omitting the phasecal signal in the processing, the
agreement between the estimated baseline using both
the HOB and AUG series to the local tie measurements
is at the level of about 1 mm, with no significant offset.
We think that this is a good indication that the phasecal
signal is erroneous and actually introduces more error
than it corrects for.
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Proposed Establishment of a new Fundamental Geodetic
Station in Antarctica

L. Combrinck, A. de Witt, P. E. Opseth, A. Færøvig, L. M. Tangen, R. Haas

Abstract The Global Geodetic Observing System
(GGOS) requires a globally distributed network utiliz-
ing next generation Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) technology
to meet the objectives of GGOS. It is expected that
about 30 core sites will be established globally to
ensure adequate network density and geometry. The
proposal presented here highlights opportunities for
VLBI network densification. We consider both southern
Africa and Antarctica sites for the establishment of
new VLBI sites. We have made u-v coverage plots
and geodetic VLBI simulations for several sites, and
evaluate these in terms of their scientific value. Both the
southern Africa and Antarctica sites should be equipped
with VGOS compatible antennas.

In particular we propose the establishment of a
new core fundamental station in Antarctica, operated
and funded by an international consortium. This core
GGOS site could be located at either the Norwegian
(Troll) or South African Antarctica (SANAE IV) bases.
Troll is located 235 km from the coast in Dronning
Maud Land at 72o01′ S , 2o32′ E, at a height of 1270 m
above sea level on the Jutulsessen nunatak. SANAE IV
is located 170 km from the coast at a height of 800 m
on the Vesleskarvet nunatak in Queen Maud Land at
72o40′ S , 2o50′ W. Unlike most other Antarctica re-
search bases, both these stations are located on exposed
bedrock, not on ice, making them suitable for geodetic
installations. A specially designed Geodetic/Astro-
metric antenna (perhaps equipped with a radome)
suitable for the harsh Antarctica environment will have
to be constructed for installation in Antarctica. The
Antarctica locations will create the longest possible
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North-South baseline (at this stage).
We further propose the relocation of the geodetic

VLBI antenna (20-m) currently located at Ny-Ålesund
at 79o N, Svalbard to South Africa (Matjiesfontein) or
even another suitable site such as Gamsberg in Namibia
to form part of the African VLBI Network (AVN).

Simulations have shown that adding a station
in Antarctica has a very positive improvement on
u-v coverage, with Matjiesfontein being the second
best option. We present an overview of the envisioned
GGOS stations, details and modalities of these projects
and expected scientific and other benefits.

Keywords GGOS, Antarctica, VLBI, GGRF, AVN

1 Introduction

During March 2016 a suggestion was made by Statens
Kartverk (Norway) that the currently operational 20-
m VLBI radio telescope located at Ny-Ålesund (see
Fig. 1) be donated to HartRAO (South Africa). This an-
tenna can thus be relocated and installed at an appro-
priate location in South Africa, or elsewhere in Africa.
There are several possible re-location sites, Mauritius,
Madagascar, Matjiesfontein (South Africa), Gamsberg
(Namibia), or Kilimanjaro (Kenya). A possible location
could be Gamsberg if it is decided to rather make the 20-
m part of the African VLBI Network (AVN); this could
then be the first astronomy/astrometric/geodetic antenna
within the AVN. For details on the AVN see Gaylard
et al. (2012) and Loots (2015). For the simulations pre-
sented in this article, we included Antarctica to estimate
what the effect of including a new antenna on this conti-
nent would have compared to a standard VLBI geodetic
network. The idea of including Antarctica as a possible
site stems from the fact that current geodetic infrastruc-
ture on Antarctica is very sparse. Currently there are two
VLBI antennas located on Antarctica (O’Higgins and
Syowa), these are both small antennas (9 m and 11 m re-
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spectively) and are not fully dedicated to geodesy or as-
trometry, although both have made very important con-
tributions to the geodetic networks. Therefore the instal-
lation of a geodetic/astrometric quality antennna will
drastically improve network geometry and u-v cover-
age. There is no Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) equip-
ment either, therefore such a VLBI antenna installation
should be done with the view towards a complete Fun-
damental Station for Antarctica, which includes the in-
stallation of all other major geodetic equipment as well
as supportive geophysical instrumentation.

We made u-v coverage plots and performed geode-
tic VLBI simulations for different sites to evaluate their
scientific merit. Astrometry simulations will be done at
a later stage to also compare the accuracy of source po-
sitions.

Logistically some sites are easier than others, the
science case for Antarctica is the most convincing,
however it is also the most challenging installation
due to difficult logistics and harsh weather conditions.
These are not insurmountable, as both Norway and
South Africa have extensive experience of construction
and the difficult logistical requirements that will be
required for such a project.

The Ny-Ålesund antenna will be suitable for instal-
lation at a selected site in southern Africa after some
upgrades and renovation (new motors, encoders, mod-
ern servo drives and control systems, receivers and cool-
ing systems) but will be unsuitable for installation in
Antarctica due to its age and possible deficiencies. A
new, specifically designed antenna for Antarctica, with
specifications to be VGOS compatible and be large
enough to allow celestial reference frame work will
have to be designed and manufactured for installation
in Antarctica. The structural requirements for Antarc-
tica are severe due to the harsh environment and high
velocity winds encountered.

We had our first meeting concerning the 20m-
antenna project at Hønefoss during 12-14 February
2017 followed by a site visit to Ny-Ålesund during
22-24 May 2017. It was estimated that the 20-m
antenna will be phased out over 3 years (twin VGOS
antennas replacing the 20-m), so that the 20-m should
become available for disassembly and removal from
about June 2020.

The proposal expressed in this paper is twofold, on
the one hand we propose to relocate the Ny-Ålesund
20-m to southern Africa (upgraded to be VGOS com-
patible as far as practical), and on the other hand we
propose to develop a complete Fundamental Geodetic
Station in Antarctica, part of the GGOS network, part
of the Global Geodetic Reference Frame (GGRF) in-
fastructure, operated and maintained by a global con-

Fig. 1: The Ny-Ålesund 20-m VLBI antenna. The antenna was
constructed during the summers of 1993 and 1994, and has been
operational since 1 January 1995. Its pedestal consists of steel
subsections, making removal and re-assembly practical.

sortium (i.e. an internationally funded and operated sta-
tion).

2 Simulations

We performed geodetic VLBI simulations in terms of
Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP) errors as an in-
dicator of proposed site suitability. The reference net-
work is based on the standard IVS-R1675 network con-
figuration. The Vienna VLBI Software (VieVS; Böhm
et al., 2009) was used for scheduling, simulating and
analysing these sessions. The scheduling parameterisa-
tion resembles the IVS-R1675 sessions as closely as
possible. For the simulation of observations the de-
fault atmospheric turbulence parameters in VieVS (Cn =

2.5 · 10−7 m−1/3, H = 2000 m, ve = 8 m/s, etc.) were
used for every station. This does not resemble the true
troposphere variability at every site but at the moment
there is not enough information about troposphere tur-
bulence at these stations. In order to get statistical in-
formation about the estimated parameters, the sessions
were Monte Carlo simulated 50 times and then anal-
ysed. A standard geodetic analysis was performed with
the same models and parameters for every session. The
results are tabulated in Tab. 1. The best total relative im-
provement results from adding a station to Antarctica
(using the coordinates of the Norwegian Troll base) fol-
lowed by Matjiesfontein (South Africa). This is not sur-
prising as the extended north-south baselines decrease
the y pole error substantially; measurement of UT1-
UTC also improves.

The quality of a VLBI image can be determined
by the density and distribution of u-v tracks in the u-v
plane, therefore one can use this characteristic to eval-
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Table 1: Average formal EOP errors and their standard deviations using R1675 as reference. It is clear that Antarctica is the best choice
followed by Matjiesfontein, with Gamsberg a close 3rd (based on sum of errors).

Network UT1 - UTC (ms) x_pole (µas) y_pole (µas) dX (µas) dY (µas) sumerror

R1675 3.27±0.08 27.28±0.70 51.41±1.32 24.04±0.62 22.94±0.59 128.94±3.30
R1675 + Antarctica 2.72±0.07 20.88±0.50 37.90±0.91 19.94±0.48 18.91±0.45 100.35±2.40
R1675 + Matjiesfontein 2.91±0.07 20.60±0.51 43.94±1.08 19.40±0.48 18.82±0.46 105.67±2.60
R1675 + Gamsberg 2.81±0.07 20.40±0.53 44.61±1.17 20.10±0.53 19.17±0.50 107.09±2.80
R1675 + Kilimanjaro 3.05±0.06 22.15±0.45 45.76±0.94 20.82±0.43 20.32±0.42 112.10±2.30
R1675 + Mauritius 2.99±0.08 23.00±0.64 45.29±1.26 20.94±0.58 20.29±0.56 112.51±3.13
R1675 + Kenya 2.99±0.07 22.86±0.55 47.04±1.14 20.73±0.50 20.34±0.49 113.96±2.75

uate the benefits of densifying a particular VLBI net-
work or to ascertain the benefits by creating extended
baselines by adding additional stations to increase the
geometrical size of the network. These u-v tracks are
created through the 2-D projection of the various VLBI
baselines on the u-v plane; this plane is perpendicular
to the line of sight of the antenna when pointed to a ra-
dio source. In Fig. 2 we show the u-v plots for various
sites added to the standard VLBI network in the South-
ern Hemisphere. A new station in Antarctica provides
by far the best improvement in u-v coverage.

3 Possible locations for the 20-m VLBI
and new-built antennas

There are 3 sites which warrant serious consideration
for a geodetic/astrometric antenna. In the southern part
of South Africa (Matjiesfontein) and then either the
Norwegian Troll (Fig. 3) base or the South African
SANAE IV base (Fig. 4), which both are located in
Antarctica within about 200 km from each other. The
basic logistics for transporting an antenna to Antarctica
exists. These are not greenfield sites and adding a fun-
damental geodetic station should be within the capacity
of the existing infrastructure, even if some expansion or
capacity increase may have to included in the station
design.

3.1 Antarctica (new-built)

1. Both South Africa (SA Agulhas II) and Norway
have supply ships capable of transporting large
equipment to Antarctica

2. Both countries have snow tractors and sledges of
adequate capacity

3. The antenna could be moved from the ice shelf to
either base

4. Both bases have airstrips; aeroplanes can land at
Troll throughout the year (the only base where this
is possible)

(a) Antarctica (b) Gamsberg

(c) Kenya (d) Kilimanjaro

(e) Matjiesfontein (f) Mauritius
Fig. 2: Plots of the u-v coverage for a source at -60◦ declination,
observed over a period of 24 hours. The blue tracks are from the
standard Southern Hemisphere VLBI network and the red tracks
due to an additional station as labelled in figures (a) to (f).

3.2 Matjiesfontein (re-located 20-m)

1. This is a green-fields site (no major infrastructure).
2. High speed optical fibre is 4 km distant
3. The site is suitable for radio and optical equipment

(semi-arid, low rainfall)
4. A geophysical and a GNSS station have already

been installed.
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Fig. 3: The Norwegian Antarctica base (Troll). The photo was
taken during the summer of 2007.

Fig. 4: The South African Antarctica base (SANAE IV), the photo
was also taken during the summer of 2007.

5. A major paved road and train line is 4 km distant so
access is relatively easy

4 Site surveys

Site surveys/evaluations need to be conducted during
the next three years to ascertain the suitability of candi-
date sites. The southern Africa sites are easy to access,
however the Antarctica sites require interaction with
other stakeholders (Norwegian Polar Institute, South
African National Antarctica Programme) and will need
much preparatory work and institutional approval and
support. Basic site surveys should include:

1. Wind direction and strength (Fig. 5)
2. Topography (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7)
3. Geology (bedrock type, stability, strength)
4. Logistical support/additional requirements
5. Power, communications
6. Accessibility (ship, plane, sledge, helicopter)
7. Most appropriate location on site
8. Other

Fig. 5: Wind at Troll base: black-atmospheric station, blue-
airfield (Hansen, 2009).

Fig. 6: The topography at Troll base exhibits a hilly terrain. A safe
location for the new-built VLBI antenna must be found to shield
it from the prevailing north-east winds (see Fig. 5). Data from
the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM; USGS, 2004) was
used to generate elevation maps for the Troll and SANAE IV
(Fig. 7) sites.

5 Conclusions

In the near future there will be an opportunity to re-
locate the Ny-Ålesund) 20-m VLBI antenna to south-
ern Africa. This relocation has a good science case.
The funding model for this could be linked to the AVN
project, and this needs to be explored.

Establishment of an international consortium will be
required for a Fundamental Station in Antarctica and
it should lead to the establishment of a GGRF/GGOS
node in Antarctica; the science case for this is very
good.

In summary, we see two opportunities for VLBI and
geodesy; southern Africa and Antarctica. Each of these
locations have their own challenges; Norway and South
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Fig. 7: The topography at the SANAE IV base is flat in general,
except for a cliff which breaks the flatness of the terrain. In general
it is more exposed than the Troll base.

Africa can play a major role in both these two ventures,
with benefits to the global community, improvement in
geodetic and astrometric products as well as global ref-
erence frame support.

The issue of data transfer will be a challenge, as
there is no optical fibre to Antarctica at this stage (al-
though this is a well known requirement, there are many
practical obstacles due to the moving ice on the conti-
nent). Other options will have to be considered, and per-
haps, such a requirement will provide enough impetus
for the first fibre optic cable to be laid to Antarctica.
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Simulation Results for KOKEE12M-WETTZ13S Intensives

K. Baver, J. Gipson

Abstract Using the VLBI scheduling software Sked,
we generated a series of schedules at two-week intervals
spanning a year for the KOKEE12M–WETTZ13S base-
line using VGOS broadband observing and the stan-
dard KOKEE-WETTZELL baseline using standard op-
erational (S/X) observing. This paper describes the sim-
ulations and reports the results. The initial simulations
indicate that the use of KOKEE12M and WETTZ13S
should improve five metrics. The best VGOS INT01
configuration tested increases the number of scheduled
sources from 16.08 to 20.53 sources, increases the num-
ber of scheduled observations from 19.18 to 56.29 ob-
servations, reduces the UT1 formal error from simula-
tions from 7.68 to 3.38 µs, reduces sensitivity to atmo-
spheric turbulence from 16.69 to 14.01 µs, and reduces
sensitivity to source loss from 12.66 to 9.22 µs. But fur-
ther testing is recommended.

Keywords UT1, Intensives, scheduling, VGOS

1 Introduction

UT1-UTC is an important IVS product, and one-hour
IVS Intensive sessions provide low latency UT1 esti-
mates throughout the week. A long east-west baseline
is needed to estimate UT1, and baselines between the
Kokee Park site in Hawaii, USA and the Wettzell site
in Germany fulfill this criterion, as shown in Figure 1.
The Kokee Park S/X 20-m antenna (KOKEE) and the
Wettzell S/X 20-m antenna (WETTZELL) have pro-
vided the primary baseline for IVS-INT01 sessions for
many years. Now it is time to plan for future VGOS
INT01 observing using Kokee Park and Wettzell broad-
band antennas.

Karen Baver · John Gipson
NVI, Inc., 7257D Hanover Parkway, Greenbelt Maryland, 20770,
USA

Fig. 1: Baseline between the sites at Kokee Park (Hawaii, USA)
and Wettzell (Germany) shown on a polar projection.

Using the Sked scheduling program, we ran simu-
lations using several schedule configurations in order
to identify a good configuration for VGOS INT01 ob-
serving. We tested the baseline between Kokee Park’s
12-m broadband antenna (KOKEE12M) and Wettzell’s
southern twin 13-m antenna (WETTZ13S) in its broad-
band configuration. As a control, we used KOKEE-
WETTZELL schedules in the operational INT01 style.

Gipson and Baver (2016) has shown that an INT01
session’s UT1 formal error depends on the availability
of sources. The available set of sources changes over
time; the mutual visibility of the sources varies through-
out the year, and the ability to observe a source fluctu-
ates as its strength fluctuates. So we tested each sched-
ule configuration for 26 days of the year (DOYs) spaced
two weeks apart, starting on January 10 at 18:30 UT, us-
ing 12 flux catalogs that had been used operationally be-
tween 2012 and 2016. This generated 312 schedules for
each VGOS INT01 schedule configuration and for the
control configuration. We identified seven viable sched-
ule configurations and ran their schedules through Cal-
c/Solve simulation solutions to simulate, as far as possi-
ble, actual observations. For these simulations, we as-
sumed that all scheduled observations were success-
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ful and that the measurement uncertainties calculated
through Sked were correct.

We used five metrics for the tests. The most impor-
tant metric is the UT1 formal error from the Solve sim-
ulations, with a lower value being better. The second
metric is sensitivity to atmospheric turbulence, which
we measured using the RMS about the mean of the UT1
estimates from 300 Solve solutions that applied random
noise that simulated atmospheric turbulence. A lower
value is better. The third metric is sensitivity to source
loss, which we measured using the RMS about the mean
of the UT1 estimates from Solve solutions in which each
source in a schedule was deleted in turn. This simu-
lates source loss, which could occur if the source flux
model is outdated. A lower value is better. The final two
metrics are the average number of scheduled sources
and the average number of scheduled observations. For
both metrics, a higher value is better. Gipson and Baver
(2016) discusses the metrics in more detail.

A full report on the simulations is under develop-
ment (Baver and Gipson , 2017b), but this proceedings
paper reports general information about the best VGOS
INT01 configuration identified. VGOS INT01 latency is
also discussed.

2 Antenna Characteristics

Figure 2 shows the Kokee Park and Wettzell S/X and
broadband antennas used in this study. Table 1 reports
the characteristics of the four antennas. The broad-
band antennas are smaller and faster. WETTZ13S’
azimuth and elevation slew rates are four times those
of WETTZELL. The KOKEE12M azimuth slew rate
is six times that of KOKEE, and its elevation slew
rate is 2.5 times that of KOKEE. Higher slew rates
reduce the amount of time spent slewing, which means
that more time is available for observing, which might
result in more observations. The VGOS antennas’
data acquisition rate is 8192 Mbps, 64 times that of
the S/X antennas in their INT01 observing mode. The
SEFD characterizes a station’s sensitivity, with a lower
number being better. This is a function of the size
of the antenna (with larger being better), the antenna
efficiency, and the antenna’s electronics. The VGOS
antennas’ SEFDs are generally larger than the S/X
antennas’ (a maximum of four times at S-band for
KOKEE12M vs. KOKEE), indicating that they are less
sensitive.

The formula for an observation’s SNR is given by

S NR = C ∗F ∗

√
T ∗DR

√
S EFD1 ∗S EFD2

(1)

where C is a constant, F is the flux of the source be-
ing observed, T is the span of the observation, DR is
the data rate, and S EFD1 and S EFD2 are the SEFDs
of the antennas. The VGOS antennas’ increased data
rate more than compensates for their increased SEFDS.
For a given integration time T, the SNR of an observa-
tion using the VGOS antennas will be much higher than
the SNR for an observation using the S/X antennas, re-
sulting in more precise observations. Alternatively, for
a given SNR, the integration time will be much less, al-
lowing for more scheduled observations.

Fig. 2: Antennas. Top row: “old veterans” — KOKEE S/X 20 m
(left) and WETTZELL S/X 20 m (right). Bottom row: “new kids”
— KOKEE12M broadband 12 m (left) and WETTZ13S broad-
band 13 m (right). The photos of the Wettzell antennas are cour-
tesy of Alexander Neidhardt (FESG, TUM). The KOKEE photo is
from the Kokee Park 2009 IVS annual report. The KOKEE12M
photo is from the Kokee Park 2015+2016 IVS biennial report.
Both Kokee Park photos are being used with permission from
Chris Coughlin (Harris Corporation).

Table 1: Characteristics of the four antennas. The slew rates are
in degrees per second. The data acquisition rates are in Mbps. The
SEFDs are in Jy.

KOKEE WETTZELL KOKEE12M WETTZ13S
Band S/X S/X Broadband Broadband
Size 20 m 20 m 12 m 13 m
AZ slew rate 2 3 12 12
EL slew rate 2 1.5 5 6
Data rate 128 128 8192 8192
SEFD X-band 2000 750 3000 1400

S-band 750 1115 3000 1050

3 VGOS INT01 Schedules

Baver and Gipson (2017b) discusses the tested schedule
configurations in detail. Here we only mention the two
biggest differences between the S/X and VGOS INT01
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schedules and their likely effect on the number of sched-
uled observations and the UT1 formal error.

The first difference is in the amount of the sky that
can be observed by the two pairs of antennas. Figure 3
shows azimuth/elevation plots of the four stations, with
the areas enclosed by the heavy, dark lines showing the
mutual visibility of the plotted station with its observ-
ing partner. No obstructions intrude on the KOKEE and
WETTZELL sky lines, and S/X INT01 schedules use a
horizon mask of 8◦. This produces a large area of mu-
tual visibility as shown in Figure 3 (top row). In con-
trast, a significant amount of KOKEE12M’s northwest
sky is blocked by KOKEE, producing a much smaller
area of mutual visibility, as shown in Figure 3 (bottom
row). Simulations done for Baver and Gipson (2017a)
show that the reduction of the mutual visibility area has
a detrimental effect on the UT1 formal error.

The second difference is in the observation length
ranges for the two pairs of antennas. S/X INT01
observation lengths range from 40 to 200 seconds.
In contrast, the VGOS INT01 configuration reported
here allowed observations ranging from 20 to 40
seconds. The shorter duration is due to the VGOS
antennas’ higher data rate. Shorter observation lengths
should yield more observations, which should reduce
the UT1 formal error. In Figure 4, azimuth/elevation
plots display observations, shown as circles, from a
sample KOKEE-WETTZELL schedule and the cor-
responding KOKEE12M-WETTZ13S schedule. The
plots illustrate the fact that VGOS INT01 schedules
will have many more observations than S/X INT01
schedules. Our study showed that, on average, a VGOS
INT01 schedule has approximately 2.5 to three times
as many observations as an S/X schedule made under
the same conditions. In Figure 4, the S/X schedule has
18 observations, and the VGOS INT01 schedule has 52
observations.

4 Simulation Results

Table 2 shows five metrics from the Solve simulations.
Each control (S/X) or VGOS INT01 metric value is av-
eraged over 312 schedules (for the 12 flux catalogs ap-
plied at 26 DOYs). All metrics improve for the VGOS
INT01 case. The number of scheduled sources is in-
creased by 28% (from 16.08 to 20.53), and the number
of scheduled observations is nearly tripled (from 19.18
to 56.29). The sensitivity to atmospheric turbulence is
decreased by 16% (from 16.69 to 14.01 µs), and the sen-
sitivity to source loss is decreased by 27% (from 12.66
to 9.22 µs). Most importantly, the UT1 formal error is
more than halved (from 7.68 to 3.38 µs).

Fig. 3: Top row: observation spaces (interiors of the darkened
crescents) for KOKEE (left) and WETTZELL (right). Bottom
row: observation spaces (interiors of the irregular darkened poly-
gons) for KOKEE12m (left) and WETTZ13S (right).

Fig. 4: Top row: observations from a sample S/X INT01 schedule
of KOKEE (left) and WETTZELL (right) plotted by azimuth and
elevation. Bottom row: the corresponding VGOS INT01 sched-
ule of KOKEE12M (left) and WETTZ13S (right). Both schedules
were made for DOY 052 using the 16Aug25 flux catalog.

Table 2: Metric averages over 312 schedules that represent 26
DOYS using 12 flux catalogs.

S/X VGOS
(control) INT01

Number of scheduled sources 16.08 20.53
Number of scheduled observations 19.18 56.29
UT1 formal error (µs) 7.68 3.38
Atmospheric turbulence sensitivity (µs) 16.69 14.01
Source loss sensitivity (µs) 12.66 9.22

As stated earlier, the set of sources that are mutually
visible varies throughout the year and affects the INT01
sessions’ UT1 formal errors. Figures 5 – 9 plot the met-
rics at the 26 tested DOYs for a single flux catalog. Two
caveats should be mentioned. First, the corresponding
plots using other flux catalogs would be similar but dif-
ferent. Second, no flux catalog would actually be used
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for an entire year. Fluxes change so rapidly that a flux
catalog tends to become out of date within two weeks
to a month. In spite of these caveats, these plots are rep-
resentative and look similar to the plots averaged over
all 12 flux catalogs. For all 26 DOYs, the VGOS INT01
schedules have more scheduled observations, have more
scheduled sources, and have lower UT1 formal errors
than the S/X schedules. In terms of sensitivity to at-
mospheric turbulence or source loss, the VGOS INT01
schedules are, on average, better, but there are some
DOYs for which the S/X schedules are better.

Fig. 5: Number of scheduled sources at the 26 DOYs for flux
catalog 16Aug25 for VGOS INT01 (red/light) and S/X.

Fig. 6: Number of scheduled observations at the 26 DOYs for flux
catalog 16Aug25 for VGOS INT01 (red/light) and S/X.

Fig. 7: UT1 formal error (µs) at the 26 DOYs for flux catalog
16Aug25 for VGOS INT01 (red/light) and S/X.

Fig. 8: Sensitivity to atmospheric turbulence (µs) at the 26 DOYs
for flux catalog 16Aug25 for VGOS INT01 (red/light) and S/X.

Fig. 9: Sensitivity to source loss (µs) at the 26 DOYs for flux
catalog 16Aug25 for VGOS INT01 (red/light) and S/X.

5 VGOS INT01 Latency

The uncertainty in UT1 predictions grows rapidly with
time, so reduced latency is an important goal for Inten-
sive sessions. E-transfer of a session’s data to a corre-
lator is a key factor in reducing latency. Currently, the
Kokee Park bandwidth is too low to support e-transfer
of the larger amount of data that VGOS observing will
produce, so VGOS INT01 observing in Kokee Park’s
current state would cause an operational bottleneck.

A typical S/X INT01 session records 43 GB of data
at each site. A VGOS INT01 session should record
∼1.7 TB of data at each site, which is roughly 40 times
as much data. Currently, the Kokee Park site’s inter-
net bandwidth is 100 Mb/s. This makes the current
Kokee Park transfer time for an S/X INT01 session
(8 ∗43 ∗1000Mb)/(100 Mb/s), which equals 3440 sec-
onds, or approximately one hour. So, with the Kokee
Park site’s current bandwidth, it would take ∼40 hours
to transfer a VGOS INT01 session to a correlator.

Kokee Park plans to increase its bandwidth to 1 GB/s
during the summer of 2017. This will decrease the trans-
fer time by a factor of 10, enabling transfer of a VGOS
INT01 session to a correlator within four hours. So,
after the upgrade, quasi-realtime e-transfer of VGOS
INT01 sessions will become realistic.
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6 Next Steps

The results here are sufficiently promising that it would
be reasonable to start test sessions once KOKEE12M
becomes able to observe routinely. On the other hand,
additional simulations could be beneficial. The KO-
KEE12M horizon mask had not been finalized at the
time of the simulations; especially, the effect of KO-
KEE in KOKEE12M’s northwest quadrant had not been
fully mapped. Also the work done for Baver and Gipson
(2017a) has suggested a new parameter to test in the

VGOS INT01 schedule configurations.

7 Conclusions

The best VGOS INT01 schedule configuration tested to
date outperforms the operational S/X schedule configu-
ration for five metrics (UT1 formal error, sensitivity to
atmospheric turbulence, sensitivity to source loss, num-
ber of scheduled sources, and number of scheduled ob-

servations) when averaged over a set of 312 schedules.
The results are sufficiently promising that test observing
could begin, although more work could also be done
first to improve the VGOS INT01 schedule configura-
tion, especially with respect to the KOKEE12M horizon
mask.

There is a known obstacle to VGOS INT01 observ-
ing — an excessively long time to e-transfer a large
amount of data from Kokee Park due to its current band-
width. But a planned upgrade should solve this.
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Recent Developments in Scheduling With VieVS

M. Schartner, J. Böhm, D. Mayer, L. McCallum, A. Hellerschmied

1 Introduction

Generating a good schedule is critical for each VLBI
experiment, because the schedule determines the qual-
ity of the parameters which should be derived by the
session. Within the IVS, usually a schedule is prepared
with a scheduling software, like SKED (Gipson, 2012)
or VieVS. With the VieVS scheduling software it is pos-
sible to create schedules automatically, semi-manually
or manually. It supports different optimization strate-
gies and parameters, like a station based approach op-
timizing the sky coverage over each station. However,
the large amount of different optimization parameters
can lead to troubles finding a good set of parameters to
use for the scheduling process. Previously it was time
consuming to test different parameters with VieVS be-
cause each time the parameters had to be changed man-
ually and a new schedule had to be created. Then these
schedules had to be selected manually to simulate ob-
servations. Afterwards the simulated session files had
to be selected manually again to run a least squares ad-
justment to estimate geodetic parameters. This proce-
dure was highly inefficient and time consuming. With
the new changes in the VieVS software all steps can now
be done automatically.

2 VieVS multi scheduling tool

The VieVS software is organized in different modules.
To analyse a VLBI session the modules VIE_INIT,
VIE_MOD and VIE_LSM are necessary. Vie_INIT
reads in all files and prepares files in the VieVS internal
format. VIE_MOD models the theoretical time delay
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for each observation and VIE_LSM calculates the
target parameters in a least squares adjustment.

Three extensions to the core modules, VIE_GLOB,
VIE_SCHED and VIE_SIM are also available.
VIE_GLOB is used to run a global VLBI solution,
VIE_SCHED is the dedicated scheduling module and
VIE_SIM is used to simulate observations including
white noise, tropospheric turbulences and clock drifts
(Pany et al., 2011).

While VIE_GLOB is well connected with the rest
of VieVS, VIE_SCHED and VIE_SIM were kind of
standalone features. This is now changed, Figure 1
shows the new interactions between VIE_SCHED
and VIE_SIM. It is now possible to create a schedule
for a VLBI session, to simulate this session multiple
times and perform a least squares adjustment for each
simulated session automatically. This is a lot more
efficient, because similar calculations only need to be
done once and no user interaction is required except for
the start when everything is set up. To speed things up
even further an improved multicore support is added for
the scheduling part, which can be used if the computer
has a multicore CPU.

VIE SETUP

VIE SCHED

VIE SIM

VIE INIT

VIE MOD

VIE LSM

VIE GLOB

Fig. 1: New interactions between the VieVS modules. It is now
possible to schedule, simulate and analyse sessions at once.
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3 Test case 1: impact of a new station in
Africa

The first test case investigates the impact of a new sta-
tion in Africa on an existing network. Therefore a net-
work with seven stations was used and an eighth sta-
tion was added at different locations in Africa (Fig. 2).
Each red dot represents one station in the existing net-
work. Each green dot represents a possible station loca-
tion for the eighth station. Altogether 99 possible sta-
tion locations were taken into account. For each loca-
tion 12 schedules were created with different starting
dates. Each session lasts for 24 hours and was simu-
lated 100 times. This ends up with almost 120000 sim-
ulated sessions. Figure 3 shows the results. Due to the
huge amount of data, it is possible to either look at the
repeatability or at the mean formal errors of certain pa-
rameters, which agree quite well with each other.

Fig. 2: Investigated network: seven fixed stations (red dots) plus
one station with 99 possible positions (green dots)

Figure 3 shows that it is difficult to get one preferred
station location where all parameters benefit most. For
example, while for improving the polar motion in x di-
rection the south and the east parts of Africa are pre-
ferred, for polar motion in y direction the south and
the west lead to the best results. It was unexpected that
the south is among the best possible locations, because
with HART15M there is already a station available in
the south. This needs further research. It should also be
noted here, that the effect of only one existing network
is studied. With different networks the results could
change. To find the best possible location of a new an-
tenna in Africa in general, different networks need to be
investigated.

4 Test case 2: Choosing appropriate
weight factors

Selecting a good set of parameters is not an easy task.
However, with the changes in the VieVS software it is

Fig. 3: Results from Monte Carlo simulations. Left column is re-
peatability over each simulation, right column is mean formal er-
ror. a) polar motion x-axis, b) polar motion y-axis

now easier to test different parameter setups. To under-
stand what weight factors are best suited it is necessary
to understand how the VieVS scheduling tool works
(Sun et al., 2014). The schedule is created scan by scan.
To select a next scan, all available scans are considered
with simple models. Some conditions are applied to re-
duce the otherwise huge number of possible next scans
to speed up the calculation. For the remaining scans,
more rigorous models are used to calculate all necessary
parameters and to perform internal checks. Each scan is
then given several scores. Usually a score for the im-
provement of the sky coverage, a score for the number
of observations and a score for the total time it takes to
observe the scan. The weight factors now simply spec-
ify how these scores are added together to get a final
score. The scan with the highest final score is then used
as the next scan and the whole process starts again. This
means using good weight factors directly influence the
schedule, because via the weight factors the scans are
selected. Figure 4 shows all investigated sets of different
weight factors. A total of 92 possible sets of parameters
were used.

Two different networks were used to search for a
good set of parameters, the Austral network and a global
network. The main difference between the networks is
that the Austral network consists of 5 stations and no
subnetting is used to create the schedules. For the global
network 8 stations were used with subnetting. For the
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Fig. 4: Relative ratio between the three main weight factors used
in VieVS. Ninety-two different sets of parameters (black dots)
were used to create schedules.

Austral network 6 schedules with different start points
were created for each set of parameters and each sched-
ule was simulated 50 times. This adds up to 27600 simu-
lated sessions. For the global network 10 schedules were
created and again simulated 50 times which adds up to
46000 simulated sessions, which means in total more
than 73600 sessions were simulated. Figure 5 shows
the mean number of observations per schedule for each
set of parameters. Usually a high number of observa-
tions is a good indicator for a good schedule. A clear
maximum can be seen, which corresponds quite well
between the Austral and the global network. Figure 6
shows the mean estimates of the polar motion along the
x-axis. The result is quite different between the Austral
and the global network. While for the Austral network,
parameters with a high weight for the scan endtime lead
to good results, for the global network a more balanced
set of parameters leads to better results. The result looks
almost identical for other parameters, like polar motion
in y-direction or station coordinates. It should also be
noted here, that the parameters which lead to the high-
est number of observations are not the parameters which
show the best result. Therefore we recommend to simu-
late a schedule and look at the expected precision of the
estimated geodetic parameters.

Table 1 lists sets of parameters, which lead to the
best results when used in VieVS. The large amount of
schedules was necessary, to reduce the noise in the re-
sults. This means that two sets of parameters, which are
close to each other, can give very varying results. There-
fore it is recommended to use the multi scheduling tool
to create multiple schedules with similar parameters and
to simulate the schedules to pick the best one.
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Fig. 5: Mean number of observations investigated at 92 sample
points. Space between sample points is interpolated. The maxi-
mums for Austral network and global network correspond quite
well.

5 Conclusion

With the new changes in VieVS it is possible to cre-
ate large scale Monte Carlo simulations automatically
which can be used for several research. It is shown, that
it is difficult to select a good station location for a new
antenna. Looking at different parameters like polar mo-
tion or station coordinates would lead to different pre-
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Table 1: List of parameters which should be used to create a
schedule.

Network weight endtime weight nobs weight sky

Austral 0.6 0.2 0.2
global 0.4 0.4 0.2
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Fig. 6: Mean result for polar motion in x-direction after simu-
lating each schedule 50 times. Note that the best results do not
correspond with the areas of the highest number of observations
in Figure 5. Different weight factors for the Austral network and
a global network show best results.

ferred locations. To create a good schedule it is critical
to use an appropriate set of weight factors in VieVS.
The most suitable set of weight factors depends on the
station network and the session task, which means that
for each network different parameters should be used.
With the new changes in VieVS it is now easier to try
different parameters and get a good result.
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VLBI With GNSS-signals on an Intercontinental Baseline
– A progress report

R. Haas, T. Hobiger, G. Klopotek, N. Kareinen, J. Yang , L. Combrinck, A. de Witt, M. Nickola

Abstract VLBI-observations of GNSS-signals have
been discussed for several years as a apossible approach
to improve the accuracy of the terrestrial reference
frame. Several experimental observing sessions have
been performed during the last years, primarily with
regional VLBI networks in Europe and Australia.
Here we present VLBI observations of GNSS-signals
performed on an intercontinental baseline between
Onsala (Europe) and Hartebeesthoek (Africa). These
observations are part of a ESA pilot project within the
Alcantara programme of the European Space Agency
(ESA) and aim at achieving synergies between VLBI
and GNSS. Data were collected during several sessions
in 2017, successfully correlated and post-processed,
and analyzed with a geodetic VLBI data analysis
software. The results show that ... We briefly describe
these sessions, and present first preliminary results.

Keywords VLBI, GNSS, satellite observations, DiFX,
Fourfit, C5++

1 Introduction

A global geodetic terrestrial reference frame, such as
the international terrestrial reference frame (ITRF) (Al-
tamimi et al., 2011, 2016) is of great importance for so-
ciety (United Nations, 2015). However, the current qual-
ity of the global terrestrial reference frame is regarded
as still being insufficient for studies concerning global
change processes, such as sea level rise (Blewitt et al.,
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2010). In particular the quality of the so-called local ties
at co-location stations is often suspected to be the rea-
son for the insufficient qualify of the ITRF (Altamimi
et al., 2011; Seitz et al., 2012).

As one promising approach to improve the consis-
tency and accuracy of the global terrestrial reference
frame the idea of co-location onboard satellites has been
proposed (Rothacher et al., 2009). This includes dedi-
cated multi-technique co-location satellites such as the
Chinese APOD (Tang et al., 2016) or the proposed E-
GRASP satellite (Biancale et al., 2017), but involves
also VLBI observations of GNSS satellites. Concerning
the latter, simulation studies performed by Plank et al.
(2014) showed promising results for VLBI observations
of GPS satellites in a seven station European VLBI net-
work, providing 3D station position repeatabilities on
the order of 5–10 mm.

Test observations of GNSS signals were performed
during the last years mainly with VLBI stations in either
Europe or Australia. Often observations were performed
on a single baseline only. The stations involved were
primarily Onsala, Medicina, Noto, Wettzell in Europe,
e.g. (Tornatore et al., 2011; Haas et al., 2014, 2015) and
Hobart and Ceduna in Australia (Plank et al., 2017).

These stations involved are equipped with L-band
receiving systems, the European stations with dual cir-
cular polarisation, and the Australian ones with dual lin-
ear polarisation. Most of the L-band systems are band-
width restricted, i.e. it is not possible to observe si-
multaneously both the GPS L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2
(1227.60 MHz) frequency bands. Often the GPS L2 is
even out of the receiver capabilities, and form some
even GPS L1 is difficult to reach. However, for the latter
at least the GLONASS L1 ( 1600 MHz) was reachable.

Most of the telescopes involved do not yet allow
continuous tracking of orbiting objects, so that a stop-
and-go type of observing strategy with update intervals
on the order of 10 s to 15 s had to be used to follow the
satellites.

Inspired by the promising simulation study (Plank
et al., 2014) and the successful test observations (Tor-
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natore et al., 2011; Haas et al., 2014, 2015; Plank et al.,
2017), ESA initiated a called for a pilot project within
its Alcantara programme on the topic of Synergies be-
tween VLBI and GNSS. The goals of this pilot project
are to study whether VLBI observations of GNSS sig-
nals really can be used to improve the terrestrial ref-
erence frames, to test intercontinental networks, and in
particular the impact of Galileo. We submitted a pro-
posal to this call and were lucky to get a contract for
this pilot project.

2 Observations

As part of the ESA pilot project, we performed in
2017 a number test experiments on the Onsala – Harte-
beesthoek baseline. The telescopes used are the 25 m
radio telescope at Onsala (ONSALA85) usually used
for astronomical VLBI, and the 26 m radio telescope
at Hartebeesthoek (HARTRAO) which is used for both
geodetic and astronomical VLBI. While ONSALA85
was involved in the first intercontinental geodetic VLBI
observations in the late 1960’ies and has been observing
the S-band part of geodetic S/X measurements together
with the Onsala 20 m telescope (ONSALA60), which
did the X-band part, in the late 1970’ies, it has not
been used for geodetic VLBI since then. The station
coordinates of ONSALA85 were determined from
local tie measurements (Lundqvist, 1982) and VLBI at
C-band (Charlot et al., 2001). HARTRAO on the other
hand is regularly used in geodetic VLBI in the IVS
observing programme and thus should have updated
and reliable coordinates.

Between January and July 2017 we organised in to-
tal eight so-called OHT-sessions. The backbone of these
sessions is the Onsala-Hartebeesthoek baseline. Since
the aim of the pilot project was to do real network ob-
servations, we tried to include additionally further tele-
sopes. For the most recent sessions in May and July we
were able to include additionally the Russian station Ze-
lenchukskaya. This station is also regularly participat-
ing in the geodetic VLBI observing plan and has well
established coordinates and promises to improve the ob-
serving geometry.

The observing plans were scheduled with the VieVs
scheduling tool (Hellerschmied et al., 2015). The first
tests were done focussing on to observe GPS satellites.
Then we also included GLONASS observations. How-
ever, we realized soon that the inclusion of GLONASS
caused difficulties due to the necessity to adjust the
observation frequency bands. Thus, we left the idea
of combined GPS and GLONASS observations again.
Instead, we added Galileo to the observing plan for

the more recent sessions. Galileo satellites also use the
same L1 center frequency as GPS, though the signal
characteristics are quite different.

Table 1 gives an overview of the so-far performed
OHT-sessions, with their dates, durations, participating
stations and GNSS observed. In the sequence of this
manuscript we will concentrate on the first three ses-
sions which involved one intercontinental baseline only.

Table 1: Overview of the VLBI sessions
Session date duration stations satellites
OHT1 2017-01-24 1 h O8 - Hh GPS
OHT2 2017-01-31 4 h O8 - Hh GPS + GLONASS
OHT6 2017-04-07 4 h O8 - Hh GPS + Galileo

OHT7 2017-05-22 2.5 h O8 - Hh - Zc GPS + Galileo
OHT8 2017-07-24 24 h O8 - Hh - Zc GPS + Galileo

The setup chosen for the OHT experiments was to
observe four channels of 16 MHz bandwidth (for OHT6
32 MHz), two in each polarisation, centered on the
GPS/Galileo L1 center frequency. For OHT2 the ob-
serving frequencies were adapted to the corresponding
GLONASS satellites, and on GPS L1 for GPS satellites.
Except for OHT1, also natural radio sources were ob-
served, typically at the beginning and the end of the ses-
sion and in regular intervals during the session. These
radio sources were rather near by the satellites, There-
for the observing frequencies for the radio sources were
slightly offset in order to avoid potential leaking of
satellite signals through e.g. side lobes.

Data Beginning UT: 2017 Apr 07  14:39:26
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Fig. 1: Examples of spectra observed locally at Onsala during
session OHT6: Bandpass of a GPS satellite (left) and a Galileo
satellite (right). Shown are four channels covering 32 MHz.
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The plots presented in Fig. 1 are examples of the
spectra locally observed at Onsala during OHT6. Shown
are 4 observing channels of 32 MHz bandwidth. The
difference in the signal characteristics between GPS
(left) and Galileo (right) is clearly visible.

3 Data processing

The observed raw data were e-transferred to Onsala
and correlated there with the software correlator DiFX
(Deller et al., 2011). The a priori delays necessary for
the correlation of the satellite observations were deter-
mined with the C5++ software (Hobiger et al., 2010)
using near-field modeling following Duev et al. (2012).
Fringe-fitting was performed with the Fourfit program.

It turned out that the 10 s long scans gave rather high
SNR values, on the order of 10000 and more. As an
example the finge plot of GPS satellite PG03 observed
during OHT1 is presented in Fig. 2. With 10 s of data
SNR values of more than 11000 can be achieved. We
thus decided to split up the data into smaller pieces of
1 s for the correlation and fringe fitting, which still pro-
vided sufficiently high SNR values.
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amp/frq (%) 0.3 0.0 Inc. frq. avg. 7686.184 Data rate(Mb/s): 64 nlags: 128 t_cohere infinite ion window (TEC)    0.00     0.00
W: az 56.1  el 41.0  pa -131.3 L: az 118.1  el 22.8  pa -28.5 u,v (fr/asec) -20.392  -210.688 simultaneous interpolator
Control file: cf_1234    Input file: /kare/OHT1_170124/1234/0001.100120/WL..zhnwac    Output file: Suppressed by test mode

Fig. 2: Fringe plot for GPS satellite PG03 observed on the base-
line Onsala-Hartebeesthoek during session OHT1.

4 Preliminary results

After correlation and fringe fitting the resulting de-
lay values were analysed using the C5++ software.
Standard routines were used for the processing. Tro-
pospheric information was used based on the GPT2
model and ionospheric corrections were applied based
on global TEC maps provided by the IGS.

Since HartRAO is an active IVS station with well
established coordinates in the ITRF it was used as
reference station for the data analysis, both concerning
the station position as well as concerning the reference
clock. Station position corrections were estimate for
ONSALA85, as well as clock offsets and rates. For
both station involved in the sessions, zenith wet delay
(ZWD) and station-dependent ionospheric biases were
estimated. Additionally, for each satellite observed,
a satellite-specific time bias was estimated. The lat-
ter were introduced to partly take care ionospheric
influences, as well as instrumental delays due to the
interaction of individual satellite signal structure and
filter characteristics of the receiving systems.

Unfortunately, the ionospheric corrections based
on global TEC maps do not give sufficient detail
and thus do not sufficiently remove the ionospheric
effects from the observed single frequency delays. As
a consequence, the other parameters that are estimated
in the data analysis will partly be absorbing remaining
ionospheric contributions. Therefore it is not mean-
ingful yet to investigate the estimated parameters in
detail.

Instead, as a quality measure, we have a look at the
post-fit residuals of the first three sessions. The post-fit
residuals of OHT1, OHT2 and OHT3 are presented in
Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5, respectively

It becomes evident that there are still systematics
left in the residuals. There is e.g. a kind of ”saw-tooth”
pattern within the 5 minutes long observing epochs per
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Fig. 3: Post-fit residuals for OHT1.
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Fig. 5: Post-fit residuals for OHT6.

satellite (see e.g. PG07 in Fig.3). This might be related
to the stop-and-go type of observation strategy where
the telescopes were repointed every 10 s to follow the
satellite passes. There are also ”satellite jumps” visible,
both between different satellites, but also when coming
back to the same satellite (see e.g. PG03 and PG07 in
Fig. 3, or PG06 in Fig. 4, or PG13 in Fig. 5). Some-
times there are ”satellite patterns”, i.e. residuals fading
in or fading out (see e.g. PR15 in Fig. 4), probably due
to tracking issues. And sometimes satellites show rather
large residuals due to so far unknown reasons (see e.g.
PE19 in Fig. 5). Thus, more work is needed in order to
understand these features. Table 2 provides some statis-
tical information on the analysis of all three stations.

Table 2: Statistics for the first three OHT sessions
Session duration observations post-fit RMS (m)
OHT1 1 h 1948 0.27
OHT2 4 h 3340 0.16
OHT6 4 h 5144 0.12

5 Conclusions

During 2017 we performed a serie of successful VLBI
observations of GNSS signals on an intercontinental
baseline between Onsala and Hartebeesthoek. Signals
of GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellites were ob-
served and correlated. Even with data sets as short as
1 s sufficiently high SNR is achieved.

The geodetic analysis of these data was done with
C5++ and a number of parameters were estimated, in-
cluding station position, station clock parameters, and
troposphere parameters. The lack of ionospheric correc-
tion with sufficient detail and accuracy leads to that the
estimated parameters are influenced by these remaining
ionospheric effects. The post-fit residuals are on the or-
der of 12-27 cm. However, a number of systematic ef-
fects are left in the post-fit residuals, e.g. a ”saw-tooth”
pattern within the satellite scans, and ”satellite jumps”.
So, more work is needed to understand these systemat-
ics and to improve the performance. Further observing
sessions, preferably including more stations and with at
least 24 h observation time are planned to address these
issues. One aspect that in particular requires improve-
ment is the handling of ionospheric effects.

However, in general, we think that the approach to
observe GNSS-signals with VLBI radio telescopes is
promising. We thus support the ideas of to equip one or
several of the second generation Galileo satellites with
artificial senders for VLBI observations.
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Lunar Observations and Geodetic VLBI – A Simulation Study

G. Klopotek, T. Hobiger, R. Haas

Abstract The recent OCEL (Observing the Chang’E
Lander with VLBI) sessions allow the geodetic VLBI
community to gain new experience concerning observa-
tions of an artificial lunar radio source. Although the
analysis of obtained data is still ongoing, the perfor-
mance of the OCEL sessions, in terms of lunar-based
parameters, is still rather unclear. In order to address this
and related questions, we carried out Monte Carlo sim-
ulations using the c5++ analysis software and OCEL
schedules with the purpose to evaluate the accuracy with
which the position of an artificial radio source on the
surface of the Moon can be determined with geodetic
VLBI. We present the results of our study and discuss
the limiting factors of this concept. Our simulation re-
sults can provide valuable insights concerning global
observations of lunar radio transmitters and stimulate
new observing ideas for space geodesy.

Keywords The Moon, geodetic VLBI, OCEL, c5++,
Monte Carlo simulations

1 Introduction

In late 2013, a Chinese lander and a rover were de-
ployed on the surface of the Moon to carry out scien-
tific tasks related to the Chang’E-3 (CE-3) mission (Li
et al., 2015). The landing site was located in the north-
west part of the visible side of the Moon and both
probes were equipped with X-band transmitters in order
to send the acquired data back to Earth. In April 2014,
first geodetic VLBI observations of signals transmitted
by the lander were carried out on the Onsala–Wettzell
baseline. Motivated by this initial experiment, obser-
vations of the lander with a global network of VLBI

Grzegorz Klopotek · Thomas Hobiger · Rüdiger Haas
Chalmers University of Technology, Department of Space, Earth
and Environment, Onsala Space Observatory, SE–439 92 Onsala,
Sweden

stations were proposed to the International VLBI Ser-
vice for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS) Program Com-
mittee. This resulted in twelve OCEL (Observing the
Chang’E Lander with VLBI) sessions, organized be-
tween the years 2014 and 2016 (Haas et al., 2017).
The global distribution of VLBI sites scheduled for this
project is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: VLBI telescopes scheduled for all OCEL sessions.

As the geodetic analysis of the OCEL experiments
is still ongoing, the performance of these sessions, in
terms of lunar-based parameters, has not been investi-
gated yet. Therefore, we present the results of Monte
Carlo simulations carried out with the purpose to deter-
mine the horizontal position components of a lunar lan-
der located at the landing site of the CE-3 mission. We
provide information on the network geometry and de-
scribe the simulation setup of this study. We show how
the estimated horizontal position components of a lunar
lander depend upon the precision of lunar observations.
In addition, we highlight the limiting factors of this new
observation concept as well as additional aspects that
need to be taken into account when including lunar ob-
jects into geodetic VLBI schedules. An outlook con-
cerning observations of an artificial lunar radio source
by geodetic VLBI forms the last part of this study.
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2 Data

In order to investigate the concept of lunar observa-
tions incorporated into geodetic VLBI schedules, the
OCEL schedules were utilized in our simulations. As
stated by Haas et al. (2017), the combination of lu-
nar and quasar observations for creating the 24-hour
OCEL schedules was carried out in a semi-automatic
fashion using SKED (Gipson et al., 2010). The aim
was to achieve an alternating sequence of two type
of thirty minute long observing blocks. The first type
were ”standard geodetic blocks”, i.e. scheduled using
the standard automated scheduling strategy in SKED,
and the second type were ”lunar blocks”. The latter
were scheduled manually with alternating observations
to the CE-3 lander and near-by radio sources. The scans
to the CE-3 lander were fixed to be 30 s long, while
the length of the radio source scans was determined as
usual to achieve the target SNR. For most OCEL ses-
sions these blocks spanned throughout the whole 24-
hour session and alternated with same-length blocks of
automatically-scheduled quasar observations. However,
in particular for the early OCELs, the lunar lander was
not active throughout the whole 24 h, so that only a
fraction of the 24 h session could be filled with lunar
blocks. Furthermore, due to the ”Pacific gap”, i.e. the
rather low density of VLBI stations between East Asia
and the Americas in the OCEL sessions, it occurred of-
ten that the lunar lander was only visible for a single
station durin several hours, thus permitting to schedule
lunar blocks. On average, this scheduling strategy re-
sulted in about 16 % of lunar observations per session.
The list of OCEL schedules along with session-specific
information is presented in Tab. 1.

3 Simulation setup

All simulations were performed with the c5++ analy-
sis software (Hobiger et al., 2010), in which VLBI ob-
servables are simulated by including three major error
sources, i.e. zenith wet delays (ZWD1 and ZWD2), sta-
tion clock variations (clk1, clk2), and a baseline noise
(τrnd). This can be expressed as

τsim = τg + (ZWD2 ·mw(ε2) + clk2)

− (ZWD1 ·mw(ε1) + clk1) +τrnd,
(1)

where mw(εi) is the wet mapping function for the ele-
vation angle εi at the ith station and τg corresponding to
a geometric VLBI delay. In the case of lunar observa-
tions, τg is computed following Duev et al. (2012).
The simulated ZWD and clock values were modeled us-

ing a standard parametrization applied in geodetic VLBI
simulations (Halsig et al., 2016; Kareinen et al., 2017).
Quasar observations were generated using the Gaussian
distribution with the standard deviation of 14.14 mm
(47 ps). In the case of lunar observations, twenty levels
of τrnd were considered. They spanned from 1.41 mm
to 141.4 mm in logarithmic steps in order to investigate
the relation between the precision of lunar observations
and the lunar lander’s position estimates. Thus, the lunar
observation precision is related not only to the theoret-
ical uncertainty of a group delay observable, which in
this case amounts to few millimeters, but includes also
additional error contributions.
All twelve OCEL schedules created semi-automatically
in SKED were converted to VLBI experiment (VEX)
files and formed the basis of the following simula-
tions. Station positions and Earth Orientation Parame-
ters (EOP) were fixed to their a priori values and only
the lunar position of the lander was solved for. Clock
offsets (w.r.t. a reference clock) and troposphere (zenith
wet delays, north and east tropospheric gradients) pa-
rameters were estimated using piece-wise linear off-
sets and following usual temporal resolution choices for
these four nuisance parameters. Each of the OCEL ses-
sions was simulated one hundred times for each of the
twenty lunar observation precision levels. The estimated
horizontal position components (φlan, λlan) of the lunar
lander along with its a priori position were used to com-
pute two-dimensional position repeatabilities. The lat-
ter were expressed in the form of Weighted Root Mean
Square errors (WRMS 2D). The height component was
not included in the estimation process and it was fixed
to an arbitrary value of 0.00 m.

4 Results

The computed WRMS2D values are presented in Fig. 2
for different levels of the lunar observation precision.
For the best-performing OCEL session (RD1601)
and millimeter-level precise lunar observations, the
two-dimensional position accuracies settle around ten
centimeters. In the presence of only measurement noise,
the obtained WRMS2D values should linearly depend
upon τrnd. However, similar repeatabilities for the lunar
observation precision up to ten millimeters are related,
to a major extent, to the effect of the tropospheric
variation. The latter, in general, dominates the noise
budget of geodetic VLBI and a better handling of this
effect along with the lower measurement noise could
lead in the future to an improved determination of the
position of the lander on the Moon.
In the case of single-frequency observations, one needs
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Table 1: OCEL schedules with information on the quantity of stations and observations per session.
Participating VLBI telescopes Number
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#1 RD1405 Bd - Hh Ho - - - Ny On Sh - Wz Zc 8 1018 8021
#2 RD1407 Bd - Hh - - - - Ny - Sh Ur Wz Zc 7 910 7057
#3 RD1409 Bd - - Ho Ht - - Ny - Sh Ur Wz Zc 8 908 7416
#4 RD1411 - - - Ho Ht Kk - Ny - - Ur Wz - 6 662 4860
#5 RD1505 Bd Ft Hh Ho - Kk - Ny On Sh - Wz Zc 10 1488 9364
#6 RD1506 Bd Ft Hh Ho - Kk - Ny On Sh - Wz Zc 10 870 8652
#7 RD1507 Bd - Hh Ho - Kk - Ny On - - Wz Zc 8 617 6901
#8 RD1510 Bd Ft - Ho Ht Kk - Ny On - - Wz Zc 9 1524 9093
#9 RD1601 Bd Ft Hh Ho - Kk - Ny On - - Wz Zc 9 1427 8948
#10 RD1604 Bd Ft Hh Ho - - - Ny - Sh Ur Wz Zc 9 1629 10530
#11 RD1609 Bd Ft Hh Ho - Kk Km Ny On - Ur Wz Zc 11 741 7248
#12 RD1611 Bd Ft Hh Ho - Kk - Ny On - Ur Wz Zc 10 1355 8049

also to consider the impact of the ionosphere on the
obtained results. For single-frequency lunar observa-
tions, externally-derived ionospheric delays e.g. based
on Global Ionospheric Maps (GIM) (Schaer et al.,
1996), are necessary. Utilization of such correction
models would imply additional noise contributions on
the level of about sixty millimeters for intercontinental
baselines (Sekido et al., 2003). This value, of course,
should be smaller for shorter baselines. Nevertheless,
one can conclude that WRMS2D computed for all
OCEL sessions does not exceed 0.5 m for the precision
of lunar observations of up to 70 mm, i.e. including
already ionosphere delay correction uncertainties.
At a first glance of Fig. 2, one can identify major
differences between the worst-performing (RD1407)
and best-performing (RD1601) session in terms of
the computed lunar position repeatabilities. Compared
to the RD1407 network, RD1601 contains two more
stations (KOKEE, FORTLEZA), which are located in
the western part of the globe. Besides of an increased
number of lunar and quasar observations per session,
such an extension of the network provides an improved
observing geometry for determination of both Earth-
based and lunar-based parameters. As an example,
the mean formal error of the estimated ZWD values
from the RD1407 session for FORTLEZA decreased
by about 11 mm in the case of the RD1601 session.
On the contrary, for ZWD estimated for WETTZELL
such an improvement amounts only to about 1 mm.
In the case of lunar-based parameters, the impact of
different network configurations on WRMS2D was also
investigated in this study.
As previously mentioned in Sec. 2, the scheduling
process was carried out in a semi-automatic fashion
where lunar baselines were created manually with
no consideration on their orientation nor length. The
distribution of baseline lengths for lunar observations is

shown in Fig. 3. In terms of WRMS2D, session RD1604
was not superior, although it is characterized by the
largest number of quasar and lunar observations. On the
contrary, the number of lunar and quasar observations
is the smallest in the case of the RD1411 session,
but it is possible to determine the lunar horizontal
position components with greater precision than in
the case of the worst-performing (RD1407) schedule.
Based on the following, it is thought that the baseline
lengths (and orientations) should be also taken into
consideration when designing geodetic VLBI schedules
for combination of lunar and quasar observations.

5 Conclusions & Outlook

We carried out Monte Carlo simulations using OCEL
schedules in order to investigate how accurately the po-
sition of an artificial radio source on the Moon can be
determined in standard geodetic VLBI mode for an ob-
ject located in the north-west part of the visible side of
the Moon. Based on our study, which included stochas-
tic modeling of the three major error sources, we also
highlighted dominating factors impacting the quality
of these position estimates i.e. the tropospheric turbu-
lence and network geometry. Assuming ionosphere-free
group delay observables, the horizontal position com-
ponents of an artificial radio source on the Moon could
be determined with an accuracy of about ten centime-
ters. The latter was achieved for the best-performing
session. For all OCEL sessions, the position accuracy is
decreased by a factor of two and settles around twenty
centimeters. A better determination of tropospheric pa-
rameters, reduction of contributions coming from the
reference clocks and the decrease of the observation
noise could improve the precision of two-dimensional
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Fig. 2: (a) The performance of OCEL sessions in terms of the horizontal position accuracy of the lunar lander (located at 44.12o N
and 19.51o W in the Moon’s body-fixed reference frame) in dependence upon the measurement precision of lunar observations. Black
triangles depict the mean performance based on all twelve sessions. The repeatabilities for the best-performing session are illustrated
using red circles (RD1601), whereas the blue pentagons represent WRMS 2D for the worst-performing OCEL session (RD1407). (b)
The scatter plot and histograms of the lander’s 2D position solutions are based on all OCEL sessions and a lunar observation precision
of 15.97 mm. The included error ellipse represents the confidence level of 1-σ.

Fig. 3: The distribution of baseline lengths for lunar observations
presented for all sessions (OCEL - hashed) as well as the worst-
performing (RD1407 - blue) and best-performing (RD1601 - red)
schedules in terms of WRMS2D. For the sake of comparison, ses-
sions with the smallest (RD1411 - light blue) and largest RD1604
- light red) quantity of lunar and quasar observations were also
included in the figure.

lunar lander’s position estimates. As presented here, the
number of lunar observations per session is not the only
factor important for the determination of the position
components of a lunar lander. The maximization of the
length of baselines used for lunar observations should
be also taken into account while combining those with
quasar observations within the same 24-hour geodetic
VLBI sessions. Subsequent steps related to observations
of lunar radio transmitters in geodetic VLBI mode con-
cern studies on dedicated observing schedules as well
as geodetic VLBI analysis of OCEL sessions.
Apart from the CE-3 mission, the performance of VLBI
observations of artificial radio sources coupled with fea-
sible processing chains is investigated nowadays by the
geodetic VLBI community. An example can be observa-
tions of co-location satellites (Tang et al., 2016) or satel-
lites of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
(Plank et al., 2017). Although the simulation results pro-
vide us with the knowledge on the potential of such new
observation types, the observables extraction process is
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crucial before one can extend the field of geodetic VLBI
research with new applications.
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Reduction of the IVS-INT01 UT1 Formal Error Through New
Sked Algorithms

K. Baver, J. Gipson

Abstract Our past work has yielded information about
spatio-temporal criteria for scheduling IVS-INT01 ses-
sions’ observations in order to try to improve the ses-
sions’ UT1 formal errors. We have added two new algo-
rithms to a test version of the Sked program to use what
we have learned in order to try to reduce the UT1 for-
mal errors of test INT01 schedules. Here we report the
results from using the new algorithms.

Keywords UT1, Intensives, scheduling, VGOS

1 Introduction

We added a new spatial and a new temporal algorithm
to a test version of the Sked scheduling program to use
lessons from our past work to try to reduce the UT1
formal errors of test INT01 schedules. Here we report
on the application of these algorithms to three INT01
types: “MSS”, “BA 50”, and “VGOS INT01”. Through-
out, KOKEE and WETTZELL refer to the Kokee Park
and Wettzell sites’ 20-m S/X antennas, KOKEE12M
to Kokee Park’s broadband 12 m, and WETTZ13S to
Wettzell’s south broadband 13 m.

Sked selects observations in two stages. Stage 1 gen-
erates all possible observations, then discards observa-
tions that fail user-determined constraints, such as the
minimum angular distance between scans. It then ranks
the remaining observations by sky coverage (a sched-
ule component that affects the UT1 formal error), pass-
ing the best N %, where N is user-specified, to stage
2. Stage 2 scores these trial observations using user-
selected criteria and develops a cumulative score over
all of the criteria for each observation. The observation
with the highest score is scheduled. The test algorithms

Karen Baver · John Gipson
NVI, Inc., 7257D Hanover Parkway, Greenbelt Maryland, 20770,
USA

are implemented in stage 2. The Sked Manual (2016)
describes Sked in more detail.

Baver and Gipson (2013) showed that UT1 formal
errors improve when observations cycle evenly through
three sections of the sky instead of repeating for a while
in one section. So we developed the Sky Section Al-
gorithm (SSA), which divides the sky into an arbitrary
number of equal sections by azimuth and scores each
trial observation by the length of time since an obser-
vation has been scheduled in the trial observation’s sky
section. A longer time yields a higher score. For sim-
plicity, this is only applied to the Kokee Park station.

Gipson and Baver (2015) showed that UT1 formal
errors in hypothetical schedules are minimized when
observations cluster near the two corners of KOKEE
and WETTZELL’s mutual visibility areas near 20◦ el-
evation. Later we identified the target spots as azimuths
303.2◦ and 67.1◦ for KOKEE (290.7◦ and 54.7◦ for
WETTZELL) at 18.7◦ elevation. So we developed the
Minimization Target Algorithm (MTA), which calcu-
lates the distance from each trial observation to the
closer of the target spots. A shorter distance yields a
higher score. The MTA is applied to both stations.

We tested six cases: the SSA with two, three, four,
and six sky sections, the MTA, and the only logical
MTA/SSA combination — the MTA with SSA2. Gip-
son and Baver (2016) showed that an INT01 session’s
UT1 formal error depends on source availability, which
in turn depends on source mutual visibility and strength
during the session. These two factors respectively vary
regularly over the year and irregularly over time. So we
used the Sked automated scheduling mode (autosked)
to generate 286 schedules for each case, testing 26 days
of the year (DOYs) spaced two weeks apart starting on
January 10 at 18:30 UT and testing each DOY under 11
flux catalogs from 2012–2016. For each case, we passed
25 %, 50 %, 75 %, and 100 % of the stage 1 observations
to stage 2. 25% is the passing percentage (PP) used in
operational INT01 schedules, and the larger percentages
increase the algorithms’ impact.
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We evaluated the schedules with Mini_fe, a pro-
gram that uses a simplified algorithm with elevation-
dependent weighting to calculate a schedule’s UT1 for-
mal error. We ran the schedules with the best UT1 for-
mal errors through Solve simulation solutions to sim-
ulate actual observations. We examined five metrics:
the number of scheduled sources, the number of sched-
uled observations, the Solve UT1 formal error, atmo-
spheric turbulence sensitivity, and source loss sensitiv-
ity. We measured atmospheric turbulence sensitivity by
the RMS about the mean of UT1 estimates from 300
Solve solutions that applied random noise that simulated
atmospheric turbulence. We measured source loss sen-
sitivity by the RMS about the mean of UT1 estimates
from Solve solutions in which each source in a sched-
ule was deleted in turn. For the number of scheduled
sources or observations, a higher value is better. For the
other metrics, a lower value is better.

2 MSS: Operational (S/X) Schedule Type

The MSS scheduling strategy uses all geodetic sources
(∼90) that are mutually visible at some time during the
year at KOKEE and WETTZELL; much smaller source
subsets are observable during specific sessions. Table 1
shows the Mini_fe UT1 formal errors from MSS sched-
ules. Increasing the passing percentage increases the
number of observation choices in stage 2 from 4.3 (at PP
25 %) to 16.6 (at PP 100 %), and it increases the effect
on the results; the algorithms’ UT1 formal error range
is 0.36 µs (7.70 to 8.06 µs) for PP 25 % and 2.45 µs for
PP 100 %. Table 1 also shows that, generally, for each
test case, the UT1 formal error decreases as the pass-
ing percentage increases. An exception is SSA2, which
is discussed below. As the passing percentage increases,
the Sked stage 1 algorithm that provides default sky cov-
erage (and some UT1 formal error protection) is given
less weight, and the stage 2 algorithms are given more
weight.

Table 1: Mini_fe UT1 formal errors (µs) from MSS schedules,
averaged over all DOYs and flux catalogs.

control SSA2 SSA3 SSA4 SSA6 MTA MTA/SSA2
PP 25% 8.29 8.06 7.81 7.70 7.77 7.93 7.94
PP 50% 8.77 7.90 7.64 7.44 7.53 7.48 7.43
PP 75% 9.13 8.09 7.38 7.21 7.30 7.65 6.69
PP 100% 9.14 8.80 7.27 7.05 7.04 7.33 6.35

Figure 1 shows azimuth/elevation plots at KOKEE
on DOY 108 using the 16May23 flux catalog. The con-
trol case used PP 25 %, and the test cases used PP

100 %. The plots are not intended to represent all DOYs
and flux catalogs; instead they show what the algorithms
can do. The plots are spatio-temporal, showing obser-
vation positions by circles and observation order by in-
creasing circle sizes. The control case has bad spatial
and temporal coverage; most KOKEE observations are
in or near its northeast quadrant, and its northwest quad-
rant is not observed for the final third of the session. The
temporal SSA algorithms observe the sections evenly
except where SSA6 briefly lacks a source in a section.
But the SSA2 observations mainly cluster between az-
imuths 330◦ and 30◦, while the other SSA variants are
more spatially even. The spatial MTA observes mostly
near the targets as intended, but it only observes KO-
KEE’s northeast quadrant near the start and end of the
session. The MTA/SSA2, which adds the temporal al-
gorithm, adds alternation between quadrants. So the al-
gorithms behave as intended.

Figure 1 and Table 1 exemplify some expectations
for the UT1 formal errors from the algorithms. Our past
work (e.g., Gipson and Baver (2016)) has found that the
worst UT1 formal errors come from limited sky cover-
age (away from the minimization target spots) and that
extending the sky coverage from this limited coverage
improves the UT1 formal error. This explains the SSA
cases’ behavior. Each SSA N has N sky sections and N-
1 boundaries and will be satisfied if observations clus-
ter close to the boundaries. SSA2 has one boundary, at
azimuth 0◦, so observations can cluster around it, giv-
ing limited sky coverage far from the minimization tar-
get points and, in turn, bad UT1 formal errors. Table 1
shows that the SSA2 UT1 formal errors are the worst of
all the algorithms’ UT1 formal errors for all passing per-
centages. The other SSAs have at least two boundaries,
and more boundaries should promote more sky cover-
age, as long as sources are available in the increasingly
smaller sky sections. The SSA3 and SSA4 do have in-
creasingly better formal errors, but the SSA4 and SSA6
formal errors differ by only 0.01 to 0.09 µs. One possi-
ble reason is that sources cannot always be found for six
small sky sections, but perhaps, also, four sky sections
are sufficient. The MTA/SSA2 combines the spatial and
temporal algorithms, and at its maximum effectiveness
(at PP 100 %), it has the lowest UT1 formal error of
all cases (6.35 µs, 0.69 µs lower than the second best
case). The MTA lacks a temporal algorithm, and its UT1
formal errors tend to be higher than the SSA3-6 UT1
formal errors, perhaps indicating that the influence of
the tested temporal algorithm is greater than that of the
tested spatial algorithm. The best case (MTA/SSA2, PP
100 %) lowers the control PP 25 % UT1 formal error by
a promising 1.94 µs.

Table 2 reports on Solve simulations of the gener-
ally best SSA and MTA cases, SSA4 and MTA/SSA2
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a) control b) SSA2 c) SSA3 d) SSA4 e) SSA6 f) MTA g) MTA/SSA2
Fig. 1: KOKEE azimuth/elevation spatio-temporal MSS plots for DOY 108 and flux catalog 16May23.

at PP 100 %. Each reduced the UT1 formal error and
atmospheric turbulence sensitivity of control PP 25 %,
although the MTA/SSA2 did better for each metric, with
a reduction of 1.41 vs. 1.20 µs for the formal error and
3.92 vs. 2.59 µs for the sensitivity. But the MTA/SSA2
reduced the number of scheduled observations by 2.43
and cut the number of scheduled sources almost in half,
while the SSA4 increased the number of scheduled ob-
servations by 1.38, and only decreased the number of
scheduled sources by 1.67. Also the MTA/SSA2 in-
creased source loss sensitivity by 0.71 µs, while the
SSA4 lowered it by 1.41 µs. Because it improves four
metrics and minimizes degradation of the fifth metric,
the SSA4 seems better and merits more investigation.

Table 2: Metrics from MSS Solve simulations. All numbers are
averages over all flux catalogs and all DOYs.

Case and Number Number UT1 Atm Source
Passing Sched. Sched. Formal Err Turb Loss
Percentage Sources Obs µs µs µs
Control, 25% 16.70 19.83 7.37 16.35 12.08
MTA/SSA2, 100% 9.02 17.40 5.96 12.43 12.79
SSA4, 100% 15.03 21.21 6.17 13.76 10.67

3 BA 50: R&D (S/X) Schedule Type

We are using six IVS R&D sessions to test a new INT01
scheduling strategy, the BA 50, which uses 50 sources
that balance sky coverage and source strength. Plots for
the BA 50 for the 16May23 flux catalog and DOY 108
look similar to the MSS plots. Table 3 shows the UT1
formal errors from Mini_fe from the BA 50 schedules.
Asterisks mark cases with a short schedule (DOY 290
and flux catalog 14FEB06), where autosked stopped
prematurely when no observation met all of the stage 1
constraints. Operationally, a scheduler may override the
constraints and manually schedule an observation. So
we tried that here, and autosked finished. Table 3 shows
the values from the manually completed schedule sets,
which are very similar to the values from the incomplete
sets.

The algorithms have an average of 2.2 choices in
Sked stage 2 at PP 25 % and 8.1 choices at PP 100 %.

Table 3: Mini_fe UT1 formal errors (µs) from BA 50 schedules,
averaged over all DOYs and flux catalogs. Asterisks indicate a
case in which autosked created a short schedule. The final values
after manual intervention are shown.

control SSA2 SSA3 SSA4 SSA6 MTA MTA/SSA2
PP 25% 7.17 7.14 7.12 7.07 7.07 7.25 7.30
PP 50% 7.43 7.16 7.10 7.01 6.98 7.08* 7.03
PP 75% 7.80 7.54 7.13 6.98* 7.04 6.78 6.61
PP 100% 7.80* 8.11* 7.02* 6.95* 6.97* 6.20 6.24

The BA 50 pattern is similar to the MSS’. As the passing
percentage increases, the UT1 formal error range gen-
erally increases (from 0.23 to 1.91 µs), the SSA2 UT1
formal errors increase, and the other cases’ UT1 for-
mal errors generally decrease. SSA2 is the worst SSA
case, and SSA4 and SSA6 are the best. At higher PPs,
the MTA/SSA2 has lower UT1 formal errors than the
SSA cases. One difference with respect to the MSS is
that the MTA’s UT1 formal errors are comparable to the
MTA/SSA2 errors instead of higher. But even with PP
100 %, the MTA-based cases only lower the control PP
25 % UT1 formal error by ∼ 0.95 µs.

As with the MSS type, Table 4 shows the Solve sim-
ulation results for the SSA4 and MTA/SSA2 with PP
100 %. Again the pattern is similar to the MSS’. Both
cases reduce the UT1 formal error and atmospheric tur-
bulence sensitivity, but MTA/SSA2 has a greater ef-
fect. Also MTA/SSA2 reduces the number of scheduled
sources greatly and reduces the number of scheduled
observations, while SSA4 reduces the number of sched-
uled sources only slightly and increases the number of
scheduled observations. But one difference compared to
the MSS is that both cases increase source loss sensitiv-
ity, while only the MTA/SSA2 increases it for the MSS.
MTA/SSA2 and SSA4 only lower the UT1 formal error
by a modest maximum of 0.55 µs, and given the reduc-
tion of the number of sources and the increase of source
loss sensitivity, neither algorithm seems useful for the
BA 50.
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Table 4: BA 50 Solve simulation metrics averaged over all flux
catalogs and DOYs. The SSA4 values include the manually com-
pleted schedule but are similar to the original SSA4 values.

Case and Number Number UT1 Atm Source
Passing Sched. Sched. Formal Err Turb Loss
Percentage Sources Obs µs µs µs
control, 25% 13.78 20.76 5.99 13.67 11.67
MTA/SSA2, 100% 8.47 18.65 5.44 11.92 13.56
SSA4, 100% 12.48 22.91 5.74 12.49 12.06

4 VGOS INT01: Proposed Broadband
Type

We applied the algorithms to our current VGOS INT01
schedule prototype, which throughout the year uses ∼90
sources selected for optimal VGOS INT01 observing.
Table 5 shows the VGOS INT01 Mini_fe UT1 formal
errors. Four cases failed to achieve a full schedule set,
but manual intervention let autosked finish.

Table 5: Mini_fe UT1 formal error averages (µs) from VGOS
INT01 schedules. Asterisks indicate cases with a short schedule.
The values after manual intervention are shown. They are very
similar to the values before intervention.

control SSA2 SSA3 SSA4 SSA6 MTA MTA/SSA2
PP 25% 5.59 5.54 5.42 5.45* 5.43 5.57* 5.53*
PP 100% 4.91* 4.89 4.91 4.86 4.88 5.06 4.51

When the passing percentage increases from 25 % to
100 %, the number of choices increases from 2.2 to 7.6,
and the UT1 formal error range increases from 0.15 to
0.55 µs. The UT1 formal error is reduced for all cases,
including the SSA2 and control cases, in contrast to the
MSS and BA 50 types. The control case reduction is
only 0.68 µs but might be higher with another VGOS
INT01 prototype. So a higher passing percentage should
be considered for VGOS INT01 scheduling. The Sked
stage 1 sky coverage algorithm might also need to be
reviewed for VGOS INT01 scheduling.

With the current prototype, the PP 100 % schedule-
based UT1 formal errors follow the MSS pattern in
which the MTA/SSA2 UT1 formal error is lowest, and
the MTA UT1 formal error is highest. But the PP 100 %
UT1 formal errror range of 0.55 µs is small, so the algo-
rithms do not affect the VGOS INT01 type much. The
best case (MTA/SSA2, PP 100 %) only reduces the con-
trol PP 25 % UT1 formal error by 1.08 µs.

Table 6 lists the VGOS INT01 SSA4 and
MTA/SSA2 Solve simulation metrics. Some patterns
are common to every Intensive type. The MTA/SSA2
(and to a lesser degree SSA4) lower the UT1 formal
error and atmospheric turbulence metrics but also lower

the number of scheduled sources. But for the first time,
MTA/SSA2 raises the number of scheduled observa-
tions (but not by as much as SSA4), and MTA/SSA2
reduces source loss sensitivity (but only slightly). Due
to the small (up to 0.66 µs) reduction of the control PP
25 % UT1 formal error and the reduction of the number
of scheduled sources, the algorithms are not useful for
the current VGOS INT01 prototype.

Table 6: Metrics from VGOS INT01 Solve simulations. All met-
rics are averaged over all flux catalogs and DOYs.

Case and Number Number UT1 Atm Source
Passing Sched. Sched. Formal Err Turb Loss
Percentage Sources Obs µs µs µs
Control, 25% 20.29 56.44 3.38 13.84 9.24
MTA/SSA2, 100% 16.89 59.88 2.72 10.54 9.07
SSA4, 100% 19.45 63.37 2.79 11.12 9.44

As shown in Fig. 2, much of KOKEE12M’s north-
west sky is unobservable (because KOKEE blocks it),
and this eliminates some sources and should reduce
the algorithms’ effectiveness. So we ran hypothetical
schedules without KOKEE’s influence, using a constant
8.0◦ horizon mask at KOKEE12M, to see the effect of
restoring full sky coverage. The number of Sked stage 2
choices is raised from 2.2 to 3.6 (PP 25 %) and from 7.6
to 13.0 (PP 100 %), but the PP 100 % UT1 formal error
range only increases from 0.55 to 0.65 µs. Comparing
Table 7 to Table 5, simply removing KOKEE’s influ-
ence improves the Mini_fe schedule-based UT1 formal
errors. The PP 25 % values without KOKEE are lower
than the PP 25 % values with KOKEE by ∼1.50 µs and
are in fact lower than the PP 100 % values with KOKEE
by ∼0.5 to 1.0 µs. But within the hypothetical schedules,
at PP 100 %, the SSA cases lower the control PP 25 %
UT1 formal error by at most 0.18 µs, and the MTA-
based cases lower it by at most 0.74 µs. So even without
KOKEE’s influence, the algorithms are not promising
for the current VGOS INT01 schedule prototype.

Fig. 2: Mutual visibility (inside dark lines) of Kokee Park stations
with Wettzell stations. Left: KOKEE (shown) with WETTZELL.
Right: KOKEE12M (shown) with WETTZ13S.

Figure 3 shows VGOS INT01 spatio-temporal plots
for DOY 108 and flux catalog 16May23. The top row
has realistic schedules that take KOKEE into account.
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Table 7: Mini_fe UT1 formal error averages (µs) from hypothet-
ical VGOS INT01 schedules that remove KOKEE’s influence on
the KOKEE12M horizon mask.

control SSA2 SSA3 SSA4 SSA6 MTA MTA/SSA2
PP 25% 4.01 3.98 4.06 4.06 4.05 4.08 4.06
PP 100% 3.97 3.92 3.83 3.83 3.90 3.31 3.27

With the large number of rapid observations, the ob-
serving order might matter less than the S/X order, but
the SSA4 does show better temporal distribution than
the control case. But KOKEE’s influence deflects the
MTA/SSA2 observations in KOKEE12M’s northwest
quadrant to near azimuth 0◦. The bottom row has hy-
pothetical schedules without KOKEE’s influence. Here
the MTA/SSA2 behaves as intended. The SSA4 again
shows better temporal distribution than the control case
does.

a) control, PP 25% b) SSA4, PP 100% c) MTA/SSA2, 100%
Fig. 3: KOKEE12M VGOS INT01 spatio-temporal azimuth/ele-
vation plots, with (top row) and without (bottom row) KOKEE’s
influence on KOKEE12M’s horizon mask.

5 Conclusions

The algorithms improve coverage as intended. In addi-
tion, adding more sources to Sked stage 2 by increasing
the Sked “passing percentage” makes them more effec-
tive and generally lowers the UT1 formal error.

Generally the SSA4/6 produce the lowest schedule-
based SSA UT1 formal errors, and MTA/SSA2 with PP
100 % produces the lowest schedule-based UT1 for-
mal errors of all cases. The SSA4 and MTA/SSA2 im-
prove the UT1 formal errors in Solve simulations but
less than for the schedules. Also they improve the at-
mospheric tubulence metric but decrease the number of
scheduled sources. Their effect on source loss sensitiv-
ity and the number of scheduled observations is mixed.
The SSA4 is promising for the MSS. No useful algo-
rithm was found for BA 50 or VGOS INT01 schedules.
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Planning of the Continuous VLBI Campaign 2017 (CONT17)

D. Behrend, C. Thomas, J. Gipson, E. Himwich

Abstract The IVS is currently organizing the next con-
tinuous VLBI campaign. The observational period has
been fixed to run from November 28 (0 UT) to Decem-
ber 12 (24 UT), 2017. Unlike most CONT campaigns,
CONT17 will be set up using three different networks: It
is planned to have two networks of legacy S/X stations
where one legacy network will include the ten stations
of the VLBA. A third network will consist of VGOS
broadband stations. The legacy networks will have 14
and 13 stations, respectively, each with as much a global
distribution as possible. The VGOS network will be sig-
nificantly smaller with six to eight stations, depending
on the operational status of some of the VGOS sta-
tions. The assignment of stations to the three networks is
based on EOP simulations with the anticipated observ-
ing modes. The different networks will be used to probe
the accuracy of the VLBI estimates of the EOP and in-
vestigate possible network biases. With the networks
fixed, work has commenced on determining media and
e-transfer requirements, correlator resources, source se-
lection, and optimized scheduling procedures.

Keywords CONT17, VLBA, VGOS, network biases

1 Introduction

Preparations are underway to organize the Continuous
VLBI Campaign 2017. CONT17 will be a contin-
uation of the series of very successful continuous
VLBI campaigns that were observed at irregular
intervals since 1994 (e.g., Behrend (2009); Behrend
et al. (2014); Thomas et al. (2016)). The most recent
CONT campaigns were observed in roughly three-year
intervals.

CONT17 will be observed from 0 UT on Novem-
ber 28 to 24 UT on December 12, 2017, that is, fifteen

Dirk Behrend · Cynthia Thomas · John Gipson · Ed Himwich
NVI, Inc., 7257D Hanover Parkway, Greenbelt, MD 20770, USA

Fig. 1: Observational period of CONT17: November 28 to De-
cember12, 2017. The two legacy networks will observe the full
period, whereas the VGOS demonstration network is expected to
observe about a third of the fifteen days, for instance, five consec-
utive days in the center of the period (on the weekdays).

consecutive UT days with three days in November and
twelve days in December (cf. Figure 1). The main fea-
tures of CONT17 can be summarized as follows:

• two legacy S/X networks to probe the accuracy of
the VLBI estimates of the EOP and to investigate
possible network biases;
• one VGOS broadband demonstration network to be

observed for about a third of the CONT17 period
(e.g., five days from December 4 to December 8) as
an initial indication of VGOS capabilities;
• continuous VLBI: fifteen consecutive days (legacy

networks) with three minutes (Legacy-1) and five
minutes (Legacy-2) between days for schedule
changes;
• UT-day observing: days running from 0 UT to

24 UT;
• only limited station coverage in Africa and South

America;
• rapid turnaround sessions: the equivalents of the R1

and R4 sessions will be shipped/e-transferred and
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Fig. 2: The two legacy S/X networks of CONT17: the Legacy-1 network is depicted by blue trianglesº and the Legacy-2 network by
red inverted triangles». There will be 27 stations at 26 sites participating in the S/X portion of CONT17.

processed rapidly (using the data of the Legacy-1
network).

The main focus of CONT17 remains on the legacy S/X
system. The VGOS broadband observing is mostly done
for demonstration purposes.

The goal of CONT17 is to acquire state-of-the-art
VLBI data over the fifteen-day period to demonstrate
the highest accuracy of which the VLBI system is ca-
pable. This will support high-resolution Earth rotation
studies, investigations of reference frame stability, and
investigations of daily to sub-daily site motions among
other things, and allow comparisons between VLBI and
GNSS products. The availability of two global networks
(and a third network of lesser extent) will allow an in-
vestigation of possible network biases.

2 Networks, Observing Modes, and
Correlation

From the outset, it was planned to have at least two net-
works observing in parallel (e.g., Behrend et al. (2014)).
Those networks were initially anticipated to be one
legacy S/X network and one VGOS broadband network.
For both networks there was a pool of stations that
had committed to participate. While discussing the time
frame for CONT17 with other VLBI groups, the Long
Baseline Observatory (LBO) stated their interest in pos-
sibly joining into the effort with the Very Long Baseline
Array (VLBA). The Goddard VLBI Group ran a number
of simulations and prepared a proposal for geodetic ob-

serving time of the VLBA. The proposal was approved,
extending the station pool significantly.

Table 1: Some features of the eventual CONT17 networks.

Network #stations Data rate Correlator Comment
Legacy-1 14 512 Mbps Bonn —
Legacy-2 13 256 Mbps Socorro VLBA

VGOS-Demo 8 8 Gbps Haystack —

With 27 S/X stations it was possible to co-observe
two legacy networks with global coverage each and to
look into network biases. Thus, a second slew of simu-
lations was run to determine the best division of stations
into the two legacy networks. A constraint was that the
VLBA could not be split; it had to be treated as a sin-
gle instrument. In the end the legacy station pool was
split into a fourteen-station and a thirteen-station net-
work (Figure 2 and Table 1). This split provided the best
results in terms of EOP formal errors for the individual
networks (Table 1). The formal errors were compared
to the actual results from the CONT11 campaign, which
should be equivalent to the planned networks given the
basically identical network size of thirteen stations.

The VGOS demonstration network (Figure 3) will
have at least six stations. It is anticipated that to those
six, which already have participated in VGOS test and
trial sessions, the new station at Onsala and the up-
graded station at Hobart will be added. As this is work
in progress, there is a chance that their addition may fall
through. The simulation result listed in Table 1 assumes
an eight-station network for VGOS-Demo. The slightly
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Fig. 3: The eight-station VGOS demonstration network (VGOS-Demo) of CONT17. The inclusion of Onsala and Hobart depends on
the progress of their broadband signal chain roll-out.

Table 2: EOP formal errors derived from a covariance analysis
without station velocity estimation for the three CONT17 net-
works and the actuals of the thirteen-station CONT11 network.

X-pole Y-pole UT1 ψ εNetwork
[µas] [µas] [µs] [µas] [µas]

Legacy-1 13.0 13.7 0.9 36.0 13.1
Legacy-2 15.0 17.5 0.8 37.6 14.3

VGOS-Demo 22.1 22.5 0.8 43.2 18.1
CONT11 Actuals 12.9 13.1 0.7 33.5 13.8

worse formal errors for the EOP are mostly due to the
limited geographic range of this network.

The observing mode for the VGOS network will
be identical to the one used for the current VGOS
test sessions. It is an 8-Gbps mode. Due to media,
e-transfer, and data storage (at the correlators) limita-
tions, the observing mode for the pure geodetic legacy
network (Legacy-1) will be the same mode as used
for CONT14, that is, a 512-Mbps recording mode.
This mode is well tested, as it is also used for the even
IVS-R1 sessions. For the VLBA+ network (Legacy-2)
it was initially thought that a 2-Gbps mode similar to
the VCS-II survey mode could be used. However, this
turned out to be too risky for the three geodetic stations
participating in the Legacy-2 network. For that, it was
decided to fall back to the 256-Mbps mode that is used
in the IVS-RDV sessions. This also allowed to test this
observing mode with the three geodetic stations by
adding them to upcoming RDV sessions.

The three networks will be correlated at three
different correlators (Table 1). While the stations of
the Legacy-1 network are expected to mostly e-transfer
their data to Bonn, the Legacy-2 stations will have to

ship their recording modules physically to the VLBA
correlator at Socorro, NM. Bonn will likely be able to
support twelve e-transfer stations; the two stations that
will ship modules physically will likely be Matera and
Kokee. Socorro anticipates a very fast turnaround with
correlation results available by mid-to-end January.
Bonn and Haystack expect the correlation work to last
significantly longer. It can take from a few months
up to about half-a-year. To reduce the work load
on Bonn stemming from the regular IVS observing
program prior to and after the CONT17 campaign,
the Washington correlator will take on a part of their
correlation load.

3 Observational Procedure

The observational procedure will be modeled after the
CONT14 campaign (Behrend et al., 2014). In order to
yield the most accurate combination and comparison
with results from other space-geodetic techniques, the
observing will be organized in UT days. The Intensive
sessions Int1, Int2, Ru-U, and VLBA will have prece-
dence over CONT17. For the statically scheduled IVS
and Russian Intensives, observing slots will be freed in
the CONT17 schedule for the Intensive stations. For the
dynamically scheduled VLBA Intensives it is likely that
no such slot will be provided, simply accepting the loss
of observations to the two VLBA Intensive stations dur-
ing that period.

For the Legacy-1 network, well-coordinated and
staggered station check times of 1-hour length will be
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worked into the schedule. This will avoid observational
gaps in the overall network. These station check times
will be scheduled for all CONT17 days except the first
and the last day. The VLBA will likely only do a station
check directly before and after the CONT17 campaign.
Thus for the Legacy-2 network no such station check
times will be scheduled.

The individual observing schedules will be written
using the scheduling software sked (Gipson, 2012). The
schedules will be written by three different scheduling
groups: Dirk Behrend and Cynthia Thomas (Legacy-
1), David Gordon (Legacy-2), and Alex Burns (VGOS-
Demo). The scheduling procedure will be similar to the
scheme employed for CONT14 (Behrend, 2015).

4 Conclusion

Preparations are well underway for a three-network
CONT17 campaign. There will be 29 VLBI sites
participating in the campaign. As Wettzell will observe
with two legacy antennas and one VGOS antenna
(triple point) as well as Kokee, Onsala, and Yebes with
both one legacy and one VGOS antenna, the overall
number of stations participating in CONT17 will be up
to 35.

The next steps in the preparation of CONT17 in-
clude:

• determination of the media requirements;

• request of additional media purchases, if necessary;
• check-out of recording modes at all stations;
• determination of station check times and assign-

ment of appropriate Intensive slots;
• final source selection;
• preparation of final observing schedules.

More information about CONT17 will be
made available on the IVS Web site at https:
//ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov/program/cont17/ .
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The Onsala Twin Telescopes: the Status at the Time for the
Inauguration

G. Elgered, R. Haas, J. Conway, R. Hammargren, L. Helldner, T. Hobiger, M. Pantaleev, L. Wennerbäck

Abstract We summarise the activities related to the On-
sala Twin Telescopes (OTT), from the time when the
decision was taken to fund the proposal, to the inaugu-
ration on 18 May 2017.

Keywords VLBI, VGOS, Onsala twin telescopes

1 Introduction

The Onsala Space Observatory is the European site in
the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and As-
trometry (IVS) that has the longest history in VLBI.
First geodetic VLBI measurements were performed al-
ready in 1968 with the 25 m radio telescope. Hence
Onsala is today one of the sites with the longest time
series in the IVS data base. The observatory is one of
the unique fundamental space geodetic sites that have a
direct access to the coast line operating VLBI, GNSS,
gravimetry, and sea-level monitoring. Onsala is thus
an important co-location site for the Global Geodetic
Observing System (GGOS). Being well aware of the
VGOS standard it was clear around 2010 that Onsala
needed a telescope with significantly faster slew rates
than the existing radome-enclosed 20 m telescope.

A proposal for funding of twin telescopes, including
the VGOS standard receiver systems, was submitted in
August 2011 to Knut & Alice Wallenberg Foundation
by the president of Chalmers. The decision to fund the
telescopes was taken on the 26 March 2012.

We summarise the site preparations in Sect. 2, the
procurement process in Sect. 3, and the construction in
Sect. 4. An update of the “geodetic milestones” of the
observatory are finally given in the conclusions.

Gunnar Elgered · Rüdiger Haas · John Conway · Roger Hammar-
gren · Leif Helldner, Thomas Hobiger ·Miroslav Pantaleev · Lars
Wennerbäck
Chalmers University of Technology, Onsala Space Observatory,
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2 Site preparation

Obtaining the building permit for the two telescopes
was not straight forward. The first application was not
approved. The reasons were described by Haas (2013).
Finally the permit was obtained 6 February 2014. Fig-
ure 1 depicts the area of interest.

25	m	telescope
Site	for	
OTT	south

Site	for	
OTT	north

The	rejected
site

Tide gauge
station

Fig. 1: The area of the OTT before the ground work started.
The two sites most to the north were in the first application for the
building permit, which was submitted 6 December 2012. The re-
jected site was in the next application (2 December 2013) replaced
with the OTT south telescope. North is up.

The preparation of the grounds, including the
construction of new roads, was immediately started.
As can be seen in Figure 2 the area has several potential
sites where the telescopes can installed directly on the
bedrock. The roads were laid out around and connecting
the two sites, with almost identical heights, for the
telescopes, see Figure 3.
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Fig. 2: The area where the OTT south telescope will be built.
The photo is from 25 February 2014, credit L. Wennerbäck.

Fig. 3: The preparations of the ground are almost ready.
The photo is from 4 June 2015, credit L. Wennerbäck.

3 Procurement phase

The procurement process was prepared to some detail
already before the building permit was given, so that it
was possible to publish the call for tender on 11 June
2014. At the end of the submission period four different
offers were received. For various reasons none of them
were fully compliant with our demands given the budget
constraints. A period of discussions finally concluded in
December 2014 and an order for the two telescopes was
placed with MT Mechatronics.

Once the telescope design was specified the procure-
ment of the telescope concrete foundations could start.
It was handled separately by Chalmersfastigheter AB
and an order was placed with the main contractor Hans-
son & Söner in August 2015.

Fig. 4: The lower part of the foundation of the northern telescope
on the 28th of September 2015, credit L. Wennerbäck.

4 Construction phase

For obvious reasons the concrete foundations were to
be built before the scheduled arrival of the telescopes in
the spring of 2016. Already in September 2015 the work
with the foundations was in progress (see Figure 4) and
a couple of months later we could get an impression
of the final shape (see Figure 5). In January 2016 the
foundations were completed, now waiting for the arrival
of the telescopes.

Fig. 5: The concrete foundation of the southern telescope on the
8th of December 2015, credit R. Haas.

There was a delay of a couple of months compared
to the original time schedule and the telescope parts ar-
rived in containers to the observatory at the end of May
and early June. The installation started by mounting
the equipment in the azimuth and the elevation cabins,
while they were still located on the ground. Thereafter,
during a period of a couple of weeks, the azimuth and
elevation cabins were lifted into their final positions, see
Figures 6 and 7. Once the reflectors were mounted, ad-
justments of the reflector panels were made, see Fig-
ure 8. The Site Acceptance Test (SAT) of the telescopes
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was carried out from 30 November to 2 December 2016.
Figure 9 gives an impression of the site just after the
SAT.

Fig. 6: Lifting the azimuth cabin of the southern telescope on the
16th of August 2016, credit G. Elgered.

Fig. 7: The reflector on its way to the northern telescope on the
18th of August 2016, credit R. Haas.

Fig. 8: Reflector prepared for adjustment measurements on the
26th of October 2016, credit R. Haas.

The two VGOS receivers were built in house by the
electronics laboratory at Onsala in parallel to the tele-
scope construction during 2016. More details on this
subject are found in Pantaleev et al. (2017). The 1st
VGOS receiver, with a QRFH feed, was installed in the
north telescope in January 2017. In March the digital
backend units, two DBBC3, were installed and com-
missioned, and in April the 2nd VGOS receiver, with
an Eleven feed, was installed in the south telescope.

The Cable Delay Measurement Systems (CDMS)
were built by MIT-Haystack. They were installed and
tested in the telescopes, and on the ground, in the spring
of 2017.

Further tests will be carried out for the rest of 2017
making the OTT ready for participation in geodetic
VLBI. The horizon masks for the future observations
are shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 9: The Onsala Twin Telescopes (OTT) on the 5th of Decem-
ber 2016, credit G. Elgered.
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Fig. 10: The 360° horizons seen from the north (top frame) and the south (bottom frame) telescopes on the 1st of August 2017.
The north direction is approximately located slightly to the left of the middle of the frames, credit G. Elgered and R. Haas.

5 Conclusions

The inauguration on 18 May 2017 added a milestone to
the list of important events of the research infrastructure
for geodesy and geodynamics at Onsala:

1968: First intercontinental VLBI for astronomy and
geodesy using the 25 m telescope.

1980: First Mk-III experiments, with a supporting Wa-
ter Vapour Radiometer, using both the 20 m (X-
band) and the 25 m (S-band) telescopes.

1987: The ONSA GNSS station was started. Today it
has the longest observing history in the world.

2009: Installation and start of operation of the super-
conducting relative gravimeter.

2012: Installation of the seismometer station, a site in
the Swedish national seismic network.

2015: Inauguration of the super tide gauge station, a
site in the national sea level observational network.

2017: Inauguration of the Onsala twin telescopes.
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Geodetic VLBI Correlation at the Vienna Scientific Cluster

J. Gruber, J. Böhm, J. McCallum

Abstract Geodetic VLBI correlation is a new challenge
in the current activities at the research area Advanced
Geodesy at Technische Universität Wien (TU Wien).
We have implemented the Distributed FX (DiFX) soft-
ware correlator and Haystack Observatory Postprocess-
ing System (HOPS) on the Vienna Scientific Cluster 3
(VSC-3), which is a supercomputer located at TU Wien.
We provide information about VLBI correlation-related
activities in Vienna and we present the VSC-3 by show-
ing some technical aspects of this high performance
computer system. We have carried out a performance
test to show the most efficient processing setup for
DiFX on the VSC-3 and results of successfully corre-
lated data, which includes DiFX processing and HOPS
processing. Finally, we list some future challenges and
tasks and comment on VGOS correlation at the VSC-3.

Keywords VLBI Correlation, Fringe Fitting, VSC,
VieVS, VGOS

1 Introduction

VLBI correlation is referred to the process which de-
termines the difference in arrival times at two stations
by comparing the recorded bit streams. After the sig-
nals at each antenna site are collected and recorded,
VLBI correlation initiates the analysis of a VLBI exper-
iment. Basically a VLBI experiment can be split up into
a work stream of several tasks. First the VLBI observa-
tions have to be scheduled. On the basis of this sched-
ule the antennas observe data. The recorded bit streams
are correlated and then fringe fitted to generate the fun-
damental VLBI observable which is used in the VLBI
analysis to estimate station positions, quasar positions,

Jakob Gruber · Johannes Böhm
TU Wien, Karlsplatz 13, AT-1040 Wien, Austria

Jamie McCallum
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Earth Orientation Parameters (EOPs) and other impor-
tant geodetic parameters. So far, at our institute we are
capable to schedule VLBI observations and to estimate
geodetic parameters with our homemade Vienna VLBI
and Satellite Software VieVS (Böhm et al., 2012). With
the installation of a VLBI correlation infrastructure at
our institute we have established an additional element
in the VLBI processing chain of scheduling, observing,
correlating and analyzing. Feedback between schedul-
ing and correlation and analysis will help us to improve
and refine the individual tasks. Furthermore, with own
correlation infrastructure we are more independent to
process VLBI projects and we can contribute with a
wider field of capabilities to the VLBI community.

With the development of the Distributed FX-style
Correlator (DiFX) (Deller, 2007), many hardware cor-
relators have been replaced. The software is designed to
run in a multi core environment parallelization to pro-
cess the large amount of input data. We have installed
DiFX on the Vienna Scientific Cluster (VSC) to realize
VLBI software correlation at our institute.

2 Correlation and Fringe Fitting
capabilities of the VSC-3

The Vienna Scientific Cluster (VSC) is a supercom-
puter located in Vienna at the Arsenal TU Wien build-
ing. It consists of several cluster systems that have been
designed to satisfy the demand for High Performance
Computing (HPC) of a consortium of Austrian univer-
sities. The latest system is the VSC-3 which was in-
stalled in summer 2014 (see Fig. 1). At this time it was
ranked 85th in the TOP500 list. The hardware capabil-
ities which are intended for processing large amount of
data and for intensive i/o workloads make the VSC-3 to
an appropriate multiprocessor computing environment
for the correlation of the large amount of VLBI data.
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Hardware capabilities of the VSC-3

The VSC-3 was installed by ClusterVision and consists
of 2020 nodes, each equipped with 2 processor. The
processors are Intel Xeon E5-2650v2 processors from
the Ivy Bridge-EP family with 8x2.60 GHz and 20 MB
SmartCache. Details of the configuration of such a com-
pute node are given in Tab. 1. The nodes are internally
connected with an Intel QDR-80 dual-link high-speed
InfiniBand fabric which features very high through-
put and very low latency. Energy-efficient cooling is
provided by the mineral-oil based CarnotJet System
of "Green Revolution Cooling". The high-performance
BeeGFS parallel Filesystem, developed for intensive
i/o workloads provides the data storage facility on the
VSC-3. To specify which nodes have to be used in the
correlation process we make use of the SLURM work-
load manager which organizes the scheduled processing
jobs.

Fig. 1: Picture of the room where the 2020 nodes with liquid sub-
mersion cooling of the VSC-3 are stored. Picture taken at VSC
Arsenal TU Wien building©Claudia Blaas-Schenner.

Table 1: Configuration table of the compute nodes of the VSC-3.
Motherboard Supermicro X9DRD-iF

Intel Patsburg Chipset
QuickPathInterconnect (QPI) 8.0GT/s
Dual Xeon Sandybridge (E5 Series)
Up to 256GB DDR3 1600/1333/1066/800MHz
Slots: 1 (x16) PCI-E 3.0 and 4 (x8) PCI-E 3.0 slots
Intel®350 Dual-Port Gigabit Ethernet Controller
8x SATA2 and 2x SATA3 ports
Integrated IPMI 2.0 with Dedicated LAN
Supermicro RSC-RR1U-E8 1U PCI-E Riser Rad

Chassis SNK-P0047P passive 1U heat sink
X9 Generation Motherboard
Indium Foil replaces heatsink paste
1U PowerSupply 350W

CPU 2 x Intel Xeon IvyBridge-EP E5-2650v2
2.60GHz
8 Core - 20MB Cache
Intel HT Technology - Intel Turbo Boost Technology
95W TDP (Thermal Design Power)

Memory 8 x 8192MB DDRIII1866 ECC Registered (512Mx8)

Software correlation capabilities of the VSC-3

We have installed the Distributed FX (DiFX) software
correlator version 2.4 on the VSC-3. It was developed
at the Swinburne University in Melbourne, Australia by
Adam Deller et al. (Deller, 2007). It is a software cor-
relator in FX-style written in C++ and the correlation
algorithms are intended to run in multiprocessor com-
puting environments. The fundamental operations per-
formed by the DiFX correlator can be listed as follows:
streaming of digitized signals, application of the cor-
relator model, padding the data from 2 bits to 16 bits,
alignment of data within +/- 1 sample, performing an
FFT, fractional-sample delay correction, complex mul-
tiplication and integration, writing output as complex
visibilities. In the software correlator architecture data
are loaded by data-stream nodes (one per station). These
nodes are directed by a master node (FxManager) to
send data to the processing elements (core nodes). The
processed data are sent to the FxManager node for stor-
age to disk.

After the generation of complex visibilities fringe
fitting has to be carried out to obtain the geodetic rel-
evant multi-band delay. This can be achieved by the
Haystack Observatory Postprocessing System (HOPS).
It is a software package written in C which performs
basic fringe fitting, data editing, problem diagnosis, and
correlator support functions. HOPS is not specifically
intended to run in a multiprocessor computing environ-
ment but to have the whole correlation process chain
ready at one place we have installed and integrated
HOPS in our working environment on the VSC-3.
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3 DiFX performance test and efficiency
analysis

To evaluate the most efficient processing configuration
of DiFX on the VSC-3 we have carried out performance
tests. The result will help us to get a clearer understand-
ing of the correlation processing speed on the VSC-3 of
VLBI data and it will provide us information to predict
the processing time for future sessions. With respect to
a shared correlation network of several correlation cen-
ters we can also show our correlation capabilities to the
VLBI community.

Methodology

In contrast to common benchmarking approaches of
DiFX, in which fake eVLBI data streams are used to
eliminate disk i/o as a bottle neck, we see our perfor-
mance test in a more practical way. We want to test
how DiFX performs in our working environment on the
VSC-3 with real data and in a real processing environ-
ment. We do not avoid i/o issues because we want to
determine the impact of the communication between
the processing nodes and the hard drive. This means,
i/o issues are part of this performance test, because
they are part of processing real VLBI data. With this
test it is difficult to ascertain the true performance of
the DiFX source code but we will obtain information
about processing performance of a real VLBI experi-
ment. For more details on a benchmarking methodology
and benchmarking results, see Phillips (2009).

The DiFX processing consists of several programs
of the DiFX software package. A shell script is used to
start DiFX and to run all the required functions. There
are head operations which have to be executed just once
in beginning of the whole DiFX processing, such as the
generation of the machine and threads file and the gen-
eration of the .input and .calc files. Then there are pro-
cesses which have to be executed once per scan such
as the calcif2 program. All those functions are not in-
tended for multiprocessor environments. Any change of
the node number will not influence the processing time
of this functions. The core function of the DiFX pro-
cessing is "mpifxcorr" which actually carries out the
correlation task. Mpifxcorr makes heavy use of the In-
tel Integrated Performance Primitives (IPP) library for
optimization and uses MPI (Message Passing Interface)
for parallelization. It is designed to run in multiproces-
sor environments. In this performance test we change
the number of nodes to estimate the influence of number
of nodes on the processing speed of this function. Fur-
thermore we process the same data with the same clus-
ter configuration at different times to reveal the possible

impact of current workload on the shared user storage
area.

Test Setup

In this test we used several scans of the session ds317
observed by the AUSTRAL network. The participating
stations are Hobart 12 m, Kathereine 12 m, Yarragadee
12 m and Hartrao 15 m with a recording rate of 1 Gbps.
The integration time in the DiFX processing configura-
tion was set to 1 s and the spectral resolution of visi-
bilities produced was set to 0.0625 MHz and was not
changed for the entire performance test.

Results

The reading and writing speed on the high-performance
BeeGFS parallel filesystem on the VSC-3 depends
strongly on the current user workload. Our results show
that the processing speed varies on average within 15
sec for the same processing setup (see Fig. 2). This
means that the processing time of the same scan with
the same configuration can fluctuate about 15 sec due to
user workload on the storage area. Another impact on
processing time is due to number of nodes used in the
processing configuration. Using the same scans as used
in the test shown in Fig. 2 to evaluate the impact of the
number of nodes, we see that the processing time almost
halves when changing from 1 to 2 nodes (see Fig. 3).
By further increasing number of nodes the processing
time stops decreasing at approximately 8 nodes. At
this time the DiFX performance becomes data-limited
rather than CPU-limited. This means that, at some point
(in our case at 8 nodes), obtaining data from the data
source (network socket) and transmitting it across the
local network to processing nodes will no longer occur
quickly enough. The decrease of processing time from
5 to 8 nodes is small in comparison to the decrease from
1 to 5 nodes. On average the decrease in processing
time changing from 5 to 8 nodes is about two seconds.
We think it would be more efficient to work with 5
nodes and use the remaining three nodes for processing
scans in parallel. This strategy can be realized with the
SLURM job array, which makes it possible to process
several scans in parallel. In this test we executed each
scan after another to evaluate the number of nodes at
which the DiFX performance becomes data-limited,
but in practice we use the SLURM job array to process
several scans in parallel. For example if we want to
make use of 100 nodes on the VSC-3, we will process
20 scans in parallel. Each scan will be processed by 5
nodes.
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Fig. 2: Impact of current user workload of the VSC-3 storage
area on processing time. The dots per scan represent the process-
ing time of several DiFX runs for the same scan with the same
processing configuration.
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Fig. 3: Impact of number of nodes on the processing time. The
colored lines represent change in processing time by changing
number of nodes for each scan.

4 Experiments correlated at the VSC-3

Besides some test data we have successfully correlated
the dynamic scheduling session ds317, which has been
observed on 11/12/2016. We used this data also for the
performance test. It was a four-antenna session of the
AUSTRAL observing network Hobart 12 m, Katherine
12 m, Yarragadee 12 m and Hartrao 15 m. The session
lasted 50 hours and the raw input of recorded data of the
VSC-3 DiFX correlator amounts to 22.5 TB. The result
of the fringe fitting process are shown in Fig. 4.

5 VGOS correlation in Vienna

The "Observing Plan" of the VLBI Global Observing
System (VGOS) shows increasing requirements for the
correlation and data transmission of VLBI data, see Pe-
trachenko (2014). Due to an increasing number of ob-

Fig. 4: Results of fringe fitting with the fourfit program of HOPS.

serving sites per session and broadband observations
more VLBI data will be generated and higher correla-
tion capabilities are required. In view of a distributed
correlation strategy, which means that data for a ses-
sion will be spread to many correlation sites, the VSC-
3 would have the resources to process vast amount of
VGOS data as part of a shared correlation network. The
VSC-3 is connected to the Global Research and Educa-
tion Network with multiple 10 Gbps which would en-
able the transmission of recorded data.

Fig. 5: The Vienna GEO correlator is located in Vienna in Europe
and is connected to the Global Research and Education Network
with multiple 10 Gbps links.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

We have installed DiFX and HOPS on the VSC-3 which
allows us to correlate and fringe fit VLBI data. We deter-
mined the most efficient node configuration for a com-
mon four station AUSTRAL experiment and we showed
the influence of the user workload on the storage area.
We have successfully correlated the dynamic scheduling
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session ds317 and we plan to correlate several sessions
per year of the AUSTRAL VLBI array in future. We are
working on a refined process chain to process data au-
tomatically and we are developing a tool to convert the
HOPS/MK4 output database to VGOS database to be
able to feed our correlation results into VieVS. This im-
plies the development of a tool in VieVS to detect and
correct for ambiguities in the fringe fitted data.
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Metsähovi Geodetic Station in Finland –
New VGOS Site, Plans, and Current Status.

G. Molera Calvés, N. Zubko, J. Näränen, U. Kallio, J. Virtanen, M. Poutanen

Abstract The new VGOS radio telescope at the Met-
sähovi Geodetic Station is expected to be operational
in 2019. In this paper, we present the latest news with
an updated schedule plan of this project. We provide,
as well, an overview of the rest of the instrumentation
currently available at the Metsähovi Geodetic Station.

Keywords VGOS, VLBI, Metsähovi, radio telescope

1 Introduction

The Metsähovi Geodetic Station, located in Southern
Finland (60.2N, 24.4E), is a key infrastructure of the
Finnish Geospatial Research Institute (FGI), part of the
National Land Survey of Finland (NLS). It is a Global
Geodetic Observing System (GGOS) core site, i.e.,
member of global network of geodetic stations which
is used in maintaining global terrestrial and celestial
reference frames, computing precise orbits of satellites,
and for geophysical studies.

Metsähovi is one of the few geodetic stations that
has all major geodetic observing instrumentations
co-located. These include satellite laser ranging (SLR),
very long baseline interferometry (VLBI), global
navigation satellite system (GNSS), superconducting
and absolute gravimeters, and the DORIS beacon. The
station has contributed since 1978 to several global
services of the International Association of Geodesy
(IAG), and due to its long existence it helps to retain
sustainability in the maintenance of global reference
frames.

Guifré Molera Calvés · Nataliya Zubko · Jyri Näränen · Ulla
Kallio · Jenni Virtanen ·Markku Poutanen
Finnish Geospatial Research Institute (FGI), National Land Sur-
vey of Finland, Geodeetinrinne 2, FI-02430 Masala, Finland.

2 VGOS project

In the autumn 2015, FGI obtained funding to build
a new VGOS compatible radio telescope system (Pe-
trachenko et al., 2009). This project is funded by the
Finnish Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and the
National Land Survey. The site chosen for the new ra-
dio telescope is within 100 m from the other facilities
at the Metsähovi Geodetic Station, and 500 m from the
14-metre VLBI radio telescope from Aalto University.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the current site of Met-
sähovi.

At the end of 2016, the procurement process for the
selection of the radio telescope ended. MT Mechatron-
ics GmbH (MTM) was chosen for manufacturing, as-
sembling, and installing the new antenna. The dish will
have a diameter of 13.2-metre and mounted on a steel
pedestal. The telescope installation is expected to be
founder to bedrock, and be completed by the end of
summer 2018. Figure 2 shows a model of the future tele-
scope at Metsähovi.

The infrastructure works at the telescope site started
in spring 2017. The area was cleared out from forest and
the upper layer of soil. Immediately, the bedrock below
the surface was revealed. Figure 3 shows the current sta-
tus of the telescope site at the beginning of the summer
2017. The foundation work, the installation of the elec-
trical and communication cables, and all other necessary
site preparation work are scheduled for the end of this
year.

The control room will be located in the main build-
ing of the Metsähovi station. As said, the main offices
are located just 100 m away from the antenna. The pro-
curement process of the signal chain components has
started this year. The telescope will be equipped with
QRFH feed receiver and a DBBC3 backend. We expect
to have the instruments by the end of summer 2018,
right after the full installation of the antenna. The first
tests of the telescope equipped with the signal chain are
planned by the end of 2018.
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Fig. 1: Metsähovi Geodetic Station with (from left to right) GNSS-antennas, the gravity lab with the superconducting gravimeter, the
main building and data centre, the SLR telescope (building in 2014) and the VLBI radio telescope from Aalto University.
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Fig. 2: Model of the new VGOS radio telescope. The 13.2 metre
dish will be installed on a steel pedestal. The minimum distance
from the dish to the ground will be approximately 2.5 m.

Fig. 3: Current status at the beginning of summer 2017 of the
area where the new VGOS radio telescope will be located. All the
infrastructure work is advancing accordingly to the initial plan.
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Fig. 4: Current schedule plan for the Metsähovi VGOS project

3 Metsähovi Geodetic Station

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and the National
Land Survey of Finland has allocated a special fund-
ing for renewal of Metsähovi instrumentation and in-
frastructure during 2012-2018. The first large items in
the project are:

• Finnish Permanent GNSS Network FinnRef ( 20 re-
ceivers)
• Superconducting gravimeter; new instrument in

2014
• Upgrade of the absolute gravimeter
• Satellite laser ranging; new 2 kHz system. Work on-

going, expected operational in 2017/18.
• VGOS radio telescope

The VGOS radio telescope will be valuable asset to
the current major instruments or facilities that available
already on site:

• Satellite laser ranging (SLR) facility, first observa-
tions were conducted in 1978. The new telescope
will be operational in 2018 for observations.
• Superconducting gravimeter (GGP, ICET), since

1994. In 2014, a new SG was purchased and made
available for measurements.
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• Absolute gravimeter and the fundamental gravity
point. Besides of a site for absolute gravimeter
inter-comparison campaigns.
• Geodetic GPS receivers, since 1992 inside the IGS

network, nowadays all-in-view GNSS.
• GPS receiver owned by NASA/JPL, part of the real-

time NASA tracking network.
• REGINA GNSS receiver, owned by IGN, France.
• Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning In-

tegrated by Satellite (DORIS) beacon owned by
CNES, France (IDS).

4 Conclusions

The planning, design and preparation work for the
future VGOS radio telescope to be installed at the

Metsähovi Finnish Research Institute is advancing as
planned. The installation of the antenna is scheduled to
be completed by the ends of 2018.

The first-light and test observations will be con-
ducted in 2019. It expected to be operational during year
2019.
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HartRAO Antenna Axis Offset and its Effect on Troposphere
Modelling and Antenna Coordinates

M. Nickola, A. de Witt, H. Krásná, C. Jacobs, L. Combrinck, J. Böhm

Abstract Data from geodetic VLBI sessions, which
included observations with the 26-m equatorially
mounted Cassegrain radio telescope at the Harte-
beesthoek Radio Astronomy Observatory (HartRAO),
were analysed with the Vienna VLBI Software (VieVS)
to investigate the correlation between antenna coordi-
nates and antenna axis offset. The simulation tool in
VieVS was used to study the effect of the axis offset
altitude troposphere correction on the estimated antenna
axis offset in order to examine the 1 mm accuracy in the
baseline length required by the VLBI Global Observing
System (VGOS).

Keywords axis offset, altitude correction, antenna co-
ordinates

1 Introduction

An antenna axis offset (AO) exists for radio telescopes
where the rotation axes do not intersect. The antenna
axis offset causes geometric and dry tropospheric delays
which have to be considered in VLBI analysis.

The 26-m radio telescope at the Hartebeesthoek Ra-
dio Astronomy Observatory (HartRAO) is of equatori-
ally mounted Cassegrain design. The rotation axes of
the HartRAO 26-m radio telescope (HARTRAO) do not
intersect—the VLBI reference point is represented by
the intersection of the fixed Hour Angle (HA) axis with
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the perpendicular plane containing the moving Declina-
tion (Dec) axis (see Figure 1).

The axis offset altitude correction implemented by
Sovers et al. (1998) accounts for the effect of the ori-
entation of equatorial and X-Y antennas on the tropo-
spheric path delay. Zenith troposphere delays of 1–2
mm, increasing to 1–2 cm when mapped to low eleva-
tion angles, result for antennas with non-zero axis off-
sets where the secondary rotation axis (A in Figure 2)
moves vertically with changing orientation, i.e. for an-
tennas with equatorial and with X-Y mounts (Sovers
et al., 1998). A correction therefore has to be added to
the zenith dry tropospheric delay (Zd) for antennas with
equatorial and with X-Y mounts (Sovers et al., 1998),

δZd = −Zd(L/∆)ψ

where L is the antenna axis offset, ∆ the troposphere
scale height (≈ 8.6 km), and ψ is an angular factor that
varies with the type of mount. For equatorial mounts,
such as that of HARTRAO,

Fig. 1: Equatorial (polar) mount (Nothnagel et al., 2015).
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ψ = cos H cos φgd

where φgd is the geodetic latitude and H the local hour
angle east of the meridian. For north-south oriented X-Y
mounts,

ψ = sin E /
√

1 − cos2 θ cos2 E,

while for east-west oriented X-Y mounts, such as that
of the Hobart 26-m radio telescope (HOBART26),

ψ = sin E /
√

1 − sin2 θ cos2 E

where E is the elevation angle and θ the azimuth.

Fig. 2: Geometry of two-station VLBI network with only one sta-
tion shown. Dec axis (end view represented by A) rotates in plane
perpendicular to symmetry axis AD. Dec axis and polar axis (BE)
are separated by distance H, the antenna axis offset. The VLBI
reference point is represented by P (Combrinck and Merry, 1997).

2 Antenna Axis Offset Altitude
Correction

The antenna axis offset altitude correction has been im-
plemented in VieVS (Böhm et al., 2012) according to
Sovers et al. (1998). The simulation tool in VieVS was
used to simulate the effect of the axis offset altitude cor-
rection on the estimated axis offset of HARTRAO.

All IVS geodetic VLBI sessions (Nothnagel et al.,
2015) in which HARTRAO participated, from August
2010 to November 2014, were also analysed with
VieVS to investigate the effect of the axis offset altitude
correction on the estimated antenna axis offset.

The only other participating radio telescope that is
also affected by the axis offset altitude correction, is
HOBART26 with its X-Y mount. All other antennas
participating in the sessions analysed have Azimuth-
Elevation (AZEL) mounts for which the correction is
not required.

2.1 Simulations

The simulations were based on schedules from two
IVS sessions, R1663 and T2094, in which HARTRAO
(but not HOBART26) participated. In the simulations,
zero input observation files were generated–the mea-
sured time delay was set to be equal to the theoretical
time delay without adding the noise terms. The axis off-
set altitude correction was applied during the analysis
of the simulated sessions for HARTRAO only. A sim-
ulation with the altitude correction applied, which in-
cluded HARTRAO in the datum—realised with the no-
net-rotation and no-net-translation condition on the an-
tenna coordinates w.r.t. the a priori TRF—was also run.

The simulations show that the axis offset altitude
correction has a negligible effect on the HARTRAO
axis offset estimate, being in the sub-mm region (see
Table 1). The axis offset altitude correction propagates
to the HARTRAO antenna coordinates, and is also at
the sub-mm level (see Figure 3(a)). With HARTRAO in
the datum, the antenna axis offset estimate remains the
same but the altitude correction propagates to the co-
ordinates of other antennas as well. The difference in
antenna coordinates is negligible however.

Table 1: AO altitude correction results - effect on estimated axis
offset (dAO - difference between a priori and estimated axis off-
set, mAO - formal error). The first column depicts the simulation
runs (SIM1 based on R1663 and SIM2 based on T2094), the ses-
sion analysis runs with and without the AO altitude correction
applied (AO +AC and AO −AC) as well as the runs to determine
the effect for HOBART26 (Ho: AO +AC and Ho: AO −AC).

Simulations / HARTRAO HOBART26
Session Analysis dAO (cm) mAO (cm) dAO (cm) mAO (cm)
SIM1 (+AC) −0.041 0.001 - -
SIM2 (+AC) −0.061 0.002 - -
AO +AC 1.245 0.079 - -
AO −AC 1.252 0.079 - -
Ho: AO +AC 1.231 0.079 0.222 0.172
Ho: AO −AC 1.239 0.079 0.216 0.172
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2.2 Session Analysis

Sessions stretching from August 2010 to November
2014 in which HARTRAO participated (totalling 176)
were analysed with VieVS to investigate the effect of
the axis offset altitude correction on the estimated an-
tenna axis offset and antenna coordinates. HOBART26
participated in 32 of these sessions. The sessions were
run with and without the axis offset altitude correction
applied and also with and without HARTRAO in the da-
tum, while HOBART26 was not included in the datum
for any of the runs.

Some of the results are depicted in Figures 3(b)–
3(d). Results for only a selection of antennas are dis-
played due to space constraints. Results for antennas
that participated in 30 or more sessions are displayed,
which ensures that HOBART26 is included.

We expect the results from the session analysis to be
similar to that from the simulations. From the results,
we see that the difference in HARTRAO antenna coor-
dinates for the session analysis is indeed similar to that

for the simulation results (see Figures 3(a) and 3(b)).
However, the difference in the estimated antenna axis
offset (with and without the altitude correction applied)
for the session analysis is smaller than that for the sim-
ulations, although also at sub-mm level (see Table 1).
This may be caused by the propagation of the correc-
tion to the coordinates of other antennas.

The difference in antenna coordinates for stations
where the correction does not apply, should theoreti-
cally be zero as is seen in Figure 3(b). The presence
of HARTRAO in the datum does not affect the antenna
axis offset estimates, but coordinate corrections propa-
gate to the coordinates of other antennas, albeit only at
sub-mm level (see Figures 3(c) and 3(d)).

(a) Simulations (b) Session Analysis Run 1

(c) Session Analysis Run 2 (d) Session Analysis Run 3
Fig. 3: Effect of the AO altitude correction on the estimated antenna coordinates with the difference in antenna coordinates plotted for
a selection of stations: (a) simulations with AO altitude correction applied to HARTRAO only, (b) session analysis with and without
AO altitude correction applied, (c) with and without AO altitude correction applied with HARTRAO in datum, and (d) with AO altitude
correction applied with and without HARTRAO in datum.
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3 Conclusions

The effect of the axis offset altitude correction on the es-
timated antenna axis offset and antenna coordinates was
investigated. The axis offset altitude correction has bear-
ing on HARTRAO (equatorial mount) and HOBART26
( X-Y mount) only, as all other stations in these sessions
have telescopes with AZEL mounts to which the correc-
tion does not apply.

The axis offset altitude correction changes
HARTRAO coordinates and axis offset by less
than 1 mm. These preliminary results provide a smaller
change in the estimated antenna coordinates than
expected from the theoretical model of the axis offset
altitude correction, which predicts a change of 1–2 cm
in the slant troposphere delay at low elevations. We are
investigating the reason for the smaller than expected
shifts. We intend comparing results from VieVS and
the JPL VLBI modelling and estimation software
“MODEST" (Sovers et al., 1998) for a few observations
to search for any inconsistencies in the coding.

A large correction to the antenna axis offset a priori
value exists for HARTRAO in general (∼1 cm) com-
pared to that of HOBART26 (∼1 mm). A difference of
several millimetres between the a priori value for the
antenna axis offset of HARTRAO and the value esti-
mated with VieVS was also reported by Nilsson et al.
(2016) and Krásná et al. (2014). The a priori value of
the antenna axis offset was however corroborated dur-
ing a recent (February 2014) local co-location survey
(Muller and Poyard, 2015).

Future efforts will include analysis of CONT cam-
paigns in which HARTRAO participated to compare the
antenna axis offset estimated from CONT02, CONT05,
CONT08 and CONT11. The minor influence of the axis
offset altitude correction on the antenna coordinates of
HOBART26 will also be investigated in our upcoming
work.
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A Celestial Reference Frame Based on Kalman Filtering

B. Soja, R. Gross, C. Jacobs, T. Chin, C. Abbondanza, M. Heflin, J. Parker, X. Wu, M. Karbon, T. Nilsson,
R. Heinkelmann, H. Schuh

Abstract In this study, we investigate a novel ap-
proach to the determination of celestial reference frames
(CRF). Instead of a constant model for radio sources po-
sitions, we adopt a time series representation, which al-
lows temporal variations of radio source coordinates to
be taken into account. In particular, the added flexibil-
ity is beneficial for radio sources with extended struc-
ture. We compute our time series-based CRF solutions
by Kalman filtering and smoothing radio source posi-
tions, which are initially obtained from single-session
VLBI analysis. The temporal resolution of the estimated
CRF coordinates is identical to that of the input data,
i.e. usually 1-4 days. The magnitude of the coordinate
variations is controlled by the amount of process noise
applied in the filter, which is in turn derived from ana-
lyzing the Allan standard deviation of the correspond-
ing radio source coordinate time series. Measures have
been developed to reduce the impact of observation er-
rors and datum effects on the noise model.

Keywords Kalman filter, celestial reference frame,
source structure
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1 Introduction

Extragalactic radio sources exhibit time variability, for
example, due to source structure and changes therein
as well as hour angle and frequency variability. In the
analysis of VLBI data and in the determination of ce-
lestial reference frames (CRFs), source structure ef-
fects are commonly not corrected (IERS Conventions,
2010), which may lead to a degradation of the quality
of the VLBI products and frames. Currently, no source
structure correction models exist that could be utilized
by analysis centers with little effort. Likewise, the In-
ternational Celestial Reference Frame 2 (ICRF2, Fey
et al., 2015) is based on a constant coordinate model
for radio sources, neglecting any temporal variability.
A group of radio sources characterized as "special han-
dling sources" has been reduced during the estimation
of the ICRF2, however, the published catalog, used in
the VLBI analysis, only includes constant coordinates.

An approach for considering the time variability of
radio sources is to extend the coordinate model of radio
sources. Karbon et al (2016) used linear splines instead
of a constant coordinate model to create a CRF, which
allowed strong but unstable sources to be included in the
datum when applied in VLBI analysis. Especially the
insufficient observation geometries in the early years of
VLBI benefited from the increased selection of datum
sources and the estimated nutation parameters were im-
proved by 10%.

In this work, we take a different approach to consider
radio source coordinate variabilities: a time series repre-
sentation. The tool of choice is Kalman filtering, which
sequentially assimilates the observational data to esti-
mate source coordinates with high temporal resolution.
The source positions are assumed to be stochastic pro-
cesses, reflecting the physical nature of these objects. A
potential disadvantage of the Kalman filter algorithm is
a higher computational demand compared to a classical
least-squares inversion.

Kalman filtering already has been successfully used
in the creation of terrestrial reference frames (Wu et al.,
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Fig. 1: Sky map of the radio sources included in this study, with
dots representing defining sources, purple dots special handling
sources, and the orange line the ecliptic.

2015; Soja et al., 2016). In the future, the International
Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS)
International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS)
Combination Center at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
aims to jointly determine terrestrial and celestial ref-
erence frames, and Earth orientation parameter (EOP)
time series in order to eliminate current inconsistencies.
In order to achieve a joint determination, the estimation
of the CRF has to be integrated into the filter-based
software KALREF, which has, for example, been used
to determine the JTRF2014, the recent ITRF solution
by JPL (Abbondanza et al., 2017).

2 Data and Methodology

2.1 VLBI data

Only a limited data set was selected for the prelim-
inary tests and investigations presented in this work.
3118 IVS VLBI sessions were chosen covering the time
period between 1994 and 2016.5. In total, 334 radio
sources were considered in this study, with 295 defin-
ing sources and 39 special handling as categorized in
the ICRF2. Figure 1 shows the radio source distribu-
tion in the sky, with the majority (189 out of 334) being
located in the Northern celestial hemisphere. The num-
ber of radio sources observed per session, distributed
among the two categories, is displayed in Fig. 2. From
around 2010 onward, the number of observed special
handling sources has been drastically reduced in favor
of defining sources. Hence, an improved treatment of
the special handling sources, which are typically sub-
ject to source structure, is expected to have the largest
impact in the early years.
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Fig. 2: The number of defining (green) and special handling (pur-
ple) radio sources per VLBI session is plotted against time.

2.2 VLBI analysis

The individual VLBI sessions were processed using
the least-squares module of the VieVS@GFZ soft-
ware (Nilsson et al., 2015). Correction models were
applied according to IERS Conventions (2010) and the
estimated parameters include radio sources (No-Net-
Rotation constraints w.r.t. ICRF2 defining sources), all
five EOP, station coordinates (No-Net-Translation and
-Rotation constraints w.r.t. ITRF2014) and auxiliary pa-
rameters for clocks and troposphere. Only radio sources
with three or more observations were estimated, the
rest are constrained to their a priori positions.

2.3 Kalman filter setup

The estimated radio source coordinates and their covari-
ances from the single session analysis serve as input to
the Kalman filter for CRF determination. The Kalman
filter is run both forward and backward in time, followed
by a smoothing operation to average the estimated state
vectors from the two runs. The state vector, containing
the radio source coordinates, is updated for every sin-
gle VLBI session (usually every 1-4 days). The coor-
dinates are assumed to behave like random walk pro-
cesses, which are easy to implement in a Kalman filter
and have already been successfully applied in the cre-
ation of terrestrial reference frames (Soja et al., 2016).
A source-based process noise model is utilized as de-
scribed in Section 3. The datum is preserved from the
single session solutions. The output consists of the fil-
tered and smoothed radio source coordinate time series
(i.e., right ascension α and declination δ).
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Fig. 3: ADEV for the right ascension (αcosδ) time series of the
individual radio sources (light blue) and the averaged ADEV of
all sources (dark blue). A power-law fit is shown in red, and one
assuming a random walk process in yellow.

3 Process noise of radio source
coordinates

In the Kalman filter, the process noise regulates how
much weight is given to the observations in relation to
the predictions based on the functional model. In gen-
eral, it is desirable to utilize external information to cre-
ate the process noise model, which in the case of radio
sources proves to be difficult. Observations at different
radio or optical frequencies might not translate to the
behavior of sources at geodetic VLBI’s S- and X-bands.
Radio source images and structure indices could be use-
ful, but it is not clear how they can be converted to val-
ues of process noise. Additionally, the effect of outlier
flagging during both the correlation and analysis pro-
cesses is likely to alter the impact of source structure on
the estimated coordinates.

For these reasons, it was decided to use the same
time series of radio source positions to derive the noise
model that are used to determine the CRF. As described
in Soja et al. (2015), the Allan standard deviation
(ADEV) served as the tool of choice to determine the
stochastic behavior of the 334 radio sources. Fig. 3
shows the ADEV for each individual radio source’s
right ascension time series and the average ADEV over
all sources. Fitting a power-law model to the ADEV, the
exponent k is almost identical to -1, indicating a perfect
white noise process. Even for a radio source with
extensive source structure like 4C 39.25 (Fig. 4), the
same holds true. It is thus suspected that observational
errors and datum effects are primarily the cause for the
whiteness of the noise. The magnitude of the white
noise seems to dominate contributions due to other
reasons, such as source structure.
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Fig. 4: ADEV and power-law fits to it (like in Fig. 3) are shown
for the radio source 4C 39.25.
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Fig. 5: Like Fig. 3, but for time series of half-yearly averages.

To remove some of the random observation error
and datum effects, half-yearly averages of the positions
were used instead of single-session coordinates. At least
20 data points were required per interval, which was
fulfilled by 66 of the sources. The ADEV based on
the half-yearly averages, shown in Fig. 5, indicates that
on average, the stochastic process is no longer perfect
white noise. In fact, some of the radio sources, such as
4C 39.25 (Fig. 6), exhibit temporal correlation and are
better characterized by a random walk than by a white
noise process.

The power spectral densities (PSDs) of the white
noise driving the random walk processes are individu-
ally estimated for the 66 radio sources as outlined in
Soja et al. (2015). Sky maps of the source-based pro-
cess noise are shown in Fig. 7. The average PSD over
all sources of αcosδ is 28 µas2/day, and for declination
it is 72 µas2/day. The declination process noise being
more than twice as large is likely related to the worse
VLBI network geometry in North-South direction. An-
other indication that the declination process noise is
more strongly affected by artificial errors is that the
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Fig. 6: Like Fig. 4, but for a time series of half-yearly averages.
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Fig. 7: Color-coded PSD values for 66 sources based on half-
yearly averaged time series. Black circles indicate defining
sources. Top: αcosδ, bottom: δ.

radio sources at about -30◦ tend to have larger PSD
values. Since most radio telescopes are in the North-
ern hemisphere, these sources are more often observed
at low elevation angles, increasing tropospheric errors.
Missing cable calibration at some of the Southern tele-
scopes might contribute to this effect as well. In right
ascension, the average PSD values of special handling
sources are about two times as large as those of the
defining sources (21 vs. 50 µas2/day), while the dif-
ference is much smaller in the case of declination (69
vs. 83 µas2/day). The only explanation for the different
ratios is once again a stronger contribution of artificial
errors to δ compared to α.

4 Kalman filter CRF solutions

Three CRF solutions have been computed using the
Kalman filter as described in the previous sections, with
the noise model as the only difference. In the first so-
lution, the process noise was set to zero, resulting in a
deterministic solution with constant radio source posi-
tions. Next, the source-based process noise model de-
rived from the single-session coordinates was applied.
Finally, the source-based noise model from the half-
yearly averages was used for 66 sources (cf. Fig. 7), and
the rest was estimated deterministically.

The different solutions are shown for radio source
4C 39.25 in Fig. 8. The deterministic estimate differs
from ICRF2 by about 100 µas, most likely stemming
from the different data time spans. The solution with
the noise model from the individual VLBI sessions ex-
hibits large scatter, which seems to be related to the arti-
ficial error sources discussed above. The CRF based on
the half-yearly averages smoothly follows what seems
to be a signal caused by changes in the structure of
the source. In right ascension, a long-term pattern can
be recognized, typically caused by a component of the
source structure emerging from the core and first mov-
ing out of the narrow X-band beam and later out of the
wide S-band beam over several years. In declination, the
CRF time series is much less variable. Images of this
radio source (e.g., from vlbi.obs.u-bordeaux1.fr)
show that the source is a two-component source when
observed in X-band with the two components in equa-
torial direction, explaining the signal seen in the CRF
solution.

5 Conclusions

This study includes preliminary results related to a first
demonstration of a Kalman filter CRF. The time se-
ries approach allows to take into account temporal vari-
ability in radio source positions. A source-based noise
model was derived from statistical analysis of the ra-
dio source time series using ADEV. By computing the
noise model from half-yearly-averaged radio source po-
sitions, the scatter in the CRF time series was reduced.
In a case study of radio source 4C 39.25, the Kalman
filter was able to track a signal in the source coordinates
typical of a two-component radio source.

In the future, the input data will be extended, in par-
ticular, the number of radio sources. Other approaches
for determining the noise model will be explored, for
example, by considering the structure index or the di-
rection of the jet. Finally, strategies for the evaluation

vlbi.obs.u-bordeaux1.fr
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Fig. 8: Time series of radio source coordinates w.r.t. ICRF2 (top:
right ascension, bottom: declination) of 4C 39.25 based on the
Kalman filter CRF solutions described in Section 3.

of Kalman filter CRFs and the underlying process noise
models will be developed and executed.
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ITRS Realizations in the Framework of ITRF2014: Impact of
Different TRF Parameterizations on VLBI Combined Products

S. Bachmann, D. Thaller

Abstract In this paper we investigate the impact
of different station coordinate parameterizations of
a priori values on products of the IVS combination.
Three different realizations of the latest International
Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS), using different
station coordinate parameterizations have been pub-
lished: DTRF2014, ITRF2014, and JTRF2014. These
different ITRS realizations are used as a priori station
coordinates for the IVS combination process. The
results of combined station coordinate time series show
no significant differences in terms of statistics for the
three solutions. All three solutions provide comparable
results for station coordinate determination. Pecu-
liarities can be found for JTRF2014 for stations that
started observing before 1994. In this period, a tilt or
an offset of the time series is visible, that is probably
caused by erratic increase of available observations
in combination with the Kalman filter technique. In
terms of scale factor, we found a significant offset of
the ITRF2014-based solution compared to the other
TRF solutions by a mean value of -0.59 ppb. The other
TRF solutions show no unexpected irregularities for the
scale factor.

Keywords DTRF2014, ITRF2014, JTRF2014, TRF,
VLBI

1 Introduction

In the framework of the realization of the latest Inter-
national Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS), different
terrestrial reference frames (TRF) using different
parameterization models for station coordinates have
been published. Namely, the DTRF2014 (Seitz et al.,
2016), published by the German Geodetic Research

Sabine Bachmann · Daniela Thaller
Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG), Richard-
Strauss-Allee 11, DE-60598 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Institute/Technical University of Munich (DGFI-TUM,
Germany), the ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al., 2016),
the official ITRF, published by Institut national de
l’information géographique et forestière (IGN, France),
and the JTRF2014 (Abbondanza et al., 2016), published
by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL, USA). The station
coordinate models differ in term of parameterization
for each of these solutions:

1. DTRF2014: piece-wise linear station model (in-
cluding non-tidal atmospheric and hydrological
loading)

2. ITRF2014: linear station model with additional
post-seismic deformation (PSD) model (annual and
semi-annual term fitted)

3. JTRF2014: weekly solution (epoch solutions, not
explicitly modeling non-tidal loading).

For our comparisons, these different TRFs are used
as a priori station coordinate information for the IVS
combination process as described in general in Böck-
mann et al. (2010). The latest developments within the
IVS combination as well as the generation of the IVS in-
put contribution to the ITRF2014 are described in Bach-
mann et al. (2016). The combination at the normal equa-
tion level comprising Earth orientation parameter (EOP)
and station coordinates is well established within the
IVS and in cooperation with other space geodetic tech-
niques (e.g. inter-technique combined TRF). The avail-
ability of accurate a priori values for station coordinates
plays an important role for the estimation of combined
EOP. Therefore, we study the impact of using the three
different TRFs as a priori station coordinates on rou-
tinely combined VLBI products. For the station model-
ing of the three different TRF solutions, we applied:

1. DTRF2014: station coordinate and linear velocities
for interpolation to mid-session epoch

2. ITRF2014: station coordinate, linear velocities and
PSD for interpolation to mid-session epoch

3. JTRF2014: station coordinate at the respective
GPS-week which applies to mid-session epoch.
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Fig. 1: Input contributions and processing scheme.

Here, we focus on results for station coordinates and the
scale.

2 Input contributions

As input contributions, we used datum-free normal
equations stored in SINEX files submitted by the IVS
Analysis Centers (ACs), containing station coordinates,
Earth Orientation Parameters (EOPs) and source
positions. We used daily sessions (24 hours sessions)
which are provided via the IVS data centers 1 2 3.
For consistency reasons, we used VLBI data observed
between 1984.0 and 2015.0 as shown in Fig. 1. In total,
eight different AC input contributions were used to
calculate three different combined solutions alternating
between the three ITRS realizations for the a priori
station coordinate information. These combined solu-
tions are then used to generate time series for station
coordinates (Sect. 3) and to calculate scale time series
between the combined solution and the three ITRS
realizations, respectively, using a 7-parameter Helmert
transformation (Sect. 4).

3 Station coordinates

We compared station coordinate time series that re-
sult from the three different TRFs used as a priori val-
ues. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the time series of
the height component or station WETTZELL, Germany
(reduced by ITRF2014 value at epoch 2005.0). As ex-
pected, the station coordinate using the JTRF2014 as a
priori shows a regular signal corresponding to a yearly
signal which has not been modeled in these solutions,
contrary to the two other TRFs. Furthermore, an off-
set of the JTRF2014 solution is visible for the sessions
before ∼1994. This effect is visible in the north com-

1 ftp://ivs.bkg.bund.de/pub/vlbi/ivsproducts/daily_sinex/
2 ftp://ivsopar.obspm.fr/vlbi/ivsproducts/daily_sinex/
3 ftp://cddis.nasa.gov/pub/vlbi/ivsproducts/daily_sinex/

ponent of the same station, as well as an offset-like
tilt (see Fig. 3, reduced by ITRF2014 value at epoch
2005.0). Investigating station coordinate time series of
stations that started to observe regularly before 1994,
this effect can be seen in each of these stations. We
assume that this effect can be explained by the in-
put data used for the Kalman filter technique that is
used to calculate the JTRF2014 solutions: about 1993
the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) started
to observed regularly. Additionally, the Satellite Laser
Ranging (SLR) technique underwent a significant im-
provement when the LAGEOS-2 satellite started being
observed in 1992. About the same time, frequency and
accuracy of VLBI observing technique improved sig-
nificantly due to increasing number of telescopes, im-
proved observing methods and improved network ge-
ometry. The integral of these changes, in combination
with the Kalman filter technique, may be the reason for
the effect observed in the station coordinate time series
before 1994.

Station coordinate modeling is particularly inter-
esting for stations that were affected by site displace-
ments, caused, e.g., by Earthquakes. Figure 4 shows sta-
tion TSUKUB34 (Japan), which was affected by larger
Earthquakes in 2011 (also reduced by ITRF2014 value
at epoch 2005.0). All three solutions provide compara-
ble adequately defined a priori values to model the sta-
tion discontinuity. No significant differences can be de-
tected when comparing the three time series.

To compare the statistics of the different station
coordinate time series generated with the three differ-
ent a priori TRFs, (weighted) root mean square values
([W]RMS) are calculated. Table 1 shows the WRMS
and the RMS over all stations of the combined solution
referring to DTRF2014, ITRF2014 and JTRF2014, re-
spectively. Only stations with more than 30 equal ses-
sions for all ACs are considered to achieve compara-
bility. The statistic values are on a comparable level
and differ only on a sub-millimeter level. Due to the
technique’s geometry, detecting the height component
is less accurate than the horizontal components. The
WRMS values corresponding to the JTRF2014 seems
to be lower than the respective values of the DTRF2014
and the ITR2014. This tendency can be generalized to
all focused stations. Nevertheless, 50% of these stations
do not show significant differences in the (W)RMS.

Table 2 shows the WRMS for the north, east and
height components for DTRF2014, ITRF2014 and
JTRF2014 for the contributing ACs with respect to
the combined solution. Again, only stations with more
than 30 successfully combined sessions are considered.
Currently, a transition situation is given, where some of
the ACs have already changed to use the ITRF2014 as a
priori station information, others did not implement the
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Fig. 2: Station WETTZELL (Germany) height component for DTRF2014, ITRF2014 and JTRF2014.

Fig. 3: Station WETTZELL (Germany) north component for DTRF2014, ITRF2014 and JTRF2014.

Table 1: WRMS and RMS over all stations for the combined so-
lution for each of the three TRFs in North (N), East (E) and Height
(H). Only stations with >30 equal sessions for all ACs are consid-
ered.

TRF name
WRMS [mm] RMS [mm]
N E H N E H

DTRF2014 3.4 4.3 7.7 4.7 5.8 11.8
ITRF2014 3.1 3.7 7.6 4.7 5.8 11.8
JTRF2014 2.6 3.1 6.6 4.5 6.9 11.3

new TRF yet and continue to use other TRFs. Since the
combination procedure is based on datum-free normal
equations, we do not expect to see any inconsistencies
between the ACs induced by different a priori values.
The differences of the WRMS between the ACs in
Table 2 are not correlated with the a priori station model

used by the ACs, but with the analysis software used by
the respective AC.

Table 2: WRMS for individual AC solutions for each of the three
ITRS realization in North (N), East (E) and Height (H). Only sta-
tions with >30 equal sessions for all ACs are considered.

DTRF2014 ITRF2014 JTRF2014
N E H N E H N E H

AC1 2.0 2.5 4.6 2.1 2.5 4.7 2.0 2.4 4.6
AC2 1.3 1.6 2.8 1.3 1.6 2.8 1.3 1.5 2.8
AC3 1.7 2.0 4.1 1.7 2.0 4.0 1.7 2.0 4.0
AC4 2.9 3.2 5.9 2.9 3.1 5.8 3.0 3.2 5.9
AC5 1.5 1.7 3.1 1.4 1.7 3.0 1.5 1.7 3.1
AC6 4.4 5.0 9.8 4.3 4.9 9.8 4.4 4.9 9.8
AC7 1.8 1.9 3.2 1.7 1.8 3.1 1.7 1.8 3.2
AC8 1.8 2.0 4.0 1.8 2.0 4.0 1.8 2.0 4.0

Fig. 4: TSUKUB32 (Japan) height component for DTRF2014, ITRF2014 and JTRF2014.
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4 Scale comparison

VLBI and SLR together define the scale of the ITRS re-
alization, because only these space geodetic techniques
have access to this parameter. Therefore, investigating
the scale is of vital interest in VLBI. To evaluate the
scale parameter, we performed a session-wise compar-
ison with respect to the routine quarterly combined so-
lution. A 7-parameter Helmert transformation is cal-
culated using sessions observed between 1990.0 and
2015.0. Stations with discontinuities (e.g. caused by
Earthquakes) are excluded from the datum definition.

Figure 5 shows the smoothed scale time series
between the combined solution and the ITRS realiza-
tions investigated in our study (DTRF2014, ITRF2014
and JTRF2014). Additionally, previous ITRS real-
izations, like DTRF2008 and ITRF2008, as well as
the VTRF2015q2 (a TRF based on combined VLBI
sessions) are shown. Peculiarities before 1994 as well
as around 2004 and 2014, that are visible in each of
the TRFs, can be explained by unfavorable network
geometry. The figure shows a good agreement between
the two DTRF solutions (DTRF2008, DTRF2014), the
VTRF2015q2 solution and the JTRF2014 solution,
scattering around the zero line. Between about 1998
and 2002 a variation of the JTRF2014-based scale can
be observed. A noticeable difference can be observed
for the two ITRF solutions, where an offset can be
seen for both solutions and an additional trend for the
ITRF2014-based solution is present. The offset of the
ITRF2008-based solution has already been reported
in, e.g., Bachmann et al. (2016). Table 3 shows the
weighted mean of the scale time series as shown in
Fig. 5. For the two DGFI solutions as well as the VTRF
solution the weighted mean shows no significant offset.
For the JTRF2014, a weighted mean of 0.19 ppb is
given, probably resulting from the scale irregularities
between 1998 and 2002. For the ITRF2008-based
solution, a weighted mean of −0.38 ppb (corresponding
to −2.4 mm on the Earth’s surface) have been found,
which corresponds well to the offset of 0.44 ppb found
in Bachmann et al. (2016) (resulting from a 7-parameter
Helmert transformation between the two TRFs [VTRF
and ITRF2008], i.e., opposite transformation direction
causing inverted sign). The ITRF2014-based solution
on the other hand shows a weighted mean of −0.59 ppb
(i.e. −3.8 mm on the Earth’s surface). This value
corresponds well with the scale factor between VLBI
and SLR of 1.37 ppb found by Altamimi et al. (2016)
and the offset of the SLR solution with respect to the
ITRF2014 of about 0.7 ppb as found by V. Luceri for
the SLR intra-technique combined solution (Luceri,
2017). Looking at the WRMS of the scale time series,
the JTRF2014-based solution shows the smallest value

Table 3: WRMS and RMS for individual AC solutions for each of
the three ITRS realization. Only stations with >30 equal sessions
for all ACs are considered.

ITRS realization Weighted Mean (ppb) WRMS [ppb] RMS [ppb]
DTRF2014 -0.01 ±0.01 (-0.1 mm) 0.88 2.37
ITRF2014 -0.59 ±0.02 (-3.8 mm) 0.95 2.69
JTRF2014 0.19 ±0.01 (1.2 mm) 0.78 2.23
VTRF 0.01 ±0.01 (-0.1 mm) 0.91 2.21
DTRF2008 0.02 ±0.02 (0.1 mm) 0.98 6.44
ITRF2008 -0.38 ±0.02 (-2.4 mm) 1.02 8.21

of 0.78 ppb, the highest value has been detected for the
ITRF2008-based solution having 1.02 ppb.

5 Conclusions

All three TRFs agree very well in terms of station co-
ordinate estimation and repeatabilities (WRMS/RMS).
The tilt that can be observed for the JTRF2014 with
respect to the DTRF2014 and ITRF2014 estimates be-
fore about 1994 is presumably caused by the signif-
icant change of the amount of available data (addi-
tional GNSS, SLR and VLBI observations, see Sect. 3).
The scale factor between the combined solution and
the DTRF2014 does not show unexpected irregularities
compared to the preceding DTRF or the VTRF2015q2
solution. The JTRF2014 shows a peculiarity around the
year 2000, but for the major part of the time series the
JTRF2014-based scale factor is in good agreement with
the VLBI combined solution. However, the ITRF2008
and ITRF2014 solutions show a significant offset of the
scale time series compared to the other TRF solutions.
The origin of this scale factor (between VLBI and SLR)
is not yet clear. Possible sources of impact are

• equating of station velocities
• treatment of local ties
• parameter estimation.

These open points have to be solved on the level
of inter-technique combination. In future investigations,
the impact of TRFs with different station coordinate
modeling on EOPs and other parameters like source po-
sitions will be studied.
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Fig. 5: Smoothed scale time series for DTRF2008 (light blue), DTRF2014 (dark blue), ITRF2008 (light red), ITRF2014 (dark red),
JTRF2014 (black) and VTRF2015q2 (ocher).
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Determining the Galactocentric Acceleration Vector from VLBI
and its Impact on the Reference Frames

H. Krásná, O. Titov

Abstract The relative motion of the solar system
barycentre around the Galactic centre can also be
described as an acceleration (Galactocentric Accel-
eration, GA) of the solar system directed towards
the centre of the Galaxy. So far, this effect has been
omitted in the a priori modelling of the Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observable. Therefore,
it results in a systematic dipole proper motion (Secular
Aberration Drift, SAD) of extragalactic radio sources
building the celestial reference frame with a theoretical
maximum magnitude of 5 – 6 µas/yr. In this paper,
we present our estimation of the SAD vector obtained
within global adjustments of the VLBI measurements
(1979.7 – 2016.5) using the software VieVS. We show
that the scale factor from the VLBI measurements
estimated for each source individually discloses a
clear systematic aligned with the direction to the
Galactic centre-anticentre. Therefore, the radio sources
located near the Galactic anticentre may cause a strong
systematic effect, especially, in early VLBI years. For
instance, radio source 0552+398 causes a difference
exceeding 1 mm in the estimated intercontinental
baseline length, which is clearly above the modelling
requirements of the VLBI Global Observing System
(VGOS). Furthermore, we introduce a new method
for estimation of the SAD vector from the scale factor
corrections.

Keywords Galactocentric acceleration, TRF, CRF

1 Introduction

The acceleration of the Solar System Barycentre (SSB)
directed towards the centre of the Galaxy raises through
the relative motion of the SSB around the Galactic cen-
tre on a quasi circular orbit. Table 1 summarizes recent
estimates of the Galactocentric Acceleration (GA) vec-
tor obtained from the geodetic Very Long Baseline In-
terferometry (VLBI). In general, two methods for the
estimation of the GA vector were used: (1) a posteriori
fitting of the radio source proper motion field (Titov et
al., 2011; Titov and Lambert, 2013, 2016) and (2) esti-
mation of the GA vector within the global adjustment
of the VLBI data (Kurdubov, 2011; Xu et al., 2012;
MacMillan, 2014). It can be seen that except of Kur-
dubov (2011) all publications yield a consistent esti-
mates of the maximum amplitude A of the GA vector
between 5.5 and 6.5 µas/yr whereas the estimated di-
rection of the GA vector varies especially in declination
between −11 and −56 deg. Theoretically, the Galacto-
centric acceleration vector points to the centre of the
Galaxy which is supposed to be the location of the com-
pact radio source Sagittarius A* with the estimated co-
ordinates αG = 267 deg for right ascension and δG =

−29 deg for declination (Reid and Brunthaler, 2004).
In this paper we present our estimates of the Galacto-
centric acceleration vector obtained with the software
VieVS (Böhm et al., 2012) using two different methods.
Section 2 contains the GA vector estimated as global
parameter in the common adjustment of the VLBI ses-
sions whereas in Section 3 we introduce a new method
for the estimation of the GA vector from the globally
estimated VLBI scale factor. The impact of omitting the
Galactocentric acceleration in the a priori modelling on

Hana Krásná
Technische Universität Wien, Department of Geodesy and Geoin-
formation, Gusshausstrasse 27-29, AT-1040 Vienna, Austria

Oleg Titov
Geoscience Australia, PO Box 378, Canberra, 2601, Australia
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Table 1: Recent estimates of the GA vector from geodetic VLBI. The components of the acceleration vector are given with the
amplitude A, and the equatorial coordinates of the vector direction αG , δG .

Kurdubov (2011) Titov et al. (2011) Xu et al. (2012) Titov and Lambert (2013) MacMillan (2014) Titov and Lambert (2016)

A [µas/yr] 10.3±1.1 6.4±1.5 5.8±0.4 6.4±1.1 5.6±0.4 5.9±1.0
αG [deg] 288±5 263±11 243±4 266±7 267±3 273±13
δG [deg] 0±5 −20±12 −11±4 −26±7 −11±3 −56±9

the estimated baseline length and the Celestial Refer-
ence Frame (CRF) is shown in Section 4.

2 Estimation of the GA vector from the
global VLBI solution

Following Titov et al. (2011) the conventional equation
for the group delay model (Petit and Luzum, 2010) was
extended by the GA vector. Aside of that the process-
ing followed the IERS Conventions 2010 and the tech-
nique specific VLBI analysis recommendations. Further
details of the parametrisation and analysis setup for our
standard global VLBI solution are given in Krásná et
al. (2015). In the global solution we determined the ter-
restrial reference frame (position and linear velocity),
celestial reference frame (position) and three compo-
nents (ax,ay,az) of the GA vector. Table 2 summarizes
the estimated GA vector given with its maximum ampli-
tude A and the direction in equatorial coordinates αG for
right ascension and δG for declination. The first column
shows the resulting GA vector from a global adjustment
of nearly all available IVS sessions, i.e. ∼5800 sessions
from 1979.7 until 2016.5. The second column contains
the GA vector determined within an adjustment of large
global networks only, represented by the following spe-
cific IVS programs: the National Earth Orientation Ser-
vice (NEOS-A) sessions, Rapid turnaround IVS-R1 and
IVS-R4 sessions and all available two-weeks CONTinu-
ous campaigns (CONT), i.e., ∼2000 sessions from 1993
until 2016.5. Both solutions yield a value for the max-
imal amplitude which is consistent with the estimates
published in the last few years. The direction in decli-
nation of the vector is close to its theoretical value if
only the large network sessions were included in the so-
lution which implies that this procedure is sensitive to
the inclusion of weak networks.

Table 2: GA vector estimated within global VLBI solutions with
software VieVS.

1979.7 - 2016.5 1993.0 - 2016.5
∼5800 sessions ∼2000 sessions

A [µas/yr] 6.1±0.2 5.4±0.4
αG [deg] 260±2 273±4
δG [deg] −18±4 −27±8

3 Estimation of the GA vector from the
global source-wise scale factor
corrections

We developed a new method for the estimation of the
GA vector. The GA vector is estimated by fitting the
globally estimated scale factor F corrections. For the
case of a perfect VLBI model, the measured time delay
would be equal to the modelled one and the scale factor
has to be equal to unity. If the additional delay produced
by the acceleration of the solar system barycentre is not
modelled a priori, then the scale factor manifests itself
as a variable parameter, depending on the Galactocen-
tric vector a, radio source position s and the time since
a reference epoch ∆t:

F = 1 +
a · s

c
∆t = 1 +∆F. (1)

The mathematical background with all details is intro-
duced in Titov and Krásná (2017). We carried out again
the global adjustment of the VLBI measurements where
we estimated the terrestrial and celestial reference frame
in the usual way and the scale factor correction for
each source individually (except the 39 special handling
sources). We present here the solution where the scale
factor correction was treated as a time-independent pa-
rameter. It means that we built up partial derivative of
the time delay τ w.r.t. ∆F

∆t as:

∂τ

∂
(
∆F
∆t

) = −
b · s

c
∆t. (2)

In such case the scale factor corrections are estimated
independently of time, i.e. the annual variation [ppb/yr]
is determined. Upper plots in Figure 1 show the esti-
mated annual drift of the scale factor for each source
individually if the a priori time delay was modelled ac-
cording to the consensus model in IERS Conventions
2010. Lower plots show the annual effect on the scale
factor from the difference between this standard solu-
tion and a solution where the GA vector was added a
priori to the time delay as described in Titov et al. (2011)
with the a priori amplitude of 5 µas/yr. The annual vari-
ation of the scale factor due to the GA effect reaches
about 0.02 ppb/yr. Since the mean ∆t in our data set is
about 10 years the absolute effect on the scale grows up
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Table 3: Estimates of the GA vector from the global ∆F
∆t corrections from a standard VLBI solution. Different cut-off limits for number

of radio source observations (N) applied.

N > 4 > 10 > 50 > 500 > 1 000 > 10 000 > 20 000 > 50 000

number of sources 4062 4001 3414 573 476 133 87 43
A [µas/yr] 7.1±0.2 8.2±0.3 5.2±0.2 5.1±0.3 5.0±0.3 4.8±0.4 5.3±0.5 4.6±0.7
αG [deg] 281±3 281±3 281±3 281±4 280±5 280±7 281±7 290±13
δG [deg] −51±2 −55±2 −35±3 −34±3 −32±4 −28±5 −34±5 −24±8

Fig. 1: Upper plots show the annual drift of the scale factor corrections ∆F
∆t from a conventional VLBI solution w.r.t. right ascension

(left-hand side) and declination (right-hand side). Lower plots show the difference in ∆F
∆t from a conventional solution and a solution

with GA vector modelled a priori with the amplitude 5 µas/yr.

to 0.2 ppb. The GA vector is determined by fitting the
individual scale factor corrections (upper plots in Fig-
ure 1) by the following model:

F = ax cosαcosδ+ ay sinαcosδ+ az sinδ (3)

using the components of the acceleration vector
ax,ay,az as

ax = AcosαG cosδG,

ay = AsinαG cosδG,

az = AsinδG.

(4)

The resulting GA vectors from different sets of sources-
wise scale corrections are summarized in Table 3. The
criterion for including the scale correction to the data
set was the number of observation N to the respective
radio source. The first column shows the GA vector es-
timated from all sources with more than 4 observations,
i.e., the data set consists of more than 4 000 sources.
The last column shows the acceleration vector estimated
from sources with more than 50 000 observations what
fulfilled about 40 sources only. Estimates of the ac-
celeration vector following a compromise between the
number of observations and number of sources, i.e., (50
< N < 20 000) have a consistent maximal amplitude be-
tween 4.8 and 5.2 µas/yr and a direction in declination
(from −28 to −35 deg) which is close to the theoretical
value. All solutions yield a stable value for the direc-

tion in right ascension about −281 deg which should be
further investigated.

4 Impact of the GA on the reference
frames

Figure 2 and Figure 4 show the effect of the omit-
ted Galactocentric acceleration in the VLBI analysis on
the estimated celestial reference frame and the baseline
length of selected baselines, respectively. Plotted is the
difference between a conventional solution minus a so-
lution with the GA vector modelled a priori with the
amplitude of 5 µas/yr. The amplitude of the difference
in CRF reaches 50 µas. The effect of the uncertainty
of the GA amplitude on the CRF is modelled in Fig-
ure 3 which shows the difference in the CRF between
a solution with A = 6.5 µas/yr minus a solution with A
= 5.0 µas/yr. In the baseline length there is a system-
atic shift resulting from selected sessions in the early
VLBI years. The reason is the scheduling style and the
limited number of observed sources which allows the
sources close to the Galactic centre or anticentre where
the correction is at largest to have an hight impact on
the solution. To prove that assumption we computed an-
other solution where we applied the GA modelling for
all sources with the exception of radio source 0552+398
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Fig. 2: Difference in source coordinates (CRF) due to the omitted GA effect. Standard solution (without GA) minus the solution with
GA applied apriori (A = 5.0 µas/yr).

Fig. 3: Difference in CRF due to the uncertainty in the GA amplitude. Solution with A = 6.5 µas/yr minus a solution with A = 5.0 µas/yr.

Fig. 4: Difference in the baseline length due to the omitted GA effect. Standard solution (without GA) minus the solution with GA
applied apriori (A = 5.0 µas/yr).

Fig. 5: Difference in the baseline length between a conventional solution minus a solution where the GA effect was modelled a priori
for all sources with an exception for source 0552+398.
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which is a frequently observed source near the Galactic
anticentre. The difference between this solution and the
conventional solution for the selected baselines plotted
in Figure 5 shows that the large systematically shifted
differences in the early VLBI years vanished.

5 Conclusions

We introduce a new method for estimation of the Galac-
tocentric acceleration vector from geodetic VLBI mea-
surements based on fitting the scale factor corrections
estimated for each source individually within a global
solution. From fitting the individual scale factor correc-
tions of sources with more than 50 observations during
1979.7 – 2016.5 we got the GA vector with the ampli-
tude of 5.2 ± 0.2 µas/yr, and the direction αG = 281 ± 3
deg and δG = −35± 3 deg. The GA vector was also es-
timated directly within a global adjustment of the VLBI
data. GA vector determined from selected large network
IVS sessions after 1993 (A = 5.4 ± 0.4 µas/yr, αG =

273 ± 4 deg, δG = −27± 8 deg) is closer to its theoret-
ical value than the estimate from the entire VLBI his-
tory. Neglecting the Galactocentric acceleration in the
a priori VLBI observation model causes errors in the
estimated baseline length which can exceed 1 mm espe-
cially in the early VLBI years, and systematic errors in
the determined celestial reference frame (up to 50 µas).
Results presented in this paper are computed with the
VieVS software and verified with the OCCAM software
package.
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Current Development Progress in ivg::ASCOT
A new VLBI Analysis Software

S. Halsig, A. Corbin, A. Iddink, F. Jaron, T. Schubert, A. Nothnagel

Abstract The VLBI group of the Institute of Geodesy
and Geoinformation of the University of Bonn (IGG
VLBI group, ivg) started the implementation of a
new analysis toolbox called Analysis, Scheduling and
Combination Toolbox (ivg::ASCOT) at the end of
2015. The main objective is to provide a flexible and
expandable environment to easily develop new scien-
tific projects. ivg::ASCOT is implemented in C++ and
intended to perform schedules of VLBI experiments,
simulations, geodetic data analysis, and intra-technique
combination on the normal equation level. In this
paper, the current development progress is outlined.
Here, special consideration is given to the scheduling
module based on singular value decomposition and
impact factors, an automated ambiguity resolution,
VLBI observations to near-field targets, and different
possibilities to perform least squares adjustments
including the classical least squares adjustment, a least
squares collocation method and filter techniques.

Keywords VLBI software package, Data analysis,
ivg::ASCOT

1 Introduction

In December 2015, the VLBI group at the Institute of
Geodesy and Geoinformation of the University of Bonn
(IGG VLBI group, ivg) started the implementation of a
new analysis toolbox called Analysis, Scheduling and
Combination Toolbox (ivg::ASCOT). The main objec-
tive is to provide a flexible and expandable environ-
ment to easily develop new scientific projects (Artz
et al., 2016b). Further, results and source code from re-
cent and current PhD-theses prepared at our institute
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can be easily merged into one consistent environment.
ivg::ASCOT is implemented in C++ and intended to
perform schedules of VLBI experiments, simulations
and geodetic data analysis based on the IERS Con-
ventions 2010 (Petit and Luzum, 2010). In addition to
these independent single-session solutions, also a global
solution of pre-processed and pre-reduced datum-free
normal equations in Solution INdependent EXchange
(SINEX) format1 can be performed. Similarly, an intra-
technique combination on the normal equation level is
also possible in ivg::ASCOT.

Fig. 1: Logo of the VLBI analysis software package ivg::ASCOT
(IGG VLBI Group - Analysis, Scheduling and Combination
Toolbox).

The theoretical modeling of the VLBI delay has
already been validated in the VLBI Analysis Software
Comparison Campaign 2015 (VASCC2015, Klopotek
et al., 2016). Therein, a good agreement between
ivg::ASCOT and other widely-spread VLBI data
analysis software packages has already been proven.

In this paper, the current development progress since
May 2016 (which was presented in Artz et al., 2016b)
is outlined. Here, special consideration is given to the
scheduling module based on singular value decomposi-
tion and impact factors (Leek et al., 2015), an automated
ambiguity resolution (Corbin et al., 2017), VLBI obser-
vations to near-field targets (Jaron et al., 2017), and dif-
ferent possibilities to perform least squares adjustments
including the classical least squares adjustment, a least
squares collocation method and filter techniques (for the
filter approach, see Schubert et al., 2017).

1 http://www.iers.org/IERS/EN/Organization/
AnalysisCoordinator/SinexFormat/sinex.html
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Further information on ivg::ASCOT can be found at
http://ascot.geod.uni-bonn.de/.

2 Structure and Strategy

As already described in Artz et al. (2016b), the basic
internal library of ivg::ASCOT is called libivg. This
library defines the main functionality of the software
package, including the sessions with scans and observa-
tions, classes for the Earth orientation parameters, ter-
restrial and celestial reference frames, but also the pa-
rameter estimation procedure and the input and output
functionality.

In addition to internal libraries, ivg::ASCOT relies
on external libraries and routines. First, the Conventions
(2010) of the International Earth Rotation and Refer-
ence Systems Service (IERS, Petit and Luzum, 2010)
are used for the theoretical modeling. The IERS FOR-
TRAN routines2 are compiled into a library and directly
linked within ivg::ASCOT. One main advantage is the
fact that updates in the conventions can easily and di-
rectly be adopted. Further, ivg::ASCOT uses the SOFA
library3 for the Earth orientation, and source code from
ProjectPluto4 for handling the JPL ephemeris. Further,
ATLAS5 and LAPACK6 or openBLAS7 are included for
numerical calculations.

In addition, ivg::ASCOT includes different in-
ternal post-analysis tools. For example, the library
libAnalysisTools can be used to analyze specific
parameter types, such as atmospheric delays, station
and source position variations. Baseline length repeata-
bilities can be easily calculated and transformations
between different reference frame realizations can be
performed or estimated. The graphical user interface
(GUI) and a detailed plotting environment are provided
by the library libqtplot.

3 Main Development

In the following, the main development progress in
ivg::ASCOT since May 2016 (cf. Artz et al., 2016b) are
presented.

2 http://62.161.69.131/iers/convupdt/convupdt.html
3 http://www.iausofa.org/
4 http://www.projectpluto.com/jpl_eph.htm
5 http://math-atlas.sourceforge.net/
6 http://www.netlib.org/lapack/
7 http://www.openblas.net/

Near-field VLBI
In addition to classical VLBI observations to natural ra-
dio sources, also observations to artificial sources, such
as satellites or the Chang’E3 lander (Tang et al., 2014;
Haas et al., 2017) can be processed in ivg::ASCOT. The
theoretical delays are derived following the near-field
delay model of Duev et al. (2012) or Sekido and
Fukushima (2006). Details about implementation and
testing can be found in Jaron et al. (2017).

Scheduling
A former stand-alone scheduling module based on
singular value decomposition and impact factors (Leek
et al., 2015) is now incorporated in ivg::ASCOT. For
validation purposes, also other criteria, such as global
sky coverage or the minimum standard deviation,
are implemented. The output files (skd-files) can be
directly used as input for the simulation module. The
scheduling module is currently used operationally to
schedule the INT2 sessions.

Simulation Module
Up to now, the simulation could only be used on the
basis of the vgosDB data format, and was recently
augmented to also use skd-files in order to use input
data from other scheduling software packages. The sim-
ulated delays consist of a deterministic part, according
to the theoretical modeling of a single session analysis,
and three stochastic components: baseline dependent
noise, clock variations by power-law processes (Kasdin,
1995), and troposphere noise based on atmospheric
turbulence theory (Halsig et al., 2016). The simulation
is described in Artz et al. (2013).

Least Squares Adjustment
The classical least squares adjustment including the
pseudo-stochastic representation of piece-wise linear
functions is not optimal to describe the stochastic char-
acteristic of the dynamics in the neutral atmosphere.
To overcome this issue, a least squares collocation
method as well as a square root information filter is
implemented in ivg::ASCOT. A detailed description of
the filter approach is given in Schubert et al. (2017).

Automated Ambiguity Resolution
An automated procedure to resolve the group delay
ambiguities and correct for the ionosphere has been
developed within ivg::ASCOT. The ambiguity resolu-
tion is based on agglomerative hierarchical clustering,
a distance-based clustering technique which computes
a dendrogram and creates clusters with the known
ambiguity spacing. So far, the procedure works for
Intensive Sessions involving two stations reliably,
but the functionality is currently being expanded to

http://ascot.geod.uni-bonn.de/
http://62.161.69.131/iers/convupdt/convupdt.html
http://www.iausofa.org/
http://www.projectpluto.com/jpl_eph.htm
http://math-atlas.sourceforge.net/
http://www.netlib.org/lapack/
http://www.openblas.net/
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networks of stations. A detailed description of this
approach is given in Corbin et al. (2017).

4 Independent Solution

The independent solution on a single-session basis pri-
marily relies on the vgosDB data format (Bolotin et al.,
2016), but when necessary, NGS card files 8 can also be
used as the input data format. As described in Sec. 3,
it is, at least for the Intensive Sessions involving two
stations, possible to start the data analysis from scratch.
However, concerning 24h sessions, the data analysis can
only be performed if the group delay ambiguities are re-
solved and the ionosphere corrections are applied.

The a priori station motions are calculated follow-
ing the IERS Conventions 2010, and further variations,
such as non tidal atmospheric pressure loading (Petrov
and Boy, 2004) or hydrological loading9 can be applied.
The theoretical delay including the relativistic correc-
tions are also implemented according to the IERS Con-
ventions 2010. For the Earth orientation parameters, the
IERS C04 series10 or USNO finals11 can be used, and
additionally subdaily variations are also considered fol-
lowing the IERS Conventions 2010.

Concerning the parameter estimation process,
ivg::ASCOT is able to perform either a classical least
squares adjustment using a Gauß-Markov model, which
is the standard case, or a least squares collocation
method and filter techniques.

In all cases, the following parameters are currently
supported:

• clocks,
• baseline-dependent clock-offsets (baseline clocks),
• zenith wet delays,
• tropospheric gradients,
• station positions,
• source positions,
• EOPs.

In the standard case using a classical least squares
adjustment either a polynomial representation of
arbitrary degree and/or continuous piece-wise linear
functions (CPWLF) with arbitrary interval length
(usually 60 min.) can be used for the modeling of
the atmospheric and clock correction parameters. The

8 http://lacerta.gsfc.nasa.gov/mk5/help/dbngs_
format.txt
9 http://lacerta.gsfc.nasa.gov/hydlo/
10 http://www.iers.org/IERS/EN/DataProducts/
EarthOrientationData/eop.html
11 http://maia.usno.navy.mil/ser7/finals.daily

least squares collocation method and the square root
information filter are based on covariance functions or
stochastic processes, respectively.

Concerning the stochastic model of the observa-
tions, only the standard deviations derived from the
fringe fitting process based on the signal-to-noise ra-
tio are used from scratch. Since this leads to very op-
timistic standard deviations of the target parameters,
stochastical refinement strategies can be performed in
ivg::ASCOT. This includes either the use of an empiri-
cal model (Gipson et al., 2008) where constant and ele-
vation dependent weights are introduced, or a fully pop-
ulated variance-covariance matrix based on atmospheric
turbulence theory (Halsig et al., 2016), which allows
physically and meteorologically more reliable standard
deviations.

The output of an independent VLBI session are
either datum free normal equations or solutions with
covariance matrices in SINEX format or an internal
ivg::ASCOT format. Furthermore, the results, in partic-
ular the post-fit residuals depending on VLBI stations,
baselines or sources, can be plotted by means of a
graphical user interface (see Fig. 2, here exemplary
for a CONT11-session). A statistical analysis of the
residuals can also be performed, e.g., by creating
histograms and box plots or performing time series
analysis.

5 Global Solution and Combination

Global solutions are based on pre-processed and pre-
reduced datum-free normal equationsfrom independent
single-session data analysis in SINEX format, and are
used, for example, to derive celestial and terrestrial ref-
erence frames. Not only ivg::ASCOT independent so-
lutions, but also solutions from other VLBI software
packages such as the regular contributions to the offi-
cially combined product ofthe International Service for
Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS, Nothnagel et al., 2016)
can be processed. Furthermore, the functionality to in-
clude contributions based on observations on the X/Ka-
band is prepared. Within the framework of the global
solutions it is possible to reduce nuisance parameters,
such as zenith wet delays or clock parameters, or per-
form a priori transformations.

Session-by-session intra-technique combinations
on the normal equation (Böckmann, 2010) or on
the solution level (Iddink et al., 2014) complete the
initial functionality of the software package. A reliable
weighting procedure for different contributions is
planned for the near future. Up to now, inter-technique
combinations between different space-geodetic tech-

http://lacerta.gsfc.nasa.gov/mk5/help/dbngs_format.txt
http://lacerta.gsfc.nasa.gov/mk5/help/dbngs_format.txt
http://lacerta.gsfc.nasa.gov/hydlo/
http://www.iers.org/IERS/EN/DataProducts/EarthOrientationData/eop.html
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http://maia.usno.navy.mil/ser7/finals.daily
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Fig. 2: Post-fit residual analysis plot for a single-session (here, the CONT11-session 11SEP20XA) including a list of stations, baselines
and sources with number of observations and WRMS of residuals, a residual plot, a statistical analysis, a skyplot, the observed sources
and the network geometry.

niques, such as GNSS, VLBI or SLR, are not yet
possible in ivg::ASCOT.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

At the present stage of the development, ivg::ASCOT
allows to perform independent solutions to estimate typ-
ical VLBI parameters, and global solutions to estimate
celestial and terrestrial reference frames. Combinations
of output of various analysis centers are also possible.
The scheduling module is used operationally to sched-
ule INT2 sessions. Additionally, the analysis of observa-
tions to near-field targets is integrated into the software
package. Further developments will be primarily based
on topics of PhD-theses.
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Impact of Station Clocks on UT1-TAI Estimates

E. Himwich, A. Bertarini, B. Corey, K. Baver, D. Gordon, L. La Porta

Abstract The importance of station clocks, and their
corrections, on the determination of UT1-TAI is de-
scribed. The results of tests verifying the effects they
have are presented. The two constituents of the cor-
rections, fmout-gps and the Peculiar Offset, are ex-
plained. The historical relative reference for the Pecu-
liar Offsets, which causes a bias in UT1-TAI estimates,
is described. A general outline of how to make a direct
measurement of the Peculiar Offsets, to remove the as-
sociated bias, is discussed. We attempt to estimate the
size of the current bias. Plans for future work are sum-
marized.

Keywords UT1-TAI

1 Introduction

The time-tagging of VLBI data at the stations has a di-
rect effect on estimates of UT1-TAI (hereafter referred
to as “UT1”). Each station’s time-tags are nominally
in UTC, but with station dependent offsets. To corre-
late the data, it is necessary to utilize these offsets and
correct for some instrumental delays. The offsets and
instrumental delays are used during correlation to cal-
culate the final time-tags. An overall error in the final
time-tags will cause a bias, in the UT1 estimates from
the data (Clark, 1997), e.g., an overall error of +1 µs in
the time-tags will shift UT1 by −1 µs.

The goal of this work is to eventually reduce the bias
in UT1 estimates to less than ±0.1 µs. Until that is pos-
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sible, we hope to keep the variations in the bias stable to
better than the same ±0.1 µs level. The size of the bias
and its variation is most critical for 24 hour VLBI exper-
iments with long baselines. The UT1 formal errors for
these experiments typical approach, and in some cases
are less than, 1 µs. It is less important for short baseline
experiments and intensives, which typically have larger
formal errors, around 10 µs or larger.

2 Background

In order for VLBI data to be correlated, the raw data
streams need to be aligned at the correlator. This is ac-
complished by using a geometric model of the observa-
tions and the time-tags of the data. The raw time-tags of
the data are nominally in UTC, but may be off by sev-
eral µs. To correct the time-tags, the stations report the
offsets of the raw time-tags relative to UTC as defined
by GPS, so-called fmout-gps. The fmout-gps values
are defined so that they represent how much earlier the
time-tags are than UTC, so-called clock_early. These
values are typically determined to a few nanoseconds.

Additionally, there are significant instrumental de-
lays in the VLBI data path at the station that need to
be taken into account. These can be as large as 100s
of µs, but are more typically a few µs. To account for
these instrumental effects, the correlators add correc-
tions, known as the Peculiar Offsets, to the fmout-gps
values. The Peculiar Offsets are also defined so that
their sign is clock_early. Typically, unless a change
is made to the instrumentation at the station, the Pecu-
liar Offset for a given station is stable at a level of 50
nanoseconds or less.

The sum of the fmout-gps value and Peculiar Off-
set at a station yields the value Used as the correc-
tion for that station’s time-tags, also with the sign of
clock_early. The Used values change the effective
time-tags of the raw data and consequently effectively
change the time-tags of the resulting delays and rates.
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Fig. 1: History of Kokee Peculiar Offsets. See Section 6 Relative Reference of Peculiar Offsets for discussion.

The Used values have to be consistent between sta-
tions in an experiment to correlate the data successfully.
However, only the relative values have to be consis-
tent. The values for all the stations can be shifted by
a constant amount, in particular by shifting all the Pecu-
liar Offsets, and not affect the correlation. The resulting
change in the effective time-tags of the output data due
to a shift affects UT1. This shift UT1 is not due to the
UT1 rate, which integrated over a period as short as a
few µs is miniscule. One way to think about this effect is
that if the time-tags of the data increase by some amount
the CALC a priori theoretical model will rotate the earth
farther by that amount and the resulting adjustment in
UT1, to agree with the data, will decrease by the same
amount.

3 Tests

Several tests were made to confirm the effect of the sta-
tion clocks on UT1. The first test was made in 2004 by
Axel Nothnagel, Kerry Kingham, and Dorothee Fischer
(D. Fischer, personal communication, April 20, 2004).

In this test, the data from Intensive experiment i04009
was re-correlated with all the station clocks offset by
+1000.0 µs compared to the standard processing. The
resulting UT1 value changed by −997.9 µs.

We made a similar test in 2017 using Intensive ex-
periment q17072. In this test, the data was re-correlated
with a −100.0 µs shift for all the station clocks com-
pared to the standard processing. The resulting UT1
value changed by +100.8 µs.

Note that in both of these tests the resulting UT1
change was almost, but not exactly, the same magnitude
as the change in the station clocks. This is probably due
to intrinsic imperfections in the digital correlation pro-
cess, such that small changes in the a priori model will
cause changes in the delays at a small fraction of the de-
lay formal error. The noise-level in the delay mapping
appears to be small, but should be studied more fully
since it is used in all routine processing.

We made a different test with q17072 by explictly
changing the time-tags in the post correlation/fringe-
fitting database by first +100.0 µs and then −100.0 µs
compared to the standard database. The resulting UT1
values changed by −100.0 µs and +100.0 µs, respec-
tively. Note that the UT1 changes were of the same mag-
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nitude as the overall Peculiar Offset shifts because no
mapping of the observables was required.

4 fmout-gps

One of the two components of the Used clock correc-
tion is the fmout-gps value. This is normally mea-
sured at the station using a time-interval counter. It rep-
resents the delay between the time-tag assigned to the
data (fmout) and UTC (gps). The fmout epoch is from
a 1 PPS signal from the VLBI data formatter. The gps
epoch is from a 1 PPS signal from a GPS receiver, tied to
UTC. The sign of fmout-gps is such that if the time-tag
is early, the value is positive, so-called clock_early.

The recorded values typically have single-shot mea-
surement RMS scatters of about 0.03 µs or less. When
the values from an entire experiment are fit to a line
to determine the values used for correlation, the off-
set and rate values typically have uncertainties of a few
nanoseconds and of about 1 part in 10−13, respectively.

The fmout-gps value calibrates the sub-second por-
tion of the difference in the formatter’s time and UTC
(integer second offsets are handled differently). This in-
cludes any offsets due to:

• The station’s time reference (usually tied to a Hy-
drogen Maser) and its offset to UTC.
• The delays in the cables from the time reference to

the formatter.
• Any formatter internal delays between the format-

ter’s input time and its output time.

Changes in the above values are calibrated by
fmout-gps and do not affect the Peculiar Offsets,
which are covered next.

5 Peculiar Offsets

In addition to the fmout-gps value, the other compo-
nent used to determine the Used clock offset is the Pe-
culiar Offset. The Peculiar Offset value primarily repre-
sents the delay in the arrival of the VLBI signal to the
point of insertion of the time-tag in the formatter com-
pared to the arrival of the signal at the VLBI reference
point of the antenna. It is the sum of the delays due to:

• Antenna optics
• Receiver
• IF Cables
• Back-end, up to time-tagging
• The cable from the formatter to the time-interval

counter.

• Any effect of the counter set-up: trigger, etc. (may
be negative)

minus the delays due to:

• Time-tag insertion after the fmout 1 PPS.
• The cable from the GPS receiver to the counter.

Any changes to the delays associated with these
items will change the Peculiar offset for the station.
Fortunately, these delays are usually stable, and small
changes of a few 10s of nanoseconds, are negligible.

Historically the Peculiar Offset values have not been
directly measured, only inferred to the relative differ-
ence between the stations. An arbitrary de facto overall
reference was established in the past. This is discussed
in the next section.

6 Relative Reference of Peculiar Offsets

The values of the Peculiar Offsets have a direct effect
on UT1 estimates because they are a component of the
Used clock corrections. However, they have not been di-
rectly measured. Instead, an arbitrary de facto reference
was established in the past. The reference is 0 µs for the
Peculiar Offset for the Kokee Park 20-m antenna using
a VLBA formatter, in the 1990s. Since then this refer-
ence has typically been well maintained. A plot of the
history of the Peculiar Offsets for the Kokee Park 20-
m from September 2003 until December 2015 is shown
in Figure 1. The remainder of this section discusses the
features of this plot.

Ideally the Peculiar Offset would never change.
However, some changes at a station are expected to
cause changes in the Peculiar Offset.

Two changes in particular affected the Peculiar Off-
set at Kokee. The first was in 2004, when the station
changed from using a VLBA formatter to a Mark IV
formatter; this increased the Peculiar Offset by about
+0.4 µs. The second change was in 2010, when they
changed from a Mark IV formatter to a Mark 5 Sampler
Module and Mark 5B Recorder; this increased the Pecu-
liar Offset by about an additional +0.6 µs. Both of these
shifts were approximately accounted for by the correla-
tor by including them in the Peculiar Offset as can be
seen in the plot.

Two other changes in the plot are expected. For
the experiments marked “RD0610” and “CONT08” (the
latter includes several individual points), the Peculiar
Offset is shifted by −8 µs. This accounts for the fact
that for these experiments the Mark IV formatter was
used at a 16 Mbps track rate. There is a known −8 µs
change compared to the other track rates, most notably
the 8 Mbps that is normally used.
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Conversely, the points marked “CONT14”,
“R1701”, and “R1706,08,10” are off +8 µs, and that
is incorrect. These experiments also used the 16 Mbps
track rate, but at that time, Kokee Park 20-m was using
a Mark 5 Sampler and Mark 5B Recorder and should
not have had a Peculiar Offset shift. The observed shift
is explained by the fact that a different station, Wettzell
20-m, was using a Mark IV formatter and its Peculiar
Offset was not adjusted −8 µs. This had the effect of
shifting the overall peculiar offsets by +8 µs, which
in turn shifted UT1 by −8 µs. The IVS Coordinating
Center is looking into fixing the databases with this
shift.

As can be seen, there are several other points in the
plot that differ from the expected values. It is not imme-
diately clear if any of these represent a shift that would
significantly affect UT1. The plot does include Inten-
sive experiments, which have relatively large UT1 for-
mal errors, which would make such variations relatively
unimportant.

7 Correlator Use of Peculiar Offsets

Given that the handling of Peculiar Offsets has direct
consequences for the values of UT1, a reasonable ques-
tion to ask is why this is handled by the correlators in-
stead of the geodetic analysis. There are three main rea-
sons for this:

1. The correlators must manage the Peculiar Offsets in
order to align the data for correlation anyway.

2. This approach agrees with historical usage.
3. For the IVS geodetic analysis to handle this issue, a

new infrastructure would need to be developed and
implemented by all analysis packages.

Keeping the Peculiar Offset handling at the correla-
tors —only— avoids duplicate handling of information
and allows the output delays to be used to estimate UT1
without applying corrections. How the overall bias in
the historical data will be addressed after actual Pecu-
liar Offsets have been measured is a different issue.

8 Measuring Peculiar Offsets

To determine the bias in UT1 due to the relative Peculiar
Offset reference, and connect the TRF and CRF, the Pe-
culiar Offset will need to be determined at one or more
stations. This will include:

• Estimation of antenna optics delays
• Estimation of receiver delays

• Estimation/Measurement of IF cable delays
• Measurement of effective back-end delays
• Estimation/Measurement of differential cable de-

lays to the fmout-gps time-interval counter
• Any effects of the counter set-up

The largest unknown is probably the back-end delays,
particularly for the digital parts of the back-ends.

Although in principle, measuring the Peculiar Offset
at one station would be sufficient, it is recommended to
measure it at several to assess the consistency and aver-
age out random errors. It would be prudent to maintain a
system for monitoring the Peculiar Offsets over the long
term. The desired accuracy is a few 10s of nanoseconds.

We have attempted to estimate the size of the current
bias in UT1 by estimating the actual Peculiar Offset for
the Kokee Park 20-m when the value of overall 0 µs
was being used. This value should also be the UT1 bias
(same sign). Rough estimates of the contributions are:

• Antenna optics delay, about 0.015 µs
• Receiver delay, about 0.05 µs
• IF cable delay, about 0.5 µs.
• Back-end delay, which includes about 0.2 µs due to

the filters
• Differential cable delays to the the fmout-gps

time-interval counter, probably negligible, less than
0.010 µs
• Effects of the counter set-up, probably negligible

These items sum to about 0.75 µs. However, the delay
in the digital electronics of the VLBA formatter, part of
the “Back-end delay” is unknown. The effective delay
includes the delay of the signal minus the delay in the
time-tagging of the data. Without direct measurement,
it is hard to know the effective delay, but examination of
the circuit diagram could certainly help. The −8 µs shift
in the Mark IV formatter Peculiar Offset moving from 8
to 16 Mbps track rate suggests that the effective delay,
could be as large as several µs with the sign unknown.
At this point, the best we can say is that the UT1 bias is
probably somewhere in the range of a few µs, positive
or negative.

9 Future Work

There are several items that need to be addressed in
the future. An important one is to develop more formal
procedures for keeping the Peculiar Offsets stable. This
would probably include developing an “ensemble” ap-
proach based on averaging the offsets of a set of stations
rather than the current approach, which relies on a sin-
gle station. This will make UT1 less dependent on vari-
ations at a single station and should average out noise-
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like variations to make the overall Peculiar Offsets more
stable. It should include outlier detection to avoid in-
cluding stations in the ensemble that have significant
changes from normal.

Another item to be addressed is correction of the
CONT14 and R1 experiments affected by the +8 µs Pe-
culiar Offsets. At the current time, there appear to be
two promising methods for correcting the databases a
posteriori:

1. Change the time-tags in the database. This approach
will only be useful if all IVS analysis packages can
handle non-integer second time-tags.

2. Map the multi-band delay observable using the de-
lay observable.

We need to investigate which approach is best.
Another issue is that currently the Peculiar Offsets

are set to split the difference between and S- and X-band
data alignment during correlation. This should probably
be changed to optimize X-band alignment and possibly
use channel offsets to bring S-band into better align-
ment.

The current discussion of Peculiar Offsets is based
on DiFX correlators used by the IVS. The analysis and
procedures should be extended to other correlators to
make sure all IVS results are consistent.

Until the actual Peculiar Offsets can be measured,
the relative Peculiar Offset reference needs to be ex-
tended to VGOS observing. This will most likely be
done using an observing network that has a mix of
legacy and VGOS stations to allow the relative Peculiar
Offsets to be determined.

Additionally, the noise level in the delay mapping
should be studied and quantified.

10 Conclusion

Station timing measurements, fmout-gps, are required
for accurate UT1-TAI. In addition, the Peculiar Offsets
applied by the correlator need to be stable. We are in-
vestigating a more formal system to improve the relative
Peculiar Offset stability. It will eventually be necessary
to measure the actual Peculiar Offsets at one or more
stations to remove the current bias in VLBI UT1-TAI
results.
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The Influence of Phase Calibration at the Station Hobart12 on
the ICRF

D. Mayer, J. Böhm, H. Krásná, L. McCallum

Abstract Sources in ICRF3 prototype solutions show
a systematic shift in declination when compared to the
ICRF2. One explanation for this effect is tropospheric
mismodeling in the ICRF2. Another possible reason for
this bias is a station dependent error from the Australian
stations in the ICRF3. We found that the phase calibra-
tion system at the station Hobart12 introduces a spu-
rious signal which propagates into source declination.
The phase calibration system at Hobart12 was used dur-
ing 440 sessions and was not used during 140 ses-
sions of the ICRF3 data set (5830 session as of Decem-
ber 2016). When we remove the sessions where phase
calibration was used we find that the declination bias
vanishes. This indicates that the declination bias is due
to a station dependent effect at Hobart12 and not due to
tropospheric mismodeling in the ICRF2.

Keywords Phase calibration, ICRF3, Declination bias

1 Introduction

An important product of the geodetic and astrometric
VLBI technique is the international celestial reference
frame (ICRF). It is defined by the International Celes-
tial Reference System (ICRS) with its current realisa-
tion being the ICRF2 (Ma et al., 2009; Fey et al., 2015).
The ICRF2 incorporates geodetic VLBI data from 1979
until March 2009. It is defined by 295 defining sources.

The recently launched Gaia satellite mission will
produce an optical celestial reference frame with com-
parable accuracy (Mignard et al., 2016; Petrov and Ko-
valev, 2016) in the near future (2018). This and the in-
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creased amount of data motivated the VLBI community
to produce a new realisation of the ICRS which will
be released in August 2018 at the 30th General Assem-
bly of the International Astronomical Union in Vienna,
Austria. It will be called ICRF3.

In geodetic VLBI the phase shifts induced by the in-
strumentation have to be corrected. This is done using
a technique called phase calibration. A signal of known
phase (set of tones) is injected into the front end of the
instrumentation and later used for calibration (further
information can be found in Sovers et al. (1998) and the
references therein). This technique can also account for
additional delays due to cable stretching and twisting.
However, the uplink cable can cause additional uncom-
pensated phase variation. Usually this is corrected with
a cable calibration system which measures the length
of this cable. Not all stations are equipped with such a
system. The Australian stations do not have a cable cal-
ibration system.

There is another option which is used when the
phase calibration fails or is not available. It is called
manual phase calibration. During the fringe fitting
stage, the individual phase offsets per band are man-
ually set using a strong source as calibrator. In this
case, the measured phase calibration signal is not used.
Hence the phase calibration signal is not used.

2 Motivation

When comparing ICRF3 prototype solutions with the
ICRF2, a clear bias in declination of the determined
source positions (Figure 1) becomes evident. From here
on we will simply refer to this bias as the declination
bias. Different groups found that the addition of data
from the Australian stations (Hobart12, Kath12M and
Yarra12M) is causing this declination bias. However,
the actual cause of the declination bias is yet unknown.
One possible reason is that the new data from the south-
ern stations correct a bias intrinsic to the ICRF2 (data
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Fig. 1: Bias in declinations of the 295 defining sources as seen
between the ICRF3 prototype solution by TU Wien and our own
ICRF2 solution. Depicted are the defining sources and a moving
average filter.

is mostly from northern stations). The southern sources
were mainly observed under low elevation by northern
stations. This magnifies tropospheric modeling errors
and, because the troposphere has a known north-south
gradient, could result in a bias in declination. If this is
the case the southern stations helped to reveal this sys-
tematic effect and the new solution reflects the truth bet-
ter. A second possible scenario is that the southern sta-
tions experience a systematic error and this distorts the
ICRF. This is more critical because it means that the
new solution has systematic errors.

In order to investigate this, we had a closer look
at session AUG030, on Oct 07, 2016. We processed
AUG030 once with the correction from the phase cali-
bration and once with the manual phase calibration cor-
rection. Comparing the two solutions, we find a large
difference in the group delays of up to 100–150 ps or
3–5 cm (Fig. 2). The differences seems to be mainly az-
imuth dependent with peaks at each end of the cable
wrap. This is an indicator that a systematic error (possi-
ble cable twisting of the phase calibration uplink cable)
might be introduced into the VLBI data.

The influence of such a systematic error on the CRF
is discussed in the following sections.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data set

We used data from 1979 to 2016 (5830 sessions) to cre-
ate ICRF solutions. In this data set we found ∼ 140 ses-
sions where the manual phase calibration correction was
used (the phase calibration unit was either broken or not
used) and ∼ 440 sessions where the normal phase cali-
bration correction was used at Hobart12.

3.2 Solutions

In total we created three test solutions (5250 sessions
without Hobart12 plus different subsets of the sessions
with Hobart12):

1. A first solution where the sessions with normal
phase calibration at Hobart12 were used (5690 ses-
sions in total).

2. A second solution where the sessions with manual
phase calibration at Hobart12 were used (5390 ses-
sions in total).

3. And a third solution where we reduced the num-
ber of sessions from the first solution to match the
number of Hobart12 sessions of the second solution
(5390 sessions in total).

We would expect the declination bias to become
smaller when removing sessions (440 vs 140 sessions).
The third solution was generated to mitigate this effect.
In order to make this comparison as fair as possible we
tried to keep the ratio of R1/R4 and Austral sessions
similar in both data sets. Hence, the third solution in-
corporates ∼ 60 R1/R4 sessions, ∼ 60 Austral sessions
and ∼ 20 other sessions where the normal phase calibra-
tion correction was used.

4 Results and Discussion

The first solution, depicted in Figure 3, has a clear sys-
tematic bias in declination w.r.t. ICRF2 which is very
similar to the declination bias seen when using the full
set of 5830 sessions.

When looking at the difference plot between the first
solution and the ICRF3 prototype solution with all data
we do not see any systematic bias in declination, see
Figure 4. This demonstrates that the removal of the 140
sessions where the manual phase calibration was used
does not affect the declination bias.

However, looking at the difference in source declina-
tion of the second solution (using only sessions where
the manual phase calibration correction was used at Ho-
bart) w.r.t. the ICRF2 no bias is visible (Fig. 5). This
suggests that removing the 440 sessions where normal
phase calibration was used also removes the declination
bias.

It is conceivable that 140 sessions are not enough
to distinguish the declination bias from noise which is
why test solution three was created, using a subset of
140 sessions from solution 1. As shown in Figure 6, the
systematic is smaller when compared to Figure 3 (as ex-
pected, since we use less sessions) but still noticeable.
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Fig. 2: Difference in group delays (only the baseline Hobart12-Hobart26 is depicted) of session AUS-GEO030 (October 2016) when
analysed with the normal phase calibration and the manual phase calibration correction. The skyplot is split into three parts to resemble
the different cable wraps counterclockwise, neutral and clockwise (from left to right).
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Fig. 5: Solution with 140 sessions where the manual phase cali-
bration at Hobart12 was used. Depicted are the defining sources.
The reference is our own ICRF2 solution.
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Fig. 6: Solution with a subset of 140 sessions where the normal
phase calibration at Hobart12 was used. Depicted are the defining
sources. The reference is our own ICRF2 solution.
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Fig. 7: Difference between solution two (140 manual phase cali-
bration sessions) and solution three (140 normal phase calibration
sessions). Depicted are the defining sources.
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Fig. 3: Solution with 440 sessions where the normal phase cali-
bration at Hobart12 was used. Depicted are the defining sources.
The reference is our own ICRF2 solution.
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Fig. 4: Difference between our first test solution (440 normal
phase calibration sessions) and the ICRF3 prototype solution (all
5830 sessions are used). Depicted are the defining sources.

This demonstrates that 140 sessions are enough to sep-
arate the declination bias from noise.

In order to see this effect even clearer we provide the
difference plot of both (second and third) solutions, see
Figure 7. A bias in declination which looks very sim-
ilar to the declination bias is evident. This is further
evidence that the declination bias is introduced by the
normal phase calibration correction.
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5 Conclusion

We found a clear (several centimeters) systematic differ-
ence in group delays at the station Hobart12 when we
use the normal phase calibration versus manual phase
calibration.

While a difference per se does not reveal any in-
formation about which solution is better, investigations
of McCallum et al. (2017) (this edition) indicate that
the measured phase calibration signal introduces addi-
tional systematic effects into the measurements, rather
than correcting for them. This conclusion is supported
with the findings of this contribution, looking at effects
on the CRF.

When we remove all the sessions where normal
phase calibration was used at Hobart12 (sessions where
manual phase calibration is used are kept) from the
ICRF3 data set, then the declination bias vanishes. We
believe that this systematic error propagates into the
source declination and causes a major part of the dec-
lination bias.
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K-band Celestial Reference Frame: Can it be Better Than S/X?

A. de Witt, C. S. Jacobs, A. Bertarini, D. Gordon, J. McCallum, J. Quick, J. Lovell, A. Nothnagel

Abstract K-band (24-GHz) VLBI observations are
very rapidly realizing their potential to form the basis
for the most accurate celestial reference frame (CRF)
ever constructed. Relative to the standard S/X (2.3/8.4-
GHz) observing bands, AGN at K-band have more com-
pact source morphology and smaller core-shifts. This
reduction in astrophysical systematics allows a more
stable CRF at K-band. The only previous K-band CRF
had 268 sources. With the 16-fold increase in data rate
to 2 Gbps in our recently completed VLBA observa-
tions, we achieved a four-fold increase in sensitivity
relative to previous observations. This allowed us to
quickly double the number of sources to 551 while si-
multaneously improving the precision. In early 2017 we
were awarded eight additional 24-hour VLBA sessions
to continue the improvement of the K-band frame pre-
cision. With the inclusion of archival K-band Galac-
tic Plane observations and recent dedicated observa-
tions in the Southern Hemisphere, we now have al-
most 800 sources in our K-band CRF. Our K-band
CRF now has better precision than the international
standard ICRF2. Our accuracy is currently limited by
∼100 microarcsecond level zonal errors that we plan to
address through increased southern observations using
HartRAO-Hobart single-baselines. Our analysis of re-
cently completed VLBA observations shows source po-
sition precision improving as the number of delay mea-
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surements to the −0.6 power. This improvement with
number of observations shows that our additional ob-
servations will make rapid astrometric progress. We are
optimistic that these observations will become the core
of a K-band contribution to the ICRF3.

Keywords Astrometry, 24 GHz, quasar, VLBI, refer-
ence frame, ICRF

1 Introduction

High precision VLBI measurements of positions of ex-
tragalactic radio sources define and maintain the current
International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF2; Ma
et al, 2009), which forms the underlying basis for posi-
tional astronomy. Unfortunately, at the standard S/X fre-
quencies, many ICRF sources exhibit spatially extended
intrinsic structures that may vary with time, frequency
and baseline projection. Such structure can introduce
significant errors in the VLBI measurements thereby de-
grading the accuracy of the estimated sources positions
(Charlot, 1990) and thus the stability of S/X-band celes-
tial reference frames (CRFs).

However, on VLBI scales at higher radio frequen-
cies, these extragalactic radio sources tend to exhibit
more compact source structure and reduced core-shift.
Thus, astrometric VLBI observations at higher radio
frequencies permit the construction of a more accurate
and well defined CRF which will also be advantageous
in tying the VLBI reference frame to optical reference
frames such as Gaia (Mignard et al., 2016).

In the last few years, considerable work has been
done and significant progress made on defining CRFs
at higher radio frequencies. Astrometric and imaging
observations by Lanyi et al. (2010) and Charlot et al.
(2010) provided a foundation for the development of a
reference frame at K-band. However, the Lanyi et al.
(2010) catalogue consists of only 268 sources with weak
coverage in the mid-south and no coverage in the far
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south, several localised regions with no sources, espe-
cially near the galactic plane and uncertainties in source
positions at the 100 µas level (see Figure 1). Additional
observations to improve the precision and spatial cover-
age of the K-band CRF were thus needed.

Fig. 1: Distribution of 268 sources at 24 GHz from ten, 24-hour
observing sessions with the VLBA (Lanyi et al., 2010). Median
formal uncertainties are 80 µas in αcos(δ) and 150 µas in δ.

Dedicated imaging and astrometric observations to
improve the K-band CRF started in 2014. Our com-
pleted VLBA projects used a data rate of 2 Gbps achiev-
ing a four-fold increase in sensitivity to previous work
allowing a tripling of the number of sources while si-
multaneously improving the precision. With the inclu-
sion of archival K-band Galactic Plane observations
and complementary observations in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, there are now ∼800 sources in the K-band CRF-
–comparable to the number of regularly observed S/X
sources.

Our K-band CRF now has better precision than
the international standard ICRF2 and better wRMS
agreement with the Gaia data release 1 auxilliary cata-
log (Gaia DR1-aux; Mignard et al., 2016) than recent
S/X CRFs. We are optimistic that these observations
will become the core of a K-band contribution to
the next generation international celestial reference
frame, the ICRF3. In addition, multi-epoch maps will
give us quantitative measures of the stability of the
source structures. Preliminary imaging shows that these
sources are compact on mas scales (de Witt et al.,
2016).

2 Observations and Data Analysis

We completed observations for VLBA projects BJ083
(de Witt et al., 2016) and UD001. Each of the ses-
sions was 24-hours in duration and we used a data rate
of 2 Gbps. The scans were 120 seconds in duration
and most sources were observed 3–4 times per session.
We have also completed observations of five Southern
Hemisphere sessions (KS1401 to KS1703), using the
Hobart-26m and HartRAO-26m antennas. The sessions

Table 1: Summary of Observations.
*Sessions not yet included in the astrometric solution.

K-band Date K-band Date
Session Name (yyyy-mm-dd) Session Name (yyyy-mm-dd)
BR079A 2002.05.15 KS1601 2016.07.29
BR079B 2002.08.25 KS1602 2016.11.22
BR079C 2002.12.26 KS1702* 2017.04.12
BL115A 2003.05.22 KS1703* 2017.04.23
BL115B 2003.09.13 BJ083A1 2015.12.15
BL115C 2004.02.15 BJ083B 2016.01.28
BL122A 2004.12.14 BJ083C 2016.06.06
BL122B 2005.08.26 BJ083D 2016.06.20
BL122C 2006.07.09 UD001A 2017.01.08
BL122D 2007.03.30 UD001B 2017.01.26
BL151A 2008.07.10 UD001C 2017.02.23
BL151B 2008.12.18 UD001D 2017.03.04
BP125A 2006.06.04 UD001E* 2017.04.09
BP125B 2006.06.11 UD001F* 2017.04.23
BP125C 2006.10.20 UD001G* 2017.05.11
KS1401 2014.05.04 UD001H* 2017.05.18

were all 24-hours in duration with a scan time of 2 min-
utes. Observations using a data rate of 2 Gbps started
in August 2016. These Southern Hemisphere, single-
baseline observations have already completed full sky
coverage for the K-band CRF.

All of the sessions accumulated in all K-band work
to date are listed in Table 1: 12 sessions from Lanyi
et al. (2010), 3 VLBA Galactic Plane sessions from
2006 (Petrov et al., 2011), 5 Southern Hemisphere ses-
sions from 2014, 2016 and 2017 and 12 VLBA sessions
at 2 Gbps from 2015 to 2017. Only 26 of the 32 sessions
listed were available to include in the astrometric solu-
tion presented in this paper at the time of publication.
Sessions KS1702 and KS1703 as well as UD001E, F, G
and H have not been included in the astrometric solution
presented in § 3 and 3.

Correlation of the VLBI data since 2014 used the
DiFX correlators (Deller et al., 2011) at Bonn Univer-
sity (KS sessions) or the VLBA (BJ083 and UD001 ses-
sions). Fringe fitting was performed at the Bonn cor-
relator using the Haystack Observatory Postprocessing
System (HOPS) and the output converted into geodetic-
style databases. Astrometric analysis of each session
was made at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
using the Calc/Solve analysis package. A Solve global
least squares solution was made using all the available
sessions. The global solution solved for source posi-
tions, site positions, site velocities, and Earth Orienta-
tion Parameters (EOP). Our frame was aligned to ICRF2
with a no-net-rotation constraint using the 228 (of 295)
ICRF2 defining sources in our data set.
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Fig. 2: The distribution of 788 sources at 24 GHz from twenty-six,
24-hour observing sessions (Lanyi et al., 2010; Petrov et al., 2011;
de Witt et al., 2016). Parts a. and b. show the formal uncertainties
in αcos(δ) and δ, respectively.

3 K-band Astrometric Catalog

There are now 788 sources in the K-band CRF, cover-
ing the full sky (Figures 2 and 3). The distribution of
the formal position uncertainties from the K-band CRF
are shown in Figure 2. The precision is much lower
for δ < −45◦, where we only have a few sessions from
single-baseline observations. Median formal uncertain-
ties are 74 µas in αcos(δ) and 137 µas in δ. For compar-
ison, the K and S/X median formal uncertainties for the
636 overlapping sources between K-band and ICRF2
and the 676 overlapping sources between K-band and
the most recent S/X solution are listed in Table 2.

Fig. 3: The distribution of 788 sources at 24 GHz showing the
number of sessions accumulated in all K-band work used in the
astrometric solution presented in this paper.

Most of the VLBA’s four-fold increase in sensitiv-
ity since earlier K-band reference frame work should
translate into improved source position precision. The
current K-band CRF shows source position precision
improving as the number of delay measurements to the
−0.6 power. We project improvement in precision with
the addition of another 16 VLBA sessions (two sessions

per month until around mid-2018), to ∼38 and ∼71 µas
precision in αcos(δ) and δ, respectively. As summarized
in Table 2, it can be seen that the current K-band CRF
is already more precise than the ICRF2 and the projec-
tions indicate that the K-band CRF by mid-2018 may be
comparable in precision to the current S/X frame.

The S/X CRF currently has only 794 sources with
ten or more sessions per source. The distribution of
sources in Figure 3 shows the number of K-band ses-
sions accumulated per source. Considering that we need
∼4-5 sessions to go through our list of 788 K-band CRF
sources and assuming that we continue with two observ-
ing sessions per month, we project that we can meet the
S/X standard for well observed sources (∼10 sessions
per source) by mid-2018.

Table 2: Median 1-σ formal uncertainties. Column 1 lists the
band and date of catalog. Column 2 lists the number of sources
or the number of overlapping sources between K and S/X cat-
alogs, excluding sources with only one delay measurement and
also outliers with > 5-σ differences in position between K and
S/X catalogs.

Catalog # Sources αcos(δ) δ

[µas] [µas]
K-170324 768 74 137
K-projected − 38 71
K-170324 636 66 122
S/X-ICRF2-090316 636 107 147
K-170324 676 70 129
S/X-170502 676 40 62

4 Catalog Comparisons

We compared our K-band astrometric catalog to the
ICRF2 and the most recent S/X catalog (GSFC, S/X-
gsfc-170502). We also compared the ICRF2 catalog
to the most recent S/X catalog. For the various cata-
log comparisons we computed position differences in
αcos(δ) and δ, respectively. Outlier sources, with more
than 5-σ differences in position, were excluded. The re-
sults for all catalog comparisons are summarized in Ta-
ble 3.

The current K-band CRF agrees about as well with
the current S/X frame as the ICRF2 does, but with a
much smaller ∆δ vs. δ slope. The weighted RMS has
also improved quite a bit with the recent S/X solution. In
the K-band solution from Lanyi et al. (2010), the dom-
inant systematic was the ∆δ vs. δ slope at −4.7± 0.28
µas/deg, but we have reduce this slope to an insignif-
icant −0.22 ± 0.13 µas/deg. However, there is a large
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Table 3: Comparisons of astrometric catalogs at S/X and K bands. Column 1 lists the band and date of catalogs being compared.
Column 2 lists the number of overlapping sources and column 3 lists the number of outliers with > 5-σ differences in position.
Columns 4 & 5 list the ∆αcos(δ) vs. δ slope and the ∆δ vs. δ slope, respectively. Columns 6 & 7 list the associated weighted RMS
differences about the weighted mean.

Catalogs Compared # sources # outliers ∆αcos(δ) vs. δ ∆δ vs. δ wRMS αcos(δ) wRMS δ
( > 5-σ) [µas/deg] [µas/deg] [µas] [µas]

K-170324 − S/X-ICRF2-090316 636 13 -1.28±0.14 1.18±0.19 133 165
K-170324 − S/X-170502 676 24 -1.18±0.08 -0.22±0.13 105 133
S/X-170502 − S/X-ICRF2-090316 2977 24 0.04±0.07 1.01±0.08 116 138

Table 4: Comparisons of astrometric VLBI catalogs and the Gaia DR1-aux catalog (Jacobs et al., 2017). Column 1 lists the band and
date of catalogs being compared, column 2 gives the number of overlapping sources. Columns 3 & 4 list the number and % of outliers
with > 5-σ differences in position. Columns 5 & 6 list the associated weighted RMS differences about the weighted mean. Columns 7,
8 & 9 give the rotational alignment angles.

Catalogs Compared # sources # outliers % outliers wRMS αcos(δ) wRMS δ Rx Ry Rz
(> 5-σ) (> 5-σ) [µas] [µas] [µas] [µas] [µas]

K-170324 − Gaia DR1-aux 481 13 2.6 439 455 100±24 -7±21 0±23
S/X-170502 − Gaia DR1-aux 1984 106 5.0 536 544 32±13 5±11 28±13

remaining systematic in ∆αcos(δ) vs. δ at −1.18± 0.08
µas/deg.

Jacobs et al. (2017) also compared the K and S/X
catalogs to the Gaia DR1-aux optical catalog. The sum-
mary presented in Table 4 hints that results improve by
going to higher radio frequencies, with K-band showing
a lower percentage of outliers and smaller scatter versus
Gaia. Outliers with more than 5-σ differences in posi-
tion were excluded from the comparison. It should be
noted, however, that the results presented in Table 4 do
not use the exact same objects for the S/X vs. Gaia and
K vs. Gaia comparisons.

5 Ionosphere Calibration

Delays due to the ionosphere were computed as de-
scribed in Lanyi et al. (2010), using GPS ionosphere
maps produced by JPL. These maps are given at 2-hour
intervals and have a resolution of 2.5◦ by 5◦ in latitude
and longitude, respectively. Thus this method cannot ac-
count for short-term ionospheric variations, but should
be able to remove a large fraction of the effects of the
more slowly varying components of the ionosphere and
greatly reduce the systematic effects of the ionosphere.

In Figure 4 we show the effect of including GPS
obtained ionosphere calibration at K-band. On average
the ionospheric calibrations do not affect right ascen-
sions, but do make a 400 µas tilt in declinations. How-
ever, judging from the insignificant ∆δ vs. δ slope of our
GPS calibrated K vs. direct dual-band calibrated S/X
(Table 3), we do not appear to be limited by the iono-
sphere. We also note that the current solar cycle is one
of the weakest in the last century and this weak cycle

is heading into its minimum. This means that the near
future is expected to be an optimal time for single fre-
quency observations.

Fig. 4: The effect of including GPS obtained ionosphere calibra-
tion on ∆δ (δ with GPS ionosphere calibration applied minus δ
without GPS ionosphere calibration applied) as a function of δ, at
K-band. The effect on RA (not shown) was negligible.

6 Conclusions

Our goal is to continue the improvement of the K-band
CRF to match or exceed the precision of the future S/X
and Gaia frames. Our current K-band frame is already
more precise than the ICRF2, and the K-band precision
is projected to be comparable to the current S/X frame
at mid-2018. Our K-band results also have less scatter
relative to Gaia than S/X catalogs and have a lower per-
centage of outliers. We believe that compared to the cur-
rent SX-based IAU standard, the K-band work is a much
more efficient use of resources to achieve a given level
of astrometric precision while being far less susceptible
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to astrophysical systematics. Work now in progress to
realize the full potential of the K-CRF includes increas-
ing the temporal resolution of the GPS calibrations to
15 minutes and gathering more southern data including
overlapping north-south baselines.

Noting that current S/X precision is very close to the
systematic source structure floor of ∼30 µas (Le Bail,
2017), S/X will soon not be able to improve any fur-
ther while K-band’s structure floor is expected to be a
few times smaller allowing for improvement for years
to come. K-band also compares well to S/X in the num-
ber of regularly observed sources. We are well on our
way towards realizing K-band’s potential to be the basis
of a world class reference frame.
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Investigating the Noise Floor of VLBI Source Positions

K. Le Bail, D. Gordon, J. M. Gipson, D. S. MacMillan

Abstract The noise floor of ICRF2 was at the level of
40µas. After eight years of various improvements (tech-
nique, measurements, models,...), we expect this level to
have decreased significantly. The objective of this paper
is to determine the noise floor of each source of the cur-
rent VLBI solution using the Allan variance. The Allan
variance quantifies the variance of time series at differ-
ent sample periods, but it also gives access to time se-
ries statistical characteristics such as the type of noise
in the series. When a time series exhibits flicker noise,
it can be interpreted that any additional data will not add
any more information and that the noise floor has been
reached. For each source in the latest GSFC solution, we
estimate the noise of the time series as a combination of
white noise and flicker noise using least-squares on the
Allan variance log-log curves. Each source is then quan-
tified by its levels of white noise and flicker noise. From
the latest GSFC solution (2017a) of time series for 4241
sources, 157 sources are selected after applying various
criteria to obtain significant statistics, like the duration
of the time series or the time span in between two ob-
servations. The Allan variance analysis determines two
sets of sources: the dominant noise is flicker noise for
91 sources, and white noise for 66 sources. Some of the
sources have noise floor values as low as 5 µas.

Keywords VLBI source positions, noise floor

1 Introduction

Many improvements were made since the ICRF2 was
adopted by the IAU in 2009 replacing the ICRF1 on
January 1, 2010 (see Table 1). In the eight years since
ICRF2, the number of delay observations has more than
doubled. There have been more than a thousand addi-

Karine Le Bail ·David Gordon · John M. Gipson ·Dan MacMillan
NVI, Inc. @ NASA/GSFC, 8800 Greenbelt Rd, Greenbelt, MD
20770, USA

Table 1: ICRFs evolution.

Parameter ICRF1 ICRF2 ICRF3
(1997) (2010) (2018)

Observation Dates 08/1979 - 08/1979 - 08/1979 -
07/1995 03/2009 12/2017

(16 years) (29.5 years) ( 38.5 years)

# Observations 1.6M S/X 6.5M S/X 15 M S/X
(group delays) + X/Ka + K

# Defining Sources 212 295 200-300

# Sources S/X 608 3414 4400+

X/Ka 675
K 800

Noise Floor 250 µas 40 µas 20-30 µas

Axis Stability 20 µas 10 µas < 10 µas

tional sources observed in S/X-band. And 675 sources
have been now observed in X/Ka-band and 800 in K-
band.

The computation of the ICRF2 noise floor was done
by a decimation test (IERS TN35, 2009) from the GSFC
solution gsf08b. All experiments were ordered chrono-
logically and divided into two sets selected by even or
odd session to keep the same core network of observing
stations. The declination and right ascension noise were
then computed for each 15o declination band in each
solution derived from differences between positions in
the two decimation solutions. Based on the number of
observing sessions, the noise floor for declination and
right ascension were 25 µas and 15 µas respectively.
The ICRF2 noise floor was finally set at a conservative
value of 40 µas, almost six times lower than the ICRF1
noise floor.

ICRF3 is expected to be released in 2018. We expect
the noise floor to decrease significantly. The purpose of
this paper is to determine the noise floor of the latest
GSFC solution as an estimate of what the noise floor
will be for ICRF3. The GSFC solution is presented in
Section 2. Section 3 describes the method of time series
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analysis and gives a short overview of the Allan vari-
ance which is the statistical tool used to access the noise
floor per source. Section 4 presents the results. Section
5 discusses the limitations of this method applied to our
data. Section 6 discusses further work that needs to be
done.

2 GSFC solution of source position time
series - Description

In this paper we study the latest solution for source po-
sition time series processed at GSFC (gsf2017a), which
was generated on April 14, 2017. It covers all databases
from August 3, 1979 through March 27, 2017 for a total
of 5696 sessions. In addition, it includes the VCS1-6,
VCS-II, and UF1 A-D (VLBA) sessions. There are time
series of positions for 4241 sources, but some of these
are computed from only one epoch.

3 Computing noise floor with the Allan
variance

The Allan variance is a statistical tool that gives the level
and type of noise of a time series. For more details, the
reader can refer to previous work in Le Bail and Gordon
(2010) or from Allan (1966). The major drawback of
this statistical tool when applied to VLBI position time
series is that it has to be applied to regularly spaced time
series. As with any other statistical tool, the significance
of the results depends greatly on the number of points
of the time series.

The observed VLBI data presents challenges for this
statistical tool: there may be some large gaps between
observations, the sessions may be scarce and/or the
number of observations is limited. For these reasons, we
chose to average the time series into three sets: yearly,
30-day, and 10-day averaged time series. In the case of
a large gap, the portion of the time series after the large
gap is the portion considered. We do not take into ac-
count data points before 1995 which are considered to
be of lower quality.

Sources are then selected as follows.

1. GSFC solution gsf2017a: 4241 sources;
2. Sources with ten or more observations: 766 sources

left.
3. Sources with good observation history (observed

after 1995, more than five years of observation,
more than two observations per session, more than
one session per year, less than three years between
two sessions, the number of additional points

Evaluation of the stability of ICRF2 in the past five years using the Allan variance 
 K. Le Bail, D. Gordon, and J. Gipson 

E-mail: karine.lebail@nasa.gov 

NVI, Inc., Code 698.2, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771 

 In five years, VLBI accumulated more data for more sources. The current solution is getting 
more consistent and the frame realized by the defining sources seems more stable. Thanks to efforts 
like the IVS monitoring program (see poster in this same session 5), the IVS observation is 
becoming more consistent and uses more resources. We have a better understanding of the weakness 
in the Reference Frame and study new opportunities to strengthen it, like observing more of the 
southern sources or including Gaia transfer sources to link the future Gaia catalog with the ICRF. 

Figure 4. Stability of the frame realized by the ICRF2 defining sources in each solution. 

[1] Feissel-Vernier, M., Selecting stable extragalactic compact radio sources from the permanent 
astrogeodetic VLBI program, A&A, 2003. 

[2] Le Bail, K., and D. Gordon, Time-dependent Selection of an Optimal Set of Sources to Define a 
Stable Celestial Reference, in Proceedings of the IVS 2010 General Meeting, Hobart, Australia, Feb 
7-13, 2010, Eds D. Behrend and K. D. Baver, p.280–284. 

8th IVS General Meeting – VGOS: The New VLBI Network 

 In 2010, we presented a method of analyzing VLBI source time series and evaluating the 
statistical time stability of VLBI sources, generating a stability index function of time for each 
source. This method is inspired by the paper of Martine Feissel-Vernier "Selecting stable 
extragalactic compact radio sources from the permanent astrogeodetic VLBI program” [1]. 

 Now, four years later, we use the same method to study current solutions and compare the 
evolution of the stability of ICRF2. 

 In the first part of this poster, we look at a particular source we studied in 2010: 3C418 and we 
determine by the Allan variance if the previous determination of noise is confirmed by the additional 
data. The second part of the poster looks at the stability of Celestial Reference Frames by using the 
stability index to quantify each source stability. A look at the ICRF2 defining sources is also given. 

Session 5 

Introduction 

Discussion References 

Studied VLBI solutions 

09GSF005 2012a 2014a 
Period 1979-Aug-03 

– 2009-Mar-16 
1979-Aug-03 

– 2009-Aug-06 
1979-Aug-03 

– 2014-Jan-16 
Number of 
sources 1204 1517 1696 

Stability study 

 We use (A1,A2,A3,dz) as an 
indicator of the Celestial Reference 
Frame stability. To judge the stability of 
a subset of chosen sources, we compare 
two Celestial Reference Frames realized 
by this subset: one is the yearly mean 
realization (CRF)i while the other is the 
mean being computed over the full 
period. To do so, we process three 
rotations (A1,A2,A3) and a fictitious 
declination bias dz. This is illustrated in 
Figure 3. 

The case of 3C418 with five more years of observation 

Figure 1. Position time series of 3C418 (middle plots), Allan 
variances computed from 1989-1993 time series (left plots) and 
Allan variances computed from 1997 to 2014.1 time series (right 
plots). 

Figure 5. Stability of subsets of stable sources selected in each 
solution (09GSF005, 2012a, 2014a over the period 1989.5-2009.5 
and 2014a over the period 1989.5-2014.1 -2014aL-). 

 In 2010, we studied the case of source 3C418 for solution 09GSF005. It was a good example 
of non-stationarity: the Allan variances computed from 1989-1993 show white noise at the level of 
100µas for both coordinates. The Allan variances computed from 1997 to 2009.5 show a 
combination of white noise and flicker noise, with a level for the flicker noise as low as 50µas for 
both coordinates. We extend this study to 2014 using the solution 2014a. The Allan variances 
computed from 1989-1993 show white noise at the level of 200 to 400µas, and computed from 
1997-2014, a combination of white noise and flicker noise. However, for the declination, the Allan 
variances curve is characteristic of white noise with a periodic signal with a period close to one year: 
the declination time series do not reach the same threshold of 50µas reached by the right ascension. 
The five more years of observation strengthens the previous statistical study. 

Reminder: The Allan variance is a statistical tool used to determine the 
type and level of noise of stationary time series by computing the Allan 
variance over various sampling time !. The slope of the Allan variance 
curve indicates the type of noise as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. The Allan variance to determine the type of noise. 
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Statistics 09GSF005 
(1989.5 – 

2009.5) 

2012a 
(1989.5 – 

2009.5) 

2014a 
(1989.5 – 

2009.5) 

2014a 
(1989.5 – 

2014.1) 
Std A1 0.0756 0.0703 0.0692 0.0646 

A2 0.0839 0.0415 0.0494 0.0488 
A3 0.0901 0.0473 0.0482 0.0440 

Mean A1 0.0127 0.0131 0.0148 0.0099 
A2 0.0108 0.0089 0.0061 0.0007 
A3 0.0090 0.0016 -0.0006 0.0019 

Table 1. Standard deviation and mean of (A1,A2,A3) in Figure 4. 

Figure 3. Method used to compute the parameters 
(A1(i),A2(i),A3(i),z(i)) to access the stability of 
Celestial Reference Frame. 

 In the second part of this study, we look at the stability of each source and build sets of stable 
sources for each solution. The method is described in [2] and summarized hereafter. Using statistical 
metrics as the Allan variance at one-year sampling time and the normalized values of the drifts for 
both coordinates (right ascension and declination), we calculate a stability index for each analyzed 
source. The sources are then sorted from the most stable to the less stable. Reference Frames are 
built using sets of ith most stable sources. For each of these References Frames, we compute a set of 
(A1(i),A2(i),A3(i),dz(i)) for each year i., and then calculate the standard deviation and the mean for 
the quantity A1+A2+A3+dz. Figure 5 shows the standard deviation and the mean in function of the 
number of sources used. 

 In Figure 5, the solutions 09GSF005, TS2012a and TS2014a are studied over a common 
period 1989.5-2009.5. Results are shown for TS2014a over a longer period: 1989.5-2014.1 
(TS2014aL). 

 The solution 2014a shows better stability than 09GSF005 and 2012a. A set of 280 sources 
gives an optimal stability. However, when looking at TS2014aL, the optimal set of stable sources 
reaches 400 sources. 

NB: The improvement in stability of 2014a compared to 2012a may be due in part to a reprocessing 
of difx correlated data from 2011.0 – 2012.5 to fix a difx2mark4 error. 

 First, we apply this to study the 295 ICRF2 defining sources. The three solutions are studied 
over the same period 1989.5-2009.5. The left plot of Figure 4 shows the (A1,A2,A3) obtained. The 
study is done for a longer period for TS2014a (1989.5-2014.1) and the results are shown in the right 
plot of Figure 4. The standard deviation and the mean are reported in Table 1. 

 For the latest solutions, the ICRF2 defining sources realize a more stable frame, suggesting 
the solutions are getting more consistent. 

 In this study, we consider three different solutions: 09GSF005, 2012a and 2014a, all computed 
at GSFC/NASA with Calc/Solve. These time series solutions were all generated in the same manner: 
Five separate Solve/Globl solutions were run for each time series. In the first solution, the positions 
of all 295 ICRF2 defining sources were solved for as global parameters (a single position for the 
entire data span) and constrained to their ICRF2 positions using a no-net-rotation constraint. All 
other source positions were treated as arc parameters, (a separate position was estimated for them in 
each session.) In the second solution, one-fourth (74) of the defining sources were removed from the 
global parameter list and the no-net-rotation constraint (every fourth source by R.A.). Positions for 
those 74 sources (along with all the others from the first solution) were solved for as arc parameters. 
In the third, fourth, and fifth solutions, the next successive 1/4 of the ICRF2 defining sources (74, 74, 
and 73 sources) were treated as arc parameter sources. The time series for the 295 defining sources 
were taken from the second, third, fourth and fifth solutions. All other sources were taken from the 
first solution. 

 For these solutions, sessions with small and regional networks were excluded, since they do 
not yield highly accurate source positions. Also no VCS sessions were used, since most of the VCS 
sources were observed only once or twice. 

Fig. 1: Allan variance. Determination of noise scheme.

needed to regularize the series is less than 50% of
the number of points in the series): 175 sources
left.

4. Visual check of the homogeneity of the time series:
164 sources left.

The 164 remaining sources are then studied with the
Allan variance and the type of noise is determined using
the slope in the log-log plot of the Allan variance as a
function of the sampling time (see Fig. 1).

4 Noise floor of GSFC solution 2017a

Out of the 164 sources studied, seven source series
contained a random walk and were eliminated. These
sources probably have too much structure for the Al-
lan variance to be able to determine their noise. For the
other 157 sources, we assumed that the noise is a com-
bination of flicker noise and white noise. Using least-
square estimation, we determined the level of noise for
each noise type.

For 66 of the sources, the dominant noise is white
noise, which implies that the quality of the data is still
improving with time.

For the 91 remaining sources, the Allan variance
curve shows flicker noise on the long-term, which
means that the quality of the data is stabilized at a
certain level of noise.

We determined the noise floor for each
of these 157 sources by extracting the min-
imum of the Allan variance plot (curve
(log10(AllanVariance), log10(S amplingTime))). Fig. 2
shows the values obtained for each source for each
averaged time series (10-day averaging, 30-day aver-
aging, and 1-year averaging). Plots for the 91 sources
exhibiting flicker noise are on the left. Plots for the 66
sources exhibiting white noise are on the right.

For some sources, the noise floor is as low as 5µas.
It is obvious from Fig. 2 that the noise floor increases
when the declination decreases. The sources in the south
are scarce and may not be observed with as good ge-
ometry. This is also seen in the plots of the white noise
sources: there are no sources south of −50◦ that we stud-
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Fig. 2: Individual source noise floor determined by the Allan variance. Top: Right Ascension, bottom: Declination. Left: 91
sources exhibiting flicker noise. Right: 66 sources exhibiting white noise. Each plotted value is the minimum of the curve
(log10(AllanVariance), log10(S amplingTime)). The green stars represent the values obtained by a decimation test to determine the
noise floor of ICRF2 (IERS TN35, 2009). The dotted lines mark the overall noise floors determined in IERS TN35 (2009) (15 µas for
Right Ascension and 25 µas for Declination).

ied, mostly due to the fact there are not enough obser-
vations for the sources in the south.

We added the information on the noise floor from
IERS TN35 (2009) as green stars in Fig. 2. This may
be difficult to compare as the IERS TN35 (2009) points
represent an average value for all sources in a 15◦ dec-
lination bin, considering all sessions, whereas our study
gives a point per source only for sources with good his-
tories. However, the most recent GSFC solution seems
to show an improvement in the noise floor compared to
ICRF2.

5 Discussion

Evaluation of the stability of ICRF2 in the past five years using the Allan variance 
 K. Le Bail, D. Gordon, and J. Gipson 

E-mail: karine.lebail@nasa.gov 

NVI, Inc., Code 698.2, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771 

 In five years, VLBI accumulated more data for more sources. The current solution is getting 
more consistent and the frame realized by the defining sources seems more stable. Thanks to efforts 
like the IVS monitoring program (see poster in this same session 5), the IVS observation is 
becoming more consistent and uses more resources. We have a better understanding of the weakness 
in the Reference Frame and study new opportunities to strengthen it, like observing more of the 
southern sources or including Gaia transfer sources to link the future Gaia catalog with the ICRF. 

Figure 4. Stability of the frame realized by the ICRF2 defining sources in each solution. 

[1] Feissel-Vernier, M., Selecting stable extragalactic compact radio sources from the permanent 
astrogeodetic VLBI program, A&A, 2003. 

[2] Le Bail, K., and D. Gordon, Time-dependent Selection of an Optimal Set of Sources to Define a 
Stable Celestial Reference, in Proceedings of the IVS 2010 General Meeting, Hobart, Australia, Feb 
7-13, 2010, Eds D. Behrend and K. D. Baver, p.280–284. 

8th IVS General Meeting – VGOS: The New VLBI Network 

 In 2010, we presented a method of analyzing VLBI source time series and evaluating the 
statistical time stability of VLBI sources, generating a stability index function of time for each 
source. This method is inspired by the paper of Martine Feissel-Vernier "Selecting stable 
extragalactic compact radio sources from the permanent astrogeodetic VLBI program” [1]. 

 Now, four years later, we use the same method to study current solutions and compare the 
evolution of the stability of ICRF2. 

 In the first part of this poster, we look at a particular source we studied in 2010: 3C418 and we 
determine by the Allan variance if the previous determination of noise is confirmed by the additional 
data. The second part of the poster looks at the stability of Celestial Reference Frames by using the 
stability index to quantify each source stability. A look at the ICRF2 defining sources is also given. 

Session 5 

Introduction 

Discussion References 

Studied VLBI solutions 

09GSF005 2012a 2014a 
Period 1979-Aug-03 

– 2009-Mar-16 
1979-Aug-03 

– 2009-Aug-06 
1979-Aug-03 

– 2014-Jan-16 
Number of 
sources 1204 1517 1696 

Stability study 

 We use (A1,A2,A3,dz) as an 
indicator of the Celestial Reference 
Frame stability. To judge the stability of 
a subset of chosen sources, we compare 
two Celestial Reference Frames realized 
by this subset: one is the yearly mean 
realization (CRF)i while the other is the 
mean being computed over the full 
period. To do so, we process three 
rotations (A1,A2,A3) and a fictitious 
declination bias dz. This is illustrated in 
Figure 3. 

The case of 3C418 with five more years of observation 

Figure 1. Position time series of 3C418 (middle plots), Allan 
variances computed from 1989-1993 time series (left plots) and 
Allan variances computed from 1997 to 2014.1 time series (right 
plots). 

Figure 5. Stability of subsets of stable sources selected in each 
solution (09GSF005, 2012a, 2014a over the period 1989.5-2009.5 
and 2014a over the period 1989.5-2014.1 -2014aL-). 

 In 2010, we studied the case of source 3C418 for solution 09GSF005. It was a good example 
of non-stationarity: the Allan variances computed from 1989-1993 show white noise at the level of 
100µas for both coordinates. The Allan variances computed from 1997 to 2009.5 show a 
combination of white noise and flicker noise, with a level for the flicker noise as low as 50µas for 
both coordinates. We extend this study to 2014 using the solution 2014a. The Allan variances 
computed from 1989-1993 show white noise at the level of 200 to 400µas, and computed from 
1997-2014, a combination of white noise and flicker noise. However, for the declination, the Allan 
variances curve is characteristic of white noise with a periodic signal with a period close to one year: 
the declination time series do not reach the same threshold of 50µas reached by the right ascension. 
The five more years of observation strengthens the previous statistical study. 

Reminder: The Allan variance is a statistical tool used to determine the 
type and level of noise of stationary time series by computing the Allan 
variance over various sampling time !. The slope of the Allan variance 
curve indicates the type of noise as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. The Allan variance to determine the type of noise. 
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Statistics 09GSF005 
(1989.5 – 

2009.5) 

2012a 
(1989.5 – 

2009.5) 

2014a 
(1989.5 – 

2009.5) 

2014a 
(1989.5 – 

2014.1) 
Std A1 0.0756 0.0703 0.0692 0.0646 

A2 0.0839 0.0415 0.0494 0.0488 
A3 0.0901 0.0473 0.0482 0.0440 

Mean A1 0.0127 0.0131 0.0148 0.0099 
A2 0.0108 0.0089 0.0061 0.0007 
A3 0.0090 0.0016 -0.0006 0.0019 

Table 1. Standard deviation and mean of (A1,A2,A3) in Figure 4. 

Figure 3. Method used to compute the parameters 
(A1(i),A2(i),A3(i),z(i)) to access the stability of 
Celestial Reference Frame. 

 In the second part of this study, we look at the stability of each source and build sets of stable 
sources for each solution. The method is described in [2] and summarized hereafter. Using statistical 
metrics as the Allan variance at one-year sampling time and the normalized values of the drifts for 
both coordinates (right ascension and declination), we calculate a stability index for each analyzed 
source. The sources are then sorted from the most stable to the less stable. Reference Frames are 
built using sets of ith most stable sources. For each of these References Frames, we compute a set of 
(A1(i),A2(i),A3(i),dz(i)) for each year i., and then calculate the standard deviation and the mean for 
the quantity A1+A2+A3+dz. Figure 5 shows the standard deviation and the mean in function of the 
number of sources used. 

 In Figure 5, the solutions 09GSF005, TS2012a and TS2014a are studied over a common 
period 1989.5-2009.5. Results are shown for TS2014a over a longer period: 1989.5-2014.1 
(TS2014aL). 

 The solution 2014a shows better stability than 09GSF005 and 2012a. A set of 280 sources 
gives an optimal stability. However, when looking at TS2014aL, the optimal set of stable sources 
reaches 400 sources. 

NB: The improvement in stability of 2014a compared to 2012a may be due in part to a reprocessing 
of difx correlated data from 2011.0 – 2012.5 to fix a difx2mark4 error. 

 First, we apply this to study the 295 ICRF2 defining sources. The three solutions are studied 
over the same period 1989.5-2009.5. The left plot of Figure 4 shows the (A1,A2,A3) obtained. The 
study is done for a longer period for TS2014a (1989.5-2014.1) and the results are shown in the right 
plot of Figure 4. The standard deviation and the mean are reported in Table 1. 

 For the latest solutions, the ICRF2 defining sources realize a more stable frame, suggesting 
the solutions are getting more consistent. 

 In this study, we consider three different solutions: 09GSF005, 2012a and 2014a, all computed 
at GSFC/NASA with Calc/Solve. These time series solutions were all generated in the same manner: 
Five separate Solve/Globl solutions were run for each time series. In the first solution, the positions 
of all 295 ICRF2 defining sources were solved for as global parameters (a single position for the 
entire data span) and constrained to their ICRF2 positions using a no-net-rotation constraint. All 
other source positions were treated as arc parameters, (a separate position was estimated for them in 
each session.) In the second solution, one-fourth (74) of the defining sources were removed from the 
global parameter list and the no-net-rotation constraint (every fourth source by R.A.). Positions for 
those 74 sources (along with all the others from the first solution) were solved for as arc parameters. 
In the third, fourth, and fifth solutions, the next successive 1/4 of the ICRF2 defining sources (74, 74, 
and 73 sources) were treated as arc parameter sources. The time series for the 295 defining sources 
were taken from the second, third, fourth and fifth solutions. All other sources were taken from the 
first solution. 

 For these solutions, sessions with small and regional networks were excluded, since they do 
not yield highly accurate source positions. Also no VCS sessions were used, since most of the VCS 
sources were observed only once or twice. 

Fig. 3: Source 3C418. From poster presentation at the 2014 IVS
GM Le Bail (2014). Time series (center) and two time spans Allan
variance plots (right and left). The left plots show the Allan vari-
ances computed on 1989-1993 time series. The right plots show
the Allan variances computed on 1997-2014 time series.

The homogeneity of the VLBI time series could also
be debated. In Le Bail (2014), the source 3C418 is
studied for two different time spans (from GSFC solu-

tion TS2014a). The Allan variance shows different de-
terminations for the type and level of noise for these
two different time spans (see Fig. 3). The noise of the
time series studied on the time span 1989-1993 is de-
termined to be white noise in both coordinates at the
level of 200− 400 µas. The noise of the time series in
the time span 1997-2014 is determined to be a combi-
nation of white noise and flicker noise for RAcos(DEC)
and white noise for DEC with a noise level of 50 µas
for RAcos(DEC) and 50 to 100 µas for DEC.

For some observed sources, it is apparent that the
structure has a very strong effect. Fig. 4 illustrates this
for the source 0607-157. The time series is presented
along with the S-band images from the Bordeaux
VLBI Image Database (BVID) at three different epochs
(December 2008, July 2009, and October 2010). The
change of structure of the source significantly impacts
the time series.

6 Conclusion

The results of this study show that the noise floor of
the current GSFC solution is lower than the estimated
ICRF2 noise floor determined in IERS TN35 (2009).
The two methods used are very different from each
other, so to make a better comparison, we should apply
our method to the 2009 ICRF2 time series.

With the imminent release of ICRF3, different anal-
ysis centers will submit their ICRF solutions. Among
the Analysis Centers, there are different software pack-
ages, different models, and different processing strate-
gies. It would be interesting to compare the noise floors
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Fig. 4: Source 0607-157. Top: Time series from gsf2017a solu-
tion. Bottom: S-band images from BVID at three different epochs.
From left to right: December 2008, July 2009, and October 2010.

of these different solutions as well as the final ICRF3
solution.
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Two-component Structure of the Radio Source 0014+813 Using
CONT14 Geodetic VLBI Observations

O. Titov, Y. Lopez, L. McCallum

Abstract We have developed a new approach to fa-
cilitate the structure delay for extended radio sources
using the post-fit residuals calculated after adjustment
of geodetic Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
observations by the standard method. No imaging of a
radio source is required for that method. The simplest
model of a radio source including two point-like compo-
nents could be presented with four parameters (angular
separation, orientation, flux ratio and difference of spec-
tral indexes) at multi-baseline VLBI network for each
baseline separately. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
this approach on an example of radio source 0014+813
intensively observed during a two-week CONT14 cam-
paign under the auspices of the International VLBI Ser-
vice (IVS) in May 2014. Some large systematic differ-
ences in post-fit residuals for baselines of 5000 km and
longer were detected. We estimated all four parameters
for each baseline and determined the average character-
istics of the 0014+813 radio structure at the frequency
8.4 GHz. The radio source is confirmed to consist of
two components separated by 0.5 mas and aligned with
a "north-south" direction. Implementation of the struc-
ture model to analysis of the CONT14 data set results
in displacement of 0014+813 declination on 0.070 mas
north with respect to its reference position.

Keywords VLBI, astrometry, active galactic nuclei,
reference systems

Oleg Titov
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Yulia Lopez
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1 Introduction

At the milliarcsecond scale most frequently observed
powerful extragalactic radio sources exhibit spatially
extended intrinsic structures which are variable in both
time and frequency. Such radio structures introduce
sizeable effects in the VLBI measurements known as
a structure delay (Charlot, 1990). That leads to astro-
metric coordinate instability 0.1-1 mas on timescale of
months to years (Fey et al., 1997; Alberdi et al., 2000;
Titov, 2007). First attempts modeling these effects start-
ing circa 1980 (Charlot, 1990) have not shown success
due to significant complication in radiostructure effect
calculation both from astrophysical and astrometric
VLBI observations (Charlot, 1990; Thomas, 1980;
Sovers et al., 2002; Tornatore and Charlot, 2007).
Recently, Xu et al. (2016) showed that the "closure
delay" approach is capable to extract the structure
effect from combination of the post-fit residuals of
three baseline data. Nevertheless, this method meets
other difficulties as it requires that observables from all
three baselines should be available. Another suggestion
by Charlot (1990) to fit the post-fit residuals for each
individual baseline has not shown a progress so far.
Thus, in this paper we first demonstrate the approach to
facilitate the structure delay for extended radio sources
using the post-fit residuals calculated after adjustment
of geodetic Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
observations.

2 Processing CONT14-campaigns
observations

For extended radio sources the structural delay can be so
large (up to 500 ps) that the post-fit residuals have a no-
ticeable systematic component considerably exceeding
the stochastic errors. These systematics can be modeled
by four parameters: angular separation between two
components, mutual orientation angle, flux ratio and
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difference of spectral indexes (Charlot, 1990). We have
applied this model to the radio source 0014+813, which
was frequently observed during the two-week program
CONT14 from May 6 to May 20, 2014 (Behrend et
al., 2014). Located at high declination the radio source
0014+813 was observed during CONT14 round the
clock (i.e. at any orientation of a baseline vector) by
almost all baselines at the northern hemisphere. The
quasar 0014+813 is known as one of the most powerful
quasars in Universe (Hirabayashi et al., 1998; Ghisellini
et al., 2009). It shows a powerful jet at 1.6 Ghz, oriented
in the North-South direction at several mas from the
core (Hirabayashi et al., 1998). At frequency of 8.4 GHz
this jet lies at angular distance of 5 mas from the core
(Fey and Charlot, 1997). Time series analysis of this ob-
ject positions obtained with geodetic VLBI at 8.4 GHz
reveal finding strong variations at declination in 1993-
2010 with amplitude about 1 mas (Titov, 2007). During
1993–2002 the radio source 0014+813 was moving to
the North, and after 2002 year to the South direction. At
the same time interval its right ascension variation was
negligible. Obviously, these variations are connected to
the intrinsic structure variations. That is why we se-
lected the radio source for search of the structure delay
signal within the post-fit residuals after adjustment of
the CONT14 VLBI observations.

3 Mathematical model of structure delay
calculation

Fig. 1: Link of radio-structure and structure delay obtained from
VLBI observations.

Let us consider the spherical triangle (Fig. 1) made
of the baseline vector (b), radio source vector (Q) and
the North Pole (N) in barycentric system. The spheri-
cal angles between the vectors create angles ϕ, ψ and
90◦ − δ. Variable angle A defines direction of the base-
line projection vector B with respect to the N. Constant
angle β, originated at the source core, defines the direc-
tion of the jet vector with respect to N. The vector B
changes due to the Earth rotation and is aligned to the

"source core" direction twice a day, with A = ±β. Angle
σ is the separation between core and jet.

In accordance to Charlot (1990) the structure delay
could be presented by two terms, i.e.

τ1 =
2πK

ω(1 + K)
[1− cos(2πR)]R

K2 + 2K cos(2πR) + 1
, (1)

τ2 =
∆αK
ω

sin(2πR)
K2 + 2K cos(2πR) + 1

, (2)

where K is the ratio of two fluxes (Eq. 3). And R is the
ratio between the separation of the components and the
projection of the baseline along the "source-jet" direc-
tion (see Eq. 4),

K =
S 2

S 1
, (3)

R =
B
λ
σ12 cosβsinϕ, (4)

where ω is the interference frequency, σ12 is the sepa-
ration on Fig. 1, ∆α = α1 −α2 is the difference between
the spectral indices of both components, λ is the wave-
length and β is the jet azimuth (Fig. 1).

The phase centre of an extended radio source is re-
ferred to the radio source catalogue position. This lies
between the core and jet in such way that σ12 =σ1 +σ2,
where σ1,σ2 are the angles between the phase centre
and the components ]1 and ]2, correspondingly. As the
phase centre has not marked on the sky, the two an-
gles are introduced mathematically, i.e. σ1 =

S 2
S 1+S 2

σ12.
Then σ1 could be calculated using Eq. 3 as follows:

σ1 =
K

K + 1
σ12 (5)

finally,

σ2 = σ12−σ1. (6)

4 Results of applying model to 0014+813

The post-fit residuals of all baselines were approxi-
mated using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 by searching of all possi-
ble combinations of all four parameters in a reasonable
range (R from 0.3 to 3.0 with step size 0.15; K from
0.1 to 0.9 with step size 0.05; phase β from 60◦ to 240◦

with step size 12◦ and ∆α from −1 to −5 with step size
0.133). The combination, providing the least weighted
rms value, was chosen.

Fig. 2, 3 show the residuals and their fitting by the
model (Eq. 1, Eq. 2) for four baselines. The coeffi-
cients are in Table 1 and Table 2. For shorter baselines
the residuals do not reveal any special pattern, so only
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Fig. 2: Post-fit residuals (dots) and modeling (line) for Wettzell-
Westford (upper) and Tsukub32 - Kokee (lower), unit: cm vs ra-
dians.

baselines longer than 5000 km needs to be modelled.
It is essential that for the longest baselines the model-
ing requires both Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 as the fitting degrades
without implementation of ∆α. Its estimate could reach
∆α = −5, and it is not clear whether this is caused by
real nature of the active nuclei or some hidden instru-
ment errors.

Table 1: Individual combinations of parameters for model fitting
for some short baselines, as example.

Wettzell Wettzell Wettzell Matera
Parameter – Onsala60 – Matera – Yebes40M – Yebes40M
B (km) 920 990 1575 1667
R 2.70 1.65 1.65 1.35
K 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.20
β (deg) 84 168 192 156
∆α −1.0 −2.1 −1.0 −1.0
σ12 (ms) 0.25 0.15 0.28 0.23
rms (cm) 0.92 0.78 0.74 0.54
N 174 168 187 174

Fig. 3: Post-fit residuals (dots) and modeling (line) for Onsala60-
Westford (upper) and Wettzell - Kokee (lower), unit: cm vs radi-
ans.

Table 2: Individual combinations of parameters for model fitting
for some long baselines, as example.

Wettzell Tsukub32 Onsala60 Wettzell
Parameter – Westford – Kokee – Westford – Kokee
B (km) 5998 5755 5601 10357
R 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.45
K 0.40 0.40 0.45 0.65
β (deg) 168 180 168 180
∆α −2.5 −5.0 −2.2 −3.9
σ12 (ms) 0.17 0.17 0.19 0.18
rms (cm) 0.24 0.30 0.33 0.32
N 163 150 173 91

In accordance with Charlot (1990), a standard two-
component model of an extended synchrotron emitting
radio source consists of an optically thick core with a
positive spectral index (α1 = +2.5) and an optically thin
jet with a negative spectral index (α2 = −2.5). More de-
tails are given by Dulk (1985). A chance of enlarging of
the difference σ12 for extragalactic radio sources needs
to be investigated.
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5 Estimation of 0014+813 daily
coordinate correction using structure
delay model

Calculations of post-fit residuals were done in accor-
dance with IERS Conventions 2010 (Petit and Luzum,
2010) by OCCAM (Titov et al., 2004) and VieVS
(Böhm et al., 2009). The results obtained with both
software are consistent. More detailed analysis is done
with OCCAM only.

Fig. 4 shows daily estimates of the 0014+813 posi-
tions with respect to the ICRF2 coordinates. The cor-
rection to RA are small, whereas corrections to Dec
vary from −0.4 to −0.7 mas with the mean value of
−0.513 mas.

Fig. 5 and Table 3 show the effect of application of
the structure delay model. The corrections to RA did
not change essentially. The corrections to Dec shifted to
the ICRF2 catalogue position (mean value −0.442 mas).
The weighted rms reduced from 0.069 mas to 0.053 mas
followed by improvement of the mean value uncertainty
from 0.018 mas to 0.013 mas.

Fig. 4: Daily corrections to 0014+813 RA (upper) and Dec
(lower) during CONT14 without application of the structure delay
model.

Fig. 5: Daily corrections to 0014+813 RA (upper) and Dec
(lower) during CONT14 after application of the structure delay
model.

We conclude that the jet located at scale of 5-10 mas
does not affect the positions of 0014+813 at 8.4 GHz.
Another jet at sub-mas scale is likely to exist and it
should be responsible for the strong structure delay ef-
fect observed at post-fit residuals for baselines longer
than 5000 km. The model needs both basic equations 1
and 2 to be used because the visual systematic pattern
backs the large difference of the core and jet spectral
indices. It is not clear whether the difference is caused
by the real nature of the non-thermal emission or it is
exaggerated by some instrumental factors.

Table 3: Comparison of the mean positions of radio source
0014+813 for CONT14 with and without application of the struc-
ture delay model.

Without With
Solution structure structure

delay delay
Mean RA correction (µsec) −3.1±1.2 −4.2±1.1
Mean DE correction (µas) −0.513±0.018 −0.442±0.013
Wrms on RA (µsec) 4.7 4.1
Wrms on DE (µas) 69 53
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Near-Field VLBI Delay Models – Implementation and Testing

F. Jaron?, S. Halsig, A. Iddink, L. McCallum, A. Nothnagel

Abstract VLBI observations of Earth satellites are
of growing interest for geodetic applications, one rea-
son being the possibility to improve the frame ties be-
tween ITRF and ICRF. The analysis chain for geode-
tic near-field VLBI observations, however, is still un-
der construction, one important part being the modelling
the VLBI delay. Near-field targets require special delay
models, because the conventional models assume the
observed target to be at infinite distance. Here we briefly
present the theoretical background of near-field delay
modelling and, in particular, the implementation of the
Sekido and Fukushima (2006) and Duev et al. (2012)
models into the VLBI analysis software ivg::ASCOT.
We compare results to data acquired through VLBI ob-
servations of GPS satellites. We further investigate dif-
ferences between the results obtained by our implemen-
tatiuciaons of the two models, and we discuss possibili-
ties of simplification and optimization of the models for
the special case of satellites orbiting the Earth observed
by terrestial VLBI.

Keywords VLBI near-field models, geodetic VLBI,
ivg::ASCOT

1 Introduction

The usual geodetic VLBI experiment consists in ob-
serving quasars (see, e.g., Sovers et al., 1998), i.e., nat-
ural radio sources emitting a noise-like signal with a
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flat spectrum (see, e.g., Romero et al., 2017, for a re-
cent review), located in the far-field of the interferom-
eter. Being in the far-field in this context means that
the wavefronts of the observed signals appear as plane
waves upon their arrival at the baseline (see, e.g., Ch. 2
in Thompson et al., 2017). In this case the IERS Con-
ventions (2010) VLBI delay model can be applied.

There are, however, geodetic applications involving
VLBI observations of sources which are located suffi-
ciently close-by such that curvature of the wavefronts
can no longer be neglected. Such applications include
spacecraft tracking and observations of Earth satellites.
The latter is of particular interest for geodesy, because it
allows for better frame ties between celestial and terres-
tial reference frames (Plank, 2013). VLBI observations
of near-field targets require appropriate delay models as
developed by Sekido and Fukushima (2006, SF06 here-
after) and Duev et al. (2012, D+12 hereafter).

After briefly introducing the concepts behind near-
field VLBI delay models in Sect. 2 we give some details
about our implementation of the SF06 and the D+12
model in Sect. 3, where we discuss the issue of orbital
information, comparison of the computed delays with
observational data as well as comparison of the models
against each other, and optimization of the models for
the special case of terrestial VLBI observations of Earth
satellites. Concluding in Sect. 4 we note that linearizing
the satellite trajectory (Sect. 3.4) and formulation of the
delay model in the GCRS (Sect. 3.5) leads to the ex-
istence of an analytical delay formula (Jaron et al., in
prep.).

2 Near-Field Delay Modelling

The task of every VLBI delay model is to compute the
difference in reception times of a signal at one station
relative to the reception time of the same signal at an-
other station. In near-field VLBI the situation is as fol-
lows: A moving target emits a radio signal at position x0
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at time t0, the signal is received at station 1 at time t1,
and after a certain delay τ the signal is received at sta-
tion 2 at time t2, i.e., τ = t2 − t1. The reference time for
the delay is by convention the time t1 of reception of the
signal at station 1, τ = τ(t1). The time t0 of emission of
the signal, however, is not known a priori and has to be
determined by solving the light-time equation,

t0 = t1−
|x1(t1)− x0(t0)|

c
−τgr, (1)

where τgr denotes the gravitational delay2. In general
the light-time-equation has to be solved numerically and
precise a priori knowledge about the trajectory x0(t) of
the source is essential for this step.

Solving Eq. (1) is common to both the SF06 and the
D+12 model. The next step is different:

• SF06 construct a “pseudo source vector” (see their
Fig. 1 and their Eq. (12)) in order to derive a for-
mula (their Eq. (20)) for the delay which bears
a certain resemblence to the conventional far-field
VLBI delay model (cf. Eq. (11.9) in IERS Conven-
tions 2010).
• D+12 explicitely solve the second light-time-

equation, i.e., the one for the signal propagation
path from the source to station 2, fixing t0 and
solving for t2.

For further details about these two delay models the
reader is referred to the original papers. A short review
of these can also be found in Jaron et al. (2017).

3 Implementation and Testing

We have implemented both the SF06 and the D+12
model in the VLBI analysis software ivg::ASCOT
(Artz et al., 2016; Halsig et al., 2017)3, written in
C++. We solve the light-time-equation (1) with the
Newton-Raphson method, which takes four iterations
on average.

In order to test our implementation of the near-field
VLBI delay models by SF06 and D+12 we make use
of a session of VLBI observations of four GPS satellites
carried out on August, 24, 2015 on the baseline Ceduna-
Hobart26 (Plank et al., 2017).

2 The gravitational is computed according to Eq. (17) in SF06. In
our cases, however, the gravitational delay has always been in the
order of 1 ps.
3 The VLBI analysis software ivg::ASCOT is developped at the
IGG in Bonn and is a toolbox for analysis, scheduling, and combi-
nation. Further information is available at http://ascot.geod.
uni-bonn.de/.
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Fig. 1: Observed minus computed delays. The observed group
delays are obtained by VLBI observations of GPS satellites on
the baseline Ceduna-Hobart26 (Plank et al., 2017). The computed
part is the result of our implementation of D+12, the results for
SF06 look the same on this scale (see, however, Fig. 2).

3.1 Orbital Information

We use sp3 final ephemerides4 as a priori information
about GPS orbits. The orbital information is given in
the form of text files5 containing the three-dimensional
position of every GPS satellite with a time resolution
of 15 minutes. We interpolate all positional informa-
tion within six hours around the considered epoch using
Neville’s method. Since the variable storing the epoch
has to contain the full information about the date we de-
cided to store the date in the format of modified julian
date (MJD). Using a regular double precision floating
point number, however, would result in microseconds
precision only, which is to coarse for our purpose. On
the machine that we tested the implementation on, use
of the data type “long double” results in twice the num-
ber of bytes reserved for the variable (“double” has 8
bytes, “long double” has 16 bytes). In this way we are
able to evaluate the interpolation directly during the it-
eration.

Beside the position of the satellite, we use Neville’s
method also to compute the instantaneous velocity of
the satellites, a quantity which is necessary for solv-
ing the light-time-equation with the Newton-Raphson
method and also for linearizing the trajectory of the
satellite (as discussed in Sect. 3.4).

http://ascot.geod.uni-bonn.de/
http://ascot.geod.uni-bonn.de/
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Fig. 2: Difference between the dalay computed with the SF06
model and the D+12 model, plotted against observational time.

3.2 Comparison to Observational Data

Figure 1 shows the observed minus computed delays
against observational time, shown here are the results
for the D+12 model, the results for the SF06 model look
indentical in the plotted scale (for a plot of the differ-
ence between the two models see Fig. 2). The overall
offset of ∼ 10.3µs can be explained as a clock offset be-
tween the stations. The origin of the systematic trends,
which are even different for the individual satellites, is
still under investigation, possible explanations include
problems with the tracking, the unknown phase-center
of the antenna array onboard the GPS satellites, and also
the characteristics of the emitted signal itself.

3.3 Differences between the Models

Figure 2 shows the differences between the delays com-
puted with the two models. For the example session
considered here these differences are in the range of
±50 ps, and there are again systematics trends for the in-
dividual satellites. Searches for a functional relationship
of the model differences with geometrical or kinemati-
cal parameters as, e.g., elevation or the velocity of the
satellite have so far remained elusive.

We investigated a possible relationship between the
distance of the target from the observing telescopes. For
that purpose we simulated a satellite on different orbital
heights with a velocity a satellite would have at that
height. We modified the sp3 final file accordingly and
the remainder of the analysis chain was left unchanged.
In Fig. 3 the resulting model differences are plotted

4 Available, e.g., at https://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/
components/prods_cb.html.
5 Detailed description at ftp://igs.org/pub/data/format/
sp3_docu.txt.
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Fig. 3: Difference between the SF06 and the D+12 model plotted
against the distance of the satellite from the middle of the baseline.
Although there is not any obvious functional relationship visible
here, there seems to be a tendency of smaller differences towards
longer distances.

against the distance of the satellite from the middle of
the baseline Ceduna-Hobart26. A distinct functional re-
lationship is not perceivable in this plot, but there seems
to be a tendency of smaller differences as the distance
increases. We have not found a difference grater than
50 ps in any comparison between the two models.

3.4 Linearizing the Trajectory

Here we consider a possible simplification which also
makes the computations more efficient. We evaluate the
interpolation only once, i.e., at time t1, to obtain the po-
sition x0(t1) and velocity v0(t1) of the target. During the
iteration we then only evaluate the so obtained tangent
around x0(t1), i.e.,

x0(t) = x0(t1) + t · v0(t1). (2)

The time argument t contains only the seconds relative
to t1 stored in a double precision floating point variable.
The difference between the linearized method and the
direct evaluation of the Neville interpolation is always
in the order of 10−14 s as shown in Fig. 4, which is well
below the detection limit of current VLBI.

3.5 BCRS vs. GCRS

The recommended reference system for the models by
SF06 and D+12, aiming at computing the VLBI delay
for any source in the near-field of VLBI, is the barycen-
tric celestial reference system (BCRS) rather than the
geocentric celestial reference system (GCRS). The rea-

https://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/prods_cb.html
https://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/prods_cb.html
ftp://igs.org/pub/data/format/sp3_docu.txt
ftp://igs.org/pub/data/format/sp3_docu.txt
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Fig. 4: Difference between the delay computed by linearizing the
trajectory around the reception time at station 1 and by direct eval-
uation of the Neville interpolation of the sp3 final ephemerides
with an increased floating point precision time argument, top
panel SF06, bottom panel D+12.
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Fig. 5: Difference between the delay computed with D+12 per-
formed in the BCRS and in the GCRS.

son is that the GCRS is not an inertial reference sys-
tem since its origin, i.e., the barycenter of the Earth, is
in orbit around the Sun and not in uniform motion. The
BCRS, however, can be considered an intertial reference
system for the purpose of computing VLBI delays.

In the here considered special case of satellites orbit-
ing the Earth it would be beneficial to express the cal-
culations in the GCRS, because it minimized the mag-

nitude of all positions involved and hence their numeri-
cal precision. Since a GPS satellite is orbiting the Earth
with an altitude of approximately 20000km above the
ground, the travel time of a signal from the satellite to
an antenna on the Earth is around 67ms. Over that short
period of time the GCRS may possibly be approximated
as an inertial reference system and here we investigate
what difference it makes to apply that approximation.

Figure 5 shows the differences between the com-
puted VLBI delay performed in the BCRS and in the
GCRS. The difference for the here consideres case of
GPS satellites are in the range of ±50 ps.

4 Conclusions

VLBI observations of near-field targets require espe-
cially suited delay models. We implemented the mod-
els by SF06 and D+12 into the VLBI analysis software
ivg::ASCOT (Artz et al., 2016; Halsig et al., 2017). In
order to test our implementation of these models we
made use of one session of VLBI observations of GPS
satellites (Plank et al., 2017). Here are our conclusions.

1. We tested both delay models by investigating the
diffence between the observed group delay and the
computed delay. The plot shown in Fig. 1 reveals
that there are still systematic trends related to the
individual satellites. Further investigation is needed
to clarify whether these systematics are the result
of, e.g., inaccurate tracking of the satellites, the un-
known phase-center of the antenna array onboard
the satellites, or the emitted signals themselves.

2. The results obtained with our implementation of
both models have been found consistent up to 50 ps.

3. Linearizing the trajectory of the GPS satellites
around one point determined by evaluating the in-
terpolated position and velocity (Neville’s method),
and then only evaluating the so obtained tangent
results in a computed delay which differs only by
∼ 10−14 s from the one obtained by evaluating the
interpolation directly with a sufficiently precise
time argument (see Fig. 4). This difference is well
below the detection limit of current VLBI.

4. Performing the calculations in the GCRS affects
the resulting computed delay by ±50 ps when com-
pared to the results obtained in the BCRS.

The result that linearizing the trajectory (Sect. 3.4)
and performing the calculations in the GCRS (Sect. 3.5)
opens up new possibilities. Linearization leads to the
existence of an analytical solution of the light-time-
equation (Eq. (1)), and formulation in the GCRS sim-
plifies the equations further. Benefits of an analytical
near-field VLBI delay formula would include a gain in
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performance. The implication of the existence of partial
derivatives of the delay model with respect to parame-
ters of interest would be another important step towards
the completion of an analysis chain for near-field geode-
tic VLBI (Jaron et al., in prep.).
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Initial Estimations of the Lunar Lander Position by OCEL
Observations

Z. Zhang, S. Han, A. Nothnagel, L. La Porta, S. Halsig, A. Iddink, F. Jaron, R. Haas, J. Lovell, A. Neidhardt,
C. Plötz, G. Tang

Abstract The successful landing of the Chang’E-3 lu-
nar lander, opened up the window for observing the
moon with VLBI again after more than 40 years. Ob-
serving Chang’E-3 with VLBI (OCEL) is conducted as
an IVS Research and Development project with 12 ses-
sions observed and being processed. Presently, the po-
sition of the lunar lander on the Moon is in the focus
to be determined. In this study, two OCEL observing
sessions of the lunar lander have been processed pre-
liminarily. Based on precise information of the moon’s
motion provided by ephemeris, the position of the lu-
nar lander in a Moon-fixed system is determined. Since
VLBI is much less sensitive to the radial direction, a
constraint for the lunar distance is applied. The results
show that with this constraint based on a priori infor-
mation, a position of the lander on the Moon was de-
termined which about ten meters off the position from
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter results. Accuracy analy-
ses are carried out with positioning results from other
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approaches. Analysis shows that the accuracy of the po-
sitioning with the preliminary observations is about 30
meters.

Keywords VLBI, OCEL, Chang’E-3 lunar lander, Po-
sitioning

1 Introduction

As the only natural satellite of the Earth, holding the
information of the Earth-Moon system dynamics and
motions, the Moon has always been a prime object of
interest for space sciences. For the first time in 1969,
the Apollo program laid the groundwork to obtain direct
geodetic measurements of the Moon. With the Apollo
program, the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Pack-
age (ALSEP) (King, 1976) was carried to the Moon,
which comprised a set of scientific instruments placed at
the landing sites. With these instruments, VLBI obser-
vations were possible for a few years while Lunar Laser
Ranging observations can be carried out today and be-
yond. These data have made significant contributions in
many scientific fields.

The determination of coordinates of any lunar lan-
der have always been of great importance for lunar in-
vestigations. Earlier studies have been carried out to
estimate the coordinates of beacons on the lunar sur-
face with VLBI observations. For instance, based on
ALSEP Differential VLBI Observations, the uncertain-
ties in the relative coordinates of ALSEP transmitter
were reported by an MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) research group to be 30 meters in the ra-
dial and 10 meters in the transverse components (King,
1976). Cao et al. (2016) used VLBI and unified X-band
(UXB) observations of several hours arc from 4 sta-
tions to estimate the coordinates of the Chang’E-3 lu-
nar lander and obtained coordinates in the Mean Earth
(ME) frame which are different by 0.0025◦, 0.0023◦

and 3 meters in latitude, longitude and altitude, respec-
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tively, from coordinates by Lunar Reconnaissance Or-
biter (LRO) determinations (Mazarico et al., 2012).

In December 2013, the deployment of the Chang’E-
3 lunar lander on the Moon and its capability to trans-
mit X-band signals opened up the window for new lunar
VLBI observations from the Earth again after more than
40 years (Zheng et al., 2004). The concept of Observ-
ing Chang’E-3 Lander with VLBI was firstly induced
by Tang et al. (2014). Following observing proposals
to the Observing Program Committee (OPC) of the In-
ternational VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry
(IVS) (Nothnagel et al., 2017), four 24 hour sessions
each were scheduled and conducted with subsets of the
IVS observing network and 2 China Deep Space Net-
work stations in 2014, 2015, and 2016 (Haas et al.,
2017). Two of these sessions (OCEL-1 and OCEL-9)
are available for geodetic analysis at the moment pro-
ducing initial results for the lunar lander position.

2 Theory for the lunar lander positioning

Since the lunar lander is fixed to the surface of the
Moon, the coordinates are approximately constant in the
Moon-fixed coordinate frames without considering the
tidal effects. Then its equations of motion only involves
the transformation between the Moon-fixed coordinate
frame(s) and the inertial frame. The locations of fea-
tures on the lunar crust are usually described by coordi-
nates expressed in the mean-Earth (ME) frame, in which
the X axis is defined by the body-fixed axis that points
toward the mean Earth direction and the Z axis points
toward the mean rotation axis direction (Folkner et al.,
2008, 2014). The ME frame is in contrast to the princi-
pal axis (PA) frame which considers the gravity field of
the Moon. Coordinates in the ME frame (vector M) can
be rotated into the PA frame (vector P) using

P = Rz(C)∗Ry(B)∗Rx(A)∗M . (1)

Conversely, coordinates in the PA frame can be rotated
into the ME frame with

M = Rx(−A)∗Ry(−B)∗Rz(−C)∗P , (2)

where the Rx, Ry and Rz are the standard rotation ma-
trices for right-handed rotations around the X, Y and Z
axes, respectively, and A, B and C are the angles given
in Table 1.

Because the procedure for calculating the constant
rotation angles changed, there are different values of the
constant angles for each JPL ephemeris listed in Table 1.
By comparing the angles for DE403 (same as DE405)
and DE421, the differences are up to about −0.15",

Table 1: The angles for transformation from the ME frame to the
PA frame corresponding to the JPL ephemeris.

DE403/DE405 DE421 DE430
Angle A

(arcsecond) 0.1462 0.30 0.285
Angle B

(arcsecond) 79.0768 78.56 78.580
Angle C

(arcseond) 63.8986 67.92 67.573
Differences

in PA 5.1/−1.0/2.6 0/0/0 0.6/−0.1/0.1
(meters)

0.51" and −4.02",and the displacements in the PA frame
from DE421 are 5.1, −1.0 and 2.6 meters, respectively.
The constant rotation angles for DE421 and DE430 are
below 1". Note that the angles for the transformation are
computed only to first order. The second-order contri-
bution is a rotation about 0.03"(0.25 meters on the lunar
surface), and the error in the first-order expression is es-
timated to be half of that, i.e., 0.015"(0.11 meters). As
we describe in Table 1, the differences of the three an-
gles between DE430 and DE421 are 0.015", 0.020" and
0.347" (0.11, 0.16 and 2.9 meters), respectively.

The difference in the coordinates of a point on the
surface of the Moon between the ME frame and the PA
frame is approximately 860 meters. As recommended
by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) for high
precision working, e.g., spacecraft operations involving
the orientation of the Moon, a lunar ephemeris should
be used to obtain the libration angles for the Moon,
which define the rotation from the PA frame to the iner-
tial ICRF frame (Archinal et al., 2010). There are no
equations of the motions for Euler angles referenced
to the ME frame. The Euler angles provided by the
JPL ephemeris are numerically integrated and inher-
ently more accurate than the knowledge on the mean
axes. The constant three-angle rotation from the PA
frame to the ME frame is known less accurately than
the integrated Euler angles, however this is enough for
meter or lower level accuracy. Because of this, we use
the coordinates in the PA frame for estimating the posi-
tion of the lunar lander. It should be mentioned that the
coordinates of the lunar lander obtained from LRO pho-
tographing data, which we use as a priori values, are in
the ME frame. For comparison, our position estimates
in the PA frame are thus converted to the ME frame a
posteriori.

In this preliminary data analysis, we used only the
lunar observations and those quasar observations de-
signed for delay calibration purposes (Haas et al., 2017).
With the calibration observations clock offsets were de-
termined for segments of about two hours each in a
very rudimentary least squares adjustment. These, to-
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gether with corrections for the hydrostatic components
of refraction, were used to roughly calibrate the obser-
vations. Of course, this is a very rough procedure but it
is sufficient for a first quick glance at the observables
(see Sec. refsec:results). Telescope coordinates from
the ITRF2014 solution (Altamimi et al., 2016) were
transformed with the usual correction models. Then a
standard least squares adjustment is performed which
estimates only the lunar lander position components.

3 Observation Data

Since currently no complete OCEL session is processed,
a number of preliminarily processed observations from
two sessions are used here for the initial estimation.

The raw data of OCEL sessions are correlated with
the correlator software DiFX-2.4 (Deller et al., 2007).
The fringe-fitting of the quasar observations is pro-
cessed with HOPS-3.12(fourfit), and the lunar lander
observations are fringe-fitted in a special DOR tone sig-
nal processing method (Kikuchi et al., 2004).

Table 2: The sessions and baselines of the observations used for
the estimation.

Sessions Baselines
OCEL-01 (RD1405) BD-SH, HT-ZC, SH-ZC

BD-KK, BD-WZ
OCEL-09 (RD1601) BD-ZC, BD-HO, WZ-ZC

BD-NY, NY-ZC, KK-NY

The OCEL-01 session was conducted in July, 2014,
and the OCEL-09 in January, 2016. Five baselines from
OCEL-01 and six baselines from OCEL-09 were used in
the lunar lander positioning, and the number of the ob-
servations used were 119 and 89 respectively as shown
in Table 2. The sessions provided observations of the
lunar lander and of some nearby quasars (Haas et al.,
2017). In addition, also a large number of standard
VLBI observations had been gathered in these sessions
but these are not used in this initial data analysis.

4 Results

According to the theory described above, the position of
the lunar lander is estimated using about 200 successful
VLBI observations. Taking the coordinates of the lunar
lander from LRO as the a priori values, the corrections
w.r.t. these coordinates from LRO in the PA frame are
estimated (Table. 3). The adjustments to the Y and Z
components are around 40 and 30 meters, but for the X

component it is almost 500 meters. The reason is that
the observations are hardly sensitive to this direction.

Table 3: The corrections w.r.t the coordinates of the lunar lander
from LRO in the PA frame.

X Y Z
Corrections in PA (m) −491.5 −43.1 −30.4
STD (m) 34.9 3.8 2.9

The weighted RMS (WRMS) residual delay is only
30.8 ns which corresponds to about 9 m. This of course
is still very rough but matches the position uncertainties.

For the lack of sensitivity of VLBI to the radial com-
ponent, which corresponds to the X-axis of the Moon, a
constraint needs to be introduced from a priori informa-
tion. In this case, the lunar lander is fixed on the surface
of the Moon with the distance between the center of the
Moon and the lunar lander being introduced as a con-
stant. This constraint can be formulated as√

X2 + Y2 + Z2 =

√
X2

0 + Y2
0 + Z2

0 = const. , (3)

where X, Y and Z are the coordinates to be estimated,
and X0,Y0 and Z0 are the coordinates based on the
a priori coordinates from LRO. With this constraint ap-
plied, the WRMS residual delay increases considerably
to 44.9 ns but the X component reduces to a reason-
able number (Table. 4). It should be taken into account
that since the constraint is based on the a priori values,
the accuracy of the a priori value heavily affects the po-
sitioning results. In some sense this is reflected in the
increased formal error of this and the Z parameter.

Table 4: The corrections with constraint w.r.t. the coordinates of
the lunar lander from LRO in PA frame.

X Y Z
Corrections in PA (m) 10.0 −4.3 −10.9
STD (m) 25.4 2.5 11.3

The photographic positioning results of the lunar
lander from LRO are given in the ME frame, based on
the JPL ephemeris DE421 and a radius of the Moon
1737.4 km. Table 5 shows the polar coordinates of the
lander from the initial VLBI estimation, from the VLBI
estimation with constraint and from LRO, all in the ME
frame. The differences are 0.0096◦ in latitude, −0.0021◦

in longitude and −343 m in altitude between the co-
ordinates from VLBI estimation and LRO. With the
constraint, the differences are improved to −0.0005◦,
−0.0002◦ and 0 meters in latitude, longitude and alti-
tude respectively.

At this point, we should also discuss the accuracy of
the reference position of the lander stemming from LRO
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Table 5: The geodetic coordinates of the lunar lander from the
initial VLBI estimation, from the VLBI estimation with constraint
and from LRO, all in the ME frame.

VLBI (Tab. 3) VLBI (Tab. 4) LRO
with constraint

Latitude (o) 44.1310 44.1209 44.1214
Longitude (o) −19.5137 −19.5118 −19.5116
Altitude (m) −2983 −2640 −2640

photography. The camera on LRO is reported to have a
resolution of up to 0.5 meters (Mazarico et al., 2012; Liu
et al., 2015). After some modifications to the control of
the lunar orbiter laser altimeter (LOLA) during the mis-
sion, the accuracy of the photographic positioning with
a single photograph of LRO is estimated to be about
20 meters. This accuracy can be increased by stacking
a number of photographs (Mazarico et al., 2012; Liu
et al., 2015). Comparing our results with those from
LRO based on different numbers of photographs shows
differences in the range of 0.0003◦ to 0.0005◦ corre-
sponding to about 9 to 15 m on the lunar surface which
are just within the accuracy of LRO positioning 20 me-
ters (Table. 6).

From the initial spacecraft navigation observations
(Cao et al., 2016; Li et al., 2014) more results are avail-
able for comparison. Compared to positioning results
from VLBI and Unified X Band (UXB) measurements
for range and range rate observations in the initial mis-
sion period (2014), our results differ by about 50 meters
and 80 meters, respectively (Table. 6). However, these
reference results are based on a much smaller number
of observations. So, presuming that the accuracy of the
LRO photographic positioning is just 20 meters, our re-
sults agree quite well with these references even though
we have just applied a very rough analysis scheme.

Table 6: Current positioning results with different approaches and
data. VLBI+UXB from Cao et al. (2016) and Li et al. (2014).

Approaches Latitude (◦) Longitude (◦)
VLBI, this paper 44.1209 −19.5118

LRO (1 photograph) 44.1214 −19.5116
LRO (5 photographs) 44.1213 −19.5115
LRO (14 photographs) 44.1219 −19.5113

Mission VLBI+UXB (initial) 44.1189 −19.5093
Mission VLBI+UXB 44.1206 −19.5124

5 Conclusions

This paper describes a very preliminary determination
of the position of the Chang’E-3 lunar lander. With
about 200 VLBI group delay observations the position
is estimated in a very rough least squares solution. Con-
sidering that VLBI has hardly any sensitivity in the ra-
dial direction, a constraint based on the a priori infor-
mation from LRO is applied. With this constraint, the
position difference in radial direction relative to LRO
photographic positioning reduces from 500 m to about
10 meters. Also the differences in the transverse direc-
tions are estimated to have the same magnitude of about
10 meters. These results are very motivating for refined
analyses both in fringe fitting and VLBI modelling with
more data of more observing sessions.
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Update on VLBI Data Analysis at ESA/ESOC

C. Flohrer, E. Schönemann, T. Springer, R. Zandbergen, W. Enderle

Abstract ESA’s Navigation Support Office is provid-
ing the geodetic reference for ESA missions mainly
based on the processing of the satellite-geodetic tech-
niques GNSS, SLR and DORIS. Since 2016 the Naviga-
tion Support Office is extending its expertise to include
VLBI processing and analysis. This effort will establish
ESA’s capability to determine the absolute orientation
of the Earth and therewith enable the Navigation Sup-
port Office to provide a fully independent set of Earth
orientation parameters for ESA missions. ESOC’s soft-
ware package NAPEOS will become capable of com-
bining all four geodetic techniques on the observation
level and thus supporting GGOS, the Global Geodetic
Observing System.
The VLBI delay model is now fully implemented fol-
lowing the IERS 2010 standards. With the current im-
plementation in NAPEOS observation residuals of the
level of 2-3 cm are reached. This result is expected and
can be further improved by applying a better clock
model and allowing for VLBI parameter estimation.
The paper discusses briefly the current status and fu-
ture plans of the VLBI implementation in NAPEOS
and shows example residuals. The question as to which
space-time coordinate systems to use for the various pa-
rameters of the VLBI delay model is addressed as well.

Keywords VLBI data analysis, NAPEOS, space-time
coordinate systems

1 Introduction

In 2015 ESA’s Navigation Support Office started to ex-
tend its processing capabilities for VLBI tracking data
to complete ESA’s capabilities in generating indepen-

Claudia Flohrer · Erik Schönemann · Tim Springer · René Zand-
bergen ·Werner Enderle
Navigation Support Office, ESA/ESOC, Robert-Bosch-Str. 11,
DE-64293 Darmstadt, Germany

dent Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP). In addition
this capability would allow ESA to contribute to the IVS
service as an analysis centre and to enhance its con-
tribution to the IERS service with UTI-UTC and nu-
tation products. Finally it would enable ESOC’s soft-
ware package NAPEOS (ESA/ESOC, 2009) to combine
all space-geodetic techniques at the observation level,
bringing together the strengths of the individual tech-
niques.

NAPEOS (NAvigation Package for Earth Orbiting
Satellites) is capable of processing data from various
satellite-geodetic techniques, such as GNSS, SLR,
DORIS, and altimetry, individually but also combined
at the observation level. This leads to the challenge
to incorporate a new observation type into an existing
software package. On the one hand it has the advantage
that the developer can access already existing modules
and algorithms and the combined processing of the
various techniques comes almost for free. On the other
hand, however, it implies a lot of integration and testing
effort and proper book-keeping.

In Section 2 we briefly review the results achieved
in 2016, followed by the current status of the VLBI im-
plementation in NAPEOS in Section 3. The next steps
planned for the VLBI data processing in NAPEOS are
highlighted in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we dis-
cuss the problem of different coordinate time scales in-
volved in the VLBI delay model and their proper usage.

2 Results achieved in 2016

Various implementation steps are needed to enable basic
VLBI data processing in NAPEOS. The main ones can
be summarised as:

• radio source and VLBI station database set up
• VLBI observation reading
• VLBI observation modelling
• VLBI observation corrections
• VLBI parameter estimation
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In 2016 we were able to present initial results at the
9th IVS General Meeting (Flohrer et. al, 2016). Our
data processing starts with VLBI observations read from
NGS card files. In the future, this format can be re-
placed by the vgosDB format based on NETcdf files.
A basic VLBI observation model was implemented in
NAPEOS, only considering the main terms. Observa-
tion corrections such as the gravitational delay, axis off-
sets, and cable delays had not been included. Also, no
parameters had been estimated, with the exception of
constant clock offsets w.r.t. a reference clock. With this
basic implementation we could present O-C residuals at
the 0.5 m level. By correcting the observations for the
instrumental delay caused by the axis offset we could
reduce the O-C residuals to the 10 cm level.

3 Current status

Meanwhile we fully implemented the Consensus model
from Eubanks et.al (1991) into NAPEOS, adding also
the gravitational delay according to the recipe provided
in the IERS 2010 conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010).
The entire observation modelling was successfully vali-
dated against the VieVS software (Böhm et. al, 2012).

Table 1 summarises the processing standards and
models used in our current implementation of VLBI in
NAPEOS. We use the observed VLBI delay as provided
by the correlator, which is considered to be equal to
a Terrestrial Time (TT) coordinate time interval dTT .
No transformation is done to Geocentric Coordinate
Time (TCG). With this choice we follow the generally
accepted approach of the VLBI analysis centres. The
space coordinates resulting from the VLBI analysis xTT

are thus called TT-compatible. They can be transformed
into a TCG system (as recommened by the IAU), i.e.
the Geocentric Celestial Reference System (GCRS), by
a simple rescaling

xTCG =
xTT

1−LG
(1)

(see Petit and Luzum, 2010).
NAPEOS uses the latest IERS models and standards

(Petit and Luzum, 2010) for Earth Orientation Parame-
ters (EOPs) and displacement of reference points. See
Table 1 for further details.

We use the Saastamoinen model for the a priori tro-
pospheric delay model together with the GMF mapping
functions. The antenna axis offset is applied using the
antenna information file provided by Nothnagel (2009).
Other technique-specific effects are not yet taken into
account, such as cable delay and thermal deformation
of the antenna.

We have not yet enabled the parameter estimation of
the main VLBI parameters, such as EOPs, station co-
ordinates, and source coordinates. These parameters are
kept fixed w.r.t. their a priori values.

A simple clock model is applied using a piece-wise
linear function. For each station clock, one offset and
a drift every 6 hours is estimated w.r.t. a chosen refer-
ence clock. No automatic clock jump detection has been
implemented yet, neither a polynomial function for the
clock model. Both are foreseen in a next implementa-
tion step.

We enabled the estimation of tropospheric param-
eters, namely tropospheric wet zenith delays and tro-
pospheric gradients with North and East component
mapped with the wet GMF mapping function. Tropo-
sphere parameters are set up as piece-wise linear func-
tions every 1 hour. Tropospheric gradients are estimated
every 24 hours.

With this approach we processed 24 h sessions ob-
taining O-C residuals on the order of 2-3 cm. As an ex-
ample, Figure 1 shows O-C residuals in centimetres for
session 15MAR23XA_N004, for 2850 observations of
21 baselines to 50 sources. There are three different so-
lutions marked in different colours. Orange labels the
solution without any troposphere estimates. Only piece-
wise linear station clocks have been estimated every 6
hours. The light blue solution is similar to orange but
adding piece-wise linear zenith wet delays every 1 hour.
Dark blue adds tropospheric gradients every 24 hours
on top.

Table 2 summarises the RMS values of the residuals
in cm (and in ps for convenience). Without allowing for
the estimation of any troposphere parameter, the RMS
value is at the 10 cm level. Estimating wet zenith de-
lays decreases the RMS significantly to 2.77 cm. It can
be slightly further decreased to 2.61 cm by estimating
tropospheric gradients.

The achieved residual level is still a factor of two
higher then the standard residual level achieved by the
IVS analysis centres in a routine VLBI data processing.
However, with the current state of the VLBI implemen-
tation in NAPEOS this result is very satisfying. Further
improvements are expected by applying a better clock
model and allowing the parameter estimation for station
coordinates and EOPs (see next section).

4 Next steps

With the current implementation status we are ready to
participate in the next VLBI Analysis Software Com-
parison Campaign (VASCC), see Klopotek et. al (2016),
to validate our VLBI delay model.
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Table 1: VLBI processing standards and models used for the current VLBI implementation in NAPEOS.

Reference frames

Time argument coordinate time TT is used for the VLBI observations leading to TT-compatible TRS spatial co-
ordinates, the VLBI delays provided by the correlators are equivalent to a TT coordinate interval
(assuming that the proper time of the station clocks, used to record the signal, has the same rate as
TT)

Inertial frame • Barycentric (BCRF): ICRF2 reference frame realised by a set of source positions consistent with
J2000.0, given in the IVS source name translation table (https://gemini.gsfc.nasa.gov/ solve_save/-
IVS_SrcNamesTable.txt) mainly based on IERS TN35 (Fey et al., 2009)
• Geocentric (GCRF): mean equator and equinox of 2000 Jan 1.5 (J2000.0)

Terrestrial frame ITRF2008 reference frame realised through a set of station coordinates and velocities given in the
IVS internal realisation ITRF2008-TRF-IVS.SNX

Precession IAU 2006/2000A precession-nutation model
Nutation IAU 2006/2000A precession-nutation model, daily dx and dy corrections (celestial pole offset)

from IERS Bulletin-A are applied
Polar motion, UT1 interpolated from IERS Bulletin-A, updated daily, with the restoration of subdaily variations due

to ocean tidal and libration effects using IERS 2010 (Petit and Luzum, 2010) models:
• ocean tidal effects: diurnal and semi-diurnal variations in pole coordinates and UT1 applied
(using IERS routine ORTHO_EOP.F)
• libration effects: prograde diurnal and semi-diurnal nutations in polar motion applied (using
IERS routine PMSDNUT2.F), semi-diurnal libration in UT1 applied (using IERS routine UT-
LIBR.F)

Displacement of reference points

Solid Earth tides IERS 2010
Solid Earth pole tides IERS 2010, mean pole removed by quadratic trend until 2010 / linear trend from 2010
Oceanic pole tides not applied
Ocean tidal loading consistent with IERS 2010, site-dependent amps/phases from free ocean tide loading provider

(Bos and Scherneck, 2017) for FES-2004 (Lyard et al., 2006) tide model including centre of mass
correction, NEU site displacement computed using HARDISP.F from D. Agnew

Atmospheric pressure loading not applied
Non-tidal loading not applied

Ionospheric delay Ionospheric group delay correction applied from observation file (NGS)

A priori tropospheric delay model

A priori hydrostatic zenith delay Saastamoinen model (Saastamoinen, 1972), with meteorological data from observation file
A priori wet zenith delay none
Mapping function GMF dry (Böhm et. al, 2006)
A priori gradients none

Technique-specific effects

Antenna axis offset applied using the antenna information file (http://vlbi.geod.uni-bonn.de/Analysis/Thermal/
antenna-info.txt) provided by Nothnagel (2009)

Cable delay not applied
Thermal antenna deformation not applied
Station eccentricities not applied
Source structure not applied

Geometric/relativistic delay model

Consensus model applied following the IERS 2010 conventions
Planetary ephemerides DE405 (Standish, 1998) for all planets, Sun, Moon using coordinate time TDB as input
GM values from IERS 2010 and DE405 (see Section 5 for details)

Parameter treatment

Polar motion fixed
Nutation (Celestial pole offset) fixed
UT1-UTC fixed
Source coordinates fixed
Station coordinates fixed
Station clocks estimated piece-wise linear every 6 hours (w.r.t. a fixed reference clocks)
Troposphere • Wet zenith delay: estimated piece-wise linear every 1 hours

• Mapping function: partial is GMF wet (Böhm et. al, 2006)
• Gradients: North and East gradients estimated piece-wise linear per 24 hours
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Fig. 1: O-C residuals (in cm) from the example session 15MAR23XA_N004 for three different solutions: (pwl clocks) with piece-wise
linear clocks estimated every 6 hours, (pwl clocks + ZPD) additionally with piece-wise linear tropospheric zenith wet delays every 1
hour, (pwl clocks + ZPD +TG) additionally with tropospheric gradients every 24 hours.

In the upcoming future we plan to extend the cur-
rent VLBI implementation in NAPEOS by the follow-
ing steps:

• implement observation weighting and outlier detec-
tion
• add observation correction due to cable delay
• add observation correction due to instrumental de-

lay caused by thermal deformation
• implement automatic clock jump detection algo-

rithm
• implement polynomial function for clock model
• add partial derivatives for remaining parameters

(EOPs, station coordinates)

Once these steps have been achieved a full VLBI
based parameter estimation can be done. As NAPEOS
has already the capabilities to process and combine var-
ious observation types, we also aim for a combined pa-
rameter estimation (combining at the observation level),
starting with GNSS and VLBI.

Table 2: RMS values of O-C residuals from the example session
(in cm and ps) for three different solutions: (a) with piece-wise
linear clocks estimated every 6 hours, (b) additionally with piece-
wise linear tropospheric zenith wet delays every 1 hour, (c) addi-
tionally with tropospheric gradients every 24 hours.

Solution ID RMS (cm) RMS (ps)

(a) pwl clocks 10.46 348.9
(b) pwl clocks + ZPD 2.77 92.4
(c) pwl clocks + ZPD + TG 2.61 87.1

5 On the sound usage of space-time
coordinate systems in the Consenus
model

The Consensus model (Eubanks et.al, 1991) given in
the IERS conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010) has
become an agreed standard to model the VLBI delay.
It was derived from a combination of five different
relativistic models and combines quantities defined
in both reference systems, the Barycentric Celestial
Reference System (BCRS) and the Geocentric Celestial
Reference System (GCRS). Both reference systems
have corresponding coordinate time scales, namely
Barycentric Coordinate Time (TCB) and Geocentric
Coordinate Time (TCG). In addition there are scaled
versions, Terrestrial Time TT (renamed from Terrestrial
Dynamic Time TDT, being a scaled version of TCG)

Table 3: Parameters of space-time coordinate systems and their
relationships. Scaling factors are defined as F = 1− LB and L =

1− LG , with the defining constants LB and LG (Petit and Luzum,
2010), from Klioner (2008).

BCRS TCB TDB

Coordinate time t = TCB t∗ = T DB = Ft + t0
Spatial coordinates x x∗ = Fx
Mass parameter µ µ∗ = Fµ

GCRS TCG TCB

Coordinate time T = TCG T ∗∗ = TT = LT
Spatial coordinates X X∗∗ = LX
Mass parameter µ µ∗∗ = Lµ
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and Barycentric Dynamic Time (TDB, being a scaled
version of TCB). Both scalings have no physical
meaning, but were chosen for convenience in order
to make the difference between the proper time of an
observer on the rotating geoid and these two coordinate
time scales evaluated along his trajectory as small as
possible.

The post-newtonian equations hold irrespective of
the use of TCB and TDB time, if additional scalings
are also used for derived quantities as the spatial
coordinates and mass parameters of Sun, Earth, Moon
and planets. The equations given in Table 3 allow,
according to Klioner (2008), to scale coordinate
time, spatial coordinates and mass parameters from
one space-time coordinate system to another, using
the defining constants LB = 1.550519768 × 10−8 and
LG = 6.969290134 × 10−10. These scalings make it
possible to retain exactly the same form of the principle
dynamical equations in the BCRS and the GCRS.

When implementing the VLBI delay model into a
software package one gets inevitably confronted with
the following questions: Which space-time coordinate
systems have to be used for spatial coordinates and mass
parameters in the Consensus model? And consequently,
are there any quantities which have to be rescaled? The
authors did not find clear answers to these questions.
This may be due to the fact that the coordinate time
scales TCB and TCG were introduced at the same time
or even after the definition of the Consensus model, i.e.
by IAU resolutions A4 (in 1991) and B1.9 (in 2000).

We found another aspect worth addressing, as it may
be a potential source of confusion. Earth and solar pa-
rameter mass values can be found in the IERS conven-
tions as well as in the JPL ephemerides files. The IERS
conventions give the TCB-compatible value for the so-
lar mass parameter and the TCG-compatible value for
the Earth mass parameter. The JPL ephemerides give
TDB-compatible values for both Earth and solar mass
parameters. Table 4 summarises the mass parameter
values from the latest three IERS conventions (1996,
2003, 2010) and from the JPL ephemerides files DE403,
DE405, and DE241. The values in blue are the original
values taken from the reference. All other values are de-
rived from the blue ones by using the scaling factors LB

and LG. We found that values from the IERS conven-
tions and the JPL ephemerides differ and also change
over time. Note that TCB- and TCG-compatible values
of the mass parameters are the same in both GCRS and
BCRS.

In the following, we summarise the parameters of
the Consensus model under question. Our assumptions
of the parameter values to be used within the model are
stated in italic type.

Spatial coordinates from JPL ephemerides: The
barycentric position of Sun, Earth, Moon, and plan-
ets are derived from the JPL planetary ephemerides.
To request the spatial coordinates the input time argu-
ment needs to be TDB. The numerical value of the spa-
tial coordinates provided by the JPL ephemerides are
TDB-compatible x∗. Are the barycentric spatial coor-
dinates used in the Consensus model supposed to be
TCB-compatible? If yes, we have to rescale the numer-
ical values of spatial coordinates derived from the JPL
ephemerides from TDB-compatible to TCB-compatible
values by

x = F−1x∗. (2)

Note, as the TCB-compatible velocities coincide with
the TDB-compatible velocities, no rescaling is required
for velocities.

The authors assumption: to use TCB-compatible
values x for the position of Sun, Earth, Moon, and
planets, i.e. rescale the spatial coordinates derived
from the JPL ephemerides.

Solar mass parameter: The solar mass parameter,
also named heliocentric gravitational constant, is given
in the IERS conventions as TCB-compatible value µ�.
It is also provided in the JPL ephemerides but as TDB-
compatible value µ∗�. The TCB-compatible value can be
derived by

µ� = F−1µ∗�. (3)

It should be noted that the value has changed over
time for the different IERS conventions. The latest
value from IERS 2010 conventions is derived from
the DE421 JPL ephemerides, whereas the value from
IERS 2003 conventions is compatible with DE405 JPL
ephemerides.

The authors assumption: to use the TCB-compatible
value µ� from the latest IERS conventions.

Planetary mass parameters: The mass parameters
of the planets are also available in the JPL ephemerides.
They are provided as a ratio of TDB-compatible val-
ues µ∗�/µ

∗
J . Are the planetary mass parameters for the

gravitational delay computation supposed to be TCB-
compatible values? If yes, we have to multiply the in-
verse of the given ratio by the TCB-compatible solar
mass parameter to obtain the planetary mass parameter

µJ =
µ∗J
µ∗�
µ�. (4)

This implicitly rescales the planetary mass parameters
from TDB- to TCB-compatible values. But special care
has to be taken to use a µ� value consistent with µ∗�
provided in the very same JPL ephemerides file.

The authors assumption: to use the TCB-compatible
value µJ derived from the JPL ephemerides using Equa-
tion 4, with µ� being the TCB-compatible value of the
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Table 4: Mass parameters for Sun and Earth (also referred to as Heliocentric and Geocentric gravitational constants) derived from
IERS conventions and JPL ephemerides files for different coordinate time scales (TCB, TCG, TDB, TT)). Blue values are given in the
reference. Black values have been derived from blue by rescaling using the scaling factors LG and LB (Petit and Luzum, 2010).

IERS Conventions JPL ephemerides

TN21 (1996) TN32 (2003) TN36 (2010) DE403 DE405 DE421
(McCarthy, 1996) (McCarthy and

Petit, 2004)
(Petit and

Luzum, 2010)
(Standish

et. al, 1995)
(Standish, 1998) (Folkner et.

al, 2009)

Heliocentric gravitational constant (×1020m3 s−2)

TCB, TCG 1.32712400000 1.32712442076 1.32712442099 1.32712442081 1.32712442076 1.32712442099
TDB 1.32712397942 1.32712440018 1.32712440041 1.32712440023 1.32712440018 1.32712440041
TT 1.32712399908 1.32712441984 1.32712442007 1.32712441989 1.32712441984 1.32712442007

Geocentric gravitational constant (×1014m3 s−2)

TCB, TCG 3.986004418 3.986004418 3.986004418 3.986004418 3.986004391 3.986004424
TDB 3.986004356 3.986004356 3.986004356 3.986004356 3.986004329 3.986004362
TT 3.986004415 3.986004415 3.986004415 3.986004415 3.986004388 3.986004421

solar mass parameter derived from the very same JPL
ephemerides.

Earth mass parameter: The TCB-compatible value
of the Earth mass parameter µ⊕ is the very same in lat-
est three IERS conventions (1996, 2003, 2010) and cor-
responds to the TDB-compatible value as given in the
DE403 ephemerides. But it has different values in the
DE405 and DE421 ephemerides. Why do the latest JPL
ephemerides use a different value then the latest IERS
conventions (or vice verca)? And which value should
be taken? Special attention has to be paid for software
packages that also process data of Earth-orbiting satel-
lites and need to use the TT-compatible value for the
geopotential.

The authors assumption: to use the TCB-compatible
value µ⊕ from the latest IERS conventions.

Although the order of magnitude of the scaling ef-
fects is below the 1 ps level accuracy of the Consen-
sus model, it might be worth discussing the presented
questions and agreeing on the usage of space-time co-
ordinates systems in the Consensus model. This would
remove one potential error source with almost no costs
assuming that the required changes are simple scaling
factors.

6 Conclusions

ESA’s Navigation Support Office continues its efforts
toward VLBI data analysis. The VLBI delay model
is now fully implemented into our software package
NAPEOS. The current O-C residual level is at the 2-
3 cm level. This result corresponds with our expecta-
tions, in particular considering the current level of im-
plementation. We are confident to lower the residual
level by a factor of two with the next implementation
steps. Full parameter estimation capabilities still have

to be enabled. As a next step we will replace our simple
piece-wise linear station clock model by a polynomial
function and we will enable parameter estimation for
station coordinates and EOPs.

We also presented some open questions related to
the topic of space-time coordinate systems and their us-
age in the Consensus model. We look forward to receiv-
ing feedback from the scientific community.
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DOGS-RI: New VLBI Analysis Software at DGFI-TUM

Y. Kwak, M. Gerstl, M. Bloßfeld, D. Angermann, R. Schmid, M. Seitz

Abstract OCCAM has served as the main VLBI soft-
ware at DGFI-TUM for more than 20 years. For more
flexibility and compatibility, DGFI-TUM started to de-
velop its own VLBI software called DOGS-RI. DOGS-
RI is a software library of the DGFI Orbit and Geodetic
Parameter Estimation Software (DOGS) package which
also includes the software libraries for SLR analysis
and intra-/inter-technique combinations. That will give
a possibility to keep consistency between software li-
braries sharing common modules. To validate DOGS-
RI, we conducted internal comparisons with the OC-
CAM solutions and external comparisons with the IVS
combined solution. In this paper, we introduce the struc-
ture and features of DOGS-RI and some validation re-
sults. We also discuss future plans for the software and
for the VLBI analysis at DGFI-TUM.

Keywords VLBI, IVS, DOGS-RI, VLBI analysis soft-
ware

1 Introduction

The German Geodetic Research Institute of Technical
University of Munich (DGFI-TUM) is an IVS oper-
ational Analysis Center (AC) and made use of OC-
CAM (Titov et al., 2004) as the main software for Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) analysis since the
1990s. Despite its long history of commitment, DGFI-
TUM decided a transition to a new VLBI analysis soft-
ware in order to reach more flexibility and compatibility.

The new DGFI VLBI software is named “DOGS-
RI” (Ralf et al., 2015) since it is one of the software
libraries of the DGFI Orbit and Geodetic Parameter Es-

Younghee Kwak · Michael Gerstl · Mathis Bloßfeld · Detlef
Angermann · Ralf Schmid ·Manuela Seitz
Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut, Technische Univer-
sität München (DGFI-TUM), Arcisstr. 21, DE-80333 München,
Germany

timation Software (DOGS) package that supports the
software libraries for Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR)
analysis and intra- and inter-technique combinations
(Fig. 1). Within the DOGS package, common modules
are shared by the different libraries in order to reach
consistency between the techniques.

Fig. 1: The DOGS package. DOGS-RI (Radio Interferometry):
VLBI analysis, DOGS-OC (Satellite observations as SLR): SLR
analysis, DOGS-CS (Combination and Solution): intra- and inter-
technique combination. The DOGS package does not support
analyses of GNSS and DORIS. Nevertheless, it is able to read
the normal equation systems out of SINEX files from those tech-
niques and conduct the combination with DOGS-CS.

2 DOGS-RI

Figure 2 shows the simplified flow chart of DOGS-RI.
The whole procedure is similar to other VLBI soft-
wares. It is developed by FORTRAN language and
therefore it gives a consistency with other libraries in
DGFI softwares, especially DOGS package. Moreover,
most geodetic and astronomical subroutines, e.g.
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International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service (IERS) Conventions and Standards of Funda-
mental Astronomy (SOFA), are written and provided
by FORTRAN language. Therefore, DOGS-RI easily
adopts them and thereby we can expect the exactly
intended outputs.

The following items are the important new features
of DOGS-RI:

• DOGS-RI adheres to the IERS 2010 Conventions
strictly and thereby guarantees the international
standards.
• Producing nutation parameters with celestial off-

sets, i.e. dX and dY, instead of dψ and dε is now
available.
• A common adjustment of multiple sessions, i.e. a

global solution, is possible.
• Because of more flexible parameterization, it is eas-

ier to set up the consistent parameterization and
combine with other space geodetic techniques.
• The option for automatic de-selection of sources

with fewer observations is available.
• More exclusion options for problematic baselines,

outliers, and incorrect cable calibrations are imple-
mented.
• The handling of station coordinates and jumps are

improved.

Fig. 2: The simplified flow chart of DOGS-RI

In 2015, DGFI-TUM participated in the VLBI Anal-
ysis Software Comparison Campaign with DOGS-RI.
The aim of the campaign was to compare the theoreti-
cal delays that were computed by different VLBI analy-
sis software packages (Klopotek et. al, 2016). Thereby,
we could validate the theoretical modeling of DOGS-
RI. The root mean square (RMS) of the residuals be-
tween the theoretical delays is a sub-mm level when the

theoretical delays by DOGS-RI were compared to the
other VLBI analysis softwares.

3 Internal Validation

It is most crucial to confirm that DOGS-RI produces re-
liable and consistent solutions. To validate the quality
of the products, which are computed by DOGS-RI, they
are compared with the OCCAM solutions in terms of
Terrestrial Reference Frame (TRF) and Earth Orienta-
tion Parameters (EOP). We processed all types of the
IVS sessions (1,682 sessions) over a time period of 12
years (2005.0-2017.0).

Table 1 shows the Helmert transformation parame-
ters between OCCAM and DOGS-RI solutions with re-
spect to DTRF2014 (Seitz et al., 2016). All the compo-
nents are comparable within a sub-mm level. Especially
the scale parameters agree most. Figure 3 depicts the
time series of the scale parameters between OCCAM
and DOGS-RI solutions.

Table 1: Helmert transformation parameters of OCCAM and
DOGS-RI solutions with respect to DTRF2014. The weighted
root mean squared values (WRMS) and weighted mean values
(WMEAN) are the statistics from the time series. The unit is cm.

OCCAM DOGS-RI

WRMS WMEAN WRMS WMEAN

Tx 0.47 0.59 0.51 0.58
Ty 0.58 0.10 0.63 0.02
Tz 0.46 -0.14 0.43 -0.11
Rx 0.49 -0.40 0.50 -0.47
Ry 0.38 -0.40 0.47 -0.37
Rz 0.42 0.16 0.44 0.15
Scale 0.65 0.06 0.65 0.06

Fig. 3: The time series of the scale parameters of DOGS-RI (blue)
and OCCAM (red) solutions.
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We also compared the DOGS-RI and OC-
CAM solutions with IERS 08 C04 EOP series
(http://hpiers.obspm.fr/eop-pc/). Table 1
shows the WRMS and WMEAN of the differences
with respect to IERS 08 C04 EOP series. The x-pole,
y-pole, and UT1-UTC of DOGS-RI agree with those
of OCCAM within sub-mm in length on the surface of
the Earth. At present, DOGS-RI is able to provide the
celestial offsets (dX and dY) for the nutations. Figure 4
shows the comparison of DOGS-RI and OCCAM for
dX and dY with respect to IERS 08 C04 EOP series.
The dX and dY of the OCCAM solutions are converted
from dψ and dε values.

The dX components are comparable within 3 µas. In
contrast, the dY component of OCCAM solutions has
a drift since around 2009 and the reason is unclear. We
presume that it could be caused by the outdated conven-
tion models in OCCAM. The DOGS-RI solutions show
more stable results and can even detect the flaws of OC-
CAM.

Table 2: The WRMS and WMEAN of the EOP, which are esti-
mated by OCCAM and DOGS-RI, with respect to IERS 08 C04
series. The units are mas for x-pole, y-pole, dX, and dY and ms
for UT1-UTC.

OCCAM DOGS-RI

WRMS WMEAN WRMS WMEAN

x-pole 0.231 0.126 0.237 0.104
y-pole 0.239 0.126 0.242 0.142
UT1-UTC 0.020 -0.005 0.021 -0.006
dX 0.058 0.007 0.060 0.010
dY 0.071 -0.129 0.061 -0.006

4 External Validation

The DOGS-RI solutions are also assessed externally by
comparing to the IVS combination solutions. Here, only
the DOGS-RI solutions from 2011.0 to 2017.0 are val-
idated. Figure 5 shows the station coordinate repeata-
bility of NYALES20 station. The DOGS-RI solution
(DGFI) shows the reliable quality compared to the com-
bination and other AC solutions. Table 3 shows the
statistics of the dX components of the IVS AC solu-
tions including the DOGS-RI solution (DGFI). The off-
set, formal errors (σ), RMS, WRMS of the residuals of
the DOGS-RI solution with respect to the IVS combina-
tion solution are pretty reasonable compared to those of
other IVS ACs. The other components are of the same
quality (not shown in this paper).

Fig. 5: Station coordinate repeatability of NYALES20 station
(courtesy of S. Bachmann at BKG). Each bar group depicts the
IVS combination solution or IVS AC solutions. The bars of one
triple represent north (black), east (red), and up (blue) compo-
nents.

Fig. 4: Celestial offsets from DOGS-RI (blue) and OCCAM (red) solutions with respect to IERS 08 C04 EOP series.

http://hpiers.obspm.fr/eop-pc/
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Table 3: Comparison of the dX components of all the ACs with
respect to the IVS combination solution. The unit is µas.

DGFI AC01 AC02 AC03 AC04 AC05 AC06

Offset -5.6 -6.6 -3.0 -3.9 -4.2 6.7 11.6
σ 1.5 1.6 0.9 2.4 0.8 0.9 1.3
RMS 55.2 63.4 36.8 90.1 38.2 36.2 49.5
WRMS 39.9 43.1 23.2 53.1 22.3 23.3 33.5

5 Outlook

In order to make DOGS-RI operational completely, the
IVS Combination Center recommends rather longer-
term (more than 13 years) validation to rule out long-
term systematic effects and to guarantee the quality of
the product. This work will be done under cooperation
with the IVS Combination Center.

DOGS-RI will be developed further and extended
for more features. Currently, we are switching from
ITRF2008 to ITRF2014 as a priori station coordinates.
Supporting vgosDB should be the next urgent task be-
cause the IVS Directing Board made the decision that
“from September 30, 2017, the sole data format for
any type of exchange and long term storage will be
vgosDB."
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Ocean Tide Loading - Where we are Standing

H.-G. Scherneck, M. S. Bos, R. M. S. Fernandes

Abstract The actual state of affairs in ocean tide
loading is reviewed, including the Free Ocean Tide
Loading Service. As of current, the service computes
loading parameters from a range of ocean tide models,
eleven harmonic species in time and gridded in space at
resolutions as given in the 27 data sources, adding local
improvement with a high-resolution coastline model.
In the context of this conference, we concentrate on
vertical and horizontal displacement. The advent of
tide models with 1/8×1/8 degree resolution strained
the computation on the machine at Onsala Space
Observatory beyond practicability. One of our measures
was to relay the computation to a dedicated computer at
SEGAL UBI/IDL. Another was to retain the 1/8 degree
resolution only near coasts, making use of the quad-tree
algorithm already engaged in the coastline process. The
presentation shows the attainable gain in precision by
comparing parameters based on (a) lower-resolution
models, (b) on 1/8 degree resolution throughout, (c)
on the mixed resolution representation, and (d) on a
mapping approach that, by inherent limitation, skips
the coastline resolution altogether. The latter method
will be detailed; we will present the options it offers to
prospective users. The options include fast retrieval of
displacements at random locations from a disseminated
set of grid files, which could be attractive primarily in
the context of fast evolving space geodetic networks.

Keywords Site displacements, Ocean tide loading
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1 Introduction

Ocean tides cause up to centimetre level displacements
of the Earth surface that are observed by space geode-
tic techniques. Therefore, ocean tide loading corrections
have been in use in VLBI software for over thirty years.
The GNSS technique is more recent but the number
of stations has grown rapidly to a few thousands and
the IGS is striving for comparable accuracy demands
as the IVS. Anticipating the foreseeable work load of
computing ocean tide loading coefficients, Scherneck
and Bos (2002) launched an automated, internet-based
user service in 2001, called the Free Ocean Tide Load-
ing Provider (henceforth called OLP). An OLP client
may choose among 27 ocean tide models and specify
up to 100 station positions per request. The computa-
tion of coefficients is based on a convolution integral of
a global tide model with a Green’s function. The latter
represents the deformation of the Earth’s surface due to
a point load on an elastic, spherically symmetric Earth
(Farrell, 1972; Bos and Scherneck, 2013). In the next
sections we present the details of the computation of
the OTL coefficients and discuss the improvements of
the OLP we envision for the near future.

2 Ocean tide Models and Coastlines

Since the launch of the TOPEX/Poseidon satellite in
1992, the oceanographic community has produced
global ocean tide models with ever increasing spa-
tial resolution, from a wider range of observation
sources, and has extended the park of methods in
charting and hydrodynamic modelling. Table 1 gives
a short overview of the ocean tide models that have
been published over the years. For historic reasons
we also include the model of Schwiderski (1980),
which predates the satellite altimetry era; it has a
spatial resolution of 1◦. The most recent ocean tide
models provided by the Toulouse group, FES2012 and
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Table 1: Time line of ocean tide models, time they became avail-
able, number of nodes per degree (reciprocal grid constant) and
the number of frequencies (waves). The last column contains the
thickness of the compensating tide layer for harmonic M2 for con-
serving its mass.

Model year 1/resol nr. compensation
of waves (mm)

Schwiderski 1980 1 11 7.30
TPXO.5 1994 2 11 0.90
CSR3 1994 2 8 0.41
CSR4 1994 2 8 0.56
FES94.1 1994 2 11 3.80
FES95.2 1995 2 12 1.19
FES98 1998 4 11 1.74
FES99 1999 4 15 1.33
GOT99.2b 1999 2 11 0.22
NAO.99b 2000 2 23 1.32
GOT00.2 2000 2 11 0.15
FES2004 2004 8 17 0.57
TPXO.6.2 2004 4 11 0.54
AG06 2006 4 11 0.26
TPXO.7.0 2002 4 11 0.23
TPXO.7.1 2007 4 11 0.22
EOT08a 2008 8 13 0.46
TPXO.7.2 2009 4 11 0.06
DTU10 2010 8 13 0.47
EOT11a 2011 8 14 0.61
GOT4.7/GOT4.8 2011 2 12 0.10
OSU12 2012 4 13 0.30
FES2012 2012 16 11 0.49
Hamtide 2014 8 11 0.11
TPXO8-Atlas 2014 30 9 0.21
FES2014b 2014 16 34 0.16

FES2014b, have a grid spacing of 1/16◦. More details
about the early ocean tide models are given by Shum et
al. (1997) while Stammer et al. (2014) review the more
recent ones.

Figure 1 shows for harmonic M2 the vector differ-
ence between ocean loading displacements computed
from Schwiderski-FES94.1, FES2004-GOT00.2 and
between FES2014-TPXO.7.2. The first shows differ-
ence of the order of 10 cm, indicating the tremendous
effect of including satellite altimetry data into the
model. The second panel shows that around 2000-2004
there were still remaining errors near the coast and in
the polar region. The third panel shows that with the
most recent models these errors are further reduced.

The models with 1/8◦ spatial resolution already re-
quired a wall clock computing time of up to two hours
per OLP request with hundred stations. On an average
day, the OLP machine at Onsala is occupied with jobs
for more than 12 hours. The recent models would raise
this four-fold, creating an ever-increasing backlog of
OTL requests.

As a provisory solution, requests involving FES2012
or FES2014b are currently relayed to SEGAL. There,
the computation uses reduced ocean grids at 1/4◦ in the

open ocean and the 1/16◦ resolution near the coast in
order to represent the complex shelf and bay tides. The
latter also ensures a better fit with the coastline. Penna
et al. (2008) showed that the coastline resolution is a
critical step; especially with the early models that have
grid constants of one or one-half degree, tide loads on
complicated coasts are insufficiently represented when
geodetic sites are located there at short distances. The
OLP employs a quad-tree algorithm that inter- and ex-
trapolates at ever finer resolution between the global
grid and the coastline, which is taken from the high-
resolution database of the GMT package (Wessel and
Smith, 1998; Bos and Baker, 2005).

The higher resolution of the recent models implies
a slightly lower accuracy demand on the quad-tree fill-
ing between regular grid and coastline. Yet, this step
does not appear to become obsolete if we require sub-
millimetre precision for the leading tide M2 (as a rule
of thumb, the error level is about two times the M2 er-
ror when all eleven tide waves are included; this esti-
mate takes also the missing signal from unrepresented
waves into account). As an example of an outright error
in ocean representation of the global FES2014b grid is
shown in Figure 2. It represents the area of the south-
ern Malacca peninsula and one can note the white area
in the left map. Fortunately, the tide is low there and
the nearest GNSS station of the IGS station, NTUS, is
at a respectable distance (marked with a black cross).
Also note that much fewer wet nodes are located on land
than dry ones in the sea, judging from the GMT full-
resolution coastline. Recently a version of FES2014b
has been made available that has tidal grid cells extrap-
olated over land, resolving this problem. However, such
an extrapolation is also performed inside our OTL soft-
ware. The OTL map to the right is computed using the
fast gridding method, see section 3.

3 Fast OTL computations and Green’s
functions

In response to the afore mentioned long computation
times, a fast Fourier algorithm was devised to compute
the loading effects from the global, regular tide grids.
It computes the global deformation field with the same
grid constants. Thus, the results can be stored once-for-
all. The CPU-time is proportional to N3 log N (instead
of ∝N4 in the straight approach), where N is the number
of grid nodes in one dimension. The whole set of global
OTL maps can be computed in 25 hours (next genera-
tion ocean tide models would eventually need a more
powerful computer) instead of months using a program
such as CARGA (Bos and Baker 2005). The new imple-
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Fig. 1: Modulus of difference between OTL fields, Schwiderski & FES94.1 (left), FES2004 & GOT00.2 (middle) and FES2014b &
TPXO.7.2 (right), evidencing the impact of the global coverage in satellite altimetry in the GOT- and TPXO-model suites. Shown is
the vertical component of M2

Fig. 2: A land-sea representation error in FES2014b at the south-
ern Malacca peninsula, note the white area in the left diagram.
Fortunately, the tide is low there and the nearest GNSS station
of the IGS station, NTUS, is at a respectable distance (marked
with a black cross). Also note that much fewer wet nodes are lo-
cated on land than dry ones in the sea, judging from the GMT full-
resolution coastline. The map to the right is from the fast gridding
method.

mentation of the Fast OTL algorithm strikes a balance
between speed and precision; for instance, the Green’s
functions’ hemispheric symmetry is utilized, and the
function is integrated over grid boxes if they are within a
critical distance. This implies that the load is distributed
like a uniform quadrangular tile. Without integration,
a load would resemble an infinitely dense mass point
at the centre of a grid cell. The impact of integration
versus the central point-load approximation is shown in
Figure 3 as the modulus of the difference for the case of
radial displacement computed from the HAMTIDE M2
map (implying that load distribution abides by the grid’s
1/8◦ jagged land-sea pattern). Note that integration was
still performed in the case where a load cell acts on the
corresponding field cell; that specific contribution to the
response is uninteresting at field points on land, which
is the usual condition conserning space geodetic sites.

Fig. 3: Effect of integration of Green’s function versus point-
load approximation. Shown is the modulus of the difference in the
case of radial displacement for M2 computed from the HAMTIDE
ocean model using fast convolution.

For some stations that are within a 10-50 km range
of the coast, we noted that it is still necessary to sub-
divide the ocean tide grid cells around the station to
keep the numerical error below the 0.1-0.3 mm level per
harmonic. However, this quad-tree subdivision is only
necessary in a limited region near these sites. Efforts
to come to specific thresholds and terms with this task
are currently in progress. The ambition is that differ-
ences between different ocean models would stand out
above measures of increased precision, where the latter
should arrive at less than a millimetre when time series
are produced, i.e. all waves are added together. Figure
4 shows an example for the spread of loading phasors
from a sample of ocean tide models, Green’s functions
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Fig. 4: Loading phasors for vertical displacement of tide M2 at
the VLBI site BRFT, Fortaleza, Brazil. Shorthands for Green’s
functions: Earth structure from GB - Gutenberg-Bullen,
PREM - Anderson and Dziewonski; real - elastic earth, cmplx
- anelastic earth. Shorthands for methods: olp - Ocean loading
provider (Internet service with high-resolution coastlines),
map - fast mapping algorithm, no coastline refinement.

and processing methods for VLBI station BRFT, For-
taleza, Brazil, harmonic M2, up component. It shows
OTL values computed using the internet ocean tide
loading provider with high-resolution coastlines (olp)
and the fast mapping algorithm (map), with no coastline
refinement. It also shows OTL values computed using
various Green’s functions such as the one of Gutenberg-
Bullen (GB), Anderson and Dziewonski (PREM). The
latter has been computed assuming a pure elastic Earth
(real) or a constant absorption band from 1s to the pe-
riod of M2 (cmplx). The latter includes anelasticity ef-
fects that are mostly produced in the asthenosphere, see
Bos et al. (2015) for more details.

The reader might wonder why we keep the tide
waves of the OLP to the set published by Schwider-
ski (1980)? First, although recent catalogues include
species in addition to Ssa, Mm, M f , Q1, O1, P1, K1, N2,
M2, S2 and K2, the sets are inconsistent and thus cum-
bersome to employ in routine geodetic analyses. Sec-
ond, the BLQ format adopted in a range of softwares
still seems to enjoy wide use. If an option to include all
available waves pertaining to a model catalogue is intro-
duced, the tables of loading coefficients would be issued
in the HARPOS format thanks to its extendibility. Read-
ers may notify us of their opinion.

4 OTL time series

In the previous section, we noted that the OTL coeffi-
cients are given as a set of amplitudes and phase-lags
for 11 major harmonics. The displacement time series
are computed by simply summing the various periodic
functions:

u(t) =

11∑
i=1

Ai cos(ωit +χi +φi) (1)

where Ai is the amplitude, χi the astronomical argument
at t = 0, and φi the phase-lag value provided by the OLP.

However, the full tidal potential has many more con-
stituents, see Wenzel (1997) or Agnew (2007). These
must be considered if one is to produce an accurate time
series. Here, there are basically two methods, one to
interpolate an admittance spectrum from the harmon-
ics given at distinct frequencies, and another to invoke
the response method of Munk and Cartwright (1966)
(see also Lambert, 1974). Each has its own drawback.
The response method requires a totally revised method
to generate time series of predictions, the admittance
method needs to separate between gravitational and ra-
diational (including atmospheric) generation of tidal
components. In each case we must distinguish response
or admittance functions by spherical harmonic degree.
Sun’s seasonally varying radiation affects S1 and S2 and
their neighbour waves at one, two and three cycles per
year beat frequency. Conflation of effects is more com-
plicated still in the case of the solar annual tide Sa where
altimetry also senses steric, thermal expansion of water,
which does not cause direct loading effects in the open
ocean; however, the annual cycle does not keep ocean
mass conserved. Thus, ocean models for S1 must be
derived from time-stepped products like ECCO (Forget
et al., 2015). As ECCO represents the non-tidal ocean,
adding the equilibrium response to the solar gravita-
tional tide might be a reasonable approximation.

Talking about equilibrium response, there are addi-
tional ocean loading effects at periods or quasi-periods
longer than one year, where dynamics play a subordi-
nate role. This concerns forcing by polar motion and the
lunar nodal tide at 18.6 yr period (Tapley et al., 1993).
The longer the forcing period, the more retarded strain
will be released due to mantle anelasticity.

5 Outlook

A comprehensive revision of means and methods to pre-
dict ocean tide loading effects is on the way, planned
for publication during the coming year. For instance,
clients of the OTL service will be able to choose among
a range of Green’s functions that depend on the visco-
elastic structure of the earth with a parameterized fre-
quency dependence. The full resolution of all ocean tide
models will be utilized, augmented with yet higher res-
olution coastlines to represent the loads accurately also
in complicated settings. The ambition to arrive at pre-
cisions of less than 1 mm RMS error in time series
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also in complicated cases will require testing with ob-
servations, preferably using both VLBI and GNSS tech-
niques.
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An Empirical Atmospheric Tidal Loading Solution for
Particular VLBI Stations

A. Girdiuk, M. Schindelegger, J. Böhm

Abstract Tidal atmospheric loading causes small but
periodic reference point displacements that are con-
ventionally treated in the space geodetic analysis re-
ductions. On the one hand, numerical model estimates
of these displacement signals are provided, e.g., by
TU Wien, Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) or the
Global Geophysical Fluid Center (GGFC). On the other
hand, with the large data base of modern Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations and the
high precision of other reduction models, the small ef-
fects of the tidal atmospheric loading variations can
be determined directly in the analysis. Here, by utiliz-
ing the Vienna VLBI and Satellite Software (VieVS),
hourly station coordinates are obtained and particular
measures are taken to mitigate the obvious correlations
with tropospheric parameters. Specifically, the hourly
intervals of zenith wet delay estimates are replaced by
six-hourly intervals, similar to the estimation interval of
tropospheric gradients. Retrieved time series (06/2011–
02/2016) of positions for station Katherine, Australia,
reveal amplitudes of the diurnal atmospheric signal in
the range (0.5 – 1.5) mm with a confidence interval of
1.5 mm (threefold formal error) as provided by single
session solutions for different analysis setups. Gener-
ally, these amplitudes exhibit fair agreement with es-
timates from the applied loading models, that is co-
sine and sine amplitudes: (−0.6 mm; 0.7 mm) for the
TU Wien solution, (−0.4 mm; 0.5 mm) for GSFC and
(−0.8 mm; 1.0 mm) for GGFC.

Keywords Atmospheric tides, harmonic variations of
station positions, single session solution

Anastasiia Girdiuk ·Michael Schindelegger · Johannes Böhm
TU Wien, Geodesy and Geoinformation, Advanced Geodesy,
Gußhausstraße 27-29/E120, AT-1040, Vienna, Austria

1 Introduction

Atmospheric tides are regular variations induced by so-
lar insolation and appear with Sun-locked periods of 24
and 12 hours. These geophysical phenomena are visi-
ble in geodetic parameters, i.a., Earth Rotation and vari-
ations of station positions. This paper focuses on the
less studied harmonic variations in Very Long Base-
line Interferometry (VLBI) station positions. Currently,
various numerical models — TU Wien (Wijaya et al.,
2013), Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) (Petrov
and Boy, 2004) or the Global Geophysical Fluid Cen-
ter (GGFC) (van Dam, 2010) — provide station posi-
tion corrections associated with atmospheric loading.
Routine VLBI analysis takes into account atmospheric
loading reductions, along with other distortions due to
solid Earth tides and ocean tides as recommended by
the IERS Conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010). Atmo-
spheric tidal loading induces one of the smallest dis-
placements of the reference points on the crust with
amplitudes mostly at or below the 1 millimetre level.
These obvious systematic influences are required to be
considered in the analysis. The proper determination of
these small variations is one of the challenges imposed
on the modern geodetic VLBI observations. To achieve
this goal in the present paper, loading results from nu-
merical weather models are reviewed to pinpoint VLBI
stations with large-magnitude atmospheric tidal varia-
tions. Because the modern geodetic VLBI technique ap-
proaches the millimetre accuracy level, the tidal loading
maxima are probed, and station Katherine in Australia
is found to be a suitable example. In detail, hourly sta-
tion positions at Katherine estimated in single sessions
solutions are favored over the standard parametrization,
in which station coordinates have only one estimate per
session. This modification requires to adjust the tropo-
spheric parameter evaluation interval because of corre-
lations with station positions. A compromise is found
in changing the zenith wet delay interval from 1 hour
to 6 hour. Additionally, the impact of other reductions
and parametrization is studied to test the hourly station
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Fig. 1: Amplitudes of S1 atmospheric tidal loading as provided
by the TU Wien model.

position time series reliability. To meet this challenge,
the method of the least squares adjustment (LSA) at the
frequencies of atmospheric tides is applied to obtain an
empirical tidal solution for station Katherine.

2 Numerical loading solutions

Using pressure data from numerical circulation models,
station position corrections induced by the atmospheric
tides S1 and S2 can be deduced for a set of compo-
nents in Radial, East and North directions (REN sys-
tem) for each station. For S1 (the diurnal atmospheric
oscillation), the maximal displacement is concentrated
in the radial direction illustrated in Fig. 1, because it re-
ceives the most of the tidal loading power. The model
calculated at TU Wien exemplifies the distribution of
the atmospheric impact on the Earth’s crust including
maximum and minimal values. Other available models
(GSFC and GGFC) possess rather similar scattering and
amplitude patterns.

In Fig. 1 the VLBI station Hartrao can be found
close to the equatorial area where the atmospheric tidal
loading attains largest values over the South African
continent. Yet, the load tide amplitude at this station is
smaller than the corrections at the station Katherine in
Australia provided by numerical models. The numerical
corrections (cosine and sine amplitudes) to the Kather-
ine position are (−0.6 mm; 0.7 mm) for the TU Wien
solution, (−0.4 mm; 0.5 mm) for the GSFC model and
(−0.8 mm; 1.0 mm) for GGFC. These small magni-
tudes cause certain difficulties in terms of the detection
in VLBI analysis; yet, being systematic influences on
daily and sub-daily time scales, their estimation should
be feasible.

Larger loading effects in the diurnal and semi-
diurnal bands belong to the effect of the ocean tides. As
a rule, ocean tide loading is introduced in VLBI reduc-
tions for 8 major tides (Q1, O1, P1, K1, N2, M2, S2, K2)
and 3 long term tides (Mf, Mm, Ssa), where S2 denotes
the frequency corresponding to a period of 12 hour,
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Fig. 2: Amplitudes of S1 ocean tidal loading as provided by the
FES2014b model.

thus matching the frequency band of the atmospheric
S2 tide. The oceanic S2 tide induces maximal loading
values at VLBI station Fortaleza (South America,
1.1 cm) and at the same time the atmospheric tide S2
is less then 1 mm. This coincidence of atmospheric
and oceanic contributions is unavoidable and required
to be considered properly for both studied frequencies,
i.e. S1 and S2. In the VLBI reductions, following the
IERS Conventions example, ocean tides are taken into
account commonly by means of the FES2004 ocean
model. Girdiuk et al. (2016a,b) compared tidal loadings
from different providers, and rather similar solutions
in terms of VLBI baseline length repeatabilities are
found when the underlying ocean model is changed.
Here, the last available version of the FES numerical
ocean model series (Letellier et al., 2004) FES2014b
(Aviso, 2014) is chosen for reductions because this
model includes the ocean response to the atmospheric
forcing at the S1 frequency (Fig. 2). Older models, for
instance FES2004, do not consider S1. At the station of
interest in this paper, Katherine, the corrections due to
the S1 load tide based on FES2014b (shown in Fig. 2)
are found to be approximately 0.4 mm.

3 Single session solution modifications

Almost 390 24 h VLBI sessions were assembled for the
period of June, 2011 – Feb, 2016, in which the station
Katherine participates. This relatively short but dense
time series of 5 years were processed by solving each
session with the LSA using the Vienna VLBI and Satel-
lite Software (VieVS) (Böhm et al., 2012). An addi-
tional criterion for the selection of a session is that it
contains observations at more than 5 stations. This re-
quirement for the network is necessary because station
Katherine has to be excluded from the datum, so that the
rest of the stations (4 antennas) is enough for its realiza-
tion. The datum can be realized by a part of the antennas
per session. The main reason for excluding Katherine
from the datum is that in our analysis the station posi-
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tions for Katherine are evaluated at hourly intervals to
resolve daily and sub-daily variations. This scheme is
in contrast to the standard approach where the station
coordinates are estimated once per session or fixed to a
priori values.

In the standard approach (Schuh and Böhm, 2013) of
solving VLBI observations in single session solutions,
the design matrix is set up for:

1. Clocks:piecewise linear offsets at hourly intervals
plus a linear and quadratic terms per session;

2. Tropospheric parameters: Zenith Wet Delay (ZWD)
at hourly intervals and tropospheric gradients in
North and East directions (NGR and EGR) at 6-
hour intervals.

3. Earth Orientation Parameters daily constant value;
4. Station coordinates once per session;
5. Source coordinates once per session.

Given the elevation angle dependence for both the
station heights and the ZWD (Sovers et al., 1998), and
the associated correlations in the inversion, the estima-
tion interval of one of them has to be modified. The
hourly station coordinates are the subject of this pa-
per, thus the ZWD is evaluated at 6-hour intervals for
all solutions presented below in this paper. Yet, some
undesired dependencies are retained in the solutions. In
order to reduce some of them, ray-traced delays were
applied to the NGR and EGR as well as to the ZWD
because this approach might be more accurate in ap-
plication to the VLBI observations (Hofmeister, 2016),
so a statistical formal error level improvement was ex-
pected. Hence, solutions with gradients fixed to their a
priori values were used in addition to the standard strat-
egy. Therefore, for the one atmospheric loading variant
(Sect. 2) four solutions were obtained.

Concerning the rest of reductions and constraints
applied in the processing, we follow the common
approach widely used at TU Wien and given by Krásná
et al. (2014). The only difference in the reductions is
that the atmospheric tidal loading is excluded from the
station position corrections, but the corrections due to
ocean loading are introduced using FES2014b, so that
the oceanic contribution at the S1 frequency is included.
In this way, oceanic and atmospheric contributions are
considered separately, and explicit emphasis can be
given to the atmospheric part.

4 An empirical assessment

Hourly station position variations for the station Kather-
ine are obtained in the geocentric rectangular coordinate
frame as provided in VieVS single session solutions. In

order to facilitate numerical model comparisons, these
time series can be transformed to the REN system in
a straight-forward manner by a rotation matrix at the
angle of latitude and longitude of the location. These
hourly estimates are supplied with formal errors of the
stochastic model in VieVS. However, the time series is
contaminated for various reasons, among them insuffi-
cient network geometry as the most prominent factor
(Girdiuk et al., 2016c). Influences from these sporadic
outliers can not be mitigated through the formal error
analysis. To remove these outliers, a better approach is
to limit the hourly station position time series by 10 cm
condition in X and Y directions, and 7 cm in Z.

Finally, the LSA is undertaken to retrieve atmo-
spheric tidal contributions from the hourly time series of
station positions. A similar approach was implemented
by Girdiuk et al. (2016c) for the high-frequency Earth
Rotation Parameter analysis, but in this paper we intro-
duce the pre-defined frequencies S1 and S2 only. The
results of this assessment for four VLBI solutions de-
scribed above are demonstrated in Fig. 3 for the primary
S1 radial component. The circles indicate formal errors,
i.e. 3σ (1.5 mm), 2σ (1.0 mm) and 1σ (0.5 mm). These
levels are almost the same for all shown solutions, so
the width of the circles on the plot should underline this
fact. Fig. 3 illustrates the substantial empirical estimates
of the S1 load tide in radial direction. Unfortunately,
modeled values are found under the 3 σ reliability level,
but the atmospheric tides estimates obtained for Kather-
ine have a good agreement with these models except for
some separation in phase (see Fig. 3). Also, due to noise
in the time series, improved results using ray-tracing in-
stead of VMF1 (Böhm et al., 2006) to better account
for the troposphere is not evident. And, the significant
difference of about 1 mm between the strategy of fixing
gradients and estimating them does not allow to validate
the ray-tracing or VMF1 approach. In future, a larger
number of observations for station Katherine will in-
crease the reliability of such assessments based on lower
formal error statistics.

Some distortions of the final results (Fig. 3) can arise
from the applied method of the LSA at two pre-defined
frequencies because of possible leakage from side lobes.
In fact, the large-amplitude ocean tides P1 and K1 (see
Table 8.2a of the IERS Conventions) are the closest to
the frequency S1 and, by this reason, might corrupt load-
ing estimates at this frequency. Note that the gravita-
tionally induced S1 constituent is a product of the P1
and K1 side lobes as derived from the tide generating
potential. This oceanic variation is of a small ampli-
tude and its impact is neglected in the station position
variations. But, the atmospheric impact at the frequency
S1 has a completely different source, that is, diurnal at-
mospheric pressure variations induce regular motions of
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Fig. 3: Atmospheric tides retrieved in harmonic variations of sta-
tion positions of radial component for Katherine. The 1 σ level
of standard deviations is depicted on both planes as circle of pink
color, 2 σ as orange color, and 3 σ as green color; squares mark
ray-tracing, circles denote VMF1, pink color represents solutions
where gradients are fixed, blue where gradients are estimated. The
phase reference is Greenwich midnight (0 UTC).

the crust at the order of 1 mm as provided by the numer-
ical models (TU Wien, GSFC, GGFC). Also, the atmo-
sphere forces the ocean to vary at the same frequency
as atmospheric tides. As we have seen, FES2014b pro-
vides this hydrodynamic response at the S1 line (Fig. 2);
see also Ray and Egbert (2004). At the frequency of S2,
the atmospheric forcing is difficult to distinguish from
the oceanic S2 influence because the semi-diurnal ocean
tide S2 is one of the main lobes in the tide generating
potential and possesses amplitudes which are approx-
imately 10 times bigger than the response to the me-
teorological S2 signal (Arbic, 2005). Evidently, an im-
proper account of ocean tidal loading can lead to uncer-
tainties in the evaluation of the amplitude and phase of
the atmospheric tidal loading contribution.

5 Conclusions

On the one hand, atmospheric tidal loading estimates
are available from various numerical models, where
three of them were investigated and this study re-
vealed the maximum contribution at the VLBI station
Katherine. On the other hand, using modern VLBI
observations we retrieved atmospheric tidal signals in
hourly station position variations for station Katherine.
This empirical result was cleansed from the ocean
response to the atmospheric forcing at the S1 frequency
using a load tide solution from the most recent ocean

model FES2014b. We presented here results for the
atmospheric-induced S1 load tide in the radial compo-
nent mainly to exemplify the involved magnitude of
signals. It became clear that the time series need to be
extended to achieve lower formal errors and a more
robust empirical assessment. Although the reliability
level of the obtained atmospheric tidal loading esti-
mates at the S1 frequency may be critical we find that
the agreement between numerical loading models and
VLBI-based results is encouraging.
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Twin Telescope Tests:
Assessing Station Oriented Systematic Errors

C. S. Jacobs, C. García-Míro, S. Horiuchi, L. G. Snedeker

Abstract Each of NASA’s three Deep Space Network
sites has multiple large antennas capable of acquiring
VLBI data. The long range plan is to have four 34-meter
beam waveguide antennas at each site. At present Gold-
stone has three, Canberra has three, and Madrid has two
with two more under construction. These antennas offer
the opportunity to do connected element interferome-
try (CEI) over the few hundred meter baselines within
each complex. Given that all antennas within a site are
of nominally the same structural design, are run off the
same clock, observe through almost the same atmo-
sphere, and are subject to almost the same geophysics,
doing CEI experiments is an excellent way to probe the
limits of VLBI accuracy and expose station-specific sys-
tematic errors. This paper will report the results of just
such tests which achieved about 0.2 mm baseline pre-
cision per pass. Some stations exhibit more than 1 mm
systematics. Based on this data we will discuss the im-
plications for whether the IAG’s goal of 1 mm station
stability in VLBI geodesy is possible for large antennas.
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1 Introduction

Modern geodetic techniques have an important role to
play in many aspects of society. Driven by concerns
about global sea level rise, the International Association
of Geodesy (IAG) has set requirements for the next
generation International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF) to have an accuracy of ±1 mm in global posi-
tioning (e.g. Beutler et al. (2009)). Current Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) measurements have
errors much larger than this ±1 mm goal. Tropospheric
fluctuations in refractivity, largely from water vapor
(e.g. Treuhaft and Lanyi (1987)), stochastic variations
in station clocks, and extended source morphology
(e.g. Charlot (1990)) are commonly cited as the major
sources of error in VLBI. Are these the only error
sources larger than 1 mm?

This paper leverages a short baseline (200–300 m)
configuration so that most of the tropospheric, clock,
(global) geophysical, and source structure errors
common mode away thereby revealing underlying
instrumental errors. Furthermore, because the experi-
ments discussed here used antennas of nominally the
same design, structural deformation due to gravity load-
ing should largely common mode. Thermal expansion
should common mode to the extent that both antennas
are in the same thermal environment. Note that our
previous work (Jacobs and Rius (1989)) using antennas
of radically different sizes and designs i.e. the 70-m
(DSS 63) and the old non-beam waveguide 34-m (DSS
65) could not leverage common mode-ing of structural
errors to anywhere near the ±1 mm accuracy goal of
the current work.

Geophysical motion should common mode away to
the extent that both antennas are attached to the same
piece of stable bedrock. In summary, these experiments
have the potential to be a null test to verify the pre-
ceding assumptions that most error sources common
mode away down to the accuracy goal level of ±1 mm.
Our experience at NASA’s Goldstone site circa 2005
accomplished just such verification. However, the data
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from our Madrid site indicated that not all antennas per-
formed at the ±1 mm accuracy level.

2 Observations and Data Analysis

As shown in Table 1, a series of short baseline Con-
nected Element Interferometry (CEI) passes were done
between 2014 and 2017 at the Canberra and Madrid
Deep Space Network (DSN) sites. The CEI technique
we used is virtually the same as VLBI except that, un-
like VLBI, both stations were synchronized to the same
H2 maser clock thereby virtually eliminating clock vari-
ations as an error source—other than minor differences
in clock distribution to the two antennas.

The observation schedules were designed to sample
the full range of azimuth, cable wrap, and elevation us-
ing the strong ICRF2 defining sources (Ma et al, 2009)
which have sufficiently accurate astrometric positions to
be fixed a priori for the short ∼200 m baselines under
consideration. Sky coverage was optimized within the
constraint of keeping slew times manageable by nod-
ding up and down in elevation while rotating in az-
imuth in steps on the order of 20◦. The schedule moved
through the full range of cable wrap including the full
360◦ of azimuth plus reaching a full quadrant from both
clockwise and counterclockwise directions. This sched-
ule strategy separates geometric baseline effects due to
azimuth changes from cable wrap effects. Sessions were
typically 4–8 hours and done at night when possible to
minimize thermal gradients.

We used the DSN 34-meter beam waveguide
(Imbriale, 2002) antennas to observe X-band (8200–
8600 MHz) with Right Circular Polarization. The
data were downconverted by subtracting 8100 MHz,
sent over cables to the control room where the analog
signal was digitized by the Wideband VLBI Science
Recorder (Rogstad et al., 2009) with 2-bit resolution,
and channelized into 12 channels each 8 MHz wide
for a total data rate of 384 Mbps per station. The data
were e-transferred to JPL, correlated with the SOFTC
software correlator (Lowe, 2006), and fringe fit with the
CFit software to produce group delays and phase delay
rates. These observables were then modelled using the
MODEST software (Sovers et al., 1998). We estimated
parameters for a differential baseline vector, differential
zenith troposphere, and differential time-linear residual
clock.

Table 1: Summary of Observations. All sessions used X-band
RCP recorded at 384 Mbps.

Date stations Scans wRMS (psec)
Canberra

2014 05 28 DSS 34–35 317 4.6
2014 07 12 DSS 34–35 132 6.3
2014 07 19 DSS 34–35 153 2.7
2014 07 25 DSS 34–35 261 11.2
2016 06 18 DSS 34–35 178 4.4

2016 07 14 DSS 34–36 111 3.7
2016 07 17 DSS 34–36 125 11.4
2016 09 23 DSS 34–36 188 3.3

Madrid
2015 12 05 DSS 54–55 119 5.2
2016 01 31 DSS 54–55 132 5.4
2016 05 07 DSS 54–55 167 4.1
2016 07 09 DSS 54–55 93 5.2
2017 01 03 DSS 54–55 188 3.3

3 Delay Scatter Results

Table 1 shows the dates, the pair of Deep Space Stations
(DSS), the number of scans and the wRMS group delay
scatter. Most passes show a scatter of 3–6 psec or 1–
2 mm. There are two passes close to 4 mm scatter. As an
example, Fig. 1 shows the group delay vs. time on 2014
May 28 on the DSS 34 to DSS 35 baseline. The 4.5 psec
scatter is equivalent to about 1.4 mm. The points with
orange color coding are close to the sun suggesting that
thermal effects may be increasing the delay scatter at the
start of the pass.

Fig. 1: Group delay scatter on Australia’s DSS 34 to DSS 35 base-
line on 2014 May 28. Orange indicates scans near the Sun.
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4 Case Study: Madrid Systematic Error
Level

The Madrid complex is shown in Fig. 2. Within this
complex, the DSS 54 to DSS 55 baseline was mea-
sured five times between 2015 Dec. and 2017 Jan. Fig. 3
shows the baseline length scatter is extremely stable
with a WRMS scatter of 0.11 mm. Fig. 4 shows the ver-
tical scatter is 0.26 mm excepting the outlier session on
2016 Jul 09 which had a sunrise in the middle. Thus the
length and vertical results confirm our expectation that
errors should common mode away down to the 1 mm
level.

By the time the 4th session’s results were analyzed,
we were becoming increasingly concerned that there
was a differential velocity between DSS 54 and DSS 55
which might eventually damage an antenna. Thus we
began to focus on the foundations.

5 Antenna Foundation

Foundations are critical to the stability of the antenna’s
position and thus the intra-complex baseline vectors that
we are measuring. Our starting assumption is that all
antennas within a given complex are firmly attached
to the same piece of bedrock thereby eliminating any
geophysically induced differential motion from slippage
or seasonal variation in underlying groundwater. Fig. 7
shows the foundation work for the under-construction
DSS 56 antenna as of 2016 Nov 10.

This photograph reveals the sub-surface geology
within a few 100 m of the antennas we measured
(DSS 54 and 55). The surface soil extends 0–10 m after
which one observes a mixture of soil and rock. To the
left, the terrain is almost bedrock, but has an underlying
thin seam of soil which might allow seismic movement
or ground water induced changes. The construction
seeks to get below these seams to solid bedrock before
laying the concrete foundation shown in Fig. 7.

This quick lesson in foundations failed to reveal why
the east and north were not stable. And, in fact, when the
results of the 5th and final session were analyzed, both
the east and north values came down thereby breaking
the linear trend. We note that a 6th session done after
these results were presented also went against the lin-
ear trend and began to suggest that we are seeing a sea-
sonal effect of unknown origin. We have begun to con-
sider a range of effects such as differential thermal en-
vironment due to the downward topography going from
DSS 54 to DSS 55 (Fig. 2) or phase and delay effects
from antenna pointing errors (Gorham & Rochblatt,
1998) or—returning to foundations—local hydrologi-

cal effects such as groundwater getting under one of the
foundations.

6 Conclusions

The goal of the twin telescope baseline measurements
discussed in this paper has been to measure the base-
line in an environment in which most error sources dif-
ference away so that variations in individual antennas
can be isolated and studied. We have presented a se-
ries of short baseline Connected Element Interferome-
try (CEI) sessions from NASA’s Deep Space Network
complexes with eight passes from Canberra, Australia
and five passes from Madrid, Spain. These passes had
1 to 4 mm of group delay scatter per session. The Can-
berra, Australia baselines were generally stable to near
the ±1 mm level.

The early Madrid measurements showed a trend
of a few mm/yr in the horizontal components. Only
later did it appear that the 2016 Jul 09 session was
an outlier—not only the obvious vertical but also the
horizontal components. Removing that outlier session,
wRMS scatters become 0.29 mm in east, 0.18 mm in
north, 0.22 mm in vertical, and 0.08 mm in length.

Our previous experience, especially at the Goldstone
complex, has been that the vertical component has a
factor of several higher scatter than the horizontal com-
ponents. This is expected because (1) vertical is deter-
mined from < 90◦ of elevation range vs. the horizon-
tal’s 360◦ range of observations and (2) troposphere de-
grades the vertical more than horizontal.

Efforts to understand these results are ongoing. At
this time, the small sample size makes it difficult to es-
tablish an outlier with certainty. Our plan is to make
measurements of the DSS 54 to DSS 55 baseline at
roughly quarterly intervals with the hope that outliers
and seasonal effects can be well separated as a step
towards understanding the error budget in this class
of measurements. Once we understand the instrumen-
tal and possible local geophysical and hydrological ef-
fects on these short intra-complex baselines to the 1 mm
level, we will have achieved a small but important step-
towards the goal of global geodesy at the 1 mm level.

However, the horizontal baseline history raised
questions. Both the East (Fig. 5) and North (Fig. 6)
components showed a monotonic, roughly linear
increase for the first four sessions at the level of
≈ 3 mm/yr.
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DSS 55DSS 54

DSS 65

DSS 61

DSS 63

DSS 53
underway

DSS 56
underway

Fig. 2: Aerial view of NASA’s Madrid Deep Space Communications Complex. There are three active 34-m antennas (DSS 54, 55,
and 65), a 70-m (DSS 63), an inactive 34-m antenna (DSS 61), and two 34-m antennas under construction (DSS 53 & 56). The four
antennas DSS 53, 54, 55, and 56 are all nominally of the same beam waveguide design (Imbriale, 2002).

Fig. 3: Length vs. time, DSS 54−55. WRMS = 0.12 mm

Fig. 4: Vertical vs. time, DSS 54−55. WRMS = 1.81 mm
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Fig. 7: Progress as of 2016 Nov. 10th on the construction of the foundation for a new 34-meter beam waveguide antenna, Deep Space
Station (DSS) 56. Foundations are intended to be attached to solid bedrock to provide stable baselines throughout the complex.
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Estimating Common Tropospheric Parameters for Co-located
VLBI Antennas

T. Nilsson, K. Balidakis, S. Glaser, M. Karbon, R. Heinkelmann, H. Schuh

Abstract We test the effect of estimating common
zenith wet delays (ZWD) and gradients for co-located
VLBI telescopes. We find that the station coordinate
repeatabilities are improved slightly when doing so, es-
pecially if the sky coverage obtained when considering
the observations of both telescopes is better than that of
a single one. Furthermore, we find that the repeatability
of the baseline vector between the two telescopes is
improved, especially in the vertical component by more
than 50 %.

Keywords VLBI, Kalman filter, Troposphere, co-
location

1 Introduction

Co-located VLBI telescopes, located less than 1 km
apart, are subject to approximately the same tropo-
spheric effects. Thus it should be possible to estimate
common tropospheric parameters for these telescopes.
This will reduce the number of parameters needed to
be estimated in the VLBI data analysis, what should
lead to an increase in the precision of the estimated
parameters (e.g., the station coordinates). Thus, the
estimation of common tropospheric parameters will
be of great interest especially in the future, since the
upcoming VGOS (VLBI Global Observing System)
network will contain several twin telescopes.

Nilsson et al. (2015a) performed simulations for a
potential future VGOS network, with one twin tele-
scope. They showed that the station coordinates for the
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twin telescope improve if common tropospheric param-
eters for the twin telescope are estimated. In particular, a
significant improvement in the baseline between the two
telescopes was found; when estimating common ZWD
(zenith wet delay) the repeatability of the vertical com-
ponent of the baseline was improved by more than 50 %.

In recent years many new VGOS-type telescopes
have been constructed, in many cases at stations already
equipped with a legacy VLBI antenna. For several of
these new telescopes, initial operation in standard IVS
sessions have already commenced, using S/X receivers.
Relatively often the new and the legacy antennas ob-
serve in the same session, thus providing excellent data
to test the estimation of common tropospheric param-
eters. In this work we perform such a test, considering
four sites with co-located VLBI telescopes.

2 Data analysis

We analyzed all VLBI sessions from 2010 until
early 2017 containing any of the following co-
locations (in total 210 sessions): Wettzell, Germany
(WETTZELL and WETTZ13N, 92 sessions), Yebes,
Spain (YEBES40M and RAEGEYEB, 14 sessions),
Hobart, Australia (HOBART26 and HOBART12,
86 sessions), and HartRAO, South Africa (HARTRAO
and HART15M, 21 sessions). The data were analyzed
with the Kalman filter module in the VieVS@GFZ
Software (Nilsson et al., 2015). The analysis options
were more or less standard, estimating station coor-
dinates, radio source coordinates, Earth Orientation
Parameters, ZWD, gradients, and clocks. Four different
solutions were calculated, each with different handling
of the tropospheric parameters (ZWD and gradients) at
co-located telescopes:

None The tropospheric parameters were estimated in-
dependently for each telescope

Grad. Common gradient parameters were estimated
for the co-located telescopes
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Fig. 1: Station position repeatabilities for WETTZELL (top) and
WETTZ13N (bottom) from the four different solutions.

ZWD Common ZWD parameters were estimated for
the co-located telescopes

ZWD+Grad. Common ZWD and gradient parameters
estimated

When estimating common ZWDs it is important to
correct a priori for the ZWD and ZHD differences which
exist due to the telescopes being at different heights.
This was done using the formulas for the tropospheric
ties presented in Teke et al. (2011).

2.1 Station positions

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the station position re-
peatabilities of the two telescopes in Wettzell, Germany
(WETTZELL and WETTZ13N), from the four solu-
tions. We can note a slight (6 %) improvement when
estimating common ZWD. The results from the other
co-locations are similar.

In general, we would expect an improvement in the
station position repeatabilities if the sky coverage ob-
tained when considering the observations from both
telescopes is better then what is obtained from only one.
This was found in the simulations performed by Nilsson
et al. (2015a). If the two telescopes are always sched-
uled to the same source (i.e., the sky coverage from both
telescopes is the same as from one), there are practically
no improvements in the station position repeatabilities,

Fig. 2: Station position repeatabilities for WETTZ13N from the
four different solutions, considering only sessions with a low (top)
and high (bottom) improvement in sky coverage when considering
both telescopes compared to WETTZ13N only.

while if the telescopes are always scheduled to different
sources (i.e., the sky coverage from both telescopes is
clearly better than from one) the repeatabilities improve
by about 15 %. Hence, it is interesting to look at how the
co-located telescopes in our study are scheduled, i.e.,
how the sky coverage obtained using both telescopes
compare to that of only one.

In general, the co-located telescopes have often been
scheduled to the same source, although not always. To
study the effect of this in more detail, we looked at
the results obtained from two sub-sets of sessions: one
containing the 28 sessions where the improvement in
sky coverage comparing both telescopes relative to one
are the lowest, and one sub-set containing the 26 ses-
sion with the highest improvement. The sky-coverage
was calculated using the method described in Sun et al.
(2013). The results for the station position repeatabili-
ties can be seen in Fig. 2. We can see that when there
is no improvement in sky coverage, there is no signif-
icant improvement in the repeatabilities when estimat-
ing common tropospheric parameters, while for the ses-
sions with the highest sky coverage improvement the re-
peabilities improve by about 9 % when estimating com-
mon ZWD and gradients.
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Fig. 3: Repeatabilites of the baseline length (top) and vertical
component of the baseline (bottom) for the four co-location sta-
tions and for the four different solutions.

2.2 Local baseline

Figure 3 shows the repeatabilities of the lengths and
vertical components of the baselines between the co-
located antennas. For all stations except HartRAO we
can see that the repeatability of the baseline length
improves when common gradients are estimated. The
largest impact is, however, in the vertical components.
When estimating a common ZWD, the repeatabilities of
the vertical distances are all reduced by more than 50 %.
This agrees well with the simulation results from Nils-
son et al. (2015a).

We also looked at the mean baseline lengths ob-
tained from the different solutions. No significant dif-
ferences could be seen, and the values also agree within
the formal errors with the results from local tie mea-
surements. Thus, there are no significant systematic ef-
fects introduced in the baselines when estimating com-
mon tropospheric parameters.

3 Tropospheric parameters

We also studied the effect on the tropospheric param-
eters. Figure 4 shows the RMS difference between
the ZWD estimates of the co-located antennas for the
“None” and “Grad.” solutions, as well as the RMS

Fig. 4: Repeatabilities of the estimated ZWD (top) and East gra-
dients (bottom) of the co-located telescopes.

differences in the East gradient estimates from the
“None” and “ZWD” solutions. For all stations, the
RMS differences between the ZWD/gradients decrease
when common gradients/ZWD are estimated. This
further confirms that the VLBI solution is improved
when common tropospheric parameters of co-located
telescopes are estimated.

4 Conclusions

The results of this work confirm the simulation results
of Nilsson et al. (2015a) using real observations. Esti-
mating common tropospheric parameters can improve
the station coordinate estimates, provided that the ob-
servations are schedules in such a way that the sky cov-
erage obtained by two telescopes is significantly better
than that of just one. Thus this should be considered
when making the schedules. The main improvement
found was in the baseline vector, especially in the ver-
tical component when estimating common ZWD. Thus,
this is a technique for obtaining a precise baseline vec-
tor, e.g., for validation of the local tie measurements.

The estimation of common tropospheric parameters
is also of great interest in inter-technique combinations,
e.g, between VLBI, GNSS, and/or DORIS (Heinkel-
mann et al., 2016). The fact that it is working well when
considering VLBI only, gives great hope that it will
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also be beneficial when combining VLBI with other mi-
crowave space geodetic techniques.
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Implementation of the vgosDb Format at the GSFC VLBI
Analysis Center

S. Bolotin, K. Baver, J. Gipson, D. Gordon, D. MacMillan

Abstract The IVS Working Group 4 developed a new
format to store and exchange data obtained from geode-
tic VLBI observations. The new data format, vgosDb,
will replace existing Mk3 databases this year. At GSFC
we developed software that implements the vgosDb for-
mat and that will be used routinely to convert correlator
output to the new data storage format. In this paper we
outline the current status of the transition of VLBI data
flow to use the vgosDb format.

Keywords VLBI data analysis software, vgosDb

1 Introduction

Data produced at a correlator are subject to various
changes before they become available to an end user.
Historically, the results of correlation and fringe fit-
ting of VLBI observations are stored in a binary self-
descriptive file called a database. The format of the
database file and the implementation of input/output op-
erations were developed in the early 1970s. Since then,
the databases have been used as a standard for data ex-
change in the geodetic VLBI community.

The database format has disadvantages, mostly
caused by hardware and software limitations that
existed in the period when the format was developed. In
addition, the format was not well documented. Several
attempts to replace the database format with an alter-
native were made in the last few decades, but none of
these were successful. The anticipated vast increase in
the number of VLBI observations and the emergence of
VLBI Geodetic Observing System (VGOS) technology
prompted the IVS Directing Board to establish the IVS
Working Group on Data Structures. Efforts undertaken

Sergei Bolotin · Karen Baver · John M. Gipson · David Gordon ·
Daniel S. MacMillan
NVI, Inc., NASA GSFC Code 61A, 8800 Greenbelt Road, Green-
belt, Maryland 20771 USA

by the group were eventually realized in the creation of
the new VLBI data format, vgosDb, see Gipson (2012);
Gipson et al. (2014).

In accordance with the vgosDb format, the VLBI
data of one session are stored in various files in the
form of {key⇒ value}. Each file represents an atomic
piece of data, e.g., observed values with their standard
deviations, or station coordinates. An additional feature
is that it is possible to keep alternative models or ap-
proaches to the editing of observations in the same ses-
sion data tree. A set of data files that is available to the
user is specified in a special file called a wrapper file. It
is possible to have more than one wrapper file for one
VLBI session.

2 vgosDb-compatible VLBI Data
Analysis Software

First results of the implementation of the vgosDb for-
mat by the GSFC VLBI group were shown in 2013.
The legacy VLBI data analysis software, global solve,
is ready to use data in the vgosDb format, see Gip-
son (2015). A part of the solve distribution package is
the utility db2vgosDB, which converts data of a VLBI
session from the database format into the vgosDb for-
mat. The next generation VLBI data analysis software,
νSolve, is capable of working with the new format
(Bolotin et al., 2014).

In addition, vgosDb-compatible utilities were devel-
oped to support the transition to the vgosDb format.
These utilities replace the legacy utilities dbedit, calc
and pwxcb/dbcal.

The first utility, dbedit, creates database files from
correlator output and fringe files. Routinely, it is exe-
cuted at a correlator, and the database file for each band
is then sent to one of the VLBI data centers.

The software calc generates the theoretical values of
a delay and a delay rate, the partials with respect to es-
timated parameters and a set of intermediate values that
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allows one to turn on or off in data analysis some par-
ticular effect.

The purpose of the pair of utilities, pwxcb and dbcal,
is to extract, validate, edit (if necessary), and put into a
database the information that is contained in the Field
System log files produced by each station that partici-
pated in a VLBI session. Usually, two types of data are
extracted: cable calibration measurements and meteoro-
logical parameters.

The new vgosDb-compatible utilities, vgos-
DbMake (which replaces dbedit), vgosDbCalc (a
vgosDb-compatible modification of calc software) and
vgosDbProcLogs (which replaces pwxcb/dbcal), are
part of the new VLBI data analysis software developed
at NASA GSFC (Bolotin et al., 2010) and currently
distributed in one package under the common name
“nusolve”.

The utilities vgosDbMake and vgosDbProcLogs
have the same design as other parts of νSolve software
as well as the same software development environment.

The utilities are designed to operate on any POSIX
compatible operating system. We use C++ as the pro-
gramming language due to its power, flexibility, and
portability. The GNU Build System is used to make the
software distribution portable. The software consists of
two parts:

• Space geodesy library: a library where data struc-
tures and algorithms are implemented (about 90 %
of the total source code).
• Executables vgosDbMake and vgosDbProcLogs:

drivers that call library functions and organize
work with an end user (about 10 % of the total
source code).

Such organization of the software allows us to share the
source code between applications and reuse it in other
projects.

The software has a modular structure that makes it
flexible and scalable. A module is a logical block of
code that is loosely tied with other parts of the software.
Obviously, not all the modules will be used by vgos-
DbMake and vgosDbProcLogs. On the other hand, the
modular design of the software allow us to easily add
the functionality of the utilities to the interactive VLBI
data editor, νSolve.

Modification of the program calc to be compatible
with vgosDb is done in a different way. A set of func-
tions that mimics the Mk3 database handler program-
ming interface has been created. These functions re-
place database functions with vgosDb input/output op-
erations. In this case we do not need to modify the calc
source code at all, but just need to link the software with
the emulator of the Mk3 database handler library.

The distribution of the software package “nusolve”
is available on the following FTP site:

ftp://gemini.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/misc/slb/nusolve-latest.tar.gz

The file nusolve-latest.tar.gz is a symbolic link to the
latest nusolve distribution. In addition, there is a file
NEWS that outlines major modifications in the current
version of the software.

The software distribution contains instructions on
how to compile the source codes and to run the utilities
as well as user guides for each of the utlities. A collec-
tion of necessary files containing a priori data is also
in the distribution. It should be noted that one of these
files, the table of the Earth rotation parameters, needs to
be updated on a regular basis.

3 Use of the VLBI Data in the vgosDb
Format

The vgosDb format is used in routine data analysis uti-
lizing the set of the two vgosDb compatible software
packages: solve and νSolve.

Before switching to the new vgosDb format we
made the VLBI observations in this format available
for public access in two groups of files. The first is the
data that are distributed by the official IVS ftp sites.
The vgosDb files for this set can be downloaded from

ftp://gemini.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/vgosDB_IVS/

The second collection of the vgosDb files corresponds
to the GSFC-analyzed VLBI observations. It can be ob-
tained from

ftp://gemini.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/vgosDB_GSFC/

The main difference between the two data sets is in the
data editing options. These publicly accessible data will
help users to transition to the new format.

The first practical use of the VLBI observations in
the vgosDb format was reported by MIT Haystack Ob-
servatory (Niell et al., 2016). All VGOS-related ob-
servations since January 2016 were analyzed with the
vgosDb data flow. These observations include broad-
band VGOS sessions with up to three stations and S/X
sessions using mixed Mark4 and broadband stations.

4 Conclusions

Our group will switch to the new VLBI data format
in 2017. At the time of writing we are performing ex-
tensive testing of the software, the legacy solve pack-
age, and new utilities from the nusolve distribution. We
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strongly encourage all VLBI data analysis centers to
switch to the new VLBI data format.
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Automated Ambiguity Resolution With Clustering and Analysis
of Intensive Sessions Within ivg::ASCOT

A. Corbin, S. Halsig, A. Iddink, F. Jaron, A. Nothnagel

Abstract The first steps for analysing VLBI sessions
include ambiguity resolution and ionospheric correc-
tion as well as extracting cable calibration and applying
meteorological data. An automated procedure for these
steps has been developed within the software package
ivg::ASCOT.
The multi-band delays may be ambiguous. Resolving
those ambiguities is a crucial step because unsolved
ones will propagate into the subsequent solution. In a
first step, an adjustment is performed using ambigu-
ity free single band delays with down-weighted multi-
band delays and estimating only clock parameters. The
multi-band delay residuals are computed with these pa-
rameters and the ambiguities are then resolved with ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering. This distance-based
clustering technique computes a dendrogram and cre-
ates clusters with the known ambiguity spacing. So far,
the procedure works reliably for Intensive Sessions in-
volving two stations. The validity of the approach is
tested by carrying out the full session adjustment incor-
porating zenith wet delays and UT1-UTC. The result-
ing UT1-UTC time series is compared with results from
other analysis centers to evaluate the performance of the
automated procedure. Based on experiences with these
sessions, the functionality is currently being expanded
to networks of stations.

Keywords Intensive Sessions, ambiguity resolution,
clustering, automating, UT1
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1 Introduction

The solar time UT1 is the most variable of all Earth
Orientation Parameters. In order to achieve precise and
continuous measurements of UT1, Intensive Sessions
have been established. They are performed daily and
last for one hour. This relatively short observation time
assures a fast shipping and correlation of the experi-
ments (Schnell, 2006).
Since April 2016 a procedure for automated analysis of
Intensive Sessions is implemented within the software
package ivg::ASCOT (Analysis Scheduling Combina-
tion Toolbox, Artz et al. (2016)). ivg::ASCOT is written
in C++ and developed by the VLBI group of the Insti-
tute of Geodesy and Geoinformation (IGG) of the Uni-
versity of Bonn (Germany).
The new software component is able to download ses-
sions using the vgosDB format (Bolotin et al., 2016),
extract meteorological and cable calibration informa-
tion from the logfiles, resolve the ambiguities, and fi-
nally calculate the ionospheric correction without any
interaction. Afterwards an independent solution can be
performed to obtain the target parameters.

2 Uncovering ambiguities

Ambiguities occur due to the way the signals are
processed in the fringe fitting software. The standard
deviation of the delay decreases inversely proportional
to the recorded bandwidth. However, due to limited
memory capacity not the entire bandwidths of the X
and S band are recorded. Instead, small channels that
are deliberately scattered across the band are used.
By applying the correlation to a single channel the
single band delays are obtained. They are free of ambi-
guities but have a comparably high standard deviation
caused by the small bandwidth of each channel in MHz
range.
With the bandwidth synthesis technique it is possible to
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achieve better delay accuracies with limited recording
bandwidth (Rogers, 1970). The resulting delays are
called multi-band delays that may posses ambiguities.

In order to uncover those ambiguities a simple least
squares adjustment (Meissl, 1982) is performed. The
observation vector

` =

[
τS B

τMB

]
(1)

contains both, ambiguity free single band delays τS B

as well as ambiguous multi-band delays τMB. In the
stochastic model the multi-band delays get very large
variances so that only the single band delays contribute
to the solution

Σ{L} =
[
Σ{τS B} 0

0 Σ{τMB}

]
, Σ{τMB} =


1018

. . .

1018

 . (2)

The only estimated parameters are polynomials of
degree one (offset and rate) to estimate the clock be-
havior. The previously extracted air pressure is used to
correct the delay caused by the hydrostatic part of the
troposphere. An ionosphere correction is not possible at
this point. The deformation of the Earth and relativistic
delays are considered, too. Other effects do not need to
be considered at this point (Shaffer, 1995).
In the next step, the residuals of the multi-band delays
are examined for each baseline. If ambiguities exist the
residuals show strong banding about the delay ambigu-
ities (Shaffer, 1995). Fig. 1 shows the multi-band resid-
uals for session 14APR06XK which is a good example
for typical multi-band delay residuals.
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Fig. 1: Multi-band residuals of session 14APR06XK for baseline
WzTs (the only baseline). Two groups of residuals are clearly sep-
arated by the ambiguity spacing of 50 ns.

The clearly visible step size corresponds to the known
ambiguity spacing (here 50 ns). In Fig. 2, the corre-
sponding residuals of the single-band delays are plotted.
As expected they are free of ambiguities.
In order to resolve the ambiguities each residual ri has to
be shifted by a multiple ki ∈ Z of the ambiguity spacing
a so that all residuals are on the same level
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Fig. 2: Single-band residuals of session 14APR06XK for baseline
WzTs (the only baseline). Single-band delays are free of ambigu-
ities but have a larger variance.

r̂i = ri + ki ·a . (3)

Ambiguity free multi-band delays are obtained by shift-
ing them with the same correction ki ·a. An algorithm to
determine each ki is presented in Section 3.

3 Resolving ambiguities

The problem of finding residuals sharing the same mul-
tiplier k can be solved with clustering algorithms. The
agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) technique
(Manning et al., 2009) is used here. Agglomerative
means that at the beginning every data point is its own
cluster. These clusters will be merged successively until
there is only one cluster left.
The clustering results can be visualised with a den-
drogram (Fig. 3). A merge between two clusters is
represented with a horizontal line in the dendrogram.
The y coordinate of those lines coorespondes to the
distance between two merged clusters (Manning et al.,
2009).
Before running AHC the metric, the linkage type, and
the separation method, have to be determined.
The time of the observations is neglected here, so the
data is one dimensional. In 1D space, the choice of
metric (euclidean, city-block, ... ) has no impact.
The linkage type (Fig. 4) determines how the distance
(similarity) between two clusters is computed. Single
linkage selects in each cluster one point, so that the
distance is minimized. Complete linkage selects the
points that maximize the distance. Average linkage
calculates the average of pairwise distances without
pairs within the same cluster. In 1D space this is equal
to the distance of the cluster centroids. The average
linkage is used here, because the clusters are normally
distributed and therefore the distance between the
means is computed.
In the dendrogram all data points are merged to one
cluster. This cluster can be subdivided either through
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Fig. 3: Dendrogram for the multi-band residuals of session 14APR06XK for baseline WzTs. It visualises the clustering results. Each
horizontal bar represents a merge. The distance between two merged clusters is plotted on the y-axis. The dashed line shows the cut
at 75 % of the ambiguity spacing, that generates two clusters. The index of observation corresponds to the chronologically sorted
residuals in Fig. 1 beginning on the left.

complete link

single link

average link
Fig. 4: Linkage types according to Manning et al. (2009). They
determine how the distance between two clusters is measured:
single linkage: minimum distance, complete linkage: maximum
distance, average linkage: average of pairwise distances without
pairs within the same cluster

defining the number of clusters or by defining a thresh-
old. This threshold represents the minimum similarity
needed to build a cluster. Here, the number of clusters
is not known beforehand. Therefore, the residuals
are separated with a threshold. Since the clusters are
separated by one or more multiples of the ambiguity
spacing this threshold can be easily determined. The
gray dashed line in Fig. 3 shows a threshold that
corresponds to 75 % of the ambiguity spacing. Here, it
cuts the dendrogram into two clusters.

The cluster with the most points is chosen as the ref-
erence cluster. If there are clusters with a similar number
of points, the one having a mean residual delay closest
to zero is chosen. All other clusters are shifted to it if
necessary. Thereto, the differences between the cluster
centroids and the centroid of the reference cluster are
computed. This difference is divided by the ambiguity
spacing and rounded. The result is the multiplier k. The
shifted residuals for session 14APR06XK are shown in
Fig. 5.

So far only the ambiguities for individual baselines have
been resolved. If only one baseline is involved in a ses-
sion no more action is necessary but if the session con-
sists of more baselines, the triangle closure condition

Fig. 5: The multi-band residuals of session 14APR06XK are on
one line (the blue circles©) after shifting the initial residuals (the
red dots •). The ambiguities have been resolved successfully for
this baseline.

has to be satisfied: In each triangle, formed by the base-
lines, the sum of the averaged residuals of each baseline
r̄(i) has to be approximately zero. Deviations from zero
of a few nanoseconds are to be expected at this point
since only a few clock parameters are estimated and not
all corrections are used.
For one triangle the condition is

3∑
i=1

1
ni

ni∑
j=1

r(i)
j︸    ︷︷    ︸

r̄(i)

!
≈ 0, (4)

with i denoting the baseline index, ni the number of ob-
servation for the i-th baseline and r(i)

j the j-th residual
in the i-th baseline. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Considering the orientation of the baseline vectors, the
loop closing condition for that specific triangle is

r̄(
−−→
AB ) + r̄(

−−→
BC ) − r̄(

−−→
AC ) !
≈ 0 . (5)
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Another interpretation of the condition is that the sum
of two mean residuals has to yield the third one

r̄(
−−→
AB ) + r̄(

−−→
BC ) !
≈ r̄(

−−→
AC ) . (6)

So far, this condition is not implemented in
ivg::ASCOT.

Fig. 6: Triangle closure: The sum of the averaged baseline-wise
residuals in this triangle has to be appropriately zero.

4 Results

In order to validate the automated analysis procedure
developed in this study, intensive sessions are ana-
lysed, resulting in time series of UT1 – TAI. To check
the results they are compared with a reference solution.
As reference solution the ’bkgint14.eopi’ intensive
solution1 from the Bundesamt für Kartographie und
Geodäsie (BKG) Leipzig is used. It includes all Inten-
sive sessions since 1999. The only estimated parameters
are clock and tropospheric zenith parameters as well as
UT1. The terrestrial frame is fixed to the VTRF2008a
(VLBI terrestrial reference frame) and the celestial
frame to the ICRF2 (Fey et al., 2009). The solution has
been executed with CALC/SOLVE (Ma et al., 1990).
In order to compare a time series with the reference
solution, the series is subtracted from the reference time
series

∆ = (UT1BKG−TAI)− (UT1−TAI) (7)

= UT1BKG −UT1. (8)

Since TAI is included in both time series it is eliminated
through the subtraction. The quality of the solution
that is compared with the reference is rated by this
difference.

All available intensive sessions from 2007 until
2017 have been processed with the automated proce-
dure. Afterwards, an independent solution was carried
out with the same parameters as the BKG solution.

1 ftp://ivs.bkg.bund.de/pub/vlbi/ivsproducts/eopi/
bkgint14.eopi.txt

However, instead of the VTRF2008 the VTRF2014 was
used. The differences for UT1 between these solutions
is shown in Fig. 7. Some statistics to the differences can
be found in Table 1.
The median of the difference is 4 µs and the WRMS

Table 1: Statistic properties of the differences between the BKG
solution and the automated procedure.

[µsec] INT 1 INT 2 ALL
median −3 −15 −4
WRMS. 14 28 20

is 20 µs. Considering that deviations in the magnitude
of a ’few tens of microseconds’ can be explained
with different ’analysis strategies, geophysical models,
software and reference frames’ (Schnell, 2006) the
INT1 results agree very well with the BKG solution.
The behavior of the INT2 sessions is rather unexpected.
In the first part a yearly signal is visible. Furthermore,
there is a bias from the middle of 2011 to the end of
2012 and a drift at the end. Both effects are probably
caused by earthquake induced changes in the terrestrial
reference frames.
Fig. 7 shows only differences between −160 µs and
160 µs. However, there are 51 sessions with higher
differences that are not visible. 20 of these sessions
involve more than one baseline, in 16 sessions too
many observations have been eliminated, 10 have not
corrected clock jumps or strange clock behavior, and 5
sessions had other errors.
The sessions with differences between 50 µs and 160 µs
have also been examined. Most differences can be
explained with the causes mentioned above.

5 Conclusions

The automated processing of VLBI-Intensive sessions
works well for most sessions with only one baseline.
The ambiguity resolution with AHC works without any
problems as long as the multi-band residuals are not af-
fected by severe clock behavior deviations.
To overcome the problems with sessions involving more
than one baseline, the triangle closure condition is cur-
rently implemented.

ftp://ivs.bkg.bund.de/pub/vlbi/ivsproducts/eopi/bkgint14.eopi.txt
ftp://ivs.bkg.bund.de/pub/vlbi/ivsproducts/eopi/bkgint14.eopi.txt
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Characterization of the Astrometric Stability of the Radio
Sources With the Allan Variance

C. Gattano, S. Lambert, C. Bizouard

Abstract We provide a classification of the VLBI radio
sources based on their astrometric stability and, hence,
their suitability to carry the axes of a reference frame.
This classification is based on the Allan variance which
we apply to radio source position time series adjusted on
geodetic VLBI observations since 1979. We introduce a
threshold providing a flexibility in the definition of a
"stable source". Finally, we expose two statistical tools
to estimate the stability of celestial frames that will be
realized on the basis of this classification.

Keywords astrometry, stability, allan variance, sources
classification

1 Introduction

The International Celestial Reference System [ICRS] is
nowadays realized through a set of extragalactic radio
sources observed by the VLBI and selected on the basis
of their astrometric stability. But the set of the "core" ra-
dio sources - defining the system axes - varies between
the difference releases of the ICRF. In 2018, a new sub-
set will be chosen for realizing the ICRF3 axes. This
subset will have to answer all the upcoming challenges,
e.g., linking each frequency-dependent reference frame
such as the radio ones : S/X (conventional), K-band (see
de Witt et al. in these proceedings) ; and the optical one
realized by Gaia (Mignard et al., 2016; Lindegren et al.,
2016).

Our work aims at giving an objective characteriza-
tion of the radio sources that can be selected to partici-
pate in the definition of the CRF - the so called "defining
sources". We rigorously establish the astrometric stabil-
ity of all the sources observed by VLBI and for which
the observations are available on the International VLBI

César Gattano · Sébastien Lambert · Christian Bizouard
SYRTE, Observatoire de Paris, PSL Research University, CNRS,
Sorbonne Universités, UPMC Univ. Paris 06, LNE, Paris, France

Service (IVS, Nothnagel et al., 2015) database, see the
details in section 2. For that, coordinates time series of
each sources are precisely determined as explained in
section 3 and the stability of the series are computed
using the Allan Variance by a method explained in sec-
tion 4. It leads to a new classification of the sources with
respect to this stability given by the colours and the lev-
els of the noise at different time scales within the time
series. An overview of this classification is presented in
section 5. Finally we present two statistical tools in sec-
tion 6 in order to estimate the stability of future CRFs
that we will realize on the basis of our Allan variance-
based classification.

It is to be noted that our work is progressing to au-
tomation for frequent updates.

2 Data sets

We used all the diurnal geodetic VLBI sessions avail-
able on the IVS database, that is 6 327 in which 5 928
sources were observed. Only sources that have a large
observational history can be characterized by means
of studying their position time series. Moreover some
sources cannot be easily available, depending on the
strategy behind the data treatment. For example, a strat-
egy for which we only adjust sources positions for each
session and consider all the other parameters to their a
priori modelled values enables to determine positions of
4 121 sources only. This data analysis produces Fig. 1
which gives an overview of the sources accessibility,
that is the number of sources with respect to the num-
ber of sessions. For example, if we selected sources ob-
served in more than 100 sessions, we would restrict our-
selves to only 300 sources, that is roughly 7 % of the
4 121 sources easily available. Up to 1 000 sessions, less
than 2.5 % is reachable. In our stability study, we reduce
our set of data to 710 sources observed in 10 sessions or
more.
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Fig. 1: Histogram of VLBI sources with respect to the number
of good sessions. The black bar represents the number of sources
that may be unavailable depending on the complexity of the VLBI
analysis strategy used. The black dashed curve is the cumulative
plot from right to left of the red histogram.

3 Determine sources astrometric
instabilities

Our first task was to determine astrometric time series
for all VLBI sources. To this aim, we built a composite
solution of 11 different adjustments (see Fig. 2) inspired
from (Ma et al., 1990). All the details of the analysis
strategy not mentioned below can be found in the OPA
technical file1 From a first adjustment called REFER, we
retrieved the astrometric instabilities for the 39 special
handling sources (Ma et al., 1990). Then, in the ad-
ditional ten adjustments, SOL01 to 10, 10 % of all the
other sources adjusted globally in REFER, are adjusted
locally. In each of the SOL adjustments, a no-net rota-
tion constraint is applied to 90 % of the ICRF2 defin-
ing sources. By doing so we reduce the noise level of
our sources astrometric instabilities by a factor of two
with respect to time series obtained to a straightforward
solution in independent mode in which all sources are
estimated locally.

4 Estimate sources astrometric stability

We used the Allan variance (Allan, 1966; Rutman,
1978) to quantify the stability of each sources, allowing
us to discriminate noises colour and estimate their

1 → ftp://ivsopar.obspm.fr/vlbi/ivsproducts/eops/
opa2017a.eops.txt

GLOBAL : all sessions = 1 data

instabilities
inaccessible 1980 2017

LOCAL : 1 session = 1 data

instabilities
accessible 1980 2017

NNR

NNR

REFERDS
295

Std
5594

SHS

39

INDEP DS
100%

Std

100%

SHS

100%

SOL10DS Std DS Std

SOL09DS Std DS Std

SOL08DS Std DS Std

SOL07DS Std DS Std

SOL06DS Std DS Std

SOL05DS Std DS Std

SOL04DS Std DS Std

SOL03DS Std DS Std

SOL02DS Std DS Std

SOL01DS
90%

Std
90%

DS
10%

Std
10%

Fig. 2: Illustration of the astrometric part in VLBI analysis strat-
egy for each adjustment that determines astrometric instabilities
of sources. REFER + SOL01 to 10 = composite solution ; IN-
DEP = independent solution. NNR = subset of sources on which
a no-net rotation constraint is applied.

log-log Allan Diagram
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Random walk
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also called
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White noise -1

Fig. 3: Illustration of an Allan diagram for a perfect artificial
noisy signal with three different types of noise, each one domi-
nating at different time scales.

levels at perceptible time scales through Allan diagrams
(see Fig. 3). The Allan variance estimator is

σ2(t, τ) =

k∑
1/2 (ȳk − ȳk+1)2

N

where t is the epoch of the first observation, τ is the
measurements period and N their number. We computed
both Allan diagrams on ∆αcosδ and ∆δ for all selected
sources and we analyse the noise at each time scale.

ftp://ivsopar.obspm.fr/vlbi/ivsproducts/eops/opa2017a.eops.txt 
ftp://ivsopar.obspm.fr/vlbi/ivsproducts/eops/opa2017a.eops.txt
ftp://ivsopar.obspm.fr/vlbi/ivsproducts/eops/opa2017a.eops.txt
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Our classification is built on three categories. The
first one, referred to as AV0 are sources dominated by
a white noise at most of the time scales or by flicker
noise otherwise. The second one, referred to as AV1, are
sources that can present a red noise behaviour at inter-
mediate time scale, but not at long time scale where it
is dominated by white noise. Finally, the last class, re-
ferred to as AV2, are all others sources showing an un-
stable behaviour, i.e., red noise at long time scale.

Our estimation of sources stability includes the de-
termination of the lowest white noise level that returns
a pessimist limit on the source potential as defining
sources (its corresponding Allan diagram maximizes the
computed Allan diagrams built on the observations).
It means that the determination of the source position
will be better than this hypothetical purely white noise
source. This information can be used to roughly resume
the noise level of the source without taking into account
the details at each time scales.

Finally, and because our method appears to be too
severe in determining stable sources (AV0), we imple-
ment a statistical validation test based on Monte Carlo
analysis. The result of the test may rehabilitate AV1 and
AV2 sources into the AV0 class. For a given source, the
test consists of resampling with white noise and com-
puting the Allan variance, and averaging over 1 000
times. Because of the irregular, finite sampling, a white
noise can show false drifts from the expected -1-slope in
its Allan diagram, especially at the longest time scale.
Consequently, we computed a scatter plot of all the
1 000 Allan diagrams and superimposed it to the real
Allan diagrams of the sources. Then we retrieve a per-
centage of white noise that drifts more than the Allan
diagrams of the source. The bigger the percentage, the
better the chance than the observed drifts on the source
Allan diagrams are not statistically significant.

5 Classification overview and prospects
in defining sources selection

Without the MC validation test, our method returns a
very pessimistic overview of only 60 stable sources
over the 710 well observed and 361 unstable. Neverthe-
less when we apply the validation test with the loosest
threshold, the number of stable sources increase to 561.
So, our classification established an adjustable hierar-
chy that can be used in the context of selecting defining
sources. For example, after fixing the threshold for the
validation test, one can select only the AV0 sources. A
preferable strategy would be to combine the AV classes
and the noise level information in order to determine
defining sources. External information could be used as

well in the selection process, such as the source struc-
ture index (Charlot, 1990). Such selection strategies will
be our future field of investigation in order to realize
several celestial reference frames and compare their sta-
bility.

6 Statistical tool to estimate CRF
stability

Even if we have not get through the selection process
yet, we have already implement two statistical tools to
estimate the stability of a celestial reference frame.

A first one is inspired from Lambert (2013). It es-
timates the time stability by comparing orientation of
annual versions of a celestial reference frame to a com-
mon reference. In Fig. 6, we show an example for
the ICRF2. We defined annual ICRF2 by computing
the yearly mean position on the previous astrometric
instabilities of each defining sources observed during
the corresponding year. Then we adjust three rotation
parameters, A1 around (Ox), A2 around (Oy) and A3
around (Oz), to align each annual CRF on the frame
taken as reference, i.e. the official positions of ICRF2
sources in the example of this example. The variations
of those parameters return the stability of the CRF. For
the ICRF2, the stability is estimated to 60 µas.

The second tool consists in randomly drawn M
defining sources over NDS in total (NDS =295 for the
ICRF2) 1 000 times and estimate the mean rotation an-
gles A1, A2, A3 and theirs standard deviation, given M.
The example of the ICRF2 concerning the parameter A1
around (Ox) axis is shown in Fig. 7 with the ratio M/N

in abscissa. The standard deviation gives informations
about the stability of the frame. It cannot quantify it
with a unique number but it is a great tool to compare
stabilities between axis or frames. In the case of ICRF2,
we can conclude that A3 angle of rotation is more stable
than A2 which is more stable than A1 because A3 has
the lowest σ-curve and A1, the highest.

7 Conclusion

We establish a new classification of VLBI radio-
sources. Three classes are composing the solution:
sources AV0 with a stable behaviour, sources AV2 with
an unstable long-term behaviour and intermediate
sources AV1. The distribution of the sources in this
classification is user-depedent throught a threshold that
can be modified in order to restrict or loose a statis-
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tical constraint defining the border of stable/unstable
behaviours.

This classification brings accurate additional infor-
mation for the selection of defining sources in the re-
alization of a celestial reference frame. Moreover the
astrometric variability defined by the instabilities that
we adjust accurately on the observation is also rich on
astrophysical information about active galactic nuclei
[AGN] plasma jet. Their study may answer some ques-
tions such as the origin of the instabilities or help to
understand physical particularities of sources that are
well-suited for geodetic observations and that should be
preferred in the VLBI scheduling.
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Where – A New Software for Geodetic Analysis

A.-S. Kirkvik, G. A. Hjelle, M. Dähnn, I. Fausk, E. Mysen

Abstract At the Norwegian Mapping Authority we
are currently developing Where, a new software for
geodetic analysis. Where is built on our experiences
with the GEOSAT software, and will be able to analyse
data from geodetic techniques such as VLBI, SLR and
GNSS. The software is mainly written in Python. The
code is quick to write and the architecture is easily
extendable and maintainable, while at the same time
taking advantage of well-tested libraries like the SOFA
and IERS packages. At the moment the VLBI analysis
is close to ready. Comparison to other softwares show
that theoretical delay computations in Where are
consistent with those. Development of SLR and GNSS
analysis is well under way, while DORIS is postponed.

Keywords VLBI, Python, Where, Software, VASCC,
Comparison

1 Introduction

Where is a new software for geodetic analysis, currently
being developed at the Norwegian Mapping Authority.
Where is based on experiences from working with the
GEOSAT software (Kierulf et al., 2010), and is intended
to be able to analyse data from multiple space geodetic
techniques used in the creation of reference frames.

The last decade the Norwegian Mapping Authority
has increased its contributions to global reference
frames. Currently, a new fundamental station is being
built at Ny-Ålesund with VLBI, SLR, GNSS and
DORIS. The Norwegian Mapping Authority has also
contributed to passing a UN resolution on global
geodesy and the importance of Global Geodetic Refer-

Ann-Silje Kirkvik · Geir Arne Hjelle · Michael Dähnn · Ingrid
Fausk · Eirik Mysen
Norwegian Mapping Authority, Geodetic Institute,
Kartverksveien 21, NO-3511 Hønefoss, Norway

ence Frames1. The Where project is the third leg in this
effort, developing a new tool for the analysis of space
geodetic data.

Full VLBI analysis of daily sessions will soon be
possible with Where and this paper will briefly explain
the implementation strategy in Where. Some results
from tests to verify the implementation of the theoret-
ical model will be shown. Finally, an outline of the re-
maining activities to complete the VLBI pipeline is pre-
sented. Analysis of SLR and GNSS is in development,
while DORIS analysis is postponed.

2 Architecture

Where is mainly implemented in Python. The Python
ecosystem for data science is very rich and power-
ful. Python is Open Source and freely available on all
major platforms2. In addition, Python smoothly inter-
faces with other languages like C and Fortran, which
allows Where to use the SOFA3 and IERS (IERS con-
tributors) Fortran libraries directly. Python also provides
a comprehensive set of libraries. Where utilizes sev-
eral well known packages such as numpy4, scipy5, and
matplotlib6 as well as more specialized packages like
astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al., 2013), pint7

and jplephem8.
Where stores the analysis output in HDF59 and

JSON10 files. To explore the output a simple graphical
interface called There based on matplotlib is also

1 URL ggim.un.org/UN_GGIM_wg1.html
2 URL python.org
3 URL iausofa.org
4 URL numpy.org
5 URL scipy.org
6 URL matplotlib.org
7 URL pint.readthedocs.io
8 URL pypi.python.org/pypi/jplephem
9 URL hdfgroup.org
10 URL json.org
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Fig. 1: A screen-shot of There. There is a graphical tool developed
to look into the results and analysis done by Where.
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Fig. 2: An overview of the architecture of Where. Pipelines for
the analysis of the different techniques is shown as vertical bars.
Horisontal lines represent packages that to some extent can be
reused across techniques.

being developed. A screen-shot from There is shown in
Figure 1.

Where works on the basis of a pipeline that is split
into several stages, see Figure 2. First, observation files
are processed in the read stage and converted to an in-
ternal Where data structure. Next, in the edit stage bad
observations are discarded and other filters such as an
elevation cut off angle can be applied. Next, theoretical
delays are calculated and a quadratic clock polynomial
is estimated in the calculate stage. At this stage the an-
alyst can inspect the residuals to identify for instance
clock breaks and bad cable calibration data and update
the configuration file for the edit stage accordingly. The
edit and calculate stage needs to be run again if any
changes are made. Next, station positions and other tar-
get parameters such as Earth orientation parameters can
then be estimated in the estimate stage. Finally, results
are written to disk in proper formats in the write stage.

3 Implementation

A VLBI model consistent with current conventions is
fully implemented. In Where, the theoretical delay τ is
calculated according to

τ =τgeom +τgrav +∆τtropo +∆τaxis−

∆τtherm +τclock−∆τcable +τiono, (1)

with the notation

∆τx = τx(station2)−τx(station1). (2)

The geometric and gravitational delays τgeom and τgrav
follow the consensus model in chapter 11 of the 2010
IERS Conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010). The geo-
centric velocity of a receiver, wi, in the consensus model
is implemented as

wi(t) = Q(t)Ṙ(t)W(t)xi (3)

where t is the epoch of the observation. Furthermore,
Q(t), R(t) and W(t) are the transformation matrices dis-
cussed in chapter 5 of the 2010 IERS Conventions (Petit
and Luzum, 2010) and Ṙ(t) is the time derivative of R(t).
Finally, xi is the coordinate of the receiver in a terrestrial
reference frame.

Gravitational delays are included for the Sun, the
Earth, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. The planet ephemerides are
calculated using the Python package jplephem8 which
reads the Satellite Planet Kernel files provided by JPL
and computes three-dimensional positions and veloci-
ties for the planets.

The tropospheric delay τtropo is implemented ac-
cording to chapter 9 in the 2010 IERS Conventions (Pe-
tit and Luzum, 2010) with VMF1 (Böhm et al., 2006)
as default mapping functions. When available, routines
from IERS (IERS contributors) are used to calculate the
delay due to the troposphere.

The delays due to axis offset τaxis and thermal de-
formation τtherm are implemented based on (Nothnagel,
2009). To account for the time delay in the thermal de-
formation model a sine function is fitted to the tempera-
ture data to estimate the temperature at 2 and 6 hours be-
fore the observation epochs. The elevation angle is not
corrected for refractivity, and antennas with a radome
are not treated differently than those without.

The ionospheric delay τiono and cable delay τcable
are used directly as provided on the observation file. The
delay due to clock synchronization issues τclock is an es-
timated second degree polynomial for all stations except
one station that is kept fixed as a reference station.

The apriori station coordinates are projected to the
observation epochs using the linear model provided
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Table 1: VLBI Models and apriori data supported by Where. A configuration file is used to choose between the different options.

EOP Lagrange interpolated C04 time series with corrections for high frequency ocean tides and liberations
Reference frames ITRF2008/2014 (no post-seismic deformations) and ICRF2

Ephemerides DE405, DE421, DE430
Displacement models Atmospheric pressure loading, Eccentricity vector, Ocean tidal loading, Ocean pole tides, Solid Earth tides,

Solid Earth pole tides
Troposphere GMF, GPT, GPT2, GPT2w, VMF1

VLBI models Axis offset, Cable calibration, Geometric and gravitational delay, Ionosphere, Thermal deformation
Estimation Kalman Filter with continuous piece-wise linear functions

Partial derivatives Clock, Polar motion and rate, ∆UT1 and rate, Celestial pole offset, Source coordinates, Station position, Zenith
wet delay, Horizontal gradients

with the reference frame. The station displacement
models from chapter 7 in the IERS Conventions 2010
are then applied to model the variations in the station
coordinates during the observation period. Table 1
gives an overview of the models currently available
for Where. The station displacement models are based
on the IERS (IERS contributors) routines that are
available.

The transformation between a terrestrial reference
frame and a geocentric celestial frame is implemented
using SOFA3 routines. The applied method is IAU
2006/2000A, CIO based using the X, Y series as
described in section 5.6 in SOFA Tools for Earth
Attitude (IAU SOFA Tools). The Earth orientation
parameters are interpolated to the observation epochs
and corrected for ocean tides and liberations using
IERS (IERS contributors) routines as described in
chapter 5 of the 2010 IERS Conventions (Petit and
Luzum, 2010).

To handle the various time scales needed in a typi-
cal VLBI analysis, Where utilizes the Time class of the
astropy library (Astropy Collaboration et al., 2013).
However, to ensure consistency, the transition between
UT1 and UTC is overridden by a custom implementa-
tion based on the apriori UT1-UTC time series. Like-
wise, the transition between TT and TDB is overridden
by the method and software described in chapter 10 of
the 2010 IERS Conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010).
For now, all the delay models and station displacement
models are calculated using the arrival time at the first
station of a baseline.

The estimation is done using a Kalman filter with
a Modified Bryson-Frazier smoother (Bierman, 2006).
Currently, the clock errors and troposphere (wet delay
and gradients) are modeled using continuous piece-wise
linear functions. The Kalman filter solution is converted
to reduced normal equations using results from (Mysen,
2017). Table 1 summarizes the parameters that can be
estimated.

4 Test results

In 2015/2016 Grzegorz Klopotek at Chalmers Univer-
sity of Technology in Sweden carried out a VLBI Anal-
ysis Software Comparison Campaign (VASCC). The
goal of the campaign was to compare computed theo-
retical delays from different software packages. In total
11 different software packages contributed to the cam-
paign and the results where presented at the IVS Gen-
eral Meeting in South Africa in 2016 (Klopotek et al.,
2016).

The Norwegian Mapping Authority provided
solutions to VASCC using the legacy software
GEOSAT (Kierulf et al., 2010). However, as de-
velopment of the new software progressed a new
VASCC solution using Where was computed. This
solution was compared with VASCC solutions from
the software packages c5++ (Hobiger et al., 2010) and
VieVS (Böhm et al., 2012).

The VASCC data-set includes two networks of sta-
tions: one with four stations on the southern hemisphere
(SH) and one with five stations on the northern hemi-
sphere (NH). Virtual observations of one radio source
for each network are scheduled every minute for 15
days, from June 22nd to July 7th 2015. This yielded
a total number of 129600 observations for the south-
ern network and 216000 observations for the northern
network. A leap second is introduced at midnight June
30th.

Not all terms of the theoretical delay (1) are included
in the campaign. The VASCC delay model includes ge-
ometric and gravitational delay from the IERS 2010
Conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010). Also the delay
through the troposphere (Petit and Luzum, 2010) (hy-
drostatic delay with GMF mapping function) and de-
lay due to thermal deformations (with constant tempera-
tures) and axis offset as described by (Nothnagel, 2009)
are included. Delays due to cable calibration, the iono-
sphere and clocks are ignored. Site displacement mod-
els includes solid Earth tides, solid Earth pole tides,
ocean tidal loading (FES2004) and ocean loading pole
tides according to (Petit and Luzum, 2010). The ver-
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Fig. 3: Difference in theoretical delay between Where and c5++

for each baseline in the northern network used in the VASCC. The
RMS of all differences is 0.49 mm.

Fig. 4: Difference in theoretical delay between Where and VieVS
for each baseline in the northern network used in the VASCC. The
RMS of all differences is 0.44 mm.

Fig. 5: Difference in theoretical delay between c5++ and VieVS
for each baseline in the northern network used in the VASCC. The
RMS of all differences is 0.21 mm.

sion of the IERS Conventional mean pole model used
in VASCC is 2010. Atmospheric pressure loading and
eccentricity vectors are ignored. The apriori EOP time
series is corrected for ocean tides and liberation effects
with periods less than two days according to (Petit and
Luzum, 2010).

In the original campaign six software packages got
sub-millimeter agreement when comparing the RMS of
the difference in theoretical delays for both networks
together over the whole period. The largest RMS dif-
ference between two of these software packages was
0.71 mm and the smallest difference was 0.17 mm.
The absolute value of the largest difference in resid-

ual among these packages was 2.68 mm and the small-
est difference was 0.83 mm. The solutions from two of
the these six software packages, c5++ (Hobiger et al.,
2010) and VieVS (Böhm et al., 2012), were compared
with Where and the results are summarized in Tables 2
and 3. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the difference between
Where, c5++ and VieVS for the northern network. For
the southern network the differences in residuals are
slightly smaller.

Table 2: RMS of difference [mm] between Where, c5++ and
VieVS for the northern (NH, above diagonal) and southern (SH,
below diagonal) network.

NH
Where c5++ VieVS

SH

Where � 0.49 0.44
c5++ 0.18 � 0.21
VieVS 0.43 0.39 �

Table 3: Maximum absolute difference [mm] between Where,
c5++ and VieVS for the northern (NH, above diagonal) and south-
ern (SH, below diagonal) network.

NH
Where c5++ VieVS

SH

Where � 1.44 1.12
c5++ 0.63 � 1.14
VieVS 1.28 1.09 �

5 Conclusions and future work

The comparison with the VASCC results indicate that
the VLBI delay model in Where is consistent with ex-
isting software packages and current conventions. The
VASCC data-set has been valuable in the development
and testing of Where. An extension of the campaign to
include for instance the VMF1 mapping function and
partial derivatives is encouraged.

The estimation and write stages in Where are imple-
mented, but some testing remains. Where can read both
NGS and vgosDb files, but requires that the ionosphere
and ambiguities are provided in the observation files.

The Norwegian Mapping Authority is an associated
analysis center within the IVS and the short term plan
is to finish a stable version of Where capable of pro-
ducing normal equations that can be used for IVS prod-
ucts (Behrend, 2013). Additionally, the short term plan
is to implement support for the post-seismic deforma-
tion models in ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al., 2016).
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The next step is to combine solutions from individ-
ual sessions to investigate the behavior of for instance
station coordinates over time. This work is intended
to monitor and ensure good data quality from the new
antennas at Ny-Ålesund. Later, we will investigate the
possibilities for solving the ionosphere and ambiguities
in the next step towards creating an independent analy-
sis software.
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Improvements of the Stochastic Model of the VLBI Data
Analysis in VieVS@GFZ

N. Mammadaliyev, R. Heinkelmann, T. Nilsson, H. Schuh

Abstract In geodetic VLBI, usually the least-squares
adjustment method is applied for the estimation of
the unknown parameters. The complete model of the
least-squares adjustment contains the full variance-
covariance matrix of the observables. However, the
current stochastic model of the VLBI analysis software
VieVS@GFZ includes only diagonal elements in the
weight matrix of the observations that depend e.g. on
the uncertainties provided by the VLBI correlation
process. The observations are assumed to be indepen-
dent. A number of studies had shown that modeling the
stochastic model as a diagonal matrix affects the ac-
curacy of the estimated parameters and the parameters
themselves. The aim of this study is the improvement
of the variances by incorporating all error sources
affecting the ”observed minus computed” delays,
and the modeling of additional covariances in order
to obtain a more realistic stochastic model in terms
of a fully populated variance-covariance matrix. In
order to evaluate possible improvements, the extended
stochastic model will be applied to the analysis of
the continuous VLBI campaign 2014 (CONT14) data
using the VieVS@GFZ VLBI analysis software. The
results demonstrate that an extended, fully populated
variance-covariance matrix provides different adjusted
parameters with more realistic formal errors.

Keywords Stochastic Model, CONT14, Station
Dependent Correlation
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1 Introduction

The standard stochastic information of the VLBI obser-
vations is derived during the correlation process. Fur-
thermore, the observations are assumed to be indepen-
dent, i.e. the noise of different observations is uncor-
related. This is equivalent to modeling the covariance
matrix as diagonal. Neglecting other error sources and
the correlation between observations can cause too op-
timistic errors of the parameters and wrong parameter
estimates (Gipson, 2007).

In this study, possible error sources are added into
the stochastic model in order to improve the variances.
Many of them cause correlation between observations.
In order to obtain covariances, the station dependent er-
ror sources were investigated. These errors are constant
for all observations involving a station within a certain
time interval.

Following section describes several implemented
stochastic models in VieVS@GFZ analysis software.

Section 3 presents results of these stochastic mod-
els. The baseline length repeatability is used as a qual-
ity assessment method and χ2 values are presented to
validate different solutions. Moreover estimated Earth
Orientation Parameters (EOP) and baseline scatter ob-
tained from different stochastic models were compared.

2 Stochastic Models

In order to analyze geodetic VLBI data, usually the
Gauss-Markoff model is applied to determine the
unknown parameters. In this study, eleven different
stochastic models have been investigated for the
analysis of 15 CONT14 session (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Different stochastic properties.

2.1 Improvement of the Variances

The traditional stochastic model is derived as a product
of the common variance levelσ2

0 and the cofactor matrix
Q. Usually, in VLBI analysis, cofactor matrix Q is a
main diagonal matrix and consists of the formal error of
observations.

The standard assumption in VLBI data analysis
(setup1) is that, the formal error of the observations
σi are defined equal to the measurement noise σmeas,
which is derived during the correlation process. How-
ever, under this assumption, the χ2 value of the solution
is much larger than 1, an indication for unmodeled error
sources.

σ2
i = σ2

meas , i = 1,2, ...,n

Another error source is due to ionospheric effect on
the VLBI signals. In the setup2, we add the delay iono-
spheric correction formal error, which is provided in the
NGS file, into the stochastic model to analyze the data.
Variances of the observations are estimated as:

σ2
i = σ2

meas +σ2
ion

One of the other significant error sources in the
VLBI data analysis is the mismodelled troposphere.
In the setup3 we investigate a delay tropospheric cor-
rection formal error σtrop and add it to the stochas-
tic model. The formal error of the delay tropospheric
correction was calculated based on the accuracy of the
zenith hydrostatic delay, mapping function and a priori
gradients.

Other error sources are, due to antenna thermal de-
formation σtherm, axis offsets σAO, instrumental calibra-
tion σcal, source structure σsour, investigated and added
into stochastic model at setups 4, 5, 6, 7 respectively.
For the source structure formal error median absolute
closure quantities are used (Xu et al., 2017).

Formal errors of the computed delays σcom were de-
rived based on station and source position errors, EOP
errors, and errors in geophysical models. Setup8 con-

tains all mentioned error source. The variances of ob-
servations are derived as follows:

σ2
i = σ2

meas +σ2
ion +σ2

trop +σ2
therm+

+σ2
AO +σ2

cal +σ2
sour +σ2

com

The standard stochastic model of the VieVS@GFZ
analysis software is defined at setup9. It is main diago-
nal matrix and consists of the variance of the observa-
tion, ionospheric delay and a 1 cm constant σ2

const. The
constant part is added to cover deficiencies in the func-
tional model.

Q =


σ2

obs1 +σ2
ion1 +σ2

const · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · σ2
obsn +σ2

ionn +σ2
const



2.2 Addition of the Covariances

The complete stochastic model of the Gauss-Markoff

model consists of the fully populated variance-
covariance matrix. However, off diagonal elements
are set to zero and only main diagonal elements are
used to analyze the geodetic VLBI data. Generally
the main diagonal elements consist of the σmeas and
additional σconst to cover the deficits of the modeling.
Or instead of the rigorous constant part, additional
noise is iteratively added to the formal error of the
observations in order to improve the variances of the
observations.

In this study, the station dependent error sources
are investigated. Because the station dependent error
sources are time-invariant, they affect all observations
involving certain station in the same way. Therefore,
station dependent error sources introduce correlations
between observations in case of common stations.

Under the following assumptions, correlation is con-
sidered between the observations:

1. Block diagonal matrix - Correlations of observa-
tions within the same scan are considered (setup10)

2. Fully populated matrix - Correlations of all obser-
vations within a session are considered (setup11).

The correlation between the observations is calcu-
lated as:

q = σ2
trop +σ2

therm +σ2
AO +σ2

cal

where σtrop are the 1-σ errors of the troposphere de-
lay, σtherm are 1-σ errors of the thermal deformation,
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σAO are 1-σ errors of the axis offset and σcal are 1-σ
errors of the instrumental calibration.

3 Test results of different stochastic
models

For this test, 15 CONT14 sessions were processed
with the VieVS@GFZ analysis software (Nilsson et al.,
2011) with eleven different stochastic models. CONT14
sessions deliver high quality continuous data over a
short period of time from VLBI observation. Therefore,
they should be more sensitive to improvements in the
analysis (Gipson, 2007).

For all the solutions a priori station coordinates
and their accuracies are taken from ITRF2008, a priori
source coordinates and their accuracies are taken from
ICRF2 and a priori EOP and their accuracies from
IERS 08 C04.

The χ2 values for each day of the CONT14 sessions
are given in Fig. 2 to validate the different solutions. If
the weights of the observations are given correctly, the
χ2 value of the session should be close to unity.

Fig. 2: χ2 values for each day of the CONT14 session for valida-
tion of the different stochastic models.

It is clearly seen in Figure 2 that, σmeas is much
smaller, therefore χ2 value is much larger than it should
be (setup1). Including other error sources into the
stochastic model increases the formal error of the indi-
vidual observations and therefore decrease the χ2 value
of the session. Additionally, introducing co-variances
improves the stochastic model, so χ2 values get closer
to 1. Figure 2 demonstrates that the improved stochastic
model gives more realistic errors and consequently
better estimates.

Figure 3 shows baseline length repeatability to asses
the quality of the different solutions. Baseline length
repeatability is calculated for all baselines observed in
the CONT14 session, in total 136 baselines. Improve-
ment of the stochastic model significantly decreases the
wRMS. As one can see, the repeatability of the corre-
lated approach (setup10) is better than the uncorrelated

approach. The average improvement is ≈3 mm (20 %)
with respect to setup1 or ≈0.4 mm (4 %) with respect to
setup9 for the Westford - Yarragadee baseline.

Fig. 3: Baseline length repeatability for all stochastic model.

Figure 4 shows the differences in baseline scatter be-
tween the standard solution of the VieVS@GFZ analy-
sis software (setup9) and a solution using the stochastic
model with improved variances (setup8). The repeata-
bilities of the stochastic model with improved variances
(setup 8) are better for 100 baselines compared to the
standard VieVS@GFZ model (setup 9) and the average
improvement is 0.06 mm.

Fig. 4: Standard solution (setup9) vs. Improved variances
(setup8).

Figure 5 shows the difference in baseline scatter be-
tween the standard solution of the VieVS@GFZ analy-
sis software (setup9) and a solution using the stochastic
model with the block diagonal variance-covariance ma-
trix, where observations within the same scan are corre-
lated (setup10). The repeatabilities of the correlated ap-
proach (setup 10) are better for 107 baselines compared
to the setup 9 and the average improvement is 0.21 mm.

Figure 6 shows the differences in baseline lengths
scatter between the setup8 and setup10. The repeatabil-
ities of the setup 10 are better for 95 baselines compared
to the setup 8 and the average improvement is 0.15 mm.

In addition, we compare EOP parameters (xpol and
ypol) obtained from the different stochastic models. Ta-
ble 1 represents the results of the analysis with differ-
ent stochastic properties. Considering additional error
sources in the stochastic model slightly improves the re-
sults. The wRMS of the polar motion residuals are lower
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Fig. 5: Standard solution (setup9) vs. Correlated approach
(setup10).

Fig. 6: Variance improvement (setup8) vs. Correlated approach
(setup10).

when the improved stochastic model is used. Polar mo-
tion parameter differences between setup9 and setup10
reach up to 10 µas for xpol and up to 3 µas for ypol

Table 1: Comparison of the EOP.
EOP Parameters

xpol (µas) ypol (µas)
wRMS Chg. % wRMS Chg. %

setup1 132.6 - 139.4 -
setup2 108.5 18.2 134.2 3.7
setup3 103.4 22.0 129.1 7.4
setup4 103.4 22.0 129.1 7.4
setup5 95.8 27.8 123.1 11.7
setup6 94.3 28.9 122.2 12.3
setup7 92.2 30.5 122.5 12.1
setup8 84.6 36.2 104.7 24.9
setup9 86.2 35.0 105.1 24.6
setup10 87.6 33.9 104.3 25.1
setup11 85.5 35.5 105.6 24.2

4 Conclusions

In this study, we presented several alternative stochastic
models to the standard. We demonstrate that including
error sources into the stochastic model reduces the base-
line lengths scatter and decreases χ2 values. It also leads
to more realistic formal errors and slightly improves the
results. Generally the larger improvement is achieved on
the longer baseline.

The effect on baseline lengths and global parame-
ters, here EOP, clearly documented that the stochastic

model not only affects the formal errors but also the pa-
rameters themselves. We recommend applying an en-
hanced stochastic model for VLBI analysis. Currently
we do not recommend a specific stochastic model, be-
cause our results are still preliminary and we have to
extend our evaluation using more VLBI data.
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The GFZ-VLBI-TRF Solution

T. Nilsson, S. Glaser, M. Karbon, B. Soja, R. Heinkelmann, H. Schuh

Abstract We present a VLBI Terrestrial Reference
Frame (TRF) solution based on the results of the
Kalman filter module in the VieVS@GFZ software;
the GFZ-VLBI-TRF. In this work, we demonstrate
the properties of this solution and compare it to a
similar VLBI TRF based on the results from the
classical least squares module in VieVS@GFZ. We
also make comparisons to several recent official TRF
solutions, namely the ITRF2014, the DTRF2014, the
JTRF2014, and the latest IVS TRF solution. In general,
an agreement with these TRF was on the the level of
1–2 mm or better was found, except for a 4.7 mm scale
difference w.r.t. ITRF2014. Furthermore, we study the
impact of different handling of the Celestial Reference
Frame (CRF), as well as the session types included in
the solution.

Keywords VLBI, Terrestrial Reference Frame,
Kalman filter

1 Introduction

Recently, a Kalman filter module has been imple-
mented in the GFZ version of the Vienna VLBI
Software (VieVS, Böhm et al., 2012), VieVS@GFZ
(Nilsson et al., 2015; Soja et al., 2015). A Kalman
filter has the advantage over the classical least-squares
method (LSM) that it allows for better modeling of
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randomly varying parameters, such as the station clocks
and the tropospheric parameters. It has been shown
(e.g., Nilsson et al., 2015) that this improved modeling
lead to slightly better results for the baseline lengths
and Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP) estimated in
a single-session analysis, compared when using the
classical LSM module in VieVS@GFZ.

In this work, we investigate how the usage of the
Kalman filter module impact s the results of a global
solution, in particular the estimation of a VLBI-only
Terrestrial Reference Frame (TRF). This is done by
first analyzing almost all (4967) 24-h geodetic VLBI
sessions from 1990 until 2017 with the Kalman filter
module. Then the results of these single-session anal-
yses are combined in a global solution to estimate a
VLBI TRF, which we call the GFZ-VLBI-TRF. This
TRF is then compared to a similar TRF based on the
results of the LSM module in VieVS@GFZ, using the
same set of sessions, as well as to several recent official
TRF solution: the ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al., 2016),
the DTRF2014 (Seitz et al., 2016), the JTRF2014 (Wu
et al., 2015), and the latest IVS TRF (IVS_TRF2015b)1.

2 Data analysis

We analyzed 4967 24-h geodetic VLBI sessions from
the time period 1990 until the beginning of 2017 with
the Kalman filter module. In total, these sessions con-
tained 133 stations (see Fig. 1 for their activity). The
a priori station coordinates and the radio source coor-
dinates were taken from DTRF2014 and IRCF2 (Fey
et al., 2015), respectively. In the data analysis, we esti-
mated station coordinates, radio source coordinates (as
session-wise offsets), EOP (parametrized by offsets and
rates), zenith wet delays, tropospheric gradients, and
station clocks (all modeled as random walk processes).
For each session, we then calculated a datum-free nor-
mal equation matrix N and the corresponding right hand

1 http://www.ccivs.bkg.bund.de
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Fig. 1: Activities of the antennas included in the GFZ-VLBI-TRF
solution (only antennas participating in more than 50 sessions are
shown). A change of color indicates that a break has been intro-
duced. Stations with names in red are included in the TRF datum.

side vector b, following the algorithm presented by My-
sen (2017):

N = C−1−C−1
0 (1)

b = C−1 x (2)

where x is the vector of the estimated parameters, C
its variance-covariance matrix, and C0 the variance-
covariance matrix of the a priori values for the station
coordinates, radio source coordinates, and EOP.

The session-wise normal equations were then
stacked to form a global normal equation system for the
station positions and the velocities. All other parameters
were reduced session-wise. Breaks in the positions
and/or the velocities were introduced whenever needed
due to antenna repairs or earthquakes, see Fig. 1. The
breaks applied were in principle the same as those in
DTRF2014, plus one additional at URUMQI in 2014
(antenna repair) and some additional breaks needed
to describe the post-seismic motion at stations that
have been affected by earthquakes. Only at breaks due
to antenna repairs, the velocities were kept constant,
and at breaks introduced to describe the post-seismic
motion, conditions were applied to keep the coordinates
continuous. Finally, the global normal equation system
was inverted to obtain the positions and velocities. To
do this, we applied No-Net-Translation (NNT) and No-
Net-Rotation (NNR) conditions relative to DTRF2014
for eight stations (see Fig. 1). Velocities of co-located
stations were constrained to be identical. Furthermore,
velocities of 25 stations having an observation period
spanning less than one week were fixed to the a priori
DTRF2014 values.

Fig. 2: Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) velocities at epoch
2005.0 from the GFZ-VLBI-TRF (red) and ITRF2014 (blue).

For comparison, we also analyzed all the sessions
with the LSM module in VieVS@GFZ. The normal
equations obtained from this analysis were also stacked
and inverted as described above, to create a reference
TRF based on the results of the LSM module. This TRF
we denote as the LSM-TRF.

3 Results

Figure 2 shows the horizontal and vertical velocities
from the GFZ-VLBI-TRF as well as from ITRF2014.
We can note that the velocities from the two catalogs
are generally in good agreement. Some significant dif-
ferences can be observed for some stations in Japan.
One reason for these differences could be the handling
of the post-seismic motions (ITRF2014 uses special
post-seismic functions, while the GFZ-VLBI-TRF ap-
plies piece-wise linear functions), since the Japanese
stations are all affected by earthquakes. Another reason
is that these stations are mostly observing in domestic
Japanese sessions (e.g. the JADE sessions) and are thus
poorly connected to the global sessions.
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Table 1: Helmert transformation parameters (translation Tx, Ty,
and Tz, rotation Rx, Ry, and Rz, and scale S ) at epoch 2005.0 be-
tween the GFZ-VLBI-TRF and several other TRFs (see Sec. 3).
All values are in mm.

Tx Ty Tz Rx Ry Rz S
LSM-TRF 0.1 0.0 -0.3 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.2
ITRF2014 -0.6 2.8 0.5 1.5 -0.7 1.2 4.7
DTRF2014 0.3 0.1 -0.4 0.2 -0.0 -0.0 -0.4
IVS_TRF2015b -2.1 -1.4 -0.3 -0.4 -0.2 2.6 0.0
JTRF2014 1.3 3.3 2.2 0.9 -0.7 0.2 1.6
Fix def. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 -0.0 -0.7
Glob sou. 0.3 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.4 -0.3 0.3
Large netw. -0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 -0.1
1990-1999 -2.6 -0.7 8.8 2.5 6.6 1.5 0.5
2000-2009 -0.5 -0.7 0.2 -0.6 0.4 -0.2 0.6
2010-2017 -1.8 3.5 -1.5 0.5 0.6 -3.0 0.0
R1 & R4 -0.1 -0.5 -0.5 -1.0 -0.2 -0.0 -0.6

Table 2: Time derivatives of the Helmert transformation param-
eters (translation Ṫx, Ṫy, and Ṫz, rotation Ṙx, Ṙy, and Ṙz, and
scale Ṡ ) at epoch 2005.0 between the GFZ-VLBI-TRF and sev-
eral other TRFs (Sec. 3). All values are in mm/year. JTRF2014
does not provide velocities, thus it is not included in this table.

Ṫx Ṫy Ṫz Ṙx Ṙy Ṙz Ṡ

LSM-TRF 0.09 -0.04 -0.08 -0.08 -0.11 -0.03 -0.02
ITRF2014 -0.11 0.33 -0.02 0.21 0.26 0.04 0.10
DTRF2014 -0.11 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.10 0.02 -0.01
IVS_TRF2015b -0.12 0.26 -0.13 0.02 0.13 0.01 0.03
Fix def. -0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.04 -0.01 -0.00
Glob. sou. -0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.01 0.01
Large netw. 0.02 -0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.02
1990-1999 -0.60 -0.16 1.07 0.29 0.81 0.19 0.11
2000-2009 0.26 -0.20 -0.21 -0.19 -0.01 0.28 -0.06
2010-2017 0.27 -0.34 0.08 -0.01 -0.14 0.27 -0.00
R1 & R4 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.10 -0.02 0.00 0.07

3.1 Helmert transformation parameters

The 14 Helmert transformation parameters at epoch
2005.0 between the GFZ-VLBI-TRF and the LSM-
TRF, ITRF2014, DTRF2014, IVS_TRF2015b, and
JTRF2014 are presented in Table 1 (positions) and Ta-
ble 2 (velocities). We can note that the best agreement
is found with the LSM-TRF. This is not surprising
since it is based on the same data set. Thus, we can
conclude that using a Kalman filter instead of LSM in
the single-session analysis has only a small impact on
the resulting TRF. We can further note a relatively good
agreement (sub-mm) with the DTRF2014. This could
be expected since the DTRF2014 coordinates were
used as a priori coordinates for the GFZ-VLBI-TRF.
We can also note a significant scale difference (4.7 mm)
relative to ITRF2014. There is also a notable scale
difference of 1.6 mm relative to JTRF2014, whereas
the agreement with the scales of the other TRFs is very

good (<0.5 mm). This confirms that there is a scale
offset between the VLBI scale and the ITRF2014 scale.

3.2 Handling of radio source positions

We also investigated how the handling of the radio
source coordinates affects the estimated TRF. In the
GFZ-VLBI-TRF the radio sources were estimated
session-wise (applying NNR to the ICRF2 defining
sources). However, other possibilities could be to
estimate the sources globally, or to fix certain sources.
Thus, we calculated two other TRF solutions, differing
from the GFZ-VLBI-TRF only for the handling of the
radio source coordinates. In one solution (Fix def.) we
fixed the coordinates of the ICRF2 defining sources to
their ICRF2 values, while the others were estimated
session-wise (i.e., like what was done for ITRF2014).
In the other solution (Glob. sou.) we estimated the radio
source coordinates as global parameters (except for the
ICRF2 special handling sources which were estimated
session-wise), applying NNR to the ICRF2 defining
sources.

The Helmert transformation parameters between
these two solutions and the GFZ-VLBI-TRF are also
shown in Tables 1 and 2. We can see that the differences
are small, at most some tenths of a millimeter. Hence,
the handling of the radio source position does not have
a significant effect on the TRF.

3.3 Selection of observing sessions

To study the impact on the selection of observing ses-
sions, we calculated several solutions based on only
a sub-set of sessions. One solution (Large netw.) in-
cluded only sessions with large observing networks (the
volume of the polyhedron spanned by the station net-
work being larger than 1018 m2, 3869 session), one
only sessions between the beginning of 1990 until the
end of 1999 (1982 sessions), one with sessions from
2000 until 2009 (1684 sessions), one with sessions be-
tween 2010 and 2017 (1301 sessions), and one includ-
ing only the IVS-R1 and R4 sessions (1550 sessions).
The Helmert transformation parameters between the
GFZ-VLBI-TRF and these solutions are also presented
in Tables 1 and 2. We can note that using only sessions
with large network volumes, as well as only the R1
and R4 sessions, does not change the Helmert param-
eters significantly. This fact shows that sessions with
large networks, and in particular the R1 and R4 ses-
sions (the networks of the R1 and R4 sessions are usu-
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ally large, only four sessions have a network smaller
than 1018 m2), are the most important sessions for the
VLBI-TRF. The largest differences can be seen for the
case using only sessions from 1990-1999, probably due
to the smaller networks and lower data quality in these
years.

4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that it is possible to create nor-
mal equations from a Kalman filter solution and to com-
bine these to estimate VLBI-TRFs. The resulting TRF,
the GFZ-VLBI-TRF, has a similar quality as one created
based on the normal equations from the LSM module
in VieVS@GFZ. The GFZ-VLBI-TRF agrees well with
other recent TRFs, with the differences being similar to
the general differences between these TRFs.

In the future we will investigate the possibility of
also using a Kalman filter for the combination, thus cre-
ating a TRF solution completely based on Kalman fil-
tering. First investigations in this direction have been
performed by Soja et al. (2016).
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Stochastic Estimation of ZWD Parameter in VLBI Data Analysis
Using a Square-Root Information Filter

T. Schubert, S. Halsig, A. Iddink, F. Jaron, A. Nothnagel

Abstract Many parameters of VLBI data analysis, such
as the zenith wet delay (ZWD), underlie stochastic pro-
cesses and require a stochastic rather than a determin-
istic modeling. In contrast to a classical least-squares
approach, filtering offers a way of sequential process-
ing of parameter estimation. We perform filtering with
a Kalman Filter and extend this to a Square-Root Infor-
mation Filter which provides a higher numerical stabil-
ity. For validating the results, numerical weather models
(MERRA and ECMWF) and a classical least-squares
approach are applied. We find that the results highly de-
pend on the stochastic modeling (filter tuning), i.e., the
correct assessment of process noise variances, which is
to be derived from post-fit residuals, and external mete-
orological data.

Keywords ZWD estimation, Stochastic parameter esti-
mation, Kalman Filter, Square-Root Information Filter

1 Introduction

In this study, we perform different methods of stochas-
tic parameter estimation in comparison to classical least
squares methods. Stochastic estimation is valuable if
quantities like clocks and troposphere show a clear and
persistent stochastic behavior, e.g., driven by physics. In
principle, a stochastic behaviour or process is predicted
into a parameter. A stochastic approach works on the
basis of observations and yields parameters at each ob-
servation period.
The reference solution for all comparisons is a least-
squares approach (LSA) using continuous piecewise
linear functions (CPWLFs). It is a pseudo-stochastic ap-
proach as we can control the variability of the parameter

Till Schubert · Sebastian Halsig ·Andreas Iddink · Frédéric Jaron ·
Axel Nothnagel
Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformation, University of Bonn,
Nußallee 17, DE-53115 Bonn, Germany

by the interval length. For the ZWD parameter it is com-
mon to have hourly piecewise linear functions.
A filtering method has the advantage of sequentially
processing the observations. The benefits are considered
to be improved runtime and possible real-time appli-
cations. The Square-Root Information Filter (Bierman,
1977) is advantageous for weakly defined and badly
conditioned systems which generally applies to VLBI
analysis (Artz et al., 2016a). The main aspect of this
work is the comparison of the Kalman Filter and the
Square-Root Information Filter.
The first application of a Kalman Filter in VLBI anal-
ysis has been reported by Herring et al. (1990). Recent
works of Nilsson et al. (2015) and Soja et al. (2015) deal
with TRF-determinations and ZWD-estimations using
the Kalman Filter. The filter model follows that of Soja
(2016).

2 Analysis Options and Data

We concentrate on independent session solutions using
a similar parametrization for all methods. The focus is
on zenith wet delay (ZWD) estimation with modeling
of stochastic behavior. Next to the necessary accounting
for clock polynomial and offsets, a stochastic approach
could optionally be added for them. EOPs, station and
source coordinates stay fixed to the ITRF2014 and
ICRF2 catalogs (Fey et al., 2015).
For validation, two sessions of the IVS (Nothnagel
et al., 2016) are used, i.e., 04JAN05XA (IVS-R1)
and 15APR26XA (IVS-AUS). The AUS-sessions are
especially suited for stochastic methods due to the high
number of observations per station.
It is common to estimate only stochastic offsets in the
filter solution (Soja, 2016). Thus, the clock polynomial
and one ZWD offset for the whole session (per station)
are estimated in a LSA pre-solution, such that only zero
mean stochastic offsets are left in the residuals.
We implemented the Kalman Filter (KF) and Square-
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Root Information Filter (SRIF) in the analysis software
ivg::ASCOT (Halsig et al., 2017; Artz et al., 2016b)
and compared the results and runtime.

Fig. 1: Logo of the VLBI analysis software package ivg::ASCOT
(IGG VLBI Group - Analysis, Scheduling and Combination Tool-
box).

3 Kalman Filter Model

In the Kalman Filter model, the system equation is con-
structed by transition matrices F and B of mostly iden-
tity structure:

xk+1 = F · xk + B ·wk. (1)

States xk, process noise wk and observations zk have cor-
responding covariance matrices xk ∼ Σk, wk ∼ Qk

and zk ∼ Rk. The Kalman Filter is treated as a linear
time variant system as we can only correct for selective
observations at each iteration. Thus, we obtain subsets
of the (linearized) Jacobian matrix as the measurement
matrix Hk in the measurement equation

zk = Hk · xk + vk. (2)

Filter tuning includes the choice of correct noise vari-
ances and adjustment of initial state covariances to en-
sure convergence of states. We follow the Random Walk
approach of Soja (2016) where the state transition is of
identity structure Fi,i = 1. The diagonal entries of the
process noise covariance matrix are PSD-values Qi,i =

ΦRW∆t which are derived from the noise level of Allan-
Variance plot (Soja, 2016). The smoothness of the filter
output is controlled by the filter tuning. Reducing the
variances on behalf of the process noise leads to less
noisy and smoother results.
For the filter solution we implemented a scan-wise it-
eration. A forward running filter and backward running
filter are combined via smoothing to obtain all states be-
ing estimated from all observation. The convergence of
the filter to a steady-state depends on the initial states
and the respective initial covariances Σx0 . Due to the
uncertain aprioris, Σx0 might be set as high as possible,
however, limited by numerical problems. The number
of runs can be set to an arbitrary number. The last two
runs contribute to the smoothing.

4 The Square-Root Information Filter
(SRIF)

The second solution type, the Square-Root Information
Filter, combines two concepts with different advantages
for the data processing. Both concepts exist individually
but are mostly realized together. Firstly, the information
filter is an inverse covariance filter. Instead of propagat-
ing states and state covariance matrices the filter works
with an information vector yk and an information matrix
Yk which are defined as:

yk = Σ−1
k xk, (3)

Yk = Σ−1
k . (4)

The concept enables initialization with no information,
i.e., yk=0 = 0 and Yk=0 = 0, which is beneficial when apri-
ori parameters are unknown.
Secondly, in the Square-Root representation a positive-
definite matrix Rk = RT

CholRChol = RT/2
k R1/2

k is split up
into Cholesky-factors, the so called square roots. The
same applies to the other covariance matrices. More pre-
cisely, the square roots of the inverse

R−1
k = R−1/2

k R−T/2
k (5)

are needed.
Continuous storage and propagation of the covariance
matrices as decomposed matrices has shown advanta-
geous for the numerical stability and robustness towards
rounding errors. Besides, the concept is expected to out-
perform for weakly defined and badly conditioned sys-
tems.
For the filter solution the construction of a pre-array al-
lows that the Kalman time and measurement update can
be done at once (Bierman, 1977; Anderson and Moore,
1979). The process of triangularizing the pre-array us-
ing orthogonal transformations yields a post-array with
sub-matrices

T


Q−1/2

k 0 Q−1/2
k ·wk

S −1
k ·F

−1
k ·Bk S −1

k ·F
−1
k S −1

k · xk

0 R−1/2
k ·Hk R−1/2

k · zk

 =


(Q−1

k + BT
k ·Σk ·Bk)−1/2 ∗ ∗

0 S −1
k+1 yk+1

0 0 Ek+1

 (6)

from which the processed states and covariances can be
recovered. Efficient algorithms are based on LAPACK1

and BLAS2 routines (Vanbegin and Verhaegen, 1989).
Note that equivalent square-root smoothers also exist.

1 http://www.netlib.org/lapack/
2 http://www.openblas.net/

http://www.netlib.org/lapack/
http://www.openblas.net/
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5 Validation using ECMWF and MERRA

The zenith wet delay derived from numerical weather
models serves as validation of the estimated parameters.
The ECMWF offers the ERA-Interim reanalysis3.
MERRA-2 (Bosilovich et al., 2016) provides zenith wet
delays in the form of integrated or total column water
vapor (IWV) in units of atmospheric science, i.e. kg/m2.
It converts to metric units by

ZWD = k · IWV (7)

using a factor k stemming from the ideal gas law and de-
pending on the mean atmospheric temperature TM (Be-
vis et al., 1994; Nothnagel, 2000)

k =
106

ρW ·Rv · (
k3
TM

+ k′2)
(8)

with Rv = 8314.34 J kmol−1 K−1

Mw = 18.0152 kg/kmol

k′2 = 17 K/hPa

k3 = 373900K2/hPa

ρW ≈ 1 kg/l.

The mean atmospheric temperature can be derived from
surface temperature T0 using an approximate formula
(Nothnagel, 2000):

TM = 70.2 + 0.72 ·T0. (9)

The following table has an overview of the common
global numerical weather models and their resolutions.
Interpolation is done bilinearly in space and linearly in
time. ERA-Interim data is included in the Vienna Map-
ping Functions (VMF1, Böhm et al. (2006)) which are
used in the modelling of the hydrostatic component.

Table 1: Specifications of numerical weather models.
MERRA-2 ERA-Interim

Zenith wet delay TQV=IWV ZWD
Temperature Surface T0 Surface T0

Temporal resolution 1h 6h
Spatial resolution 0.625◦x0.5◦

≈ 56km 79km

3 http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interi
m-full-daily

6 Results

As Figure 2 shows, the filter solutions follow the LSA
solution as well as the numerical weather models. The
filter solutions successfully show sub-daily variations in
the ZWD parameter. Its variability seems reasonable.
SRIF and KF don’t show any significant differences. Al-
though few parts of the KF show slightly more variation
they still proceed in parallel.
Table 2 includes a runtime comparison for two ses-

Table 2: Runtime comparison for 3 runs.
Session #obs #stat SRIF KF

R1 04JAN05XA 904 6 85.5 sec 184.2 sec
AUS 15APR26XA 2560 3 136.7 sec 731.2 sec

sions. The Square-Root Information Filter takes sub-
stantially less time than the conventional Kalman Filter.
The AUS-session with less stations and more observa-
tions is more expensive to process. In general, the SRIF
can be run with higher (less accurate) covariance matrix
of initial states, which leads to less influence of wrong
initial parameters.

7 Conclusion

Kalman-Filtering has shown to be useful for a stochastic
parameter estimation in VLBI data analysis. The SRIF
has an advantages concerning runtime. Though, the re-
sults show that there are no significant impacts of the
numerical instabilities in VLBI analysis which would
make the SRIF absolutely necessary. An analogous con-
clusion is found in Artz et al. (2016a) where the numeri-
cal problems have shown to be noncritical. Nonetheless,
the SRIF remains favorable due to the optimal numer-
ical computation. The assessment of the numerical ad-
vantages of the filter can be extended to the condition
number.
The optimization of the filter tuning is still ongoing. It
is crucial for the results, but it is not trivial and needs
to be linked to a method like Allan-Variance. Here,
the method by Soja (2016) is appropriate to estimate
the noise characteristics. However, a more complete de-
scription of signal and noise can be achieved using e.g.
the power spectral density information, which the Ran-
dom Walk modeling cannot incorporate. So, research
will be carried out towards the prediction of arbitrary
stochastic processes into the parameters.

http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily
http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily
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Fig. 2: ZWD-estimates of session 04JAN05XA for WETTZELL: The KF (green) and SRIF (blue) are plotted next to the pseudo-
stochastic LSA approach in black. The numerical weather models are shown in red (MERRA) and orange (ERA-Interim).
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Comparison of Least-Squares and Kalman Filter Solutions
From Different VLBI Analysis Centers

E. Tanır Kayıkçı , Ö. Karaaslan

Abstract IVS Analysis Centers apply various statis-
tical methods, namely Least-Squares (LSQ) method,
the Kalman Filter (KF) method, the Square-Root
Information Filter (SRIF) and the Least-Squares Col-
location (LSQC) method and consider the behavior
of stochastic parameters in different approaches. The
majority of geodetic VLBI analysis software uses LSQ,
e.g., CALC/SOLVE software, Vienna VLBI Software
(VieVS) and OCCAM. QUASAR and OCCAM use
LSQC. Kalman filters or square-root information
filters are applied in OCCAM and SteelBreeze. Even
thought Kalman Filter is not one of the commonly
used techniques in VLBI analysis software, it has some
advantages to determine short-term random variations
in the estimation of tropospheric delays and clocks
which might affect accuracy of estimated parameters
accuracies. In Least-Squares (LSQ), parameters are
described as constant through different measurement
epochs. LSQ estimation supposes that the param-
eters that we want to estimate are constant for all
observation equations in the problem. Nevertheless
we can have the case that certain parameters in the
same problem might have variations based on the
time, atmosphere or any other causes. However, in
Kalman Filter estimation procedure, parameters can
have variations at each epoch and their behaviors can
be described statistically so this procedure allows the
estimation of instantaneous changes. Additionally, with
the Least-Squares estimation method; each observation
requires the computation of a multidimensional matrix
inverse. Computations with the Kalman Filter method
are simpler and faster, so the method is very convenient
when a number of parameter changes must be quickly
analyzed. In this study, we first consider comparison
of KF and LSQ solutions from different IVS analysis
centers to some ideas about the procedures which
can be implemented in Kalman Filter output to make

Emine Tanır Kayıkçı · Özge Karaaslan
Karadeniz Technical University, Engineering Faculty, Depart-
ment of Geomatics Engineering, TR-61080, Trabzon, Turkey,
etanir@ktu.edu.tr, ozgekaraaslan@ktu.edu.tr

it combinable with LSQ results are given for VLBI
intra-technique combination.

Keywords Kalman Filter, Least-Squares, IVS analysis,
VLBI

1 Introduction

IVS Analysis Centers using different VLBI analy-
sis softwares CALC/SOLVE, VieVS, OCCAM and
QUASAR) consider the behaviour of stochastic pa-
rameters in different approaches and apply various
statistical methods, namely

• Least-Squares (LSQ) method,
• Kalman Filter (KF) method,
• Square-Root Information Filter (SRIF)
• Least-Squares Collocation (LSQC)

Kalman Filter (KF) has some advantages to deter-
mine short-term random variations in the estimation of
tropospheric delays and clocks which might affect ac-
curacy of estimated parameters accuracies. Likely the
most common optimal filtering technique is that de-
veloped by Kalman for estimating the state of a lin-
ear system. For example, given a linear system model
and any measurements of its behaviour, plus statistical
models which characterize system and measurement er-
rors, plus initial condition information, the Kalman fil-
ter describes how to process the measurement data. On
the other hand, the Kalman filter per se does not solve
the problem of establishing an optimal measurement
timetable, or of design in the being of parameter un-
certainties, or of how to get over computational errors.
Other design criteria, in addition to those used to derive
the filtering algorithm must be imposed to resolve these
questions. Least-Squares (LSQ) supposes that the pa-
rameters that we want to estimate are constant for all
observation equations in the problem. We can have the
case that certain parameters in the same problem might
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Table 1: Current VLBI ACs and used statistical methods and software pack-
ages were listed.

Station Weekends [UT] Weekdays [UT]

CALC/SOLVE LSQ

CGS
BKG/IGGB

GSFC
Italy INAF
Paris OPAR

SHAO
Tsukuba

U.S. VLBI

OCCAM
KF

SPU
IAA

LSQC GSFC

VIEVS
LSQ

KTU-GEOD IVS
Milan PMD

Tsukuba VLBI
Vienna Special

KF GFZ
QUASAR LSQC IAA VLBI
GEOSAT KF NMA

C++
ICT

Tsukuba VLBI
ARIADNA LSQ SAI

have variations based on the time, atmosphere or any
other causes. Vector and matrix methods are especially
fit in the application of least-squares estimation tech-
niques. A specific example of least-squares estimation
occurs in curve-fitting problems, where it is wished to
obtain a functional form of some chosen order that best
fits a given set of measurements. The criterion for good-
ness of fit is to minimize the sum of squares of differ-
ences between measurements and the "estimated" func-
tional form or curve. In Kalman Filter estimation pro-
cedure, parameters can have variations at each epoch
and their behaviours can be described statistically so
this procedure allows the estimation of instantaneous
changes. In Least-Squares estimation method; each ob-
servation requires the computation of a multidimen-
sional matrix inverse. Computations with the Kalman
Filter method are simpler and faster, so the method is
very convenient when a number of parameter changes
must be quickly analyzed.

(CGS:Matera CGS VLBI Analysis Center;
BKG/IGGB: BKG/IGGB VLBI Analysis Center;
GSFC: GSFC VLBI Analysis Center; Italy INAF:Italy
INAF Analysis Center; Paris OPAR:Paris Observatory
Analysis Center; SHAO: SHAO Analysis Center;
Tsukuba VLBI: Tsukuba VLBI Analysis Center;
U.S. VLBI: U.S. Naval Observatory VLBI Analysis
Center; SPU:Analysis Center of Saint Petersburg
University; IAA:IAA VLBI Analysis Center; GSFC:
GSFC VLBI Analysis Center; Milan PMD: Milan
University of Technology Analysis Center; Vienna
Special:Vienna Special Analysis Center; KTU-GEOD
IVS:KTU-GEOD IVS Analysis Center; GFZ:GFZ
Analysis Center (developing); ICT:Analysis Center
at the National Institute of ICT; IAA:IAA VLBI
Analysis Center; NMA:The Norwegian Mapping

Authority Analysis Center; SAI:SAI of Lomonosov
VLBI Analysis Center)

2 METHODS

Kalman Filter Kalman (1960) as a type of Least-Squares
can be obtained by using the iterative parameter estima-
tion from LSQ point of view. By using Kalman Filter
estimation in VLBI analysis to compute geodetic pa-
rameters, previously used polynomials models in least-
square method are taken place by stochastic models.
In this study it is shown that how Kalman Filter equa-
tions are related the theory of Least Squares (, Zarraoa
1992,S; Marmion, 2006).

2.1 Least-Squares adjustment

Observations are expressed as a function of unknown
parameters as

l = Ax (1)

which is means of matrix notation of the linear model.
The inverse of covariance matrix is

P = Q−1
ll (2)

The solution is

x = (AT PA)
−1

AT Pl (3)

or general form is
x = N−1b (4)

Where

A n×u matrix of given coefficients with full rank,
x u×1 vector of unknowns,
l n×1 vector of observations,
P n×n positive definite weight matrix,
Q n×n variance-covariance matrix,
n, u number of observations and number of unknowns

respectively.

2.2 Sequential adjustment

Improves the solution by using new measurement, ob-
servation model is divided into two sets (Eq.1, 2)

lk = Axk + Vk (5)

lk+1 = Axk+1 + Vk+1 (6)
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Then the solution xk is calculated as follow

xk = (AT PA)−1AT Plk = N−1bk (7)

(N = AT PA and b = AT P , Eq.7). The next measure-
ments is a little various from the previous one

lk+1 = lk +∆l (8)

Then the solution xk+1 is

xk+1 = ((AT PA)−1AT Plk+1) = N−1bk+1 (9)

xk+1 = xk + N−1AT P(lk+1− lk) (10)

K = (AT PA)
−1

AT P (11)

The updated equation takes the following form

xk+1 = xk + K(lk+1− (Ax)k) (12)

Axk may be considered as a prediction lk+1 of before
any measurements are conducted. The Kalman Filter is
based on sequential adjustment in the static case.

2.3 Kalman Filter

Kalman Filter is based on sequential adjustment in the
static case. All observations up to epoch t are used to
obtain optimal estimations of the unknowns. In a dy-
namic system, the state vector is time dependent, and
it may be predicted for any instant k by means of sys-
tem equations. The predicted values are then updated by
the use of observations, which contain information of
the state vector. Forward Kalman Filter; non-stochastic
parameters, e.g., position of ground VLBI site, radio
source coordinates and the EOP parameters are esti-
mated. Backward Kalman Filter; stochastic parameters,
e.g., clock components and atmosphere disturbance pa-
rameters are estimated. Smoothing is applied to get es-
timates of stochastic parameters at each epoch as a
weighted mean of forward and backward estimate (Nils-
son et al., 2015; Gelb, 2001; , Mysen 2016).

For summary, Kalman Filter uses state at the epoch
of t to estimate the observations at time of 1 + t by us-
ing series of observations with the following steps: prior
estimation measurements, updates and prediction. For
prior estimation; input a priori estimate x̂−0 and its er-
ror covariance matrix Q0

−, establish Rk and Wk (System
noise). For measurement, doing observations lk. For up-
date; Compute Kalman gain

Fig. 1: X coordinate uncertanities of station Wettzell in year 2014.

Kk = Qk
−Ak

T (AkQk
−Ak

T + Rk)−1, update estimate with
measurement
x̂0 = x̂−0 Kk(lk −Ak x̂0

−) and compute error covariance for
updated estimate Qk = (I −KkAk)Qk

−. And for predic-
tion x̂−0 = Tk x̂−0 and Q−k+1 = TkQkTk

T + Wk.
This series is known forward Kalman Filter in

Kalman 1960. xF(i), CF(i, i) is estimate of parameters
and its covariance matrix for each epoch as for forward
Kalman Filter and xB(i), CB(i, i) is for backward
Kalman Filter. xS (i), CS (i, i) is estimation results for
parameters and its covariance matrix from smoothing
and calculating as shown below (Eq. 13, 14, 15),

xS = xF +CT (xB− xF) (13)

CT = I−C = CF(CF −CB)−1 (14)

CS = (CF
−1 +CB

−1)
−1

(15)

3 APPLICATION

Daily SINEX file of GFZ, estimated parameters: source
positions, station positions (to estimate station posi-
tions a datum has to be added (e.g. NNR+NNT datum),
earth orientation: Pole coordinates, UT1-UTC, dX, and
dY piece-wise-linear continuous function with tempo-
ral resolution of 2 days, Zenith troposphere (per sta-
tion, Troposphere gradient, Clock model. Daily SINEX
file of NMA, estimated parameters: In the un-reduced
NEQS: ZWD, 2 horizontal gradients, linear clocks,
xpol, xpolerate, ypolerate, UT, LOD, xnut, ynut, sta
and right ascension and declination of the radio. Da-
tum constraints (NNR/NNT conditions on stations, or
NNR on sources). Statistics from daily SINEX outputs
of GFZ (LSQ), GFZ(KF) and NMA (KF) are compared.
Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are given below.
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Fig. 2: Y coordinate uncertanities of station Wettzell in year 2014.

Fig. 3: Z coordinate uncertanities of station Wettzell in year 2014.

Fig. 4: Variance factor of station Wettzell in year 2014

When we look at Fig. 1 for X coordinate uncer-
tanties, the best results is GFZ(LSQ). NMA(KF) solu-
tions are the highest. When we look at Fig. 2 for Y co-
ordinate uncertanities, the best results is GFZ(LSQ) and
there are leaps at some points. NMA(KF) solutions are
the highest. When we look at Fig. 3 for Z coordinate
uncertanities, the best results is GFZ(LSQ). There are
leaps at some points GFZ(KF) solutions. Uncertainties
results for station coordinate Wettzell from NMA (KF),
GFZ(KF) and GFZ(LSQ) in year 2014 is shown below
(Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). mx,my,mz values are approx-

Fig. 5: Quality of AC solutions (Tanır, 2008).

imately small from 0,01. When we look at Fig. 4 for
variance factor,the best result is GFZ(KF).

4 FUTURE WORK

Future work dedicated to improve daily SINEX output
data from Kalman Filter solutions of VLBI observations
which can be used for combination aim efficiently. And
we will work like Tanır (2008) 2008 shown below. In
Tanır (2008), only AUS AC is used Kalman Filter. But
now, GFZ, IAA, NMA AC are used Kalman Filter, too.
Our new work is combination LSQ and KF for with
three KF solutions and three LSQ solutions. The same
ACs KF and LSQ solutions will be used in new work,
GFZ.

4.1 Quality of AC Solutions

Quality of AUS solution is not as good as the other ACs
BKG, GSFC; SHA and USNO (Fig. 5). The software
or user dependent errors might cause such a difference.
Some additional calculations to daily SINEX AUS so-
lutions to make them combinable and comparable to
LSQ solutions as explained in detailed with above equa-
tions. Such calculations require some matrix manipu-
lations e.g., matrix reduction, changing on column and
row order in covariance matrix and changing of row or-
der in solution vector which might lead some cumulat-
ing errors in resulting normal equation matrix and nor-
mal equation vector (Tanır, 2008).

The average mean error µ =

√
tr(M−1

u ] and M u× u
precision matrix M = 1/σ2N
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Fig. 6: VCE scaling factors of AC solutions (Tanır, 2008).

Fig. 7: Results for station X coordinates WETTZELL (Tanır,
2008).

4.2 VCE scaling factors of AC Solutions

4 AC solutions in year 2000 (LSQ) were combined with
VLBI AUS solution (KF) by using two-step combina-
tion algorithm with different regularization parameters
and VCE results were used as scaling factors for com-
bination (Fig. 6) (Tanır, 2008).

Differences between combination and ITRF2000 re-
sults for station coordinates WETTZELL from KF and
LSQ combination in year 2000 (Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9)
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Nosov, Evgeny IAA RAS, Russia
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Pantaleev, Miroslav Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
miroslav.pantaleev@chalmers.se
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bill.petrachenko@nrc.gc.ca

Porcas, Richard MPIfR, Germany
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Ruszczyk, Chester MIT Haystack Observatory, USA
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Schartner, Matthias TU Wien, Austria
matthias.schartner@tuwien.ac.at

Scherneck, Hans-Georg Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
hans-georg.scherneck@chalmers.se

Schubert, Till University of Bonn, Germany
s7tischu@uni-bonn.de

Schüler, Torben Geodetic Observatory Wettzell, BKG, Germany
schueler@fs.wettzell.de

Sekido, Mamoru NICT, Japan
sekido@nict.go.jp

Shu, Fengchun SHAO, China
sfc@shao.ac.cn

Skurikhina, Elena IAA, Russia
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Soja, Benedikt JPL, USA
bsoja@jpl.nasa.gov

Tanır Kayıkçı, Emine Karadeniz Technical University, Turkey
eminetanir@gmail.com

Thorandt, Volkmar BKG, Germany
volkmar.thorandt@bkg.bund.de

Titov, Oleg Geoscience Australia
oleg.titov@ga.gov.au

Tuccari, Gino INAF, Italy, & MPIfR, Germany
tuccari@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de

Vermeulen, René ASTRON, The Netherlands
rvermeulen@astron.nl

Wakasugi, Takahiro GSI, Japan
wakasugi-t96kg@mlit.go.jp

Wang, Guangli SHAO, China
wgl@shao.ac.cn

Weston, Stuart AUT, New Zealand
stuart.weston@aut.ac.nz
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Xu, Minghui SHAO, China
mhxu@shao.ac.cn

Xu, Yonghua Yunnan Observatories, China
yhx@ynao.ac.cn

Yang, Jian Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
jian.yang@chalmers.se

Yang, Jun Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
jun.yang@chalmers.se

Zhang, Zhongkai University of Bonn, Germany
zzk.caesar@gmail.com

Zheng, Weimin SHAO, China
zhwm@shao.ac.cn
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VGOS system compatibility meeting

Gino Tuccari

INAF Istituto di Radioastronomia (Italy) and Max Planck Institut für Radiastronomie (Germany)

In the framework of the 23rd Working Meeting of the European VLBI Group for Geodesy and Astrom-
etry on 17/05/2017 a splinter meeting was held about the topic of ’VGOS technology compatibility’.

The meeting was attended by a group of people which are actively involved in the development of
VGOS systems and the establishment of VGOS stations. The current status of deployment of anten-
nas, receivers, backends, and recorders was reported. The overall goal of the meeting was to compare
systems, identify potential differences, and to promote maximum compatibility between the systems in
order to reach the common performance goals of VGOS.

Detailed information on the stations and their VGOS systems was collected in a table (see below).
Even if this table definitely requires upgrades and corrections, it reflects the current and future status
of the various stations. Station representatives as well as receiver and system developers were invited
to keep the table properly updated. The table was added to the V2C wiki pages and will be mirrored
on the IVS Technology Coordinator web pages.

During the splinter meeting the information collected in the table was discussed in detail. It became
clear that a common line was basically followed, however with some differences and different options.
Several groups were experimenting with different observing modes and opportunities.

It was generally agreed that there is a necessity to align the frequency range as much as possible
and to adopt a basic observing mode. The latter is to use several 32 MHz bandwidth channels that
can be flexibly tuned in the entire input frequency range, as described in the proof-of-concept docu-
ments, however leaving open to experiment with different bandwidth and modes, too. In particular to
be mentioned here is the Japanese broadband system that operates with a tunable 1 GHz bandwidth.
Experimental observations with compatible systems for evaluation and comparison were encouraged.

The IVS Technology Coordinator proposed to contact a number of actively involved people in order
to maintain the compatibility table and to discuss the evolution of the current and newly proposed
observing modes.

Reports on the status will be presented during IVS meetings and at the Directing Board.
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1 WESTFORD, GGAO12M, and KOKEE12M

Site name Westford GGAO Kokee
SEFD (Jy) broadband broadband broadband

2 2500 2500 2500
5 2500 2500 2500
9 2500 2500 2500
14 2500 2500 2500

Antenna
Date ready now now 2015/09
Optics prime cass cass
Az slew rate (°/s) 3 5 12
El slew rate (°/s) 1 1,25 6
Diameter (m) 18 12,1 12,1
efficiency (%)

2 40 50 50
5 40 50 50
9 40 50 50

14 40 50 50
Front End

Date ready now now 2016/01
Tsys (K)

2 50 50 50
5 50 50 50
9 50 50 50

14 50 50 50
Band1

Name broadband broadband broadband
Start freq (GHz) 2,2 2,2 2,2
Stop freq (GHz) 14 14 14
npol 2 2 2
pol type linear linear linear

PCAL
Date ready now now 2016/01
injection pre LNA pre LNA pre LNA
generator Mk3 digital digital
freq spacing (MHz) 5 5 5

Noise Diode
Date ready now now 2015/09
installed yes yes yes
synchronous (Hz) 10-100 10-100 10-100

Cable Cal
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Date ready 2015/03 2015/03 2016/01
Type new new new

Down-converter
Date ready now now 2016/01
Band 1

Type up-down up-down up-down
nband 4x2 4x2 4x2
1st stage

filter start (GHz)  na na na
filter stop (GHz) na na na
lo start (GHz) 23 23 23
lo stop (GHz) 33 33 33
lo res (KHz) 400 400 400

2nd stage
filter start (GHz) 20 20 19
filter stop (GHz) 22 22 21
lo start (GHz) 22,5 22,5 22
lo stop (GHz) na na 23
lo res (KHz) fixed fixed 200

3rd stage
filter start (GHz) na na 2
filter stop (GHz) na na 3
lo start (GHz) na na 1,9
lo stop (GHz) na na 2,1
lo res (KHz) na na 0,001

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 512 512 512
Stop (MHz) 1024 1024 1024

Net range
Start (GHz) 1 1 2
Stop (GHz) 11,5 11,5 13,5
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Sampler
Date ready now now 2016/01
Input bandwidth (MHz) 512 512 512
Nyquist zone 2 2 2
Sample clock (MHz) 1024 1024 1024
bits/sample 8 8 8
Total No. of IF's 4x2 4x2 4x2

Digital Back End (DBE)
Type RDBE RDBE RDBE
No. DBE per site 4 4 4
No. IF's per DBE 2 2 2
DDC na na na
PFB

No. per DBE 2 2 2
Chan BW (MHz) 32 32 32
Chan per DBE 16 16 16

Recorder
Type Mk6 Mk6 Mk6
No. per site 1 1 2

Network
Data rate (Gbps) 20 1 0,1
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2 WETTZ13S and WETTZ13N

Site name TTW1 TTW2
Receiver type Tri-band Wideband
SEFD (Jy)

2,3 1500 4,0 1100
8,5 800 6,0 1000
30,0 3500 8,0 900

10,0 1200
Antenna

Date ready now now
Optics ring focus ring focus
Az slew rate (°/s) 12 12
El slew rate (°/s) 6 6
Diameter (m) 13,2 13,2
efficiency (%)

2,3 65 4,0 55
8,5 80 6,0 65

32,0 64 8,0 65
10,0 60

Front End
Date ready now now
Tsys (K)

2,3 40 4,0 34
8,5 35 6,0 31

32,0 100 8,0 27
10,0 30

Band1
Name S-band band
Start freq (GHz) 2 1
Stop freq (GHz) 2,8 14
npol 2 2
pol type circular linear

Band2
Name X-band
Start freq (GHz) 7
Stop freq (GHz) 9,5
npol 2
pol type circular

Band3
Name Ka-band
Start freq (GHz) 28
Stop freq (GHz) 33
npol 2
pol type circular

PCAL
Date ready March 15 June 16
injection pre LNA post LNA
generator Wettzell Wettzell
freq spacing (MHz) 1;5;10 5

Noise Diode
Date ready March 15 August 17
installed now no
synchronous (Hz) on/off/80 Hz na

Cable Cal
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Date ready autumn 15 Oct. 2017
Type own design new design

Down-converter
Date ready now now
Band 1

Type down down
nband 2 2
1st stage 1st stage

filter start (GHz) 2,1 filter start (GHz) 2,8
filter stop (GHz) 2,7 filter stop (GHz) 4
lo start (GHz) 1,5 lo start (GHz) 1
lo stop (GHz) 3 lo stop (GHz) 6
lo res (KHz) 0,001 lo res (KHz) 0,001

Nyquist Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0 Start (MHz) 0
Stop (MHz) 512 Stop (MHz) 1536

Net range Net range
Start (GHz) 2 Start (GHz) 3
Stop (GHz) 3 Stop (GHz) 4

Band 2 1. Converter
Type up-down down
nband 2
1st stage 1st stage

filter start (GHz) 7 filter start (GHz) 4,6
filter stop (GHz) 9,5 filter stop (GHz) 6,6
LO start (GHz) 11 LO start (GHz) 1
LO stop (GHz) 13,4 LO stop (GHz) 6
lo res (KHz) 0,001 lo res (KHz)

2nd stage 2nd stage 0,001
filter start (GHz) 20 filter start (GHz)
filter stop (GHz) 22 filter stop (GHz)
LO start (GHz) 19,5 LO start (GHz)
LO stop (GHz) na LO stop (GHz)
LO res fixed LO res

Nyquist Nyquist
Start (MHz) 512 Start (MHz) 0
Stop (MHz) 2560 Stop (MHz) 1536

Net range Net range
Start (GHz) 7 Start (GHz) 4,7
Stop (GHz) 9,5 Stop (GHz) 6,5

Band3 Band3 Band 4
Type down-down down down
nband 2
1st stage 1st stage

filter start (GHz) 27 filter start (GHz) 5,75 10
filter stop (GHz) 33 filter stop (GHz) 8,25 12,5
LO start (GHz) 16,5 LO start (GHz) 1 9
LO stop (GHz) 22,5 LO stop (GHz) 6 12
lo res (KHz) 0,001 lo res (KHz) 0,001 0,001

2nd stage 2nd stage
filter start (GHz) 10,25 filter start (GHz)
filter stop (GHz) 12,25 filter stop (GHz)
LO start (GHz) 9,75 LO start (GHz)
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LO stop (GHz) na LO stop (GHz)
LO res fixed LO res

Nyquist Nyquist
Start (MHz) 512 Start (MHz) 0 0
Stop (MHz) 2560 Stop (MHz) 1536 1536

Net range Net range
Start (GHz) 27 Start (GHz) 6 10
Stop (GHz) 33 Stop (GHz) 7,5 12,5

Sampler
Date ready now now
Type DBBC DBBC
Input bandwidth (MHz) 512 Input bandwidth (MHz) 512
Nyquist zone 4 Nyquist zone 4
Sample clock (MHz) 1024 Sample clock (MHz) 1024
bits/sample 8 bits/sample 8
Total No. of IF's 4 4

Digital Back End (DBE)
Type DBBC DBBC ADS3000+
No. DBE per site 2 2 2
No. IF's per DBE 4 4 4
DDC

No. per DBE 16 16 4
Chan BW (MHz) 1 to 16 1 to 16 1 to 16
Sideband UL UL UL
LO Res (KHz) 10 10 10

PFB
No. per DBE 4 4 4
Chan BW (MHz) 32 32 32
Chan per DBE 30 30 16

Recorder
Type Mk5B+ Mark5 Mark6
No. per site 2 2 1

Network
Data rate (Gbps) 1 1
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3 RAEGYEB

Site name Yebes Yebes
Receiver type tri-band Broad-band
SEFD (Jy)

2 1700 3GHz? ?
9 1600 8GHz? 2600

32 5400 12GHz? 5000
Antenna

Date ready now now
Optics ring focus ring focus
Az slew rate (°/s) 12 12
El slew rate (°/s) 6 6
Diameter (m) 13,2 13,2
efficiency (%)

2 70 3GHz?
9 70 8GHz?

32 38 12GHz?

Front End
Date ready not available now
Tsys (K)

2 50 3GHz?
9 50 8GHz?

32 100 12GHz?
Band1

Name S-band Broad-band
Start freq (GHz) 2,2 2
Stop freq (GHz) 2,7 14
npol 2 2
pol type circular linear

Band2
Name X-band
Start freq (GHz) 7
Stop freq (GHz) 9,5
npol 2
pol type circular

Band3
Name Ka-band
Start freq (GHz) 28
Stop freq (GHz) 32
npol 2
pol type circular

PCAL
Date ready now now
injection pre LNA pre LNA
generator Yebes Yebes
freq spacing (MHz) 1 5

Noise Diode
Date ready now now
installed yes yes
synchronous (Hz) 80 Hz 80 Hz
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Cable Cal
Date ready now now
Type Mk3

Down-converter
Date ready now now
Band 1

Type fixed down
nband 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 2,2
filter stop (GHz) 2,7
lo start (GHz) 1,7
lo stop (GHz) na
lo res (KHz) fixed

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 500
Stop (MHz) 1000

Net range
Start (GHz) 2,2
Stop (GHz) 2,7

Type up-down up-down
nband 2 4
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 7 2
filter stop (GHz) 9,5 14
LO start (GHz) 10 24,25
LO stop (GHz) 13 34,75
LO res mHz 400KHz

2nd stage
filter start (GHz) 19,35 19,75
filter stop (GHz) 20,25 22,25
LO start (GHz) 19,25 22,25
LO stop (GHz) na 22,25
LO res fixed fixed

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 100 DC
Stop (MHz) 1000 1000

Net range
Start (GHz) 7
Stop (GHz) 9,5

Band3
Type down-down
nband 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 28
filter stop (GHz) 33
LO start (GHz) 15
LO stop (GHz) 20
LO res mHz

2nd stage
filter start (GHz) 12,75
filter stop (GHz) 13,25
LO start (GHz) 12,25
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LO stop (GHz) na
LO res fixed

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 500
Stop (MHz) 1000

Net range
Start (GHz) 28
Stop (GHz) 33

Sampler
Date ready now
Type ADB
Input bandwidth (MHz) 500/1000
Nyquist zone 2
Sample clock (MHz) 1024
bits/sample 8
Total No. of IF's 2

Digital Back End (DBE)
Type RDBE-G
No. DBE per site 4
No. IF's per DBE 2
DDC

No. per DBE 4
Chan BW (MHz) 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128
Sideband UL
LO Res (KHz) 15625

PFB
No. per DBE
Chan BW (MHz) 32
Chan per DBE 32

Recorder
Type Mark6
No. per site 2

Network
Data rate (Gbps) 10
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4 HOBART12

Site name Hobart12
SEFD (Jy) broadband

2 ~3500?
5 ~3000?
9 ~3000?
14 ~3500?

Antenna
Date ready Now. 
Optics Cassegrain.
Az slew rate (°/s) 300 d/min
El slew rate (°/s) 75 d/min
Diameter (m) 12
efficiency (%)

2 50%?
5 60%?
9 60%?

14 50%?

Front End
Date ready Mid-2017
Tsys (K)

2 90K?
5 80K?
9 80K?

14 90K?
Band1

Name broadband
Start freq (GHz) 2,2
Stop freq (GHz) 14
npol 2
pol type Linear

PCAL
Date ready now
injection Injected from probe in feed
generator Callisto design.
freq spacing (MHz) 5

Noise Diode
date ready Now

   installed
synchronous (Hz)
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Cable Cal
Date ready N/A
Type N/A

Down-converter
Date ready Now
Sub-band 1

Type Fixed
nband 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz) ~3 
filter stop (GHz) 7
lo start (GHz) 4,1
lo stop (GHz) 13,4
lo res (KHz) 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0
Stop (MHz) 4096

Net range
Start (GHz) 3
Stop (GHz) 7

Sub-band 2
Type Fixed
nband 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 6
filter stop (GHz) 10
lo start (GHz) 4,1
lo stop (GHz) 13,4
lo res (KHz) 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0
Stop (MHz) 4096

Net range
Start (GHz) 6
Stop (GHz) 10

Sub-band 3
Type Fixed
nband 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 9,5
filter stop (GHz) 13,5
lo start (GHz) 4,1
lo stop (GHz) 13,4
lo res (KHz) 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0
Stop (MHz) 4096

Net range
Start (GHz) 9,5
Stop (GHz) 13,5
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Sampler
Date ready now
Input bandwidth (MHz) 4096
Nyquist zone 1
Sample clock (MHz) 8192
bits/sample 10
Total No. of IF's 3x2

Digital Back End (DBE)
Type DBBC3-6L6H
No. DBE per site 1
No. IF's per DBE 6
DSC (phase 1)

No. per DBE 6
Chan BW (MHz) 4096
Sideband U|L
LO Res (KHz) na

  DDC-OCT (phase 2)
No. per DBE >=6
Chan BW 2048, 1024
Sideband U|L
LO Res (KHz) 1000

DDC (phase 2)
No. per DBE 6*8
Chan BW 2-128
Sideband U&L
LO Res (KHz) 10

PFB (phase 3)
No. per DBE 6
Chan BW (MHz) 256
Chan per DBE 8*16 (15+1)

  DDC/PFB | FPB/DDC (phase 3)
No. per DBE > 6*2
Chan BW 2-128
Sideband U&L
LO Res (KHz) variable

Recorder
Type Flexbuff
No. per site 1

Network
Data rate (Gbps) 10
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5 ISHIOKA and KASHIM34

Site name Ishioka Ishioka Kashima
Receiver type tri-band QRFH QRFH
SEFD (Jy)

2 1400 (no value) (no value)
9 1500 2000 2000
32 (not yet) (no value) (no value)

Antenna
Date ready now now now
Optics ring focus ring focus ring focus
Az slew rate (°/s) 12 12 12
El slew rate (°/s) 6 6 6
Diameter (m) 13,2 13,2 13,2
efficiency (%)

2 70 (not yet) (not yet)
9 70 (not yet) (not yet)

32 (not yet) (not yet) (not yet)

Front End
Date ready now now now
Tsys (K)

2 49 (not yet) (not yet)
9 52 (not yet) (not yet)

32 (not yet) (not yet) (not yet)
Band1

Name S-band Broadband Broadband
Start freq (GHz) 2,2 3 3
Stop freq (GHz) 2,4 14 14
npol 1 2 2
pol type circular linear linear

Band2
Name X-band
Start freq (GHz) 8,18
Stop freq (GHz) 8,98
npol 1
pol type circular

Band3
Name Ka-band
Start freq (GHz)  
Stop freq (GHz)  
npol  
pol type circular

PCAL
Date ready now now
injection pre LNA pre LNA
generator AES AES
freq spacing (MHz) 5 5

Noise Diode
Date ready now (not yet)
installed yes (not yet)
synchronous (Hz) (No Func)
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Cable Cal
Date ready now now
Type NICT NICT

Down-converter
Date ready now now now
Band 1

Type fixed down flexible up-down direct sampling
nband 1 4
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 2,2 27,928
filter stop (GHz) 2,4 29,928
lo start (GHz) 2,02 15,44
lo stop (GHz) na 26,416
lo res (KHz) fixed 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0 0
Stop (MHz) 500 1024

Net range
Start (GHz) 2,2 3
Stop (GHz) 2,4 14

Band 2
Type fixed down
nband 1
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 8,18
filter stop (GHz) 8,592
LO start (GHz) 8,08
LO stop (GHz) na
LO res fixed

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 100
Stop (MHz) 512

Net range
Start (GHz) 8,18
Stop (GHz) 8,592

Band3
Type fixed down
nband 1
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 8,592
filter stop (GHz) 8,98
LO start (GHz) 8,08
LO stop (GHz) na
LO res fixed

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 512
Stop (MHz) 1000

Net range
Start (GHz) 8,592
Stop (GHz) 8,98
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Sampler
Date ready now now now
Type ADS3000+ ADS3000+ K6
Input bandwidth (MHz) 512 512 16384
Nyquist zone 1or2 3or4 2
Sample clock (MHz) 2048 2048 16384
bits/sample 8 8 3
Total No. of IF's 4 4 2(nominal), 4(extended )

Digital Back End (DBE)
Type ADS3000+ ADS3000+ GALAS(OCTAD-G)
No. DBE per site 1 4
No. IF's per DBE 4 4
DDC

No. per DBE 16 16 4(nominal),8(extended)
Chan BW (MHz) 4 to 32 4 to 32 1024
Sideband UorL UorL
LO Res (KHz) 0,001 0,001 1

PFB
No. per DBE (No func) (No func)
Chan BW (MHz) (No func) (No func)
Chan per DBE (No func) (No func)

Recorder
Type K5VSI K5VSI
No. per site 2 4

Network
Data rate (Gbps) 10 10
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6 ONSA13NE and ONSA13SW

Site name ONSA13NE ONSA13SW notes
SEFD (Jy) broadband broadband

2 ? ? not know yet
5 ? ? not know yet
9 ? ? not know yet

14 ? ? not know yet
Antenna

Date ready now now
Optics ring-focus ring-focus
Az slew rate (°/s) 720 deg/min 720 deg/min
El slew rate (°/s) 360 deg/min 360 deg/min
Diameter (m) 13,20 13,20
efficiency (%)

2 ? ? not know yet
5 ? ? not know yet
9 ? ? not know yet

14 ? ? not know yet

Front End
Date ready summer 2017 summer 2017
Tsys (K)

2 ? ? not know yet
5 ? ? not know yet
9 ? ? not know yet

14 ? ? not know yet
Band1

Name broadband broadband
Start freq (GHz) 3 2,2
Stop freq (GHz) 15 14
npol 2 2
pol type linear linear

PCAL
Date ready now now
injection launch into feed launch into feed
generator CDMS Haystack CDMS Haystack
freq spacing (MHz) 1 1

Noise Diode
date ready now now
synchronous (Hz) 80 80
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Cable Cal
Date ready now now
Type radio-optical radio-optical

Down-converter
Date ready now now
Sub-band 1

Type quasi-fixed down quasi-fixed down
nband 2 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz)
filter stop (GHz)
lo start (GHz) 4 100 4 100
lo stop (GHz) 13 400 13 400
lo res (KHz) 100 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0 0
Stop (MHz) 4096 4096

Net range
Start (GHz) 0 0
Stop (GHz) 15.0 15.0

Sub-band 2
Type quasi-fixed down U|L quasi-fixed down U|L
nband 2 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz)
filter stop (GHz)
lo start (GHz) 4 100 4 100
lo stop (GHz) 13 400 13 400
lo res (KHz) 100 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0 0
Stop (MHz) 4096 4096

Net range
Start (GHz) 0 0
Stop (GHz) 15.0 15.0

Sub-band 3
Type quasi-fixed down U|L quasi-fixed down U|L
nband 2 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz)
filter stop (GHz)
lo start (GHz) 4 100 4 100
lo stop (GHz) 13 400 13 400
lo res (KHz) 100 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0 0
Stop (MHz) 4096 4096

Net range
Start (GHz) 0 0
Stop (GHz) 15.0 15.0

Sub-band 4
Type quasi-fixed down U|L quasi-fixed down U|L
nband 2 2
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1st stage
filter start (GHz)
filter stop (GHz)
lo start (GHz) 4 100 4 100
lo stop (GHz) 13 400 13 400
lo res (KHz) 100 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 0 0
Stop (MHz) 4096 4096

Net range
Start (GHz) 0 0
Stop (GHz) 15.0 15.0

Sampler
Date ready now now
Type ADB3L ADB3L
Input bandwidth (MHz) 4096 4096
Nyquist zone 1 1
Sample clock (MHz) 8192 8192
bits/sample 10 10
Total No. of IF's 4x2 4x2

Digital Back End (DBE)
Type DBBC3-L DBBC3-L
No. DBE per site 1 1
No. IF's per DBE 8 8
DSC (phase 1)

No. per DBE 8 8
Chan BW (MHz) 4096 4096
Sideband U|L U|L
LO Res (KHz) na na

  DDC-OCT (phase 2)
No. per DBE >=8 >=8
Chan BW 2048, 1024 2048, 1024
Sideband U|L U|L
LO Res (KHz) 1000 1000

DDC (phase 2)
No. per DBE 8*8 8*8
Chan BW 2-128 2-128
Sideband U&L U&L
LO Res (KHz) 10 10

PFB (phase 3)
No. per DBE 8 8
Chan BW (MHz) 256 256
Chan per DBE 8*16 (15+1) 8*16 (15+1)

  DDC/PFB | FPB/DDC (phase 3)
No. per DBE > 8*2 > 8*2
Chan BW 2-128 2-128
Sideband U&L U&L
LO Res (KHz) variable variable

Recorder
Type FILA40G/Flexbuff FILA40G/Flexbuff
No. per site 1 1

Network
Data rate (Gbps) 10 10
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7 BADAR13M and ZELEN13M

Site name Badary Zelenchukskaya
Receiver type Tri-band Tri-band
SEFD (Jy)

2,4 1000* 1100*
7,5 650* 750*
28,5 2000* 1900*

Antenna
Date ready now now
Optics ring focus ring focus
Az slew rate (°/s) 12 12
El slew rate (°/s) 6 6
Diameter (m) 13,2 13,2
efficiency (%)

2,4 70* 70*
7,5 80* 80*

28,5 75* 75*

Front End
Date ready now now
Tsys (K)

2,4 35* 40*
7,5 25* 30*

28,5 75* 70*

Band1
Name S-band S-band
Start freq (GHz) 2,2 2,2
Stop freq (GHz) 2,6 2,6
npol 2 2
pol type circular circular

Band2
Name X-band X-band
Start freq (GHz) 7 7
Stop freq (GHz) 9,5 9,5
npol 2 2
pol type circular circular

Band3
Name Ka-band Ka-band
Start freq (GHz) 28 28
Stop freq (GHz) 34 34
npol 2 2
pol type circular circular

PCAL
Date ready now now
injection pre LNA pre LNA
generator IAA design IAA design
freq spacing (MHz) 1; 2 1; 2

Noise Diode
Date ready now now
installed yes yes
synchronous (Hz) on/off on/off

Cable Cal
Date ready now now
Type IAA design IAA design
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Down-converter
Date ready now now
Band 1

Type down down
nband 2 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 2,2 2,2
filter stop (GHz) 2,6 2,6
lo start (GHz) 3,6 3,6
lo stop (GHz) 3,7 3,7
lo res (KHz) 100 100

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 1024 1024
Stop (MHz) 1536 1536

Net range
Start (GHz) 2,2 2,2
Stop (GHz) 2,6 2,6

Band 2 1. Converter 1. Converter 2. Converter 3.Converter
Type up-down up-down up-down up-down
nband 2 2 2 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 7 7 7 7
filter stop (GHz) 9,5 9,5 9,5 9,5
LO start (GHz) 24 23,5 23,5 23,5
LO stop (GHz) 25,5 25,5 25,5 25,5
lo res (KHz) 400 400 400 400

2nd stage
filter start (GHz) 16 16 16 16
filter stop (GHz) 17 17 17 17
LO start (GHz) 15 15 15 15
LO stop (GHz) na na na na
LO res fixed fixed fixed fixed

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 1024 1024 1024 1024
Stop (MHz) 2048 2048 2048 2048

Net range
Start (GHz) 7 7 7 7
Stop (GHz) 9,5 9,5 9,5 9,5

Band 3 1. Converter 1. Converter 2. Converter 3.Converter
Type down-down down-down down-down down-down
nband 2 2 2 2
1st stage

filter start (GHz) 28 28 28 28
filter stop (GHz) 34 34 34 34
LO start (GHz) 17,5 21,5 21,5 21,5
LO stop (GHz) 22,5 27 27 27
lo res (KHz) 400 400 400 400

2nd stage
filter start (GHz) 10,5 6,5 6,5 6,5
filter stop (GHz) 11,5 7,5 7,5 7,5
LO start (GHz) 12,5 5,5 5,5 5,5
LO stop (GHz) na na na na
LO res fixed fixed fixed fixed

Nyquist
Start (MHz) 1024 1024 1024 1024
Stop (MHz) 2048 2048 2048 2048
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Net range
Start (GHz) 28 28 28 28
Stop (GHz) 34 34 34 34

Sampler
Date ready now now

Input bandwidth (MHz) 512 512
Nyquist zone 3 3
Sample clock (MHz) 1024 1024
bits/sample 8 8
Total No. of IF's 8 8

Digital Back End (DBE)
Type BRAS BRAS
No. DBE per site 1 1
No. IF's per DBE 8 8
DDC na na
PFB na na

No. per DBE
Chan BW (MHz)
Chan per DBE

Recorder
Type DRS / Mk5C(under repair) DRS / Mk5C
No. per site 1 / 1 1 / 1

Network
Data rate (Gbps) 2 2
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Inauguration of the Onsala twin
telescopes on 18 May 2017

The Onsala twin telescopes. (Photo: Roger Hammargren)

The inauguration is described as follows. First we give a brief summary of the event. Thereafter follow
transcriptions of the speeches. Most of them were delivered in Swedish but assuming that the typical
reader of these proceedings prefer the English language, we have made a best effort translating these
speeches. Photos from the day of the inauguration follow and finally we include a number of photos
documenting the construction work, from the clearing of the ground until the telescopes are completed.
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The inauguration of the Onsala twin telescopes

On Thursday, 18 May 2017, the Onsala twin
telescopes were inaugurated with a ceremonial
event. More than 200 international and national
guests, including the EVGA participants, veterans
of the first transatlantic VLBI observations in 1968,
as well as regional governors and representatives of
Chalmers, participated in the festivity.

The inauguration day at Onsala was sunny and
warm, with temperatures up to 21 oC but rather
windy, as can be expected for a site located right
at the coast line. The festivity guests gathered in
a tent that had been erected next to the southern
twin telescope. Here they followed an interesting
program.

The Onsala twin telescopes on 18 May 2017.

(Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)

First, Prof. John Conway, the director of the Onsala Space Observatory, gave a welcome address.
Then Prof. Stefan Bengtsson, President of Chalmers University of Technology, gave a speech, followed
by a speech by Dr. Axel Nothnagel, chairman of the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and As-
trometry (IVS).

After that, the twin sisters Malin and Josefin Flyckt, members of the Swedish Astronomical Youth
Association, gave a speech. They addressed in particular the importance of inspiring cutting-edge tech-
nology and research for young people and the coming generations, and also highlighted the value of
being twins.

This was followed by showing NASA’s cartoon film on the principles of geodetic VLBI, which was
accompanied by simultaneous life narration in Swedish, performed by Assoc. Prof. Maria Sundin from
Gothenburg University.

Finally, the actual inauguration started. Prof. Lena Sommestad, county governor of Hallands län,
and Lisbeth Schultze, acting county governor of Västra Götalands län gave speeches and expressed
how important the Onsala Space Observatory and Chalmers University of Technology are for the two
counties. Then the whole festivity party left the tent and gathered around the table with the two start
buttons. The governors pressed the two starter buttons, and the telescopes started to move. Accom-
panied by saxophone music performed by Mikael Högdahl the telescopes started a coordinated dance.
This gave the spectators a glimpse of how future VGOS operations at Onsala may look like. The Onsala
twin telescopes were inaugurated!

After the telescope dance, the festivity continued with a lunch inside and outside of the tent. After
lunch, several guided tours allowed the guests to visit the many scientific instrument installations at
the observatory. These include the twin telescopes, the 25 m and 20 m telescopes, and the Onsala tide
gauge station using conventional pneumatic, radar, and laser sensors, as well as the GNSS-R tide gauge
and GNSS reference installations.
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Welcome address by Prof. John Conway, Director of the Onsala Space Ob-
servatory

Prof. John Conway

(Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)

It is my great pleasure to welcome you all to this
inauguration of the Onsala twin telescopes!

I want to especially welcome Hallands and Västra
Götalands governors Lena Sommestad and Lisbeth
Schultze and I would also like to welcome our other
distinguished guests, colleagues and friends who
are here to share with us this happy occasion.

Since we have both many international and Swedish
guests here today the programme of this inaugura-
tion will be bi-lingual. One language will of course
be Swedish, for the other language, although I have
heard rumours that in the near future English may
no longer be a major language in Europe... I will
anyway mostly speak English – with a few words in
Swedish at the end.

The new Onsala twin telescopes which we inaugurate today forms part of a world-wide network
of radio telescopes that is designed to use observations of the most distant objects in the universe to
measure relative positions on the Earth down to millimetre accuracy.

The technique of combining together worldwide networks of dishes to create one giant synthetic
telescope is known as Very Long Baseline Interferometry or VLBI. This year marks the 50th anniversary
of the first successful VLBI observations made using two telescopes in Canada in 1967; one year later in
1968 the older brother of the Onsala twin telescopes the Onsalas 25 m telescope formed the European
end of the very first transatlantic VLBI experiment. Onsala has therefore been involved from the very
earliest days of VLBI and remains highly active today in VLBI as applied to both geoscience and to
astronomy. With the construction of the twin telescopes Onsala takes its next step into the future of
geo-VLBI with two specially designed rapidly moving telescopes which will observe thousands of distant
quasars per day which will improve the accuracy for measuring by a factor of ten.

It is an amazing fact, that shows the connectedness and beauty of science, that in order to fully
understand our Earth we must use observations of the most distant objects in the universe. It would I
expect come as a surprise to many people, and against common sense, that looking outward into space
is necessary to understand the Earth below our feet, but so it is. The twin telescopes will be involved
in nothing less than in connecting the Earth with the stars.

As well as connecting astronomy with the Earth the twin telescopes also connect basic and applied
science. The information obtained as part of the global network, measures changes in the orientation
and rotation rate of the Earth which in turn tells us about processes occurring deep within our planet
and also the effects of human induced global change. In addition, the twin telescopes, will give vital
contributions to accurate navigation on Earth, which you exploit whenever you use GPS in your car or
use google maps on your smartphone. Future applications of self-driving cars, drones and applications
for other industries we have yet to invent, will make use of the data from the Onsala twin telescopes.
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I would like to thank the Knut and Alice Wallenberg foundation and Chalmers for the generous
funding provided for the construction of the Onsala twin telescopes and would also like to thank the
prime contractor for the telescope structure MT Mechatronics. I would also like to thank the Swedish
Research council, Vetenskapsr̊adet, for their long-term support of geo-VLBI operations at Onsala.

I would like to end by thanking everyone at Onsala Space Observatory, which have contributed to the
construction of the twin telescopes and their equipment. This is the largest construction project made
here since 1976 when the 20-meter telescope was built. The twin telescopes is a project that started
before my time as a director. The construction was begun and led by Gunnar Elgered, Rüdiger Haas,
and my predecessor Hans Olofsson. Onsala’s infrastructure staff have had a great deal of commitment
in the building process, without you this project would never have been possible. I never stop being
surprised by what we can do at the Onsala Space Observatory. I would like to thank you all for your
hard work.

We did it together!
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Speech by Prof. Stefan Bengtsson, President of Chalmers University of Tech-
nology

Prof. Stefan Bengtsson

(Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)

It’s incredibly fun to be here today when we take the next
step in developing Onsala. This is one of Chalmers’ three
locations where work is carried out. We have been here since
the 40’s with activities connected to space and Earth and
there has been many and incredibly important results from
this research facility over the years, and it has gradually
evolved.

It has meant incredibly much scientifically and is for Chalmers
an amazing research infrastructure, but it has also had a role
in regional development that you may never think about.
The development of the receivers required here gave in turn
the research base that attracts high technology industry in
high-frequency and high-speed electronics to Gothenburg,
which in turn reinforced educational efforts and research,
which in turn increased the opportunities for Onsala to act
scientifically. Here you can see a good example of how re-
gional growth can take place between different types of actors,
despite the fact that the issues that are scientifically stud-
ied and the purpose of the facility, is indeed very basic science.

Today we take the next step with the twin telescopes. Here it is our own planet, as we heard John
describe, which is the goal of the studies, and what I understand when I’ve read a bit about this, it now
opens up completely new possibilities to make accurate measurements of the dynamics of our planet.

We usually say that Chalmers is a university of technology and natural science, and for us, the basic
science that is done in Onsala, and in other parts of our activities, is incredibly important. It is hard to
imagine a successful university of technology, which does not ensure to have curiosity driven research,
found in basic science and mathematics.

With regard to Onsala and the development here, Chalmers has together with the Swedish Research
Council, and many others, taken long-term responsibility, with contributions, with long-term funding,
and we are prepared to continue to do so because we see the great value and the amazing opportunities
that are connected to the facility here. Not the least, such a facility is important for increasing interest
and understanding for natural science and technology in the country of young people. We know that
we need to interest young people to study natural sciences, and to choose the path within the research,
perhaps. What we are doing here today in a lot of ways is a commitment to the future partly from
the aspect I just mentioned, and of course for many years to continue to pursue, and we will have new
opportunities for conducting world-class research.

So I want to end by saying that I’m incredibly pleased that we now have these telescopes in place.
It will be amazingly exciting and see what results they will be able to contribute with.

I wish to congratulate Onsala, the department, and the international science community to the ac-
cess to new amazing instruments and wish you all the best to take full advantage of these instruments.
Chalmers as a whole is prepared to support this also in the future. My final word to you here at Onsala is:

You are amazing and we are so happy to have you in our university!

Thank you!
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Speech by Dr. Axel Nothnagel, Chair of the International VLBI Service for
Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS)

Dear Stefan Bengtson
(President of Chalmers University of Technology),

Dear John Conway
(Director of Onsala Space Observatory),

Dear staff members of this magnificent observatory,

Dear guests of the inauguration ceremony!

It is a great pleasure for me to extend the greetings and best
wishes of the IVS; the International VLBI Service for Geodesy
and Astrometry, for the inauguration of the new twin tele-
scopes of the Onsala Space Observatory.

Dr. Axel Nothnagel

(Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)

In fact, only a few of you will be aware that we are virtually standing at the cradle of European
transatlantic geodetic VLBI. Olof Rydbeck and Bernt Rönnäng carried out the first geodetic VLBI
observations between Onsala and Haystack Observatory near Boston with a Mark I system in 1977
and 1978 reaching a precision of several centimeters. Another milestone was set by the first Mark III
observations between Onsala and North America with the Mark III system on January 21, 1981, where
the precision of the baseline length result was improved to the order of 1–2 cm. Within a few years
a series of observing sessions across the Atlantic, a major scientific breakthrough was documented:
The proof of the existence of plate motion, or as is more common language, of continental drift. In
a scientific paper in early 1986, Tom Herring and co-authors showed that North America and Europe
were separating by 17 mm per year. Other authors were Chopo Ma, who is here today as well, and in
particular the Onsala colleagues Bernt Rönnäng. Göran Lundqvist and Gunnar Elgered. Since then
the Onsala Space Observatory with its 20 m radio telescope has carried out successfully hundreds of
geodetic VLBI observing sessions producing a wealth of data and results. Onsala Space Observatory is
an indispensable corner stone of IVS operations today.

The pleasure about this is the greater in that today we mark further progress in technology and
scientific possibilities with the inauguration of the Onsala twin telescopes. These telescopes will be
within the first in the world which will help to achieve the 1 mm accuracy goal in global reference
frames which we need to reach for a reliable monitoring of global change. Being close to the sea here,
sea level rise is certainly one of the most prominent effects. Without long-term stable reference frames
of ground stations, like this one, and the link to the orbits of the altimeter satellites, sea level variations
cannot be monitored reliably and I do not need to address the consequences. The twin telescopes will
allow experimental setups and observing configurations which will be really unique. Over and beyond
geodetic challenges, the telescopes will also help to push atmospheric sciences forward because the be-
havior of the signals observed with the telescopes provides direct information of the atmosphere above.
In the name of the IVS and its members, I like to express our gratitude to the Wallenberg Foundation
and Chalmers University of Technology for their efforts and investments into these telescopes. Finally,
I would like to congratulate all of you on having such nice new instruments and I wish all of us that
the telescopes will carry out very many successful observations.

Thank you for your attention.
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Speech by Malin and Josefin Flyckt, members of the Swedish Astronomical
Youth Association

The twin sisters Malin and Josefin Flyckt, members of the
Swedish Astronomical Youth Association.

(Photo: Hans-Georg Scherneck)

Hi!

My name is Malin — and my name
is Josefin, we are 17 years old and are
currently in the first year at the high
school Bäckängskolan in Bor̊as.

Malin: I am studying natural sciences

Josefin: and I study social sciences

As we said, we both study at Bäckängskolan, which when we searched for high school were the
obvious choice for us, as it has a wide range of programmes, with good teachers and a good study
environment, where everyone may be just who they want to be and have the opportunity to become
just who and what they want. We are both very curious and would like to explore the world around us.

Malin: For me, space is a place for endless possibilities (literally endless) a brand new world (lit-
erally) opened to us humans. I have been fascinated by space since i was little, but the real interest
only came when I went in the eighth grade. It was then I figured out what I wanted to do with my life.
I wanted to be an astronaut. To get out into space and to see everything is a tempting thought to me.

Josefin: I have always thought space is something very fascinating. Imagine you have one soccer
field and you put out a pea somewhere on the field. The pea represents the Earth and the soccer
field represents our expanding universe, all unexplored. All opportunities and places we have not yet
discovered, places and opportunities that we do not even know we can discover yet. Stars, nebulosor,
atomic to atomic, everything is so simple yet so complicated. And we’re just a tiny piece of this gigantic
phenomenon. Who will not be marveled by that thought? Being involved in this was a must for me.

Malin: But, if the telescope was never invented, if we never had the desire and curiosity to explore
space, what is outside, I could never have had this dream. My dream of being an astronaut would never
have been possible unless it was for the telescope. Looking out into the interstellar formations had not
been possible.

Josefin: I totally agree with Malin, if it were not for that idea and to look into space, we would not
have been here today, right? It was because of this, our common interest in space, to which we joined
the Astronomical Youth, an organisation where young people’s interest in space is taken advantage of
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and can be developed together with other young people with the same interest. They also organise
events to go on where you can learn more about space and to join astronomy camps where you have
the opportunity to meet like-minded people. For us, Astronomical Youth means that we can develop
our interest and satisfy our present curiosity.

Malin: Even though I and Josefin are basically the same, we have chosen to take different ways.
However, we still work as one, just like the telescope.

Josefin: Today, the twin telescopes will be inaugurated, so what are the benefits of being a twin?
When we were small we used to send pieces between a narrow hole in the wall that went between our
rooms. For example, if we had been sent to our rooms because we were too messy or interrupted each
other, we could send small pieces through this hole in the wall messages we have written to still be able
to communicate with each other.

Malin: Like twins, we share DNA and very many of our properties, which means we can work
effectively with each other and take advantage of our similarities, but we look at things with different
eyes. This is a similarity to the twin telescopes. So, we as twins understand really the advantage of
building telescopes in pairs, though still with a certain distance between them. Even though we are in
different places, we can still work together – as one. So we believe and know that these telescopes will
work well and make a big difference to Sweden’s and the world’s research and science.

Josefin: We as young people think it is very important to focus on research, especially in an area
like this that inspires so much.

Malin and Josefin: Concluding, we together wish all researchers and engineers that will work with
the telescopes a lot of success!
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Assoc. Prof. Maria Sundin’s simultaneous life narration accompanying NASA’s
short cartoon film on VLBI

Assoc. Prof. Maria Sundin gives a
simultaneous life narration in Swedish

accompanying NASA’s short cartoon film

on VLBI. (Photo: Hans-Georg Scherneck)

See e.g.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVB8kArRZ6I

for an English version

and https://youtu.be/G04cDzU8sXE

for a narration in Swedish.

An example collection of screen shots from NASA’s cartoon film on VLBI.
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Speech by Prof. Lena Sommestad, county governor of Hallands län

Prof. Lena Sommestad.

(Photo: Hans-Georg Scherneck)

Professor Bengtsson, President of Chalmers,
Professor Conway, Professor Nothnagel,
ladies and gentlemen.

It is a great honor for me, as Governor of the
province of Halland, to conduct this opening cer-
emony, together with my colleague in Västra
Götaland, Lisbeth Schultze. We will both talk in
Swedish; my apologies; but before turning to the
Swedish language, I would like to wish all foreign
guests welcome to Halland.
We are pleased to have you here, in these beautiful
surroundings.

My friends. The time has come to inaugurate Onsala’s new twin telescopes. We have already
had a first insight into the staggering possibilities that the new telescopes mean – opportunities for
scientific adventures and progress, opportunities for international cooperation, and opportunities for
building knowledge of significance to our planet and our common future. I would like to congratulate
Chalmers and Onsala Space Observatory to these twin telescopes and the opportunities that are now
being opened.

I appreciate that you here at the opening ceremony are spinning on the line of twinning opportunities!
As a governor in Halland, I feel a joy for today’s opening, for several reasons. When we gather here
today, with the new telescopes in front of us, we are reminded – first and foremost – of the fact that few
”insatser” are so crucial for scientific development and excellence, as a top-class research infrastructure.
And historically, the telescope stands as the symbol of the development, where ever-increasingly refined
tools and instruments have helped us to measure, understand and shape the world around us with
increasing accuracy.

Throughout centuries, the telescope has been the mind of knowledge, enlightenment, progress. One
of the major challenges facing the Swedish science community right now, as you know, is precisely the
research infrastructure; how we can afford to invest in the new, increasingly advanced facilities that
modern science requires. Not least in this perspective, it is gratifying that today at the Onsala Space
Observatory we can inaugurate two new telescopes that further strengthen Swedish researchers’ ability
to contribute to increased knowledge about the Earth and its movements.

And never before has such knowledge been as anxious as now. We need better knowledge of the
Earth and the Earth system to handle the challenges ahead of us – from population growth to climate
threats. Sustainable development requires knowledge. When we stand here today, I also feel joyful
for the exciting international collaboration that the twin telescopes makes possible, and which carries
on your research area, geodesy. You need each other and each other’s telescopes. The two telescopes
that we see in front of us are part of a global network. Only if you work together can you achieve
your goals. And this essentially scientifically-based collaboration, at the same time holds a message
that goes beyond science and measurement technology. Like other researchers who explore the earth
system, you help to understand our shared responsibility for the planet, and to realise our dependence
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on each other. The world’s population is growing. Poverty countries develop toward industrialisation
and increased prosperity. Progress is great, but the threats to ecosystems and climate are also growing,
day by day. Research has a key role to build networks, and to create consensus on the conditions human
beings have to deal with.

Finally, as a governor in Halland County, on the border with the city of Gothenburg, I feel delighted
that within the county limits, in the beautiful Kungsbacka municipality, we have a scientific environment
of such a high international class. You contribute to a dynamic knowledge and growth region here in
western Sweden, but you also have an important role to play as a scientific actor in the county and the
municipality.

Something that I particularly appreciate is that you actively contribute to spreading scientific knowl-
edge in easily accessible form, especially among the young people. Here to the observatory, school classes
come to learn about astronomy and geoscience. Here you arrange the “day and Night of Astronomy”.
You recently contributed to the Gothenburg Science Festival. And best of all – on Mother’s Day you
always invite the public, a day for families to enjoy this breathtaking beautiful place, while learning
more about both the Earth and the universe. I – as a twin myself – note that this year you have special
prize for twins – a pair of twins can come here for the price of one, the twin telescopes to honor. What
a nice initiative! I’ll see if I can attract my very best twin sister here. I would like to thank you for the
efforts you make. You share your special knowledge, but you are also – in a broader sense – ambassadors
of science, in the important tradition of enlightenment and democracy that has shaped our societies.
It is important in a time when research progress and respect for scientific knowledge are needed more
than ever before.

The twin telescopes stand as a symbol of science’s progress, but they also stand as a symbol of a
common future, based on knowledge and global cooperation.

And with these words I would like to hand over to my colleague, Lisbeth Schulze, Västra Götaland
County.
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Speech by Lisbeth Schultze, acting county governor of Västra Götalands län

Lisbeth Schultze.

(Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)

In the autumn of 1970, 47 years ago, two persons
were here on Onsalahalvön and picked mushrooms.

One was Victor Hasselblad. The other was Edwin
“Buzz” Aldrin, who had previously photographed
the moon with Victor Hasselblad’s camera, which
was developed and manufactured in Gothenburg.

Here we stand today at the inauguration of the
twin telescopes. The similarities are quite striking.

We observe and document other celestial bodies and
remote galaxies to increase our knowledge of our
own planet. Why did they choose Hasselblad’s cam-
era at the moon landing? Because they wanted the
camera with the best optics! The twin telescopes
are part of a world-leading research network with
other telescopes, because research at Chalmers is at
the forefront!

The telescopes are a striking manifestation of the prominent scientific research going on in Western
Sweden. It makes me happy and proud also because I know how important scientific research is to
further develop strong and prosperous societies.

How can Western-Swedish industry, such as automotive and textile industries, be so strong when
labor costs are much lower in many other parts of the world? Well, it is because scientific research and
technological achievements, with Chalmers as a key player, develop and modernise our industrial oper-
ations so that they are strong in meeting the future. And because there is well established cooperation
between academia, industry and society.

Warm congratulations on the twin telescope activities. I will follow it with great interest!
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Selected photos from the inauguration

The inauguration guests listen concentrated to the speeches.

(Top photo: Sofie Haldén. Bottom photo: Onsala Space Observatory)
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The two county governors Lena Sommestad (centre, left) and Lisbeth Schultze (center, right) press the start

buttons and the Onsala twin telescopes start to dance, accompanied by saxophone music performed by Mikael

Högdahl. John Conway (right), Robert Cumming (left) and Claas-Tido Dörnath, the site manager from MT

Mechatronics during the installation phase (far right background), are massively impressed by the show!

(Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)
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The Onsala twin telescopes perform their inauguration dance.

(Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)

The celebration guests watch the OTT inauguration dance.

(Photo: Hans-Georg Scherneck)
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Flowers for the county governors, presented by the twin sisters Klara and Ellen

Helldner Larsson. (Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)

Finally, a happy director! (Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)
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Double twins: The twin sisters Malin and Josefin Flyckt with the twin telescopes.

(Photo: Onsala Space Observatory)

Dirk Behrend (left) and Oleg Titov (right), possible candidates to become the honoured

twin patron saints of the twin telescopes? (Photo: Hans-Georg Scherneck)
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Bernt Rönnäng (left) and his wife Eva, with Francisco Colomer (right).
Bernt was one of the pioneers starting up the VLBI activities at the

observatory already in the 1960ies. (Photo: Hans-Georg Scherneck)

Chopo Ma (left) and Jan Johansson (right). (Photo: Hans-Georg Scherneck)
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Selected photos from the construction phase

The infrastructure work has started. (Photo: Lars Wennerbäck)

The foundations are being constructed. (Photo: Lars Wennerbäck)
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Work on the concrete tower for the southern telescope. (Photo: Rüdiger Haas)

The concrete towers are ready. (Photo: Rüdiger Haas)
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Most of the telescope parts have arrived. (Photo: Roger Hammargren)

The reflectors have been assembled. (Photo: Roger Hammargren)
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Lift of the azimuth cabin of the southern telescope. (Photo: Gunnar Elgered)
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The reflector is lifted on the northern telescope. (Photo: Leif Helldner)
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(Photo: Rüdiger Haas)

(Photo: Rüdiger Haas)
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